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16. Abstract The detection of phenological events (Brown Wave - vegetation
senescence, Green Wave - vegetation development) for specific forest
and crop types using ERTS-1 imagery is described. The Brown Waves
(1972-1973) and the Green Wave (1973) were detected at 24h sites located
in four north-south corridors across the United States through analysis
of ERTS-1 imagery and multispectral scanner digital tapes. Ground
observations from these sites were correlated with ERTS data. These
two phenological events were documented by observations from more than
3200 sites across the United States. Data handling techniques includ-
ing computer analysis and photo-interpretation procedures are explained.
Computer analysis of ERTS-1 multispectral scanner digital tapes in all
bands was used to give the relative changes of spectral reflectance
with.time of forests and specified crops. Band-to-band ratios were
developed and correlated with the fall and spring phenological changes
in field crops and forests. Results from this study show that it is
feasible to monitor by satellite phenological changes over large
regions. In addition, crop identification and inventory are definitely
within the realm of possibility. Satellite data from an ERTS-1 type
system will make world-wide phenological monitoring possible. This is
necessary to develop universally applica'ble phenoclimatic m6dels.
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Preface
The objective of the project is to develop techniques for identifying
phenological changes and plant types on a broad scale. Phenological
sequences studied were the Green Wave and the Brown Wave.
A well-coordinated nationwide network of 24 ground observation sites
in four corridors was established. Three subsites were identified within
each of the 10 test sites in the Rocky Mountain and Columbia Valley
Corridors. These were (1) non-irrigated rangeland, (2) irrigated alfalfa
fields, and (3) dryland wheat fields. Ground photography documentation
of phenological events was continuous from the launch of ERTS-1 through
November 1973.
Phenological data were recorded throughout the East and West during
1971, 1972, and 1973 on the phenological changes of selected indicator
plants.
Computer programs were developed at Texas A & M University (Remote
Sensing Center) and Purdue University (Laboratory for Applications of
Remote Sensing) to process multispectral scanner measurements (MSS) of the
Phenology Satellite Experiment test sites.
The problem of changing atmospheric and illumination conditions was
studied by both LARS, Purdue University, and RSC, Texas A & M University.
Tests indicated that corrections to Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(ERTS) data for the Eastern Corridors may be necessary for sun angle change
and for variations of water vapor and particulate matter in the atmosphere.
In the clearer atmosphere over the Western Corridors, correction for sun
angle change was the only correction necessary.
A quideline for assessing vegetation changes using ERTS-1 Satellite
Imagery was prepared at the University of Maine for an Imagery Interpreta-
tion Workshop at Montana State University.
Work at the University of Maine and Cornell University has demonstrated
that MSS imagery when analyzed with a Digicol Processor 4010-32 can reveal
the spectral changes which occur during the Green and Brown Waves.
Analysis of digital data showed that a systematic decrease in reflec-
tivity in the infrared channels occurred for the August to November period.
This change reflects the progression of the Brown Wave with time at the
different test sites. The progression of the Green Wave was associated with
an increase in reflectivity in the infrared channels.
A number of equations were developed at Montana State University and
the University of Maine in an effort to relate ground observations to
Satellite MSS data. Of the several criteria (ground observed parameters)
available for use in developing or evaluating algorithms the "percent green"
for all foliage was chosen. This relates to the overall progress of the
Green or Brown Waves and can be used on an individual crop basis or on a
more general basis which includes all plant species at the test site.
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The Band-Ratio-Parameter (BRP) provides a responsive indication of
greenness and in addition indicates the degree of leaf coloration and 
leaf
fall for deciduous forests.
Density measurements on ERTS-1 transparencies were used to assess
vegetation change. The individual band densities and band-to-band ratios
depicted seasonal changes in vegetation very well.
An algorithm called "ABIO" was developed at Montana State University
from ground and satellite data in the two western corridors to specifically
identify alfalfa crops. This algorithm appears to show promise in identi-
fying percent green, plant height and/or biomass.
Results from the Phenology Satellite Experiment show that it is
feasible to monitor phenological changes over large regions of the earth
by satellite.
Satellite data, such as that received from ERTS-1, will make world-
wide phenological monitoring possible. This is necessary to develop
universally applicable phenoclimatic models.
For countries with highly developed agriculture, such information
would be useful in characterization of crop status, yield prediction, and
management planning. Phenological data in less-developed countries could
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Phenology Satellite Experiment is a temporal study of the vari-
ations in spectral properties of plants for various test sites in the
United States. The broad aim of this project was to observe the temporal
and geographical progression of the plant life cycle through the use of
ERTS data. Two phenological sequences were studied:
(a) The Green Wave: A record of the geographical progression with
time of foliage development over wide areas is the first step
that must be taken toward a real time inventory of the yield
potential, yield realization and crop management over extended
crop and timber producing areas of the nation.
(b) The Brown Wave: A record of the geographical progression with
time of vegetation senescence (maturation of crops, leaf colora-
tion, and leaf abscission) plays the analogous role in the autumn
as the Green Wave phenomenon does in the spring in terms of
phenological predictors for vegetation management.
This study has been conducted by the NE-69 and W-48 Regional Research
Technical Committees i as an extension of their ongoing research in the
development of methods for evaluation and utilization of remotely sensed
data pertinent to agricultural ecosystems by ERTS and aircraft.
The Phenology Satellite Experiment was coordinated and directed by
Dr. B. E. Dethier, Professor of Meteorology, Division of Atmospheric
Sciences, Department of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
1Regional Research projects such as NE-69, Atmospheric Influences on Eco-
systems and Satellite Sensing, and W-48, Climate and Phenological Patterns
for Agriculture in the Western Region, are funded jointly by participating
State Agricultural Experiment Stations and by federal regional research
money from Cooperative State Research Service, USDA.
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It used the established facilities of 16 State Agricultural Experiment
Stations, their substations and Phenological Network Stations and benefits
from the experience gained through 17 years of closely coordinated regional
and interregional research projects.
About one-half of the cost of the research in Agricultural Research
programs has been funded by the cooperating states and about one-half by
federal (USDA) regional research money distributed through State Agricul-
tural Experiment Stations.
The diverse components of the ERTS-1 project necessitated close
cooperation and coordination. To achieve the meaningful merging of research
products, the following organization structure, as shown on page 3, was
successfully implemented.
The composition of the Steering Committee and the affiliations of its
members are shown in Appendix A as well as the cooperative investigators.
1.1 Background
Phenology is the science concerned with periodic biological events in
their relation to seasonal climatic changes and is known as the science of
appearances because emphasis is placed on dates of various occurrences.
The term "phenology" appears to have been first applied in 1853 by the
Belgian botanist, Charles Morren, to that branch of science which studies
the periodic phenomena in the plant and animal world insofar as they
depend upon the climate of any locality. The word phenology itself is
derived from the Greek word "phaino", meaning to show. Plants can be used
as indicators of climatic differences because the times of occurrence of
phenological events of many plants is to a large degree controlled by the
2
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weather. Thus, phenology represents a merging of the meteorological and
biological sciences, each contributing something to the other.
Phenological records for agricultural crops have been kept for many
years at the agricultural experiment stations throughout the country.
These data are valuable to the agricultural scientist because they provide
a basis for comparing relative earliness or lateness of developmental stages
for different crop varieties. Such comparisons are often used as a basis
for selecting those particular varieties that are most adapted for specific
locations, since effects of weather on crops are highly dependent upon
concomitant stages of plant development. However, once a crop variety has
been proven most adaptable for the places where it has been tested, it is
not always possible to specify where it will grow most successfully because
too little is known about the nature of climate and the developmental be-
havior of plants in areas away from the experimental sites. This gap of
information can be narrowed by the use of phenological indicator plants
which reflect climatic contrasts between locations through their differ-
ential rate of seasonal development.
The observation of phenological events at numerous locations, resem-
bling in some respects national climatological networks, provides useful
information for many aspects of human activity, but is particularly impor-
tant for application in agriculture.
Localized phenological observations have been made in the United
States from time to time and usually were terminated after a number of
years. However, phenological networks started in Montana in the mid 1950's
provided the impetus for the establishment of new phenological networks and
the expansion of existing networks in the western, north-central and
4C)
northeastern regions using clonally propagated plant material. The
phenology networks (Fig. 1) now cover 40 states and 5 Canadian Provinces
and include over 3200 sites. Standardized instructions were developed to
insure uniformity in gathering of the data. Many observation sites are
located near weather stations to allow for comparisons between phenological
data and meteorological parameters.
As an example of the Green Wave (record of plant development with
time) is shown in Figure 2. These photographs of the development of
Red Rothomagensis lilac were taken in the spring and summer of 1973 at
Burlington, Vermont. They show that considerable advances in plant




A well-coordinated nationwide network of 24 ground observation sites
in four corridors (Fig. 3) was established and ground photography documen-
tation of phenological events has been continuous since the launch of ERTS-1.
Details of the 24 test sites are given in Appendix B. Typical corridor sites
in Vermont and Montana are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively.
Field procedures were established to obtain ground photography of the
same scene on different dates coinciding with ERTS-1 overpasses. Manuals
which describe these field procedures in detail (Appendix C for the East
and Appendix D for the West) were distributed to the observers.
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Figure 2.. Green Wave (lilac development with time) at Burlington,
Vermont, 1973.
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Figure 3. A - Appalachian Corridor, B - Mississippi Valley Corridor,
C - Rocky Mountain Corridor, D - Columbia Valley Corridor.
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Figure 4a. Typical Appalachian Corridor (Vermont) ground observation
sites: a) field crop and b) forest.
Figure 4b. Typical Rocky Mountain Corridor (Montana) ground observation





This corridor extends from Bangor, Maine, westward to Burlington,
Vermont, southwest to Morgantown, West Virginia, then south to Raleigh,
North Carolina. Most of the corridor is through the Hill Country Habitat
where topography is characterized by maturely dissected plains, low pla-
teaus, foothills and old worn-down mountains. The northern one-third of
the corridor has a humid microthermal climate while the remainder has a
humid mesothermal climate.
The natural vegetation is shown in Figure 3. Seasonal changes in
the spectral signatures of northern hardwoods and oak forests were ob-
served and related to ground observations from the phenological networks.
Dairying and livestock rearing are important to this region, as are
field crops (hay, alfalfa, corn, etc.), vegetable and fruit crops, and
certain high value crops, i.e. grapes. Forest industries contribute
greatly to the economy through the production of newsprint, naval stores,
and the harvesting of timber.
2.1.2 Mississippi Valley Corridor
This corridor extends from Lansing, Michigan, south to central Indiana,
southwest to eastern Oklahoma, then south to College Station, Texas. Most
of the corridor is classified as Plains Habitat of the interior, alluvial,
and glacial types. Like the Appalachian, the climate ranges from a humid
mesothermal in the south to humid microthermal in the north.
The natural vegetation is shown in Figure 3. Seasonal changes in
the spectral signatures of predominantly oak forests were observed and re-
lated to ground observations from the phenological networks.
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Mixed agriculture predominate's in this region with emphasis on corn,
cereal grains, and. livestock production.
2.1.3 Rocky Mountain Corridor
This corridor extends from northern Montana due south to northern
Arizona. The region is classified primarily as a combination of Mountain
Habitat and Plateau Habitat of the intermontane basin and tableland variety
with a few lacustrine plains.
The climates of this corridor are very diverse. The northern section
has a humid microthermal climate which changes to a mesothermal, warm dry
summer climates of Utah, then back to a humid microthermal and eventually
becomes a middle latitude steppe climate in Arizona.
The natural vegetation is shown in Figure 3.
Livestock production is the main agricultural enterprise in this
corridor and farming is primarily devoted to the support of this industry.
2.1.4 Columbia Valley Corridor
This corridor extends from north central Montana due westward to south
central Washington. It is classified a combination of Mountain Habitat and
Plateau Habitat. The corridor has a microthermal, warm summer climate.
The natural vegetation is shown in Figure 3.
Livestock.and grain production are the major agricultural activities
in eastern and western sections of this corridor with some forest industries
in the central section.
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2.1.5 Location of Experimental Areas and Observation Sites
In the Appalachian and Mississippi Valley Corridors, ground-truth
observation sites were located in a hardwood forest stand of at least ten
acres in size. Agricultural land planted to crops was selected in close
proximity to the site along with a major highway, river system or other
natural or cultural feature which could be used to identify the site on
the satellite imagery.
In the West, six experimental areas were chosen in the Rocky Mountain
Corridor located in relatively flat terrain the elevation of all six areas
were about 1450 m. The four experimental areas in the Columbia Valley
Corridor were also located in relatively flat terrain. The elevation of
all four areas was about 915 m. Each experimental area included the fol-
lowing three subsites:
1. A site which was typical of the surrounding non-irrigated
rangeland. The predominate vegetative cover in the
experimental area usually consisted of non-irrigated
rangeland.
2. A site where a non-irrigated cultivated crop was grown
(winter wheat at nine sites and barley at one site).
This was normally a relatively small acreage surrounded
by extensive non-irrigated rangeland.
3. A site where an irrigated perennial crop was grown
(alfalfa at nine sites and grass meadow at one site).
This was normally a relatively small acreage surrounded
by extensive non-irrigated rangeland.
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2.1.6 Phenological Data
Information was recorded throughout the East and West during 1972 and
1973 on the phenological changes of selected indicator plants used in the
previously mentioned phenological networks.
"Red Rothomagensis" lilac (Syringa chenensis) is used as an indicator
plant in the Central and Eastern United States and purple common lilac and
two honeysuckle cultivars in the West.
2.1.7 Solar Thermal Units
Solar Thermal Units have been calculated by computer for locations
in the world where both long-term solar radiation and temperature records
are available. Solar Thermal Units (STU) for a given day are computed
by multiplying mean daily temperature (oF) minus 31 by total solar radia-
tion for that day (cal/cm2 )--the units, langley-degree-days. Average
daily and accumulated values of STU for each day of the year have been
determined for each station. From this information rough estimates of
world-wide average patterns of phenological events are being constructed.
World maps have been drawn for the Green Wave, the Brown Wave and the
average date when the purple common lilac begins to bloom. (Figs. 5a, 5b
and 5c).
2.2 Data Handling
Computer programs were developed at Texas A & M University (Remote
Sensing Center) and Purdue University (Laboratory for Applications of
Remote Sensing) to process multispectral scanner measurements (MSS) of
the Phenology Satellite Experiment test sites.
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2.2.1 Qualitative Analysis of Individual Test Site Data
The objective of this activity was to prepare the ERTS-1 MSS data in
a form facilitating analysis by the phenology network monitors. This
required the development of a standard data product format and implementa-
tion of a data processing system insuring orderly data flow and reduction
consistent with the product specifications.
Detailed data handling plans (Figs. 6 and 7) were formulated for the
routing of the test site data received from the NASA Data Processing
Facility (NDPF).
Appalachian and Mississippi Corridors
A flow chart illustrating the sequence of tests and correction factors
used to infer the project results is illustrated below.
Analysis of ERTS spectral
response data
DATA ANALYSIS ATMOSPHERIC AND RADIATION
1. Linear Regression for CORRECTIONS
Spectral Response vs. Linear Regression on Corrected
Latitude Data
2. Linear Regression for 1. Spectral Response vs. Latitude
Spectral Response vs. 2. Spectral Response vs. Time
Time (for each indi- (for each individual Test
vidual Test Site) Site)
3. Significance Testing 3. Significance Testing
Comparison and Analyses of
|Corrected and Uncorrected Data
RESULTS
1. Importance of Correction Factors
2. Relationship Between Spectral Response
vs. Latitude
3. Relationship Between Spectral Response
vs. Time (for each individual Test Site)
























Tape Site Data Periodic
Storage Report Storage I Processing
Processin
Report
Figure 6. ERTS Data handling plan for the Western Corridors.
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From August 1972 to November 1973, a total of 26 passes were completed
over the two corridors. Twelve of the fourteen locations were so situated
that they were scanned on'the day following the main pass.
During this period of investigation, with optimum surface conditions,
a total of 628 site evaluations was possible. Heavy cloud cover, especially
in the early stages of the study, made possible a total of 229 images at
the 14 locations. Of this number 146 tapes were ordered and 116 found satis-
factory for evaluation. A breakdown of imagery data by years, brown and
green wave, and by site location is provided in Table 1. Location by date
of tapes analyzed are tabulated in Table 2.
Tapes requested and received from National Aeronautics & Space Admin-
istration (NASA) were first visually evaluated on the video display before
reformatting. Those having bad data lines, haze or cloud shadows which give
questionable results were not used. Usable imagery represented areas
40 x 40 km around the designated site location. Tapes of these specified
areas were reformatted before analysis was initiated by the LARSYS software
computer system. This technique provides a cluster analysis of each site
between dates and is presented as a gray scale printout in a polyogram format
of relative spectral response values for the specific site location. Rela-
tive spectral response is defined as a comparison value of the reflectance
of the site location from date to date to the mean reflectance of adjacent
areas around the site. Data showing relative reflectance for each site
evaluation was given by locations on individual charts (Appendix E). On
these charts the values of normalized data (corrected for solar elevation
to 450 for bands 4-7) vary by date, and the character of the value differs.
The horizontal axis of each value represents the maximum, mean or peak of
20
TABLE 1. Breakdown of Analysis According to Test Site
(East)
Number of Dates Analyzed
BW '72 GW '73 BW '7 Total
APPALACHIAN CORRIDOR
1. Orono, Maine 1 3 4
2. Richmond, Maine 3 1 4
3. Burlington Vermont* 3 4 1 7
4. Ithaca, New York* 3 2 2 8
5. State College, Pennsylvania 1 4 7
6. Morgantown, West Virginia* 3 3 1 7
7. Raleigh, North Carolina 6 4 1 11
MISSISSIPPI CORRIDOR
8. Lansing, Michigan 1 1
9. Lafayette, Indiana* 4 7 4 15
10. Southern Indiana* 8 7 3 18
11. Jefferson City, Missouri* 4 3 2 10
12. Barnsdall, Oklahoma* 1 5 1 7
13. Commerce, Texas (North)* 4 2 6
14. College Station, Texas (Central)* 3 7 2 13
*Curvilinear regressions performed for each individual site having 5 or more
dates for analysis.
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TABLE 2. List of Dates for Data Received
All Data According to Test Site - East
Appalachian and Mississippi Corridors
Orono Richmond Burlington Ithaca
Maine Maine Vermont New York
1 Sept. 1972 15 Aug. 1972 21 Sept. 1972 19 Aug. 1972
28 Feb. 1973 1 Sept. 1972 10 Oct. 1972 23 Sept. 1972
23 April 1973 8 Oct. 1972 27 Oct. 1972 11 Oct. 1972
22 July 1973 28 Feb. 1973 7 April 1973 2 June 1973
25 April 1973 8 July 1973
6 July 1973 6 Oct. 1973
24 July 1973 24 Oct. 1973
22 Oct. 1973
State College Morgantown Raleigh Lansing
Pennsylvania West Virginia North Carolina Michigan
6 Sept. 1972 20 Aug. 1972 19 Aug. 1972 25 Aug. 1973
10 Jan. 1973 7 Sept. 1972 6 Sept. 1972
23 March 1973 18 Nov. 1972 24 Sept. 1972
16 May 1973 6 March 1973 11 Oct. 1972
9 July 1973 24 March 1973 12 Oct. 1972
4 June 1973 30 Oct. 1972





Lafaryette, Iadiana Southern Indiana
30 Sept. 1972 4 May 1973 20 Aug. 1972 6 Nov. 1972
1 Oct. 1972 5 May 1973 12 Sept. 1972 16 Jan. 1973
19 Oct. 1972 9 June 1973 13 Sept. 1972 4 Feb. 1973
24 Nov. 1972 15 July 1973 30 Sept. 1972 22 Feb. 1973
17 Jan. 1973 16 July 1973 1 Oct. 1972 4 May 1973
4 Feb. 1973 21 Aug. 1973 19 Oct. 1972 9 June 1973
7 Sept. 1973 5 Nov. 1972 16 July 1973
15 Oct. 1973 3 Aug. 1973
18 Nov. 1973 20 Aug. 1973
21 Aug. 1973
Jefferson City Barnsdall Commerce College Station
Missouri Oklahoma Texas (North) Texas (Central)
11 Aug. 1972 13 Aug. 1972 16 March 1973 30 Aug. 1972
28 Aug. 1972 9 Feb. 1973 9 May 1973 23 Oct. 1972
29 Aug. 1972 19 March 1973 27 May 1973 16 Dec. 1972
8 Nov. 1972 22 April 1973 2 July 1973 3 Jan. 1973
14 March 1973 10 May 1973 7 Aug. 1973 16 March 1973
25 May 1973 3 July 1973 25 Aug. 1973 8 May 1973
18 July 1973 8 Aug. 1973 9 May 1973
5 Aug. 1973 27 May 1973





the cluster of the polyogram. The vertical axis represents the variability
of the data for each analysis, thus the longer the vertical line the
less confident the statistics. Standard deviation, mean, and normalized
mean values for this information are provided in the summary tables for
each of the four channels (Appendix F).
A technique for comparing relationships of absorbed and reflected
radiation, the band ratio parameter defined as BRP = Band 7 - Band 5
Band 7 + Band 5 '
has been developed from the normalized data of bands 5 and 7. These data
have been plotted by dates for each of the 14 locations (Appendix G). The
values of these ratios are also tabulated in the data tables and show
positive values during the green wave of 1972 and 1973 and negative values
for the Brown Wave (Appendix F).
Rocky Mountain and Columbia Valley Corridors
Imagery from 26 cycles of ERTS-1 have been received for all 10 test
sites in the Rocky Mountain and Columbia River Valley Corridors. On hand
are 216 sets of MSS images. Of these, 34 provided data resulting in the
ordering of magnetic tapes.
A breakdown of imagery data by years, brown and green wave and loca-
tion is provided in Table 3. Location by date of tapes analyzed is
tabulated in Table 4.
Three subsites have been identified within each of the 10 test sites.
These are (1) non-irrigated rangeland sites, (2) irrigated alfalfa fields,
and (3) dryland wheat fields. At least one cycle of MSS data for each site
has been computer-processed to extract radiance values for each subsite.
It was a tedious task to accurately identify each of the three subsites.
Numerous maps, aerial photographs, and positive transparencies of aerial
photographs were required to accomplish this task.
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TABLE 3. List of Dates for Data Received




28 Aug. 1972 26 Aug. 1972 26 Aug. 1972
3 Oct. 1972 13 Sept. 1972 13 Sept. 1972
8 Nov. 1972 6 Nov. 1972 1 Oct. 1972
18 April 1973 30 March 1973 28 June 1973
11 June 1973 9 June 1973 16 July 1973
18 July 1973 27 June 1973 26 Sept. 1973
4 Aug. 1973 28 June 1973 14 Oct. 1973




Snowville Kanosh Colorado City
Utah Utah Arizona
7 Aug. 1972 7 Aug. 1972 30 Sept. 1972
25 Aug. 1972 25 Aug. 1972 16 April 1973
26 Aug. 1972 12 Sept. 1972 22 May 1973
12 Sept. 1972 30 Sept. 1972 9 June 1973
30 Sept. 1972 15 April 1973 15 July 1973
6 Nov. 1972 16 April 1973 20 Aug. 1973
22 May 1973 4 May 1973 7 Sept. 1973
9 JTne 1973 22 May 1973
10 June 1973 8 June 1973
16 July 1973 26 June 1973
20 Aug. 1973 27 June 1973
7 Sept. 1973 14 July 1973




Havre Charlo Helmer Bickleton
Montana Montana Idaho Washington
26 Aug. 1972 11 Aug. 1972 11 Aug. 1972 1 Sept. 1972
13 Sept. 1972 28 Aug. 1972 12 Aug. 1972 19 Sept. 1972
12 March 1973 29 Aug. 1972 30 Aug. 1972 7 Oct. 1972
29 March 1973 3 Oct. 1972 5 Oct. 1972 11 May 1973
30 March 1973 20 Jan. 1973 26 Feb. 1973 29 May 1973
5 May 1973 19 April 1973 27 May 1973 22 July 1973
22 May 1973 18 July 1973 19 July 1973 9 Aug. 1973
23 May 1973 11 Sept. 1973 12 Sept. 1973 27 Aug. 1973








TABLE 4. Breakdown of Analysis According to Test Site
(West)
Number of Dates Analyzed
BW '72 GW '73 BW '73 Total
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CORRIDOR
1. Browning, Montana 3 3 2 8
2. Logan, Montana 3 6 2 11
3. Camas, Idaho 3 2 2 7
4. Snowville, Utah 6 4. 3 13
5. Kanosh, Utah 4 9 2 15
6. Colorado City, Arizona 1 4 2 7
COLUMBIA VALLEY CORRIDOR
7. Havre, Montana 2 10 1 13
8. Charlo, Montana 1 3 1 8
9. Helmer, Idaho 4 4 2 9
10. Bickleton, Washington 3 3 2 8
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Data processing was accomplished in several steps. The first of these
steps was directed at locating the test site within the data tapes.
Orbital parameter control of the satellite does not allow the site to be
referenced directly by latitude and longitude with sufficient precision
for processing. In order to precisely locate the test site, interactive
manual interpretation was required. To accomplish this interpretation and
still maintain the efficiency of the data system, data from an 18.5 km
square, centered on the tape reference, computed from the orbital parameters
and the site coordinates, was extracted from the digital tapes. These data
were stored in high speed magnetic disc files for future reference, to-
gether with the header information from the tapes.
Illustrated in Figure 8 is the gray-scale density printout display
of selected MSS bands on a computer line printer for manual interpretation.
Using this technique, radiance intensity levels are related to printer
letters which have been chosen specifically for their differing ink
densities. Printing lines of the density selected letters corresponding
to image element intensities along a scan presents an image representation
which is directly related to the tape records. Key landmarks in the prox-
imity of the site can be observed from this gray-scale map and their exact
tape coordinates related to their terrain coordinates. This information
was provided to the next step of processing which could then exactly locate
the test site with reference to the landmarks. This processing step was
implemented on an IBM 360/65 digital computer.
In the second step of site processing, the tape and terrain coordinates
determined from the interpretation of the displayed data were used to deter-
mine the tape coordinates of the test site to be processed. The landmark
26
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references were also cataloged with the data set for future reference. The
data were read from the high speed disc and the site data extracted accord-
ing to the previously determined tape coordinates. The data from specified
subsite areas were processed and the subsite spectral signature means and
covariances were determined. This information was utilized to calculate
the phenological indicator parameter for each subsite and this was inserted
into the computerized site data catalog.
A standard format report (Figs. 9-11) is provided at the completion
of site processing. Data presented (Appendix H) is corrected for sun
intensity variation due to sun elevation at the time of the imagery (see
section 2.2.2). Included in the report is the site designator, which shows
the corridor, site, and subsite designation. For example, "CV7" designates
site 7 in the Columbia Valley Corridor. Subsites have been disignated as
"A" Alfalfa, "W" Wheat, and "R" Range (Fig. 9-11). Additional information
in the report heading includes the NASA image identifier 1304-17461, and
the date of the satellite overpass 23May73. Other data includes the data
cell and line extents of the site and the total number of points in the
full site. Subsite band means and covariances are tabulated and a graph of
the mean values is printed. Data points are indicated by the symbol "*"
and interconnecting plot lines by the symbol "-". Also included is a print-
out of two calculated data parameters, the band ratio parameter defined as
SBand 7 - Band 5BRP = Band 7 + Band 5 and the transformed vegetation parameter,
TVP = (BRP + 0.5)1/2. These reports show the results of integrating
the reflectance values from scenes which were located (scan line and cell)
by use of a Band 5 gray map (Fig. 12) and a topographical map of the
general area. The gray map coordinates were provided by Montana State
28
* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ***************** ********* ,
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 2449 TO 2452 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17452 LINES 1383 TO 1385 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 12 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.91 0.38 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 5.91 0.48 .6 - 7
* BAND 6 8.45 0,65 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.93 0.58 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.745 -0.447 -0.299 *
* BAND 5 0.745 1.000 -0.569 -0.459 *BAND 6 -0.447 -0.569 1.000 0.932 *
* BAND 7 -0.299 -0,459 0.932 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.146
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETEP 0.804 *
*16,0 + *
* 8.0 + - * - * *
* *
0.0 +--------------------------------------------------
* 0.5 0.6 0,7 08 0,9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
*PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
* .DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23JUL73
***********************************************************




* * SITE PROCESSING PEPORT *
, ************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 2435 TO ?43
* IMAGE TDENTIFIE r : 1034-17452 LINES 1386 TO) 139?
* DATE ACQUIRPE 26AUG72 TnTAL POInT S 28
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREESQ***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SCM-STR-MICROMFTFR) *
* *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* EVIATION (MICQOMETEPS *
BAND 4 10.09 0.48 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 7.90 0.55 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.81 0.57 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.48 0.36 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 ,
BAND 4 1.000 0.647 0.546 0.631
* BAND 5 0.647 1.000 0.404 0.537 *
BAND 6 0,546 0.404 1.000 0.601 *
* BAND 7 0.631 0.537 0.601 1.000 *
* '3AND RATIO PARAMETER -0.099 *
* TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.633
* 16.0 + *
* *
* *
* 8.0 + * - *
00 ---------------------------------------------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0. 1 0
*PADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARE BY:TEXAS A&M UNIV*PSITY REMOTC SENSING CNTEP
DATA ANALYSIS LABORAORY "23JUL73




* * * *
* * ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* 
*
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2457 TO 2464 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17452 LINES 1428 TO 1438 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 88 4




MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 9.01 0.50 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.64 0.44 .6 - 7
* BAND 6 6.34 0.35 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 5.31 0.32 .8 -1.1
* 
*
* NORMALIZED COVAPIANCES *
* 
*
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.772 0.098 0. 128 *
* BAND 5 0.772 1.000 0.119 0.038 *
* BAND 5 0.098 0.119 1.000 0.683 *
* BAND 7 0.128 0.038 0.683 1.000 *
* 
*
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.111 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.624 *









0.5 0,6 0,7 0,8 009 1,0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CFNTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23JUL73
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Figure 12. Band 5 gray map for Havre, MT, 23 May 1973.
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University, and were verified by them upon receipt of the site reports.
An option in the programming has also been included to allow mean
and covariance calculations to be made and printed for 4 mile square sites
including all subsites in essentially the same format as the full subsite
report. This provides an integrated measure of the composite vegetation
development.
Data showing radiance and relative spectral response (bands 4-7) for
each site evaluation is given on individual charts (Appendix I). The
variability of the data points (A) for each analysis is indicated by the
symbol "-" above and below the data points.
The values of the BRP for each site are graphed in a similar manner
(Appendix J).
2.2.2 Radiation and Atmospheric Correction Factors
The problem of changing atmospheric and illumination conditions has
been recognized since the beginning of the ERTS project. These changing
conditions generally affect the absolute variations of the spectral
signatures recorded from different times and locations, and will in'
general have some unspecified effect on the results derived from these
signatures. It is, therefore, necessary to correct the data for variations
in solar elevation and atmospheric transmissivity before a meaningful
comparison can be made.
Research on this problem was conducted both by LARS, Purdue University
and RSC, Texas A & M University (Appendix K).
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2.2.3 Photo Interpretation
United States Geological Survey maps (1:250,000), Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) maps (1:60,000 and 1:20,000)
as well as ASCS aerial photographs were obtained for the areas of the
ground observation sites. All the sites were located and recorded. This
method insured the accurate delineation of site boundaries on 9 x 9 MSS
transparencies. Establishing the locations of experimental sites on these
transparencies is necessary before proceeding with photo-interpretation and
the analysis of digital printouts.
Color composite transparencies were prepared from 9 x 9 black and
white MSS positive transparencies.
Photo-interpretation methods (Appendix L) were used to construct
time lapse sequences (Fig. 13-16). A similar type of sequence was
collated using ground photography and forest cover measurements obtained
from a Digicol Model 4010-30 density slicer. The Digicol has a planimeter
attachment which is used to record the percent area of different density
levels (example, sky versus foliage) within a photo. The changing per-
centages between sets of photography of the same scene over different dates
reflect progressive foliage development or recession and represent a
time lapse sequence of phenological change.
Visual estimates were also obtained using the standardized ground
photographs. Panels of seven to nine individuals observed slide projec-
tions on a screen and each person estimated the percent of ground covered
with green foliage at the western sites. As an aid in this effort, a
detailed survey (Appendix M) was made at each of the range sites in the
Rocky Mountain and Columbia Valley corridors to determine the approximate
species composition based on vegetative cover.
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Figure 14. Ground observation photography and ERTS-1 imagery showing stages
of vegetational development on 22 Sept 1972 at the Vermont Test
Site: a) mature standing corn, b) MSS Band 5 (scale 1:125000),
c) MSS Band 7 (scale 1:125000), d) forest canopy, and e) forest
ORIGINAL PAGE IS site.
O)F POOR QUALITY 36
d') :(e)
Figure 15. Ground observation photography and ERTS-1 imagery showing stages
of vegetational development on 10 Oct 1972 at the Vermont Test
Site: a) partially harvested corn, b) MSS Band 5 (scale
1:125000), c) MSS Band 7 (scale 1:125000), d) forest canopy,
and e) forest site.
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Figure 16. Ground observation photography (4 Nov 1972) and ERTS-1 imagery
(27 Oct 1972) showing stage of vegetational development at the
Vermont Test Site: a) corn stubble, b) MSS Band 5 (scale
IGINAL GE IS 1:125000), c) MSS Band 7 (scale 1:125000), d) forest canopy,OP POOR QUALITY and e) forest site.
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The panel (eight individuals) observing slides of the eastern forested
sites were shown a slide with no leaves present (zero percent green) and
one with a full canopy (100 percent green). With these two slides showing
for reference, a third was projected on a screen and the panel was asked
to estimate the percent of leaves present. In addition, when viewing the
full sequence of slides, they estimated the percent of green leaves present.
The most suitable series of photographs were used at each site, and
in each case the same photographic scene at each was viewed throughout
the entire panel sitting.
The slides of the western sites were taken from a height of four feet
above the ground at an angle of 30 degrees down from the horizontal.
Estimates of. percent green were not modified to adjust for possible bias
related to the fact that photographs were not taken perpendicularly to
the ground. The slides of the eastern sites were taken from a position
that gave a panoramic view of the forest.
The lowest and highest estimate was dropped and a mean was computed
from the remaining estimates. A standard deviation was also computed from
the same estimates which were used in the calculation of the means.
2.2.4 Color Reconstitution Techniques
As an aid to analyzing the data and for a better visual representation
of the area under study, a photographic technique developed by the
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) at Purdue University
was employed for at least one good set of data for each of the 24 sites to
produce color images similar to color infrared photographs. The process,
referred to as color enhancement, uses a sequence of color filters for
39
simultaneous exposures utilizing bands 4, 5, and 6 of the ERTS-1 data.
The color images show the forested areas very distinctly and in many cases
make it easier to locate such regions. The technique was also quite useful
in locating wheat fields in the winter data since wheat and grass are about
the only areas expected to be green (showing up bright red on the false
color images) at this time of year.
4o
3.0 RESULTS
3.1 Identification of Green and Brown Waves
Two different methods were utilized to investigate the relationship
,between data obtained via ERTS-1 and ground observations on the passage of
the Green and Brown Waves. One method utilized the tape product and
computer analysis and the other involved the use of densitometry and nine
inch MSS transparencies.
3.1.1 Computer Method
A number of equations were developed in an effort to relate ground
observations to Satellite MSS data. Of the several criteria (ground
observed parameters) available for use in developing or evaluating
algorithms the "percent green" for all foliage was chosen. This relates
to the overall progress of the Green or Brown Waves and can be used on
an individual crop basis or on a more general basis which includes all
plant species at the test sites.
Although other algorithms were developed, the equations relating
BRP (section 2.2.1) to "percent green" were chosen for further study.
The equations are listed in Table 5. The BRP indicates the passage of
the Green or Brown Wave over all foliage in the test sites with a good
to fair degree of correlation between satellite data and ground observa-
tions. In the case of the mixed deciduous forest in the two Eastern
Corridors the BRP was a good indicator of amount of green canopy during
the Green Wave in the spring and a fair indicator of percent of leaf fall
and leaf coloration during the Brown Wave.
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TABLE 5. Regression Equations Relating Band Ratio Parameter (BRP) to
Vegetation (G = percent green in spring; LF = percent leaves
on trees; LC equals percent green of total leaves in fall).
Equations Vegetation N R2 Equation Code
G = 197.3 BRP + 33.8 Forest 25 .87 G-F-BRP
G = 112.8 BRP + 28.8 Alfalfa 39 .48 G-A-BRP
G = 119.0 RRP + 26.8 Wheat 47 .36 G-W-BRP
G = 66.5 BRP + 17.6 Range 35 .67 G-R-BRP
LF = 135.6 BRP + 60.5 Forest 21 .63 LF-BRP
LC = 136.0 BRP + 38.8 Forest 21 .63 LC-BRP
Figure 17 shows the relation between BRP and the ground observed
parameters G, LF and LC (Table 5). While one equation would closely
approximate the equations for wheat and alfalfa, different equations are
needed for the prediction of the ground observed parameters for the
eastern forests and the rangeland in the western United States. Visual
field observations determined that the time of greening in the spring
corresponds to the time that about 10 percent of the ground is covered
with green foliage and about 10 percent of the forest canopy is present.
Solving the equation for the BRP with G = 10% gives values of -0.120 for
forests, -0.114 for range, -0.141 for wheat and -0.161 for alfalfa at the
time of the Green Wave occurrence.
As expected, alfalfa and wheat will turn green slightly earlier than
the eastern forests and all three will indicate the Green Wave passage
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Figure 17. Relationship of BRP to percent green leaf
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In an effort to make the determination of percent of canopy closure
(percent green) in the spring, the loss of canopy, and percent of colora-
tion in the fall more objective, a Digicol Model 4010-30 density slicer
was utilized as discussed previously on page 34.
Due to the problem of differentiation between sunlight, tree trunks,
branches and certain types of clouds, the use of the density slicer did
not result in an improvement as indicated by the R2 values (Table 6).
TABLE 6. Regression equations developed for Forested sites.
Equations N R2
G = 197.3 BRP + 33.8 25 .87
GD = 205.3 BRP + 44.4 18 .77
LF = 135.6 BRP + 60.5 21 .63
LFD = 178.8 BRP + 41.8 21 .41
LC = 136.0 BRP + 38.8 21 .63
LCD = 179.7 BRP + 11.6 21 .36
Subscript D indicates equation obtained utilizing density
slicer measurement. No subscript indicates equation
obtained utilizing visual estimate.
Figure 18 shows the plot of the equations generated for the same
phenological events for deciduous forest vegetation utilizing the visual
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3.1.2 Densitometer Method
Density measurements on ERTS-1 transparencies were used to assess
vegetation change. Several adjustments were made to the optical density
readings to correct for instrument calibration and differences in proces-
sing and solar elevation between different sets of imagery (see Appendix K).
The use of a small diameter densitometer aperture (four-tenths millimeter)
has been shown not to adversely affect the accuracy of readings on forest
sites. One correction not considered in this study was how to compensate
for differences in atmospheric aerosol between overpasses. The basis for
such an adjustment could be obtained from solar radiation instruments
recording incident energy by wavelengths or bands.
The individual band densities and band-to-band ratios depicted
seasonal changes in vegetation very well. Figures 19 and 20 graphically
demonstrate for the Vermont and southern Indiana study sites how seasonal
progression (Green Wave) and recession (Brown Wave) of forest vegetation
correlate with band densities and ratios. The correlation may be further
appreciated by reviewing Figures 21 and 22 which present ground observation
photos documenting some of the significant seasonal vegetation changes at
the two sites. The relationships are seen by comparing the density plots,
ratios and ground photos over the same dates. Band 5 solar normalized
densities generally increased (i.e., reflectance decreased) as leaf develop-
ment progressed and decreased with vegetation recession (Figs. 19a and 20a).
These results were expected as red reflectance would logically decrease
when soil and red reflecting forest litter were covered increasingly by a
developing forest canopy. Chlorophyll absorption of red wavelengths by
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Figure 19. Density data plots for the Vermont Test Site: a) Band 5
densities over time, b) Band 7 densities over time, and
c) Band ratios over time.
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Figure 20. Density data plots for Southern Indiana Test Site:
a) Band 5 densities over time, b) Band 7 densities
over time, and c) Band ratios over time.
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Figure 21. Ground observation photography for the Vermont Test Site:
a) leaves emerging 26 Apr 1973, b) green, fully developed
leaves 21 Sept 1972, c) one-third to two-thirds coloration
10 Oct 1972, and d) complete leaf fall, snow 8 Apr 1973.
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Figure 22. Ground observation photography for Southern Indiana Test
Site: a) leaves 80% developed, 4 May 1973, b) fully developed
leaves 24 Sept 1973, c) full coloration with some leaf fall
30 Oct 1972, and d) complete leaf fall 24 Nov 1972.
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corrected densities demonstrated that near infrared densities decreased
(reflectance increased) as foliage developed and started increasing with
the fall Brown Wave (Figs. 19b and 20b). The densities, adjusted for every-
thing except solar elevation differences, resulted in much the same
conclusions. However, looking at the plots, it is evident that image
density is in part determined by solar elevation, particularly at low
angles.
Atmospheric haze, clouds and ground-snow cover alter the expected
densities (Fig. 23). The influence of haze can be seen by looking at the
September 1972 southern Indiana data. The Band 5 density is decreased
appreciably while the Band 7 density remained quite low. One could
conclude that haze is highly reflective of both bands' wavelengths. The
same conclusion is reached when the site is cloud or snow covered as
demonstrated by the change in densities for the August, January and
February Vermont data (Fig. 19).
The band ratios for both sites indicate the progression and reces-
sion of forest vegetation development probably better than either the
solar corrected or uncorrected individual band densities. The rhythmic
cycle of vegetation change is more evident in the ratio graphical plots
(Figs. 19c and 20c)." It increases with leaf development and decreases
through leaf coloration and leaf fall. The ratios at the two sites for
similar stages of development and recession are comparable. Ratios between
0.25 to 0.50 indicated essentially full leaf development, all green; 0.10
to 0.25, some intermediate stage of leaf coloration or leaf development
and below 0.10, complete leaf fall. While the solar elevation correction
has no influence on these ratios, haze over the site during the growing
season decreased them.
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Figure 23. Haze, cloud and snow effects upon image density:
a) haze over Southern Indiana Site, b) clear coverage
of the Indiana Site, c) cloud over the Vermont Site,




The manually-developed factor called "ABIO" is intended for use in
identification of alfalfa and estimation of percent green, plant height,
and/or biomass. This factor is the result of an attempt to obtain a crop-
specific linear algorithm using only relative radiance data (ratios of one
band value to another within the same observation). Several "good" alfalfa
crops from various sites were selected in the Columbia Valley and Rocky
Mountain Corridors to provide the "standard" for building the equation.
Test plot locations were carefully checked on computer printout gray-scale
maps (to assure analysis of the correct data) to select test plots having
more than 95 percent green. Plots of these data were compared with each
other, also with data from less-green alfalfa, and data from non-alfalfa
samples (including haze, snow, bare ground, etc.).
The twelve band ratios were "culled" to retain only those which
consistently (in spite of noise factors mentioned above) vary directly with
Band 6
percent green of alfalfa crops only. The ratio, Band 5' was found to
vary most with percent green or biomass and was therefore made a multipli-
cative factor. Two other ratios, 7 and -, were found to always be within
a certain fairly narrow range of values and inversely proportional to
percent green. These two ratios were used as "enabling" factors in the
equation by subtracting them from their minimum values which were found to
occur at approximately 100 percent green. A bias constant of 0.5 was
chosen to adjust the range of resultant values. Those resultant values
greater than 1.0 are used in biomass determinations, but are limited to
1.0 maximum for percent green indication. The algorithm is:
ABIO = [0.5+ (.96 - 6 + (.567 -
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As a partial test of the ability of "ABIO" to reject crops other than
alfalfa, regression equations G-W-ABIO and G-R-ABIO (in Table 7) were
run for wheat and range, respectively, to compare with a similar "identity"
test for alfalfa (equation G-A-ABIO). Statistical data on the regression
equations using ABIO as the independent variable are presented in Table 7.
TABLE 7. Statistical Information on the ABIO Algorithm for
Alfalfa, Wheat and Range.
Equation Crop R2  F Test Regression Equation
G-A-ABIO Alfalfa .34 18.3*** G = +52.7 (ABIO) +18.9
G-W-ABIO Wheat .20 10.8*** G = +49.3 (ABIO) +13.0
G-R-ABIO Range .00 N.S. G = -00.89 (ABIO) +13.2
Since R 2 and F for wheat and range are much lower than for alfalfa in
the ABIO regressions even when best-fit values for intercepts and ABIO
coefficients are used, these equations might serve as indicators to distin-
guish alfalfa from wheat and range. If the actual equation for alfalfa
(G-A-ABIO) were used on all the crops (instead of the best-fit ABIO equa-
tions, G-W-ABIO and G-R-ABIO), the rejection of non-alfalfa plots would be
even more obvious since the values for R2 and F would be lower than those
listed in Table 7. Thus, it is suggested that equation G-A-ABIO be further
studied as a possible identifier for alfalfa, especially where snow, bare
ground or unclear atmospheric conditions exist.
Three equations for indicating percent green for alfalfa, wheat, and
range, respectively, are as follows:
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Equation G-A-12R: Percent Green = +6.72 [- -58 4 -329 [ ] +898 [
+129 [5-] +182 [ 1 -764 [2] -442 [ ] +1102 [ i] -11 [-6 -442 [:]7 7 4 4 4 5 5
-608 [-] +13826
Equation G-W-12R: Percent Green = +545 [ ] -330 [ ] -115 [-] +306 [ i5 6 7 6
+325 [y1 -233 [ ] -979 [-] 1988 [ -] +167 [1] -496 [- ] -251 [1
+50 [7] +4516
Equation G-R-12R: Percent Green = -293 [ I +176 [i] +63 [L] -524 []
+127 [ 2] -741 [- ] -53 [] +476 [ ] -476 [ 1 -276 [ ] +289 [ 17 7 4 4 4 5 5
-693 [-] +1912
NOTE: The numbers in brackets are band numbers used to obtain the twelve
ratios (12R); the values to be entered are radiance values for the bands.
A possible approach, using a percent green indicator equation such as
G-A-12R, to identify or inventory alfalfa in a given area, would be to use
satellite data from a date when the alfalfa fields would be expected to
have a percent green of 100 (under these conditions, this equation is
probably preferable to G-A-ABIO). This would be on any date when the height
of alfalfa is greater than about 14 inches. Phenological data would help
determine this date. Thus, the computer could be programmed to test by
linear regression, the algorithm against 1.0 for each pixel or sample of
data (each covering about one acre) in the area using equation G-A-12R
(or equation G-A-ABIO). The value for R 2 and F in each test sample would
indicate the probability of the tested sample being alfalfa. This same
procedure could be used with indicator equations other than percent green
if the correct ground value for the dependent variable (such as height or
percent green x height) can be estimated quite accurately. The location
and inventory of other crops could perhaps proceed in a similar manner.
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Equations G-W-12R and G-R-12R might be used for wheat and range, respectc-
tively, but the specification for the expected value of G in each equation
would be more difficult. For alfalfa, equation G-A-ABI0O is probably
preferable to equation G-A-12R, especially where noise factors such as
smoke, haze, clouds, snow, or flooding, etc. are present.
Further testing of these algorithms against all other crops is desirable.
For example, the limited data available indicates the "spectral signature"
for a conifer forest will be quite similar to that for alfalfa. However, the
total radiance from the forest is always significantly less than that from
alfalfa.
3.3 Biomass
It appears that the height of a given crop is closely correlated to
biomass or vegetative yield. If these factors are hightly related it might
be feasible to use satellite data to specify the biomass in a given area with
an algorithm which indicates plant height.
Some regression equations were computed with plant height as a function
of satellite data. Two of the most promising equations are as follows:
Equation H-A-ABIO: Alfalfa height (in.) = 7.185 (ABIO) +3.41
Equation H-R-12R: Range Height (in.) = -105.3 [ ] +209.0 [-] -117.9 [ -
-174.4 [2] -12.62 [ ] -77.19 [ ] -60.11 [i] +244.5 [ ] -230.9 [ ]6 7 7 4 4 4
-587.5 [ ] +569 [1 -781.6 [ ] +11055 5 6
3.4 Summary of Possible Uses for Satellite Data
Procedural methodologies for utilizing satellite data are strongly
dependent on availability of ground observations for developing algorithms.
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For example, to apply satellite data to the inventory of such crops as
wheat and corn which do not rapidly approach 100 percent green cover, it
would be desirable to have phenological ground data over several years.
This would assure a more accurate specification of the percent green for
developing crop inventory and identification algorithms.
It is apparent that many more specific algorithms for various crop
types or plant communities can be developed, but additional study of satel-
lite and ground data is needed.
3.4.1 Monitoring Green and Brown Waves
These algorithms appear most appropriate for determination of "Green
Wave passage" for individdal crops or plant communities. Detection of
overall or general Green and Brown Wave passage should probably depend on
"less specific" or "less crop sensitive" algorithms such as BRP (using
fewer channels of satellite data). Some of the possible equations for
the above uses are tabulated in Table 8.




Winter Wheat G-W-12R See page 55
Range G-R-12R
Average of all foliage (Green Wave) G-R-BRP
Forest (Green Wave) G-F-BRP See page 42
Forest (Brown Wave) LF-BRP
Forest (Brown Wave) LC-BRP
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3.4.2 Identification or Inventory of Crops
Successful identification of crop type may ultimately depend on the
availability of reasonably accurate estimates of percent green or height.
Percent green or height is then compared with the computed percent green
or height from certain algorithms (using satellite data) to determine
which algorithm gives the closest correlation. The "best" algorithm then
indicates crop type.
This procedure is relatively simple for a coniferous forest where the
percent green or height remain fairly constant. Crops which rapidly
approach 100 percent green during the growing season can also easily
fit into this procedure. However, other foliage which is slow to increase
its percent green and never attains a fixed percent green (such as complete
green cover) makes this procedure more difficult. It is probable that
several years' accumulation of phenological data for these crops would be
needed to develop this procedure for those types of crops.
3.4.3 Accuracy and Further Testing
It is quite apparent that those algorithms which appear promising
in previous paragraphs should be tested more thoroughly to verify their
usefulness. Additional crop species should be studied to determine whether
algorithms are similar for some crops. For example, radiances from alfalfa
and clover may be so similar that no single algorithm or group of algorithms
will adequately differentiate between these two crops. Data on coniferous
forests are available and should receive further attention. In general, it
seems reasonable to expect more precise information about a radiation
"source" (foliage in this case) when there are more bands (each with a
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smaller range of wavelengths) available for analysis. However, radiances
on the four MSS bands available from ERTS-1, as described in preceeding
sections, have provided very useful information relating to plant phenology.
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4.0 CONCULSIONS
Results from the Phenology Satellite Experiment show that it is
feasible to monitor by satellite phenological changes over large regions
of the earth. In addition, crop identification and inventory are definitely
within the realm of possibility.
Satellite data, such as that received from ERTS-1, will make world-wide
phenological monitoring possible. This is necessary to develop universally
applicable phenoclimatic models. However, to accomplish this the frequency
of satellite coverage should be increased to an optimum of three to no more
than six days between passes. The two factors dictating this are (1) the
rapid change with time of various stages of plant development and (2) added
coverage would increase the possibility of receiving good data from the
more cloud covered areas.
This research leads to the following conclusions concerning the
application of an ERTS-type system.
ERTS-type (operational) data will provide the only reasonable means
of making synoptic phenological measurements over interregional areas in
a time frame required for assessing the complex soil-air environment to
provide answers to management and planning questions such as:
1. status of plant development,
2. plant management, including storage and transportation,
3. tentative yield comparisons between regions or countries,
4. feasibility of plant introduction.
These answers, obtained from phenology satellite data without the need
for ground observations, become important in the following cases:
1. In less developed areas (those devoid of support data),
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ERTS data becomes a useful quantified data base which
can be applied to existing models and those yet to be
developed.
2. In areas of political or economic sensitivity.
3. In times of widespread ecological stress.
4. In remote areas of even the better developed regions.
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Orono, Maine 44055'N, 68040'w
Richmond, Maine 44007'N, 690 5 0'W
Burlington, Vermont 44025'N, 73000'W
Ithaca, New York 42027'N, 76027'W
State College, Pennsylvania 40 046'N, 77053'W
Morgantown, West Virginia 390 41'N, 79045'W
Raleigh, North Carolina 350 43'N, 780 41'w
B. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CORRIDOR
Lansing, Michigan 42040'N, 840 30'W
Lafayette, Indiana 4026'N, 86051'W
Southern Indiana 380 20'N, 87040'W
Jefferson City, Missouri 38046'N, 92011'W
Barnsdall, Oklahoma 36033'N, 960 09'W
Commerce, Texas 33015'N, 950 50'W
College Station, Texas 30034'N, 960 20'W
C. ROCKY MOUNTAIN CORRIDOR
Browning, Montana h804'N, 113011'W
Logan, Montana 450 47'N, 111027'W
Camas, Idaho 43058'N, 112018'W
Snowville, Utah 41059'N, 1120 39'W
Kanosh, Utah 380 49'N, 1120 33'W
Colorado City, Arizona 36059'N, 1120 59'W
D. COLUMBIA VALLEY CORRIDOR
Havre, Montana 48027'N, 1090 47'W
Charlo, Montana 470 27'N, 114009'W
Helmer, Idaho 460 50'N, 116027'W
Bickleton, Washington 46003'N, 120013'W
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I. INTRODUCTION
For centuries man has realized that there is a relationship between climate
and the seasonal occurrences of leaves, flowers, birds and other natural
phenomena. The Romans and Chinese had phenological calendars to aid farmers
in planting and harvesting at the proper times. Up until now, however, these
observations have been restricted to local areas. With the launch of NASA's
ERTS-I satellite, it will be possible to record phenological events over the
entire surface of the earth and study climate-plant relationships on a regional
or even a world-wide scale.
As part of the Phenology Satellite Experiment, ground-truth photographs
will be taken to provide some of the basis for interpreting the satellite
imagery. To be useful, these ground-truth photographs will have to be taken
following certain procedures. This field guide will hopefully set forth
standardized procedures which will give comparable and compatable data for
the photography taken at several different times at many different sites.
The procedures as outlined in the remainder of this guide, are based
on observations made at the University of Maine, School of Forest Resources
during the spring of 1972 while taking experimental ground-truth photographs
at two sites. There will probably be changes to these procedures as the
program gets underway and they will be incorporated in subsequent revised
editions.
II. EQUIPMENT
This list of equipment is not all inclusive nor is it expected that equip-
ment need be purchased to conform to that listed here if some substitution
can be made without reducing the quality of the photographs. All equipment
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used at a given site will be subject to the approval of the corridor coordinator.
A list of the equipment used at the different sites will be distributed to
the site cooperators.
A. Camera. A quality camera such as a Nikon, Minolta or Hasselblad with
a 50mm lens is necessary. A 35mm camera is satisfactory; however, a 70mm
format camera is more desirable if it has a 50mm lens. The larger format
makes slides that have nearly four times the area of 35mm slides, thus they
contain more information and can be masked to show a desired smaller view.
This is advantageous if camera orientation for the same scene varies slightly
from one exposure period to the next.
B. Tripod. Since the series of photographs will be taken over an extended
period of time, and each sequential photograph should have exactly the same
position of view, a tripod and permanent base must be used to maintain the
same relative orientation. It is not ordinarily possible to reproduce similar
views each time by hand holding the camera. An example of a permanent base
is illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a tripod mounted on the base.
This base will be permanently located in the field using wooden stakes driven
into the ground. The tripod must have a fully articulated head to accommodate
the different views desired. Once set up, notes of its orientation must be
made to ensure duplication of the view the next time the camera is set up.
C. Film. Color transparency film is recommended as it is available, costs
less to process than prints, and the color can show more detail than black
and white film. A high ASA rating is desirable because it can accommodate
varied light conditions and provide a greater depth of field. Ektachrome-X
will be the film type used in this study.
D. Exposure meter. To obtain consistent quality photographs, an exposure
meter of some type is necessary. Exposure settings will be found to vary
greatly under a tree canopy while taking pictures of different scenes within
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a forest stand. Some cameras have exposure meters built in while others










































The general geographic locations of the experiment test sites have been
located as outlined in Volume I of "Phenology Satellite Experiment Technical
and Management Proposal". The specific sites to be used for the ground-truth
photography within the test sites should be chosen with the following con-
siderations, subject to an on-site evaluation and approval by the corridor
coordinator:
1. Ease of access. The site should be located near a road or path which
facilitates getting to it with the required equipment.
2. Stand composition and size. The ground-truth site should be located
in a hardwood forest stand of at least ten acres in size. Agricultural land
planted to crops should also be in close proximity to the site along with a
major highway, river system or other natural or cultural feature which can
be used to identify the site on the satellite imagery.
3. Site location within the stand. The camera should be set up at a point
within the stand where an unobscured view of the upper hardwood crown canopy
can be obtained. No brush or limbs from regeneration should obscure the
scene. The photographic point should also be in an area of relatively high
stand density without large openings in the crown canopy; i.e., an area which
will be mostly shaded by crown cover when the leaves are out. Areas where
there are dead or low vigor (dying trees) in the upper canopy should be avoided.
Figures 3 through 6 can be used to clarify these statements.


































1/i Figure 4. View of Upper Crown Canopy Obscured byLower Vegetation, Limbs and Leaves
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Figure 5. Large Openings Which Should be Avoided in Photography
Sa81




Figure 5. Large Openings Which Should be Avoided in Photography
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Figure 6. Dead and Low Vigor Trees Should also not be
Included in Photography
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IV. SCHEDULING OF PHOTOGRAPHS
To be most useful, ground-truth photography should be taken the same day
the satellite obtains its imagery. The ERTS-I satellite will cover the same
point on the Earth's surface every eighteen days. A schedule of coverage has
been tabulated for each site and is included as Appendix A. The orbit path
is such that the satellite will cover adjacent Polar oriented strips of land
moving in a westerly direction on consecutive days. Another parameter of the
ERTS-I orbit is that it will cover the same location at the same time every
eighteenth day. This should provide a relatively consistent sun elevation
above the horizon between satellite passes, thus making interpretation easier.
In taking the ground photography, it is best to take the photographs when
the sun is not too high as this causes too much contrast between the sky and
the trees. This will be discussed in more detail in the "exposure" section
of this guide.
The exact schedule of photography for each site will be dependent upon
the expected time of each stage of phenological development, the rate of
change of this development and the dates that the satellite will be passing
over the site. A probable schedule for each site is included as Appendix B.
The photography will be taken in three different series; spring, summer
and fall. For the spring series, the site photographer should make sure that
the first of the eleven sets of photography is,taken before leaf-out starts.
To accomplish this, the first set of photos can be taken two or three weeks
before leaf-out is expected. The day of this photography should also coincide
with a satellite overpass. The second set of photography in this series will
be taken as soon as the trees in the stand start to burst their buds. The
next eight sets will be taken at six day intervals to have one out of every
three sets coincide with a satellite overpass. For exampl'e, if for a particular
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site leaf initiation is expected on May 15 and from Appendix A satellite




the site photographer should plan his first set of photography for May 1. If
for this example, leaf initiation actually started on May 9, the second set
of photography will be on this date with subsequent six-day sets on the
following dates: may 13
May 19 satellite overpass
May 25
May 31
June 6 satellite overpass
June 12
June 18
June 24 satellite overpass
This accounts for ten of the eleven sets of photography for documenting
the spring sequence of phenological events. The date for the remaining set
is left to the discretion of the site photographer to catch any repid change
in stand development which may occur over a period of two to four days and
would not be recorded if the full six-day period were waited for. Such rapid
change will sometimes occur early in the growing season after a few days of
relatively hot weather.
The two sets of summer photography will be taken as indicated in Appendix
B to coincide with satellite overpasses in mid and late summer. Following
these will be the fall series of ten shots. The timing of this sequence
will be based upon the same factors as the spring photography. The site
photographer should make sure that the last fall set is taken after leaf-fall
is completed within the stand. The first set of photos should be taken two
to three weeks before leaf coloration is expected to start. The next eight
sets will be taken at six day intervals to coincide with satellite overpasses.
The first set of these eight will be taken on the nearest six-day date after
the leaves in the stand start to show some change in coloration. For
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illustration, if leaf coloration is expected to start on September 20 and




the site photographer should plan his first fall set of photography for September
7. If, for this example, the leaf coloration started on September 17, the subse-
quent series of photography would be on:
Sept. 19 Oct. 13 satellite overpass
Sept. 25 satellite overpass Oct. 19
Oct. 1 Oct. 25
Oct. 7 Oct. 31 satellite overpass
The remaining tenth set of photography would be held in reserve to take at
the first scheduled satellite overpass after leaf-fall in completed.
Weather is, of course, a limiting factor in scheduling any photography. If
the site photographer feels that the necessary conditions for good quality
photography are not obtainable on a scheduled photographic date because of rain,
heavy cloud cover or other factors, the photography may be rescheduled within
plus or minus two days of the original scheduled date. One possible reason for
setting a set of photography ahead would be to avoid the effects of a predictable
large storm system such as a hurricane. All other dates in the original schedule
should be adhered to even after such changes.
Another factor to be considered is the possible difference in leaf-out times
of different species within the stand. The starting times "at leaf initiation"
of the photography schedule described above means that photography will be
started when the first species in the upper crown canopy initiates leafing.
The same principle applies to the fall sequence.
If any questions arise in scheduling photography which are not answered in
this manual, the corridor coordinator should be contacted..
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V. CAMERA ORIENTATION AND SET UP
A good documentation of phenological change will be available if the camera
is properly located. To obtain the best views of the forest canopy from the
ground, the vertical angle of the camera must be between forty-five and ninty
degrees. The site photographer should choose an angle that will show the
stages of leaf development most clearly for the hardwood trees in the upper
crown canopy. The angle should be large enough to obtain a sky background
because it will accent the stages of change (Figures 7 and 8). In addition
to the views up through the canopy, any view of the canopy from some vantage
point (platform, roof top, hill overlook, tower) apart from the stand is useful
(Figure 9). The object here would be to look down on the crowns in the stand.
Specifically, the twenty shots per roll of film should be oriented as
follows: on each photo site five shots will be taken; four vertical-obliques
around a common picture point--platform mounting and one horizontal shot
through the stand. The oblique photography will be orientated as described
above. The horizontal photo will be taken approximately twenty feet from the
photo point back over the photo point from an orientation which will best show
the general appearance of the area (Figure 10). As with the oblique photography,
care must be taken to establish the same view each time. This can be easily
accomplished by standing over an established stake driven in the ground or by
standing against a convenient tree whose location is carefully noted.
Once a series of different views of a site have been selected, each succeeding
series must have exactly the same views. To facilitate reproduction of these
views, exact notes of camera orientations and tripod base locations must be
taken. A target of marking tape (visicon plastic or cloth) stapled to a tree in
the view of the camera will facilitate reproduction of the view. Figure 11 shows
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an illustration of a target used to obtain the same scene at two different
photo times.
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Figure 7. Sky Background Will Accent Stand Change
Figure 8. Photo Having too Little Sky Background
to Contrast the Stand Development
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Figure 9. Photograph Taken Overlooking the Stand
from a Building Roof
Figure 10. Photograph Back Over the Photo Point to Illustrate
the General Stand Structure
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oFigure 11. Example of Accurate Relocation of Photo Scene using Target Markers
Seven shots will be taken as oblique overviews of the photo and satellite
test sites. Two will be of the photo site and five of agricultural-forest
land on the satellite test site areas. As already stated, these photos may
be taken from towers, hills or any other convenient means of obtaining an
overview of the site (Figures 12 and 13). The exact location of these photo
points will be decided upon after field reconnaisance by the site and corridor
coordinator. The other eight photos will be opportunity shots of the area to
document whatever events the site photographer and corridor coordinator feel
are of interest at the particular site location.
VI. EXPOSURE
Correct exposure is important in obtaining quality photographs. Making
an exposure up through a forest canopy with the sky as a background can give
misleading light meter readings. However, with a little experience this
difficulty can be overcome and photographs of proper exposure produced. If
the sun is high, close to local solar noon, there will be too much contrast
between the sky and the trees making the trees appear as silhouettes. This
is especially true on overcast days. The best exposures are obtained approxi-
mately a few hours before or after local noon, when the sun has a smaller angle
of incidence upon the trees and foliage. This angle is approximately between
forty and fifty degrees from the horizon. Light meter readings under these
conditions are usually reliable and good quality photography is easily obtained.
All photography should be taken, if possible, with the same sun elevation above
the horizon. Appendix C is a listing of the times of day at each test site
when the sun angle will be between forty and fifty degrees in the morning and
fifty and forty degrees in the afternoon. By interpolation, times for days
inbetween those listed can be determined. Photographs taken within the listed
times will have the correct sun angle.
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Figure 12. Photo from Overlook of Forest Stand: ::: :-~i_ :: ::i
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SCHEDULE FOR THE APPALACHIAN CORRIDOR
MAINE:
Orono (4455'N, 68040'W) time of overpass - 0953*
Richmond (440 07'N, 69050'W) time of overpass - 0954
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 1 Jan. 5 May 11
19 23 29
Oct 7 Feb. 10 JunT C 16
25 28 July 4
Nov. 12 Mar. 18 22
30 Apr. 5 Aug. 9
Dec. 18 23 27
VERMONT:
(44o25'N, 73 0 00'W) time of overpass - 1010
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 4 Jan. 8 May 14
22 26 June 1
Oct. 10 Feb. 13 19
28 Mar. 3 July 7
Nov. 15 21 25
Dec. 23 Apr. 8 Aug. 12
21 26 30
NEW YORK:
Ithaca ( 42027'N, 760 27'W) time of overpass - 1022
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 6 Jan. 10 May 16
24 28 June 3
Oct. 12 Feb. 15 21
30 Mar. 5 July 9
Nov. 17 23 27
Dec. 5 Apr. 10 Aug. 14
23 28
PENNSYLVANIA:
(400461N, 770 53'W) time of overpass - 1023
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 6 Jan. 10 May 16
24 28 June 3
Oct. 12 Feb. 15 21
30 Mar. 5 July 9
Nov. 17 23 27




(39 0 41'N, 790 45'W) time of overpass - 1029
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 7 Jan. 11 May 17
25 29 June 4
Oct. 13 Feb. 16 22
31 Mar. 6 July 10
Nov. 18 24 28
Dec. 6 Apr. 11 Aug. 15
24 29
NORTH CAROLINA:
(350 43'N, 78041'W) time of overpass - 1024
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 6 Jan. 10 May 16
24 .28 June 3
Oct. 12 Feb. 15 21
30 Mar. 5 July 9
Nov. 17 23 27
Dec. 5 Apr. 10 Aug. 14
23 28
*Overpass times are in Eastern or Central Standard Time depending
upon the site location.
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SCHEDULE FOR THE MISSISSIPPI CORRIDOR
MICHIGAN:
(4240'N, 84030'W) time of overpass - 1051
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 11 Jan. 15 May 3
29 Feb. 2 21
Oct. 17 20 June 8
Nov. 4 Mar. 10 26
22 28 July 14
Dec. 10 Apr. 15 Aug. 1
28 19
INDIANA:
(40026'N, 86051'W) time of overpass - 0958
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 12 Jan. 16 May 4
30 Feb. 3 22
Oct. 18 21 June 9
Nov. 5 Mar. 11 27
23 29 July 15
Dec. 11 Apr. 16 Aug. 2
29 20
(380 20'N, 87040'W) time of overpass - 0959
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 12 Jan. 16 May 4
30 Feb. 3 22
Oct. 18 21 June 9
Nov. 5 Mar. 11 27
23 29 July 15
Dec. 11 Apr. 16 Aug. 2
29 20
OKLAHOMA:
(36033'N, 96009'W) time of overpass - 1033
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 18 Jan. 4 May 10
Oct. 6 22 28
24 Feb. 9 June 15
Nov. 11 27 July 3
29 Mar. 17 21




(33015'N, 95050'W) time of overpass - 1028
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 17 Jan. 3 May 9
Oct. 5 21 27
23 Feb. 8 June 14
Nov. 10 26 July 2
28 Mar. 16 20
Dec. 16 Apr. 3 Aug. 7
21 25
TEXAS (CENTRAL) COLLEGE STATION:
(30034'N, 96020'W) time of overpass - 1029
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 17 Jan. 3 May 9
Oct. 5 21 27
23 Feb. 8 June 14
Nov. 10 26 July 2
28 Mar. 16 20
Dec. 16 Apr. 3 Aug. 7
21 25
MISSOURI:
(38046'N, 92011'W) time of overpass - 1022
DATE DATE DATE
Sept. 16 Jan. 2 May 8
Oct. 4 20 26
22. Feb. 7 June 13
Nov. 9 25 July 1
27 Mar. 15 19
Dec. 15 Apr. 2 Aug. 6
20 24
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULING FOR SITE PHOTOGRAPHY
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An Example of Scheduling Fall Site Photography
This example concerns a test site in Maine. The only difference in schedule
planning for other sites will be in the dates.
Assumptions which have to be made prior to actual scheduling are:
1. The expected date of the start of fall coloration or spring bud
opening. Fall coloration by definition for this experiment is considered
started when 5% of the crown canopy shows a change in color. In Maine
this occurs around September 15.
2. The dates of satellite overpass of the test site are taken from
Appendix A. In Maine this occurs every 18 days after September 1.
One set of photography must be taken before coloration commences. In this
example it would be taken on September 1 to coincide with satellite passage.
If coloration reaches 5% on September 11, the next set of photos would be taken
on September 13. After this, photographs will be scheduled every six days so
that every third set will be taken the same date the satellite passes over the
site. In this example the schedule would appear as follows:
Sept. 1 Satellite overpass prior to coloration








Nine photography sessions are scheduled during leaf coloration and fall.
A tenth is used to document the completion of leaf-fall. This set of photo-
graphy is taken after completion of leaf-fall and should coincide with a
satellite passover of the site.
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STANDARD TIMES FOR SOLAR ELEVATIONS
BETWEEN FORTY AND FIFTY DEGREES
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How to Use the Solar Elevation Tables
In the following calculations a 30 day month is assumed.
Step 1. Find the two dates between which you plan to take photographs. For
example, if the desired date was September 14, it would fall between
September 1 and October 1. If the test site was in Maine, the times
from the table for these two dates would be:
AM PM
September 1 0855-1010 1300-1420
October 1 1040-1140 1140-1240
Step 2. Find the differences between the corresponding times in minutes, and
the difference in days between the desired date and the first date
listed (September 1).
September 1 - September 13 = -13 days 0855-1040 = -105 min.
1010-1140 = - 90 min.
1300-1140 = 80 min.
1420-1240 = 100 min.
Step 3. To find the number of minutes that have to be added or subtracted
from the September 1 times, a proportion using the number of days
is set up. This assumes a linear relationship between the change
in times and the number of days.
-13 days = A min. _ B min. _ C min. _ D min.
30 days -105 min. -90 min. 80 min. - 100 min.
A = 45.5 min.
B = 39 min.
C = -34.6 min.
D = -43.3 min.
Step 4. Apply the calculated corrections to the times for September 1 taking
into consideration the algebraic sign.
0855 + 46 min. = 0941
1010 + 39 min. = 1049
1300 - 35 min. = 1225
1420 - 44 min. = 1336
AM PM
September 14 0941-1049 1225-1336
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For centuries man has realized that there is a relationship between
climate and the seasonal occurrences of leaves, flowers, birds, etc. The
Romans and Chinese had phenological calendars to aid farmers in planting and
harvesting at the proper times. Up until now, however, these observations
have been limited to generally local observations. With the launch of NASA's
ERTS-1 satellite, it will be possible to record phenological events over the
entire surface of the earth and to study plant-climate relations on a regional
or even a world-wide scale.
As part of the Phenology Satellite Experiment, ground-based photographs
of the earth's surface will be taken to give a basis for interpreting the
satellite imagery. To be useful, these ground photographs must be taken
following certain procedures. This field guide will hopefully set forth
standardized procedures which will give comparable and compatable data for
the photographs taken at different times in many different experimental
areas.
The procedures as outlined in this guide were developed during 1972 at
the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station and apply specifically for areas
devoid of continuous forest canopy. Thus, these methods are applicable for
sites where the predominate vegetative cover is grass, hedges, shrubs and
other low plant cover.
II. EQUIPMENT
The following equipment will be required at each of the 6 experimental
areas in the Rocky Mountain Corridor and the 4 experimental areas in the
Columbia Valley Corridor in order to take the necessary photographs.
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A. Camera*. A Minolta Hi-matic 7s 35 millimeter automatic black
camera (Fig. 1) is used at all experimental areas. This camera has 45mm
lens and 1.8 focal length. The "depth of field" setting is the only
adjustment made before the picture is taken. Only two "depth of field"
settings will be required in this work, infinity (-) and 10 feet. These
cameras have been purchased from a common supplier.
B. Base pipe, stand and camera plate. Since the series of photographs
will be taken over a long period of time and each sequential photograph
should have exactly the same view, some permanent fixture must be installed
in the field. A 1 1/4" inside diameter, 3' long galvanized pipe (Fig. 2)
will be placed in a vertical position in the ground at each site with the
top protruding 2 or 3 inches above the soil surface. This base pipe for
the camera stand will be held firmly in place by embedding it in a 7"
diameter cylinder of concrete. This base pipe will receive the lower two-
foot length of the 6' long camera stand. A screw cap is kept on the base
pipe between observations. Threads on the pipe should be kept oiled.
The camera stand (Fig. 3) consists of a 6' long, 1" inside diameter
pipe with a flat 7 1/4" X 7 1/4" square aluminum platform on top. Four
prongs which are 3 5/16" long and 3/8" in diameter project from the platform.
The top of the platform is painted flat black. This stand is inserted into
the base pipe, which is set in the ground, when photographs are to be taken.
The thumbscrew near the top of the ground pipe should be tightened by hand
(do not use a wrench or pliers) before taking pictures. The stand has only
two fixed positions in the base pipe which are determined by notches on its
lower end which saddle a bolt that goes through the base pipe 2' below the
*Special precaution should be taken when removing exposed film from the
camera. Turn film rewind crank only in the direction indicated by the
arrow engraved on the crank. Push film rewind button up before rewinding.
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Figure 1. Camera used.
Figure 2. Base pipe for camera stand.
Figure 3. Camera stand.
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soil surface. Compass directions are stamped on the platform of the stand.
The stand must be inserted so that its compass directions are correct.
The camera is permanently mounted on an 8 inch by 8 inch aluminum plate
which has been painted flat black on the upper surface. Two holes are
drilled in the plate near the center to allow access to replace the battery
and to push the film rewind button. Four holes in the corners of the plate
are for mounting on the four prongs which project from the camera stand.
The holes are located 2" in on the diagonal.
C. Film. Color transparency film, which shows more detail than black
and white film, will be used. Rolls of 20 frames of Ektachrome X (ASA 64, 19
DIN) will be supplied by Montana State University. These rolls of film have
a common emulsion base. Film will be kept in cold storage before it is sent
to observers and the returned exposed film will be kept in cold storage until
it is developed. All film will be numbered and the observer should use the
film in numerical sequence.
III. LOCATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AREAS AND OBSERVATION SITES
The general locations for all six experimental areas in the Rocky
Mountain Corridor were chosen so that they are: (1) well spaced across the
entire north-south extent of the corridor and (2) located in relatively
flat terrain where the elevation averages about 4,800 feet.
The four experimental areas in the Columbia Valley Corridor were
chosen so that they are: (1) well spaced across the entire east-west
extent of the corridor and (2) located in relatively flat terrain where
the elevation averages about 3,000 feet.
A. Sites within Experimental Areas. Each experimental area includes
the following three sites:
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1. A site which is typical of the surrounding non-irrigated
rangeland. The predominate vegetative corner in the
experimental area will usually consist of non-irrigated
rangeland.
2. A site where a non-irrigated cultivated crop is grown
(usually winter wheat). This will normally be a relatively
small acreage surrounded by extensive non-irrigated range-
land. Photographs are usually taken at a place along the
edge of the field, often in line with a fence. Weeds in
the fence line which obstruct the view of the crop should
be removed.
3. A site where an irrigated perennial crop is grown (usually
alfalfa). This will normally be a relatively small acreage
surrounded by extensive non-irrigated rangeland. Pictures
are usually taken at a place along the edge of the field,
often in line with a fence. Weeds in the fence line which
obstruct the view of the crop should be removed.
B. Ease of Access. Each of the three observation sites in every
experimental area should be near a road or path to facilitate access with
the required equipment.
C. Alternate Sites. Because of the possibility of an experimental
area being clouded over on the day of the satellite coverage, alternate
areas may be designated that are similar, but far enough to the east or
west of the primary experimental area to be covered by the orbit of the
preceding or following day.
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IV. SCHEDULING OF PHOTOGRAPHS
To be meaningful, ground-observation photographs must be taken at and
near the same time that the satellite obtains its imagery. The ERTS-1
satellite will cover the same point on the earth's surface every 18 days,
and ground photographs will be taken every 6 days. A schedule of coverage
for each site has been tabulated for each site and is included as Appendix A.
The orbit design is such that the satellite will cover adjacent Polar
oriented (approximately north-south) strips of land (moving in a westerly
direction) on consecutive days.
Another parameter of the ERTS-1 orbit is that it will cover the same
location at the same time of day every 18th day. This is to provide a
constant sun angle making interpretation easier. The sun angle should also
be the same for the ground-observation photographs.
Photographs are to be taken every 6 days, except during a period in
mid-winter. Photographs are not to be taken when it is raining or snowing
or when the ground is completely covered with snow.
The preferred time to take photographs is from about 11 a.m. to
12 noon. One should park his automobile at least 100' away from the site
and preferably in the same location each time. If the car is parked too
close, it will occupy a large portion of some of the photographs.
If photographs cannot be taken on the scheduled date, they should be
taken the preceding or following day. If photographs cannot be taken for
two days in a row, they should be taken on the third day.
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V. SETTING UP CAMERA STAND
The camera stand base consists of a 3-foot long pipe embedded in the
soil in a 7-inch diameter core of concrete. The base pipe projects about
two or three inches above the soil surface and is topped by a screw-on
cap. Two feet below the top of the base, a bolt is fitted across the pipe.
The 6-foot long stand is inserted in the base. Two notches located at the
bottom of the stand saddle over the bolt in the base. Thus, pictures are
taken from a height of slightly more than 4 feet (Fig. 4).
The procedure for properly placing the stand in the mount is as follows:
1. Remove the cap from the base pipe.
2. Check to see that thumb-screw near top of mount will not
interfer with insertion of the stand.
3. Gently insert stand into base so that the notches of the
stand saddle over the bolt in the base with the "N" (for
north) on the stand plate located on the north side.
4. Tighten the thumb-screw by hand so that the stand fits
snugly against the base. (Do not use tools such as
pliers, etc. to tighten thumb screw.)
5. For horizontal photographs, position camera plate so that
the four corner holes are over the four prongs in the
stand. Keep index fingers between stand plate and camera
plate while lowering camera plate into position (Fig. 5).
For 30 degree ground angle photographs, place notches in
front of camera plate on the two front prongs of stand and
slide down until plate rests on the two nuts at the bottom
of the prongs. The rear of the camera plate will rest on
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Figure 6 a-b. Setn up for 300 groun angle potograph
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6. Before taking picture, push gently forward on camera
plate to take up any play that might exist.
7. Place left hand on camera stand exerting slight downward
pressure while index finger of right hand presses slowly
down on shutter release button. This will help to
steady the stand, especially when it is windy.
VI. CAMERA SETTINGS
The film used in this experiment has a film speed rating of ASA 64, 19
DIN. This setting is made on the camera before it is delivered to the
observer.
The camera is completely automatic except for "depth of field" setting.
The alignment of the two "A" marks on the camera indicate that the camera is
set for automatic.
No settings must be made by the observer except for "depth of field".
The ring nearest the main body of the camera has to be set for the proper
"depth of field" reading*. (Read scale on right side, which is in feet.)
1. For all horizontal photographs the infinity sign (o)
should be opposite the white mark.
2. For all 30 degree ground angle photographs the zero (0)
of the number 10 is opposite the white mark.
*A good to fair photograph results even if "depth of field" adjustment is
not changed. Should a photograph be taken with a wrong setting, do not
become concerned but continue taking the remaining pictures at the proper
"depth of field" setting.
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VII. SEQUENCE OF PHOTOGRAPHS
The following photographs are taken in the sequence indicated at three
sites in each experimental area*.
A. Rangeland Area (total of 8 pictures)
1. A horizontal photograph in each of the 4 compass
directions
2. A 30 degree ground angle photograph in each of the
4 compass directions.
Three honeysuckles have been planted at each range site. These are
planted in a line 18 inches apart and 7 1/2 feet away from the base, usually
on the south side. The subsoil for a distance of one foot surrounding the
plants should be kept moist by applying water immediately after the pictures
at the range site are taken. Do not wet the soil beyond this distance from
the plants. Frequency of irrigation will depend on weather conditions. A
reasonable amount to apply is 2 or 3 gallons at each irrigation. Vegetation
which might shade the plants or block view of the plants from the camera
should be removed.
It is best to follow the same path when walking to each site. Approach
to the range site should be from the side where the honeysuckles are planted
(usually on the south side).
B. Dryland Crop Area (usually winter wheat; total of 6 pictures)
1. A horizontal photograph in each of the 4 compass directions.
2. a 30 degree ground angle photograph in the two compass directions
which point most directly into the field. Give preference
*If this sequence requires additional travel, then try to keep "a" first
but reverse "b" and "c".
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to the north direction if one of these directions aligns
very closely with the edge of the field.
C. Irrigated crop area (usually alfalfa; total of 6 pictures)
1. A horizontal photograph in each of the 4 compass
directions.
2. A 30 degree ground angle photograph in the two compass
directions which point most directly into the field.
Give preference to the north direction if one of these
directions aligns very closely with the edge of field.
The four horizontal photographs at each of the three sites in the
experimental area are always taken in the following sequence: north (N),
east (E), south (S), west (W) (that is, clockwise starting with direction
to the north).
The four 30 degree ground angle photographs at the range site are
always taken in the following sequence: north (N), east (E), south (S),
west (W) (that is, clockwise starting with direction to the north).
The two 30 degree ground angle photographs at the dryland and irrigated
crop sites are always in adjacent compass directions. The sequence should
always be in a clockwise direction. Thus, the following combinations and
sequences will be applicable, depending on the particular site: north then
east, east then south, south then west, west then north.
VIII. PROCEDURE FOR TAKING PHOTOGRAPHS
1. Remove film from refrigerator (not deep freeze) or other cool
storage the day before taking photographs, if possible.
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2. Load camera in a shaded area on the same day that pictures
are to be taken. Return camera to closed bag after film is
loaded. Use lens brush to clean lens, if available.
3. Carry camera in the bag to first site and between each site.
The bag and camera should be carried on the floor of the car
rather than on a seat where it might fall.
4. To take horizontal pictures the aluminum plate holding the
camera is fitted on the stand into any of the four compass
directions. The aluminum plate has two notches on one side.
To take 30 degree ground angle pictures these notches are
fitted against the front two prongs and rest on the top of
the nuts on the lower end of the prongs while the rear part
of the plate rests on the top of the two rear prongs.
5. Remove lens cover at first site and leave lens cover off
until all photographs for that day have been taken. Carry
camera in closed zippered bag between sites.
6. Take photographs in the same sequence on each day. Return
lens cover after all photographs are taken and set "depth
of field" to infinity (c).
7. Remove film from camera in a shaded area immediately after
taking the photographs and mail in the envelope provided to
the following address at your earliest opportunity.
Phenology Satellite Experiment
Plant and Soil Science Department
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59715
Be sure your return address is on the envelope in which
the film is mailed. Also be sure to enclose the completed
film identification form with each film.
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8. Immediately return camera to bag such that the direction of
the camera is parallel to the bag's longest length and then
zippered tight*.
9. Do not carry anything in the camera bag that would produce
dust and lint or which is greasy or oily.
10. Keep camera and stand in a safe place. Never leave the
camera on the stand when you are carrying the stand from
site to site or during the period between observations.
The stand is subject to rust so it should not be left out
of doors.
*Warning: If lens cover is not.replaced on camera and camera is not
returned to zippered bag after use, the battery which
operates the automatic features of the camera will run
down faster.
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Browning (48044'N, 1130 11'W) Time of Overpass n 1056 LST
Date Date
November 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26* June 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30*
December 2, 8, 14*, 20, 26 July 6, 12, 18*, 24, 30
January 1*, 7, 13, 19*, 25, 31 August 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29
February 6*, 12, 18, 24* September 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28*
March 2, 8, 14*, 20, 26 October 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
April 1*, 7, 13, 19*, 25 November 3*
May 1, 7*, 13, 19, 25*, 31
Montana:
Logan (450 47'N, 1110 27'W) Time of Overpass u 1045 LST
Date Date
October 31 May 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29
November 6*, 12, 18, 24*, 30 June 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28*
December 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* July.4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
January 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29. August 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27
February 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28 September 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26*
March 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* October 2, 8, 14*, 20, 26
April 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29 November 1*
Idaho:
Camas (430 58'N, 112 018'W) Time of Overpass % 1046 LST
Date Date
October 31 May 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29
November 6*, 12, 18, 24*, 30 June 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28*
December 6, 12*", 18, 24, 30* July 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
January 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29 August 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27
February 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28 September 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26*
March 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* October 2, 8, 14*, 20, 26
April 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29 November 1*
Utah:
Snowville (410 59'N, 112 0 39'W) Time of Overpass 1 1047 LST
Date Date
October 31 May 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29
November 6*, 12, 18, 24*, 30 June 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28*
December 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* July 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
January 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29 August 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27
February 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28 September 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26*
March 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* October 2, 8,.14*, 20, 26





Kanosh (380 49'N, 112 0 33'W) Time of Overpass l 1041 LST
Date Date
October 30 May 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28
November 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29 June 3, 9*, 15, 21, 27*
December 5, 11*, 17, 23, 29* July 3, 9, 15*, 21, 27
January 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28 August 2*, 8, 14, 20*, 26
February 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27 September 1, 7*, 13, 19, 25*
March 5, 11*, 17, 23, 29* October 1, 7, 13*, 19, 25, 31*
April 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
Arizona:
Colorado City (360 59'N, 112 0 59'W) Time of Overpass ' 1030 LST
Date Date
October 30 May 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28
November 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29 June 3, 9*, 15, 21, 27*
December 5, 11*, 17, 23, 29* July 3, 9, 15*, 21, 27
January 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28 August 2*, 8, 14, 20*, 26
February 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27 September 1, 7*, 13, 19, 25*
March 5, 11*, 17, 23, 29* October 1, 7, 13*, 19, 25, 31*





Havre (48027'N, 109047'W) Time of Overpass ' 1045 LST
Date Date
October 31 May 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29
November 6*, 12, 18, 24*, 30 June 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28*
December 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* July 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
January 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29 August 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27
February 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28 September 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26*
March 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* October 2, 8, 14*, 20,26
April 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29 November 1*
Montana:
Charlo (47027'N, 114 0 09'W) Time of Overpass ' 1056 LST
Date Date
November 3, 9*, 15, 21, 27* June 1, 7, 13*, 19, 25
December 3, 9, 15*,.21, 27 July 1*, 7, 13, 19*, 25, 31
January 2*, 8, 14, 20*, 26 August 6*, 12, 18, 24*, 30
February 1, 7*, 13, 19, 25* September 5, 11*, 17, 23, 29*
March 3, 9, 15*, 21, 27 October 5, 11, 17*, 23, 29
April 2*, 8, 14, 20*, 26 November 4*
May 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26*
Idaho:
Helmer (460 50'N, 116*27'W) Time of Overpass ,u 1002 LST
Date Date
November 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28* June 2, 8, 14*, 20, 26
December 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28 July 2*, 8, 14, 20*, 26
January 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27 August 1, 7*, 13, 19, 25*, 31
February 2, 8*, 14, 20, 26* September 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30*
March 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28 October 6, 12, 18*, 24, 30
April 3*, 9, 15, 21*, 27 November 5*
May 3, 9*, 15, 21, 27*
Washington:
Bickleton (46003'N, 120 013'W) Time of Overpass n 1019 LST
Date Date
October 31 May 5, 11*, 17, 23, 29*
November 6, 12*, 18, 24, 30* June 4, 10, 16*, 22, 28
December 6, 12,. 18*,.24, 30 July 4*, 10, 16, 22*, 28
January 5*, 11, 17, 23*, 29 August 3, 9*, 15, 21, 27*
February 4, 10*, 16, 22, 28* September 2, 8, 14*, 20, 26
March 6, 12, 18*, 24, 30 October 2*, 8, 14, 20*, 26
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RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE GRAPH
Including Standard Deviation
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RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE GRAPH
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FOR SITES IN THE EASTERN CORRIDORS
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REIATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE VALUES (ERTS MSS BANDS 4-7)
SOLAR NUMBER
LOCATION DATES SCENE ID ELEV. of Mean Normalized Mean* Standard Deviation BRP NOTE
(0) SAMPLES
4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7
. Maine 09/01/72 1040-14543 47.5 162 20.76 12.12 42.21 21.22 19.91 11.62 40.49 24.19 1.63 0.73 3.81 2.70 .3508 F
Crono 02/28/73 1220-14553 31.0 105 27.52 20.97 26.53 1..19 37.78 28.79 36.42. 18.10 2.69 2.83 2.66 1.15 -.227S G
04/23/73 1274-14553 51.0 175 23.07 16.41 27.32 1L.52 20.99 14.93 24.86 13.21 1.23 1.48 2.94 1.20 -.0611 VG
07,122/73 1364-14544 56.0 58 23.64 13.55 43.17 25.26 20.16 11.56 36.82 21.54 0.92 0.80 1.92 1.52 .3017 VG
Richmond 08/15/72 1023-15003 52.6 68 20.15 11.78 41.09 25.59 17.94 10.49 36.51 22.79 1.04 0.5L 2.49 1.81 .3695 G
09/01/72 1040-14543 47.5 91 21.60 12.76 40.11 2 .56 20.72 12.24 38.48 22.60 1.75 1.03 2.65 1.81 .2973 G
10/08/72 1077-15002 35.6 23 17.83 12.04 22.35 12.04 21.75 14.69 27.26 14.69 0.58 1.11 1.34 0.98 .0000 VG
02/28/73 1220-14553 31.0 39 25.90 18.18 28.28 1b.56 35.56 24.95 38.82 19.99 2.95 3.20 4.19 2.40 -. 1106 P
Vermont 09/21/72 1060-15060 41.3 38 19.50 11.63 41.61 25.37 20.98 12.51 47.99 30.52 0.92 0.82 2.13 1.24 .4185 G
Burlington 10/10/72 1079-15115 34.9 56 18.98 15.36 35,45 2].64 23.55 19.06 43.99 26.85 0.88 2.12 3.16 2.13 .1697 F
10/27/72 1096-15063 29.4 63 18.49 14.63 21.54 13.11 26.74 21.16 31.15 18.96 0.80 1.13 3.38 2.32 -.0548 F
04/07/73 1258-15071 46.2 72 27.29 21.99 31.40 17.08 26.85 21.63 30.89 16.80 2.32 3.46 3.29 2.05 -.1257 F
04/25/73 1276-15070 52.2 7 29.71 28.14 41.86 2-.00 26.70 25.29 37.61 20.67 1.60 1.21 1.95 0.82 -.1005 F
07/06/73 1348-15062 59.1 18 27.94 16.44 56.06 33.94 23.12 13.60 46.39 28.08 1.06 0.70 2.86 1.95 .3474 F
-
07/24/73 1366-15060 56.6 66 23.67 13.79 60.23 38.23 20.13 11.72 51.20 32.50 0.88 0.69 1.57 0.99 .4698 E
10/22/73 1456-15041 30.0 85 17.04 12.35 19.35 C1.48 24.20 17.54 27.48 15.30 0.75 1.37 1.26 1.00 -.0820 E
New York 08/10/72 1027-15233 51.7 108 20.19 11.85 46.56 29.31 18.27 10.72 42.12 26.52 1.01 0.62 3.15 2.24 .4241 F
ithaca 09/23/72 1062-15181 42.7 42 19.52 11.74 41.43 26.48 20.44 12.29 43.38 27.72 0.89 0.83 2.44 1.29 .3856 G
10/11/72 1080-15183 36.8 155 18.75 12.77 30.39 18.39 22.22 15.14 36.02 21.80 0.97 1.03 2.18 1.48 .15803 E
06/02/73 1314-15190 60.9 12 28.44 15.44 62.89 36.56 23.11 12.55 51.10 29.71 0.88 0.53 1.69 0.88 .4061 F
07/08/73 1350-15183 60.0 72 31.10 19.53 60.76 36.96 25.50 16.01 49.81 30.30 2.04 1.86 2.01 1.50 .3086 VG
10/06/73 1440-15170 38.0 23 17.78 12.91 29.09 17.04 20.35 14.79 33.30 19.51 0.60 1.00 1.16 1.02 .1378 E
10/24/73 1458-15162 32.0 56 19.63 18.11 25.50 14.32 26.30 24.26 34.16 19.18 1.02 1.33 1.45 0.88 .1169 VG
Pennsylvania 09/06/72 1045-15243 48.8 52 22.38 13.27 42.42 26.38 21.12 12.52 40.30 24.89 1.07 0.56 2.35 1.52 .3306 G
State College 01/10/73 1171-15245 22.5 56 32.25 28.86 29.04 13.20 59.83 53.54 53.88 24.49 1.83 2.07 2.06 1.15 -.3723 G
03/23/73 1243-15253 43.3 21 26.33 27.00 32.71 19.48 27.26 27.95 33.86 20.17 1.06 0.71 1.42 1.12 -.1618 E
05/16/73 1297-15252 59.5 42 31.50 26.62 29.24 26.86 25.96 21.94 40.57 22.13 1.02 1.51 2.30 1.63 .0044 G
07/09/73 1351-15244 60.3 30 37.97 26.17 53.47 30.07 31.04 21.39 43.71 24.58 1.03 0.87 1.38 0.74 .0693 G
West Virginia 08/20/72 1028-15202 53.4 220 21.07 12.48 49.43 32.31 18.63 11.04 43.72 28.57 1.71 1.54 4.01 2.92 .4427 F
Morgantown 09/07/72 1046-15301 48.5 59 19.56 10.81 34.15 28.00 18.54 10.25 32.37 26.54 0.75 1.47 6.01 2.27 .4429 F
11/18/72 1118-15305 26.8 21 18.29 13.00 13.10 6.86 28.80 20.47 20.63 10.80 1.01 1.00 0.83 0.79 -. 3092 G
03/06'73 1226-15311 36.5 109 22.46 19.98 22.08 11.42 26.62 23.68 26.17 13.54 1.17 1.50 1.88 1.21 -.2726 E
03/24/73 1244-15312 43.6 41 25.12 21.49 23.46 11.66 25.86 22.13 24.15 12.00 2.25 2.04 2.17 1.24 -.2965 G
06/04/73 1316-15312 62.0 159 32.16 19.67 64.01 35.14 25.85 15.82 51.47 28.25 1.30 1.40 3.14 2.25 .2822 G
09/02/73 1406-15300 50.5 81 24.62 14.63 47.80 29.09 22.65 13.46 43.98 26.77 1.18 0.91 2.17 1.57 .3307 G
RELATIVE 3PECTRAL RESPONSE VALUES (ERTS MSS BANDS 4-7)COLAR NUMBER
LOCATION DATES SCENE ID ELLV. of Mean Normalized Mean* Standard Deviation BRP NCTE
(0) SAMPLES ** rr,
4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7
North Carolina 08/19/72 1027-15254 55.2 72 26.17 15.99 42.22 2'1.26 22.63 13.83 36.51 20.98 1.24 1.13 3.25 2.16 .2054 VG
Raleigh 09/06/72 1045-15254 51.2 124 23.43 13.69 35.71 21.90 21.35 12.47 32.53 19.95 1.22 1.36 2.68 1.75 .2306 G09/24/72 1063-15254 46.3 255 35.64 23.51 38.42 19.94 35.00 23.09 37.73 19.58 1.25 1.20 1.95 1.14 -.0821 E
10/11/72 1080-15201 41.1 57 19.75 11.21 29.95 13.28 26.33 12.11 32.35 19.74 0.47 0.73 1.68 1.11 .2397 E
10/12/72 1081-15255 40.8 194 20.95 12.73 28.69 16.72 22.76 13.83 31.07 18.17 0.92 0.90 4.83 1.69 .1354 F
10/30/72 1099-15261 35.4 100 20.12 14.96 24.05 13.85 24.66 18.34 29.48 16.98 1.20 1.85 2.18 1.26 -.0385 VG
da 03/23/73 1243-15265 45.8 160 22.49 16.12 26.53 13.41 22.27 15.96 26.27 15.26 1.15 1.38 2.50 1.60 -.0225 G
05/10/73 1261-15265 52.1 97 25.49 19.16 34.53 19.59 22.98 17.24 31.07 17.63 2.08 3.07 3.80 1.94 .0110 G
05/16/73 1293-15263 61.0 118 25.82 15.31 55.66 34.63 20.96 12.43 45.18 28.11 0.97 0.84 4.54 3.31 .3868 p
06/02/73 1314-15204 62.6 95 -31.02 19.07 59.76 3j.46 24.81 15.25 47.79 28.36 1.23 1.42 2.06 1.72 .3006 VG
10/06/73 1440-15184 42.0 60 22.18 13.95 31.17 18.35 23.54 14.79 33.07 19.47 1.17 0.72 1.91 1.44 .1362 E
Michigan 08/25/72 1033-15580 50.3 60 22.92 13.98 41.60 24.87 21.07 12.85 38.25 22.86 1.57 1.79 3.37 2.47 .2832 --
Lansing
Indiana 09/30/72 1069-15585 41.4 346 19.93 11.76 35.87 23.64 21.40 12.63 38.51 25.38 1.30 1.36 4.06 3.14 .3356 F
Lafayette 10/01/72 1070-16043 41.1 36 19.39 11.58 30.83 :1.97 20.9 12.51 33.30 20.49 0.84 0.91 2.01 1.58 .2418 VG
10/19/72 1088-16050 35.4 99 23.14 20.99 23.21 12.72 28.36 25.73 28.45 15-59 1.63 2.41 2.69 1.63 -.2453 G
11/24/72 1124-16052 25,4 196 17.15 13.06 14.15 '.69 28.39 21.62 23.42 12.73 1.24 1.33 2.44 1.82 -.2588
01/16/73 1177-15591 22.8 216 16.83 12.94 13.05 6.27 30.84 23.71 23.91 11.49 0.85 1.20 1.66 1.23 -.3472 E
H- 02/04/73 1196-16052 27.1 290 18.17 14.20 14.62 '.34 28.32 22.13 22.79 11.44 1.22 1.17 2.15 1.31 -.3184 E
05/04/73 1285-15595 57.0 123 28.09 20.18 45.66 26.59 23.78 17.08 38.65 22.51 1.31 2.12 2.96 2.11 .1370 G
05/05/73 1286-16053 57.2 125 36.39 29.22 49.54 2".24 30.74 24.58 41.84 23.01 1.64 2.23 2.74 2.03 -.0350 VG
06/09/73 1321-15593 61.7 222 29.16 18.37 57.65 33.92 23.51 14.81 46.49 27.35 1.62 2.00 3.02 2.15 .2973 F
07/15/73 1357-15590 59.6 71 27.21 16.39 59.96 31!.24 22.38 13.48 49.32 31.46 0.89 1.05 2.00 1.66 .3999 G
07/16/73 1358-16045 59.5 162 23.44 14.37 51.38 33.48 19.30 11i.83 42.32 27.57 1.59 1.77 1.97 2.02 .3993 VG
08/21/73 1394-16042 52.8 183 21.77 12.66 45.60 29.55 18.96 11.29 40.67 26.35 1.50 1.42 1.90 1.22 .4001o G
09/07/73 1411-15581 48.3 148 21.39 13.07 42.24 26.66 20.34 12.43 40.17 25.35 1.65 1.38 2.12 1.69 .3421 G
10/01/73 1418-16030 36.0 181 17.10 10.62 27.60 16.77 20.66 12.83 33.34 20.36 0.88 1.27 2.45 1.90 .22L5 VG
11/18/73 1483-15565 26.0 111 21.85 17.55 19.64 9.79 35.41 28.44 31.82 15.86 0.97 1.04 1.52 1.18 -.2838 E
Southern 08/26/72 1033-15591 52.6 75 20.35 11.67 43.09 2"'.17 16.19 10.43 38.51 24.28 0.91 0.74 2.17 2.02 .3991 VGIndiana 09/12/72 1051-15591 47.9 30 33.47 23.00 43.73 21.07 32.03 22.01 41.85 22.08 1.50 1.02 1.98 1.55 .0015 G
09/13/72 1052-16050 47.6 58 28.45 20.88 40.45 2:.60 27.35 20.08 38.89 20.77 1.54 1.31 2.03 1.69 .0169 VG
09/30/72 1064-35591 42.5 120 20.38 12.14 37.52 21.59 21.42 12.76 39.43 25.8! 1.28 1.39 3.,35 2.22 .3390 VG
10/01/72 1070-16050 42.1 143 19.53 11.38 33.58 21.06 20.68 12.05 35.56 22.30 1.00 0.74 4.00 2.92 .2984 F
10/19/72 1088-16052 36.5 167 19.35 12.89 30.65 1.64 23.10 15.39 36.23 23.44 1.31 1.77 3.49 2.42 .2075 G
11/05/72 1105-15595 31.5 462 19.39 15.14 18.56 10.16 26.35 20.57 25.22 13.81 1.04 1.35 2.46 1.58 -.1968 VG
11/06/72 1106-16054 31.2 52 20.54 15.79 18.83 9P.77 28.15 21.64 25.81 13.39 0.90 0.78 1.97 1.28 -.2355 E
11/16/72 1177-16000 25.0 44 16.41 10.75 10.82 L.52 27.57 18.06 18.18 7.59 0.62 1.42 1.79 1.21 -.4080 VG
02/04/73 1196-16055 28.1 148 16.99 12.77 13.33 ;.72 25.61 19.25 20.09 10.13 0.90 1.19 1.79 1.15 -.3104 E
02/22/73 1214-16060 33.5 . 64 19.13 15.69 16.33 b.38 24.61 20.18 21.01 10.78 1.32 1.79 2.54 1.72 -.3037 G
05/04/73 1285-16001 57.6 115 28.30 18.30 52.03 30.56 23.80 15.39 43.98 25.70 1.74 2.23 2.54 1.84 .2509 F
06/09/73 1321-15595 62.2 43 31.70 21.14 58.70 31.84 25.44 16.97 47.11 27.96 1.06 0.99 2.29 1.79 .2447 VG
07/16/73 1358-16051 59.9 60 26.28 16.07 52.55 32.83 21.57 13.19 43.13 26.94 1.18 0.94 2.51 1.74 .3427 F
08/03/73 1376-16050 57.0 73 25.59 15.67 48.67 30.32 21.66 13.27 41.20 25.67 1.33 1.53 2.65 2.09 .3185 VG
08/20/73 1393-15590 53.7 96 26.29 16.39 47.75 29.10 23.16 14.44 42.05 25.63 1.56 1.83 2.94 2.37 .2794 F
08/21/73 1394-16044 53.5 65 21.46 13.43 42.28 27.43 18.95 11.86 37.33 24.22 1.69 2.08 2.75 2.13 .3426 G
RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE VALUES (ERTS MSS BANDS 4-7)
SOLAR NUMBER
LOCATION DATES SCENE ID ELEV. of Mean Normalized Mean* Standard Deviation BRP NOTE
(0) SAMPLES ** ***
4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7
Missouri 08/11/72 1019-16220 55.4 90 23.40 14.36 45.12 26.34 20.18 12.39 38.92 22.72 0.79 1.27 3.15 2.44 .2943 G
Jefferson City 08/28/72 1036-16162 51.8 38 22.21. 13.00 43.2:. 26.76 20.07 11.75 39.04 24.18 0.93 0.90 1.93 1.94 .3461 G
08/29/72 1037-16221 51.6 146 22.55 13.49 40.70 24.36 20.47 12.22 36.87 22.07 1.15 1.22 3.05 1.87 .2872 G
11/08/72 1108-16171 30.6 32 23.44 19.88 22.72 12.72 32.69 27.73 31.67 17.74 1.22 1.56 1.87 1.02 -.2196 VG
03/14/73 1234-16174 40.8 217 24.97 21.60 24.96 13.14 27.13 23.47 27.12 14.28 1.10 1.22 2.00 1.20 -. 2435 VG
05/25/73 1306-16172 61.3 91 26.78 16.32 56.40 33.43 21.68 13.21 45.73 27.06 l.h4 1.63 3.69 2.59 .3439 F
07/15/73 1360-16164 59.6 222 29.27 18.00 52.68 30.39 24.09 14.82 43.36 25.02 1.14 1.31 1.94 1.145 .2560 VG
08/05/73 1378-16162 56.7 110 27.63 16.87 50.1 29.69 23.47 14.33 42.60 25.22 0.99 1.16 2.21 1.50 .2753 VG
10/17/73 1451-16203 36.0 127 17.39 11.64 22.56 13.26 20.91 14.00 27.15 15.94 0.76 1.04 2.24 1.39 .0651 VG
Oklahoma 08/13/72 1021-16342 56.2 165 24.96 20.76 31.1) 16.88 21.33 17.74 26.61 14.42 0.82 1.3" 1.78 1.09 -.1030 G
Barnsdall 02/09/73 1201-16352 31.5 352 18.61 15.94 17.59 9.80 25.29 21.66 23.90 13.32 1.07 1.30 1.82 1.16 -.2385 G
03/17/73 1237-16354 43.7 179 24.34 22.67 24.48 13.22 25.01 23.30 25.16 13.59 1.40 1.51 2.01 1.38 -.2633 V3
04/22/73 1273-16354 55.8 142 30.08 25.68 33.3T 16.87 25.82 22.04 28.60 14.48 1.56 2.41 3.10 1.74 -.2070 G
05/10/73 1291-16353 60.1 215 27.37 18.61 53.0 30.27 22.42 15.24 43.47 24.79 1.14 1.77 2.79 1.73 .2385 G
07/03/73 1.35-16345 61.9 239 25.79 16.78 46.93 27.14 20.76 13.51 37.77 21.84 1.14 1.61. 2.30 1.38 .2359 VG
08/08/73 1381-16343 57.0 130 25.22 17.17 42.40 24.25 21.35 14.54 35.89 20.53 1.18 1.91 2.17 1.32 .1709 VG
Texas (north) 03/16/73 1236-16305 45.0 118 24.61 17.75 27.5,' 15.06 24.71 17.82 27.68 15.12 1.13 1.71 2.43 1.62 -.0819 VG
Commerce 05/09/73 1.290-16303 60.8 133 26.71 16.05 48.20 27.42 21.63 13.00 39.03 22.21 1.46 1.49 3.34 2.30 .2615 G
05/27/73 1305-16302 62.8 144 23.64 13.81 51.50 32.08 18.80 10.98 40.96 25.51 1.23 0.96 2.31 1.67 .3981 G
07/02/73 1344-16300 62.2 120 26.20 15.53 47.93 27.81 21.03 12.47 38.47 22.32 1.36 1.35 2.26 1.56 .2833 VG
08/07/73 1380-16293 58.2 435 25.26 15.95 43.9) 25.24 21.10 13.32 36.71 21.09 1.93 2.68 3.67 2.51 .2255 F
08/25/73 1398-16291 55.1 212 26.91 17.43 38.02 20.93 23.30 15.09 32.97 18.12 1.10 1.33 2.08 1.47 .0912 G
Texas (central) 08/30/72 1038-16303 55.4 157 28.80 20.54 34.4:, 18.95 24.84 17.72 29.70 16.35 1.76 1.89 3.03 1.04 -.0402 E
College Station 10/23/72 1092-16305 41.8 213 21.32 14.68 24.23 13.70 22.71 15.64 25.79 14.59 1.12 1.13 1.25 0.75 -.0345 E
12/16/72 1146-16311 30.2 161 18.32 13.11 17.7- 10.20 25.86 18.50 25.03 14.40 0.96 0.99 1.40 0.76 -.1248 E
01/03/73 1164-16310 29.7 70 18.01 12.94 15.93 8.56 25.81 18.54 22.80 12.27 0.91 0.87 1.37 0.86 -.2037 E
03/16/73 1236-16314 46.5 153 25.69 18.94 31.01 17.07 25.15 18.54 30.41 16.71 1.10 1.74 1.79 1.05 -.0519 VG
05/08/73 1289-16254 61.2 43 26.09 16.26 47.22 28.56 21.14 13.17 38.66 23.14 1.00 0.79 1.61 0.88 .2744 VG
05/09/73 1290-16312 61.4 58 25.55 16.17 45.1, 26.31 20.66 13.08 36.49 21.28 1.01 1.31 2.14 1.60 .2387 VG
05/27/73 1308-16311 63.1 82 24.99 16.01 45.12 1.20 19.90 12.75 35.92 .96 1.34 1.51 1.64 3.22 -.8605 G
07/02/73 1344-16305 62.2 48 29.23 19.75 46.69 26.21 23.46 15.85 37.48 21.04 1.53 2.48 2.02 1.24 .1106 VG
07/19/73 1361-16245 60.8 85 28.45 19.15 43.95 24.80 23.14 15.59 35.78 20.17 1.22 1.76 1.52 0.69 .1280 E
08/24/73 1397-16242 56.3 53 27.94 19.57 37.8: 21.32 23.8 16.70 32.28 18.19 0.84 1.25 1.76 1.34 .0428 G
10/18/73 1452-16284 42.0 170 19.45 13.65 25.1? 15.05 19.72 13.84 25.48 15.27 1.09 1.22 1.52 0.81 .0488 E
Mean Values Corrected to a 450 solar elevation angle
** Band Ratio Parameter 7-5/7+5
*"Consents on Equality of Statistical Output:
E - excellent





BAND RATIO PARAMETER GRAPHS FOR EASTERN CORRIDORS
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SITE PROCESSING REPORTS FOR WESTERN CORRIDORS
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PRECEDING PAGE BLMN NQOT i
ROCKY MOUNTAIN & COLUMBIA VALLEY
RM01 - Browning, Mt.
RM02 - Logan, Mt.
RM03 - Camas NWR, Id.
RM04 - Snoville, Ut.
RM05 - Kanosh, Ut.
RM06 - Colorado City, Arz.
CV07 - Havre, Mt.
CV08 - Charlo, Mt.
CV09 - Helmer, Id.
CV10 - Bickleton, Wa.
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* * FRTS-1 ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 A CELLS 1646 TO 1.650 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1036-17565 LINES 1146 TO 1149 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 28AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
* ***CORRECTED FOP SUN ELEVATION 45 DFGREES***
w RPADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER )**w
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETEPS)
* BAND 4 6.42 0.71 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 - 4.00 0.99 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8,51 2.39 7 - ,
* BAND 7  8.R4 3.26 .8 -1. *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND, 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* RAND 4 1.000 0,844 -0,472 -0 492
* BAND 5 0.844 1.000 
-0.720 
-0.764
* BAND 5 -0.472 -0.720 1.000 0,990
* BAND 7 -0.492 
-0,764 0,990 1 000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.377
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0 5 0.,6 0:7 0 8 09 0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, PEMOTE SENSING CENTER *




,*8 SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* *************************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I R CELLS 1645 Tn 1.656 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1036-17565 LINES 1155 TO 1159 *
* DATE ACQUIRPED: 28AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 60 *
* :***CORR.ECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 45 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MTCPROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICPOMETF;) *
BAND 4 6,95 0.34 .5 - .6
BAND 5 4.74 0.31 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 5.72 0,35 .7 - ,
BAND 7 5.47 0.39 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* BAND 4 1,000 0,594 0,345 0.420 ,
BAND 5 0.594 1.000 0.533 0.536 *
* BAND 6 0.345 0.533 1.000 0,693 *
, BAND 7 0.420 0.536 0.693 .1,000 *




.010 - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- -S 05 0,6 0 7 0 8 0 1 0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH*
* .0 0 +--- --- ---- +------------ +--------- -- + ---------- -. 4-------- ---- + a
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SFNSING CENTER *
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23JUL73 *
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* * ERTS-1 * .
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 W CELLS 1655 TO 1656 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1036-17565 LINES 1146 TO 1151
* DATE ACQUIRED: 28AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 12 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 45 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 6.86 0.65 .5 - .6
BAND 5 4,83 0.70 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.15 0,.83 ,7 - R8 ,
* BAND 7 7.30 1.27 .8 -1.! *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0, 884 0.713 0,701 *
* BAND 5 0,884 1 000 0,496 0 462 *
* BAND 6 0.713 0.496 1,000 0 940 *BAND 7 0.701 0.462 0.940 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0,204 *







* 0,5 0, 6 0,7 0:8 0:.9 1-0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *





* S!TF PPOCFSSING qrfFPT
SITE DFSIGNATOR:P RM I A (PLS '59 TI 1 .
* IMAGF TDENTIFIFO: 1372-17565 LINFS 131 T" 131
* DATE ACQI.InDD: 030C T72 TOTAL 0onNTS '0 *
* ***CORRCTrF) FOR SUN FLFVATTON '? nDFoPcS***
PAD I ANC F MWATT /0CM-STR -MI C P rvF )rr
* MFAN STANDARn WAVL g'r4 .
* DFVIATON (MIC nr ) r)
* RAND 4 8.05 0,49 . .
RAND 5 6.19 0 38 6 -
BAND 6 6.01 ,Co , - ,
SRAND 7 5.33 0.51 A -1,1
* NORMAL IZED COVAPTANCFS
SRAND 4 BAND 5 ANk A h n 7
* BAND 4 1.300 0,543 0O "a ',4"
BAND 5 0.543 1.000 0.A?7 0.)41 7
* RBAND 6 0, 595 0.627 1.00n 0, 7?-
* RAND 7 O.471 0,417 0~77 1 t0 *
* RAND RATIO PARAMFTFR -0.075 *
* TRANSFORMFD PAtAMFTF 0.65
* 16,0 +
8 0




+- - - - -+ - - -- - . . *-- . . . .
f ** ~**s************************
* * SITE PPOCESSING orpn *
* SITE DESIGN&ATR: RM 1 P rC LS 1R7 1 ' .A I4 r0
* IMAGF TDENTIFIF : 1072-1 7565 LINCS 132R Tn !33 -
* rDATF ACQtU IREl: 030C T72 T t. DnINTS 7 *7
***CORRECTEF FOR SUN ELFVATTON 31 DFpE- S***
* R AD I ANC (MWATTS/SQCM- STRP-MIT C ,mr-p )
MEAN ZTANFADp WAV Lr NG',H
* DFVTATION (MIC nv T rr S)
* RAND 4 8.77 0.40 .5 -. 6
* BAaN 5 6,44 0.36 .6 - .7
S1SAND 6 6.8 0.45 ,7 -
* BaND 7 5.64 0,4? , .
* NORMALIZED CnVATANCES
* AND 4 BAND 5 BANl 6 RA*n
SBAND 4 .O000 0,480 0.307 3,?5?
* BAND 5 0.480 1.000 0.20 0.3 1 *
* BANO 6 0.307 0.520 . 000 0, 9 q
* BAND 7 0.25? 0.351 0..1g n
SRBAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.067





S 0,5 0.6 0,7 0: 0 -. P 0*
* sADIANCE VS WAVFLENGTH
*PRFPARF BY:TFXAS A&M UNIVPSTY, PFOTE SFNSING CFNTF
* OATA ANALYSIS LABOPATOOy 2Jtl*
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* * SITF PROCFSSING PFnP T
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 W Ct. LS 1 501. 1rO? 0
IMAGE IDENTIFIF : 1072-17565 LINFS 1310 Tq 13*4 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 030CT72 TOT&At OlNT'z 12 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELFVA T ION 33 r)FFS***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICPrME T p
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELFNGTH
* DFVTATION (M!CoM4TPrSs *
* BAND 4 7.80 0.46 .5 - . *
* BAND 5 5.81 0.6 .6 - .7 *
B RAND 6 5 .96 0.?7 ,7 - .
* RAND 7 4,91 0.31 .9 -. *
* NORMALIZFD COVAPTANCE
* RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
*BAND 4 1,000 0,56 0o640 0, 191 *
BAND 5 0.356 i.000 0.472 7.*oo *
BAND 6 0,640 0,472 .1.000 -0.000
* RAND 7 0.191 0,1 99 -0.000 ' .000 *
w* *
*AND RATIO PARAMETER -0.s4 *
* TRANSFORMME PAPAMFTFP 0,645 *
S16. 0 +
* I.0 + **
0.0 *----------
0.5 0. 6 0.7 0,8 0,o ,0
OADIANCC VS WAVELFNGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVFRSITY, PEMrTE Sr ST . CFNTF
DATA ANALYSIS LABOrATORY 26J!L'7
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*0.0 4---------4------------+--------- --- 4-------------+ ------------- 4 *
170
*  ERTS-1 ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
*************** ** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I A CELLS 1775 TO 1778 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1108-17573 LINES 1103 TO 1108 a
* DATE ACQUIRED: 08NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 22 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETERI ,
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.99 G.37 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5. 7.08 0.46 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.63 C.38 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 5.70 0.47 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 C.265 0.203 -0.186 *
* BAND 5 0.265 1.000 0.065 -0.101 *
* BAND 6 0.203 0.065 1.000 0.212BAND 7 -0.186 -0.101 0.212 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.108 *






* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0SRADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REOTE SENSING CENTER *DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN74
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* * ERTS-1
SSITE PPOCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I R CELLS 1775 TO 1784 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1108-17573 LINES 1112 TO 1116 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 08NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 50 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 22 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 9.96 0.28 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 7.15 0.50 .6 - 7
BAND 6 6.60 0.47 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.42 0.43 .8 -1.1
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.408 0.290 0.351 *
4 BAND 5 0.408 1.000 0.377 0.490 *
BAND 6 0.290 0.377 1,000 0.313
RAND 7 0.351 C.490 0.313 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.137 ,
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.602






* 0.0 -+-----+- ---- -- +---------+-------- - --------+
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH .
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN74 *
****************************************
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* * ERTS-1 ** * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT ** *********************** 
,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 W CELLS 1781 TO 1782 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1108-17573 LINES 1102 TO 1109 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 08NOV72 TOTAL PGINTS 16 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 22 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
.* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 10.39 0.72 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.83 0.72 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.21 0.45 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.00 0.56 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.748 0.337 
-0.098 *
* BAND 5 0.748 1.000 0.322 -0.160 *BAND 6 0.337 0.322 1.000 0.257 *
* BAND 7 -0.098 
-0.160 0.257 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.133 *










* 0.0 +------------------------- ------ ----
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
SPREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *SDATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN74 ,
ORIg.At, PAGE IW*
OF POOR QUo a= i
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* 4 4vO4 -di. ic 4~ 1 ... 4 4t
-DATE ACQUIED: 1IJUN73 TOTAL POINTIS
* 
*
*COFF:EC"-D FOR SUN ELEVATION 58 FGREES**
PADIANC E( WAT- S/SOCM-STR-M ICFOME ER
M EAN SANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 7.10 0.86 .5 - .6SAND 5 4.85 1.05 .6 - .7SAND 6 9.07 1.03 .7 - .86* BAND 7 9.68 1.57 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZ D COVARIANCES
SMbAND 4 BAND 5 BANLD 5 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.954 
-0.438 
-0.627
* BAND 5 0.954 1.000 
-0.494 
-0.689BAND 6 -0.438 
-0.494 1.000 0.935BAND 7 -0.627 
-0.689 0.935 1.000
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ER'S-1
SSI'F PROCESSING ,EPfO r *
SITE DESIGNAOF: PM I R CELLS 213 - 224
IMAGE !DENTIFIER: 1323-17514 LINES 1721 -0 17?-6
- )ATE ACQUIRED: 11JUN73 T7"AL PCINTS 72
*: *CCOPECTFrD FTOR SUN ELEVAIION 58 EGRFS*
P A lRAD)C E ( MWA r S/SQCM- S" R-M I CROMET E R)
MEAN STANDARD WAVEL EN'" H
DEVIATION {MICRCMS ERS)
BA ND 4 7.69 0.33 .5 - .6
3AND 5 5.67 0.36 .6 - .7
SANP 6 6.97 0.33 .7 - .8
BAND 7 6.61 0.32 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED CDVARIANCES
* *4
* PAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 eAND 7
PAND 4 1.000 0.548 0.239 0.171 *
BAND 5 0.548 .1.000 0.221 0.066 *
BAND 6 0.239 0.221 1.000 0.664
BAND 7 0.171 0.066 0.664 1.000
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* SITE PROCESSING REPO R
SITE DESIGNA'OR: RM 1 W CELLS 223 T0 224IMAGE IDEN- IFIER: 1323-17514 LINES 1712 TO 1718
DATE ACQUIRED: 11JUN73 TOAL POIN7S 14
***CORRECrEr FOR SUN ELEVATION 58 DEGREES***
R ADI ANC (MWATTS /soCM- S. R-M IC ROMETEc
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION MICPO FMERS)
BAND 4 6.99 C.49 .5 - .6
BAND 5 5.03 0.48 .6 - .7
BAND 6 6.74 0.68 .7 - .8
BAND 7 6.69 C.59 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCS
BAND 4 BAND 5 BlND 6 RAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.887 0.644 0.231BAND 5 0.887 1.000 0.624 0.327
*BAND 6 0.644 0.624 1.000 0.812BAND 7 0.231 0.327 0.812 1.000
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* a ERTS-1 
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ~*************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I A CELLS 1907 TO 1912 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1360-17570 LINES 1179 TO 1183 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 18JUL 73 TOTAL POINTS 30 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
SDEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.09 0.56 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.26 0.95 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 8.44 1.53 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 8.20 2.25 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.727 -0.124 -0.229 *
* BAND 5 0.727 1.000 -0.600 -0.671 *
* BAND 6 -0.124 -0.600 1.000 0.982 *
* BAND 7 -0.229 -C.671 0.982 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.134 ,
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RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN74
*18***
* ERTS-1 , *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,* * ** *******************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I R CELLS 1907 TO 1918 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1360-17570 LINES 1188 TO 1193 *DATE ACQUIRED: 18JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 72 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES*** ,
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ,BAND 4 8.16 0.36 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.49 0.30 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.72 0.36 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.00 0.37 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7* BAND 4 1.000 C.566 0.451 0.316 *BAND 5 0.566 1.000 0.339 0.318* BAND 6 0.451 0.339 1.000 0.657 *BAND 7 0.316 0.318 0.657 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.039 *
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S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 W CELLS 1915 TO 1916
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1360-17570 LINES 1179 TO 1185 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 18JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 14
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES***
RADIANCEIMWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERi)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
• BAND 4 7.27 0.54 .5 - .6 *
• BAND 5 5.26 0.74 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.05 0.69 .7 - .8
SBAND 7 6.88 1.06 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
*BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.893 -0.875 -0.845 *
* BAND 5 0.893 1.000 -0.839 -0.926 *
BAND 6 -0.875 -0.839 1.000 0.878 *
BAND 7 -0.845 -0.926 0.878 1.000
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*
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* ERTS-1 *** * *s
* SITE PROCESSING RFPOR *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I A CELLS 195 TO 198
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1377-17510 LINES 1496 TO 1500
* DATE ACQUIRED: 04AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 20
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGRFES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETE R *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.37 0.34 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 8.31 0.60 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.95 0.65 .7 - .8
SBAND 7 6.93 0.71 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.685 0.292 0.268 *
BAND 5 0.685 1.000, 0.501 0.151 *
* BAND 6 0.292 0.501 1.000 0.800 *
* BAND 7 0.268 0.151 0.800 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.090
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.640
*
* 16.0 + ,
* * *
* 8.0 + - * - a *
* • **
* .0 *
S0.0 +----------------------+- -+---------+------------------- ------ +
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S* .R TS-* *
• - SITE PROCESSING RFPOPT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 R CELLS 193 TO 204
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1377-17510 LINES 1505 TO 1510
DATE ACQUIRED: 04AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 72
**;CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DFGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-S T R-MICROMETFR)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DFVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.20 0.27 .5 - .6
RAND 5 7.94 0.57 .6 - .7
B RAND 6 7.47 0,39 .7 - .8
BAND 7 6.35 0.36 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
SRBAND 4 1.000 0.494 0.422 0.286
RAND 5 0.494 1.000 0.757 0.257 *
BAND 6 0.422 0.757 1,000 0.512 *
RAND 7 0.286 0.257 0.512 1.000
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.111 ,
* TPANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.624
S8,.0 + - a
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMDTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABWRATORY 02JAN74
* 8,0 4--- -- - - -- +-- - *- -------- ------ B
* RPAE *YTXS AMUIEST RMV ESN ETR
*
* PREPARED RY:TEXAS tA&M NIERSTY EOTESESIG CNTR
* DAA AALYSS LBOR~ORY02JA74
*  ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT , ,
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I W CELLS 203 TO 204
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1377-17510 LINES 1496 Tn 1502DATE ACQUIRED: 04AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 14 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
* DEVIATION (MICROMETFRS)RAND 4 8.67 0.47 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.98 0.50 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.15 0.30 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.30 0.59 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
, BAND 4 1.000 0.761 -0.628 -0.7.28
* BAND 5 0.761 1.000 -0.582 
-0.647 *
* BAND 6 -0.628 -0.582 1.000 0.765RAND 7 -0.728 -0.647 0.765 1.000 *
* AND RATIO PARAMETER -0.052
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- ERTS-1 *
a SITE PROCESSING RFPOPT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM I A CELLS 1847 TO 1850 *
, IMAGE IDENTIFIFR: 1414-17561 LINES 1289 TO 1292 *
DATE ACQUIPED: 10SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 16




BAND 4 8.99 0.56 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.49 0.47 .6 - .7
BAND 6 6.75 0.47 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 5.81 0.48 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
*BAND 4 1.000 0.743 0.520 0.546 *
BAND 5 0.743 1.000 0.720 0.817 *
BAND 6 0.520 0.720 1.000 0.875
BAND 7 0.546 0.817 0.875 1.000 *
* *=
B AND RATIO PARAMETFR -0.126 *
, TRANSFORMED PARAMFTER 0.611
* 16.0 + *
8.0 + -
0.0 +---------------- -----------------------+
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* P. 4. *
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* *" ERTS-1 *
" SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 1 P CELLS 1845 TO 1858 *IMAGE IDENTIFIEP: 1414-17561 LINES 1298 TO 1303r DATF ACQUIRED: 10SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 84
* ***CORPECTED FOR SUIN ELEVATICN 41 DFGREES*** *
* PAD IACE( IWATTS/SQCM-STP,- MICROMETEP *)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 9.10 0.44 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.49 0.45 .6 - .7 *SBAND 6 6.50 0.35 .7 -. .8
* BAND 7 5.49 0.41 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
3AND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.558 0.439 0.307 *BAND 5 0.558 1.000 0.660 0.607 *BAND 6 0.439 0.660 1.000 0.569 *BAND 7 0.307 0.607 0.569 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.154 ,
4*: TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.588 *
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ERTS-1 *
12* t- SITE PROCESSING PEPOPT * *
* **************************
* *
* SITE UESIGNATOR: RM I W CELLS 1857 TO 1858 *
SIMAGE IDENTIFIER : 1414-17561 LINES 1289 TO 1294 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 10SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 12 *
* ***CQRPECTED FOP SUN ELEVATION 41 DEGRFES***
RADIANCEMWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFR I
MFAN STANDARD WAVCLENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICPOMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.19 0.37 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.48 0.20 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 5 6.02 0.14 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.03 0.33 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.343 0.434 0.284 *
* BAND 5 0.343 1.000 0.0 0.592
BAND 6 0.434 0.0 1.000 0.225 *
RAND 7 0.284 0.592 0.225 1.000 *
* AND RATIO PARAMETER -0.126 *
TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.611 *
* 16.0 + *
S8.0 +
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
* '.ADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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a* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 A CELLS 1.81.1 TO 1914 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIEP : 1034-17461 LINES 1347 TO 1352 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 48 DFCGEES*** *
* RAD IANC E(MWATTS/SOCM-STP-MICRCMETER) ,
* MEAN STANDARD WAV7LENGTH
DEVIATION (MICPOMETFRS) *
* BAND 4 6.42 0.58 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 3.85 0.85 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.13 2.06 .7 - .9 *
BAND 7 10.01 2.67 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.843 
-0.367 -0,386 *
* BAND 5 0.843 1.000 -0.674 
-0.695 *
* BAND 6 -0.367 
-0.674 1.000 0.986 *
* BAND 7 -0.386 -0.695 0.986 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.444 *TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.972 *
* 160 +
S8.0 +* 0 -- * *
* 000 +----- ------------- +--------- ------+ -+ +
* 0,5 0 6 I0 7 048 O 1 0*
* QADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN73 *
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.,* ERTS-1 * *
, SITF PROCESSING DEPOPT *
**************************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CELLS 1 21 T( 1924 -
* IMAGE IDENTIF IER 1034-17461 LINFS 1347 T) '352 *
DATE ACQUIRED : 2AAUG72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
S,***CORRECTED F'IR SUN ELEVATION 48 r)EGRFFS* * *
a RADIANC E (MWATTS/S CM-STP-MICRO MF T R )
. MEAN STANDARD WAVTLENGTH *
OEVIATION (MICP METF CS
BAND 4 8.77 0.54 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7,C8 0,50 .6 - .7
SBAND 6 6.87 0.46 .7 - 9*
BAND 7 6.06 0.33 .P -1.1
• NORMALILED COVARIANCES
• BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 RAND 7 *
• BAND 4 1.000 0.787 0,467 0. 354
BAND 5 0.787 1.000 0.488 0.430
BAND 6 0,467 0.488 1.000 3,678
RAND 7 0.354 0.430 0.678 1.000 *
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* 0 +-----------+-----------+----------+------------------ *
**~8~~~~~~~********* **************************
S* EPTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING PEPOT 4
************************ *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 1T19 T' 182?
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER : 1034-i7461 LINFS 134? TO' 1345 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TCTAL PO(IN TS 16 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 48 DFGREFS** 
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFr f)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICPOMETEFS)
* BAND 4 12.35 0.59 .5 - .6
BAND 5 11.05 0.46 .6- .7
BAND 6 9.46 0.47 .7 - .9
* BAND 7 7.50 0.30 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.481 0.659 0.351 *
* BAND 5 0.481 1.000 0.534 0.537
• BAND 6 0.659 0.534 1.000 0.563 *
* BAND 7 0.351 0.537 0.563 1, 000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.191
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.555
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* rz ERTS-1 * *
- SITE PPOCFSSING REPORT *
- SITE DOSIGNATin : PM 2 A CELLS 1745 Tl 1750
IMAGE IDENTIF IE : 1352-17461 LINES 139? T] 1395
D)ATE ACQ!JTED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 24
- ***C9QRECTFO FP SFN ELEVATTN 42 DEGPEES***
RA T IA4C E (MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MI CROMETER I
* FAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (PICROMETFOS)
*I fND 4 8.07 0.54 .5 - .6 *
ABAND 5 6.00 0.70 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8. 34 0.65 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 8.14 0.72 .8 -1.1
NORMaLIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
SBAHND 4 1.000 0.860 -0.151 -0.532 *
SBAND 5 0.860 1.000 -0.214 -0,717
* BAND 5 -0.151 -0.214 1.000 0.712
RAND 7 -0.632 -0,717 0.712 1.000 *
*BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.151 *
TRANSFORMED PAAMFTEP 0,807 *
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** EPTS-1
*1' * SITE PROCESSING REPORT 4
*******************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CFLLS 1753 T 1750 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17461 LINFS 1391 TO 1396 "
* DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POIhT 4
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 DEGREES***
* RAOIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MI CROMETr-R I
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH
DEVIATION (MTCPOMET RS) *BAND 4 11.31 0.71 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 9.50 0.78 .6- .7
* BAND 6 8.09 0.69 .7 - .
* BAND 7 6.60 0.48 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0. 70 0.657 0. 550 *
* BAND 5 0.870 1.000 0.817 0.666
* BAND 5 0.657 0.817 1.000 0.42?
* BAND 7 0.550 0.666 0,R4? 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.180 *
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* * ERTS-1 *
* ,* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* 8t*****$*************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 1752 T1 ]77 
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17461 LINES 1396 To I3l
DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL PfOINIS 74
* :***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 D)PEES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETr ' ) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVerLFNIGH
SDFVTATION (MICR0MFTr() *
* BAND 4 11.41 1.26 .5 - .6 *
, BAND 5 9.97 1.67 .6 - .
SBAND 6 8.73 1.12 .7 - *
BAND 7 7.29 1.05 .9 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAD 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.953 0.932 0. 03 *
* BAND 5 0.953 1.000 0.9 )70 o.5
*BAND 6 0.932 0.929 1.000 0.943 *
* BAND 7 0.923 0.945 0,943 1.00 )
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*w * fERTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
**************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 A CELLS 1857 TO 1860 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1106-17465 LINES 1193 TO 1196 *DATE ACQUIRED: 06NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 25 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER 
*
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.82 1.01 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.10 1.04 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.31 0.59 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.21 0.44 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.952 0.780 0.625 *
* BAND 5 0.952 1.000 0.789 0.586 ,
* BAND 6 0.780 0.789 1.000 0.609 *
* BAND 7 0.625 0.586 0.609 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.154 *
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*  ERTS-1 * *
, * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CELLS 1867 TO 1870
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1106-17465 LINES 1193 TO 1197 *
, DATE ACQUIRED: 06NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 20
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 25 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.54 0.82 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.56 0.96 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 5.95 0.89 .7 - ,8
* BAND 7 4.51 0.70 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.911 0.918 0.720
BAND 5 0,911 1.000 0.914 0.784
BAND 6 0.918 0.914 1.000 0.802
* BAND 7 0.720 0.784 0.802 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.185
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* * , ,
$* ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 1865 TO 1868 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1106-17465 LINES 1187 TO 1190 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 06NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 25 DEGREES*** *
t* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) •
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 9.39 0.53 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.68 0.76 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 5,90 0.45 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 4.45 0.54 .8 -1.1*
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
SBAND 4 1.000 0.066 0.257 0.708 *
* BAND 5 0.066 1.000 0.143 0.481 *
BAND 6 0.257 0.143 1.000 0.577
* BAND 7 0.708 0.481 0.577 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.200 *
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ERTS-1 I
* SITE PRCFSSING REPOPT * *
4 4******** * * * , *
SITE DESIGNATOR: R 2 A CELLS 2095 Tn 2100 *
SIMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1250-17472 LINES 1513 TO 1511 1
DATE ACQUIRFD: 30MAR73 TOTAL PCINTS 30 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 DEGRFES* -*
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICKO'ET E R )
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGT -
DEVIATION (MICRCMETERS)
SBAND 4 9.39 0.38 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.56 0.52 .6 - .7 4
* BAND 6 7.21 0.64 .7 - .8 4
* BAND 7 6.61 0.60 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* -
* AND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.000 0.566 0.640 0.477
* BAND 5 0.566 1.000 0.742 0.717 *
RAND 6 0.640 0.742 1.000 C.d82
BAND 7 0.477 0.717 0.882 1.000
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.068
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.658 *
* 16.0 +
8.0 - - *
* 0 0.0 9 +-+
*0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGT 4
, --
PREPARED RY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER*DATA NALYSIS LABORATORY 06NOV73
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* * EPTS-i * 1
t* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CELLS 2103 TO 2108 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1250-17472 LINES 1512 TO 1518 ,
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30MAR73 TOTAL PCINTS 42
S ***CORRECTEO FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 IEGRFFS***
*, RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANOARD kAVELENGTH
SDEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 9.20 0.39 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.03 0.47 .6 - .7
AND 6 6.60 0.42 .7 - .8
4t RAND 7 5.96 0.38 .8 -1.1.
SNIORMALIZED COVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 ,
BAND 4 1.000 0.506 0.325 C.149 *
* BAND 5 0.506 1.000 0.700 0.520 *
BAND 6 0.325 0.100 1.000 0.669
* BAND 7 ,0.149 0.520 0.669 1.000O
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, * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 2101 TO 2106 :
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1250-17472 LINES 1507 TO 1510 "
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30MAR73 TOTAL PCINTS 24




* BAND 4 9.91 0.37 .5 - .6 4
BAND 5 1.77 0.39 .6 - .7 -
* BAND 6 6.57 0.33 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.35 0.36 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.452 0.529 0.269 *
* BAND 5 0.452 1.000 0.456 0.606
BAND 6 0.529 0.456 1.000 0.721
BAND 7 0.269 0.606 0.721 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETFR -0.184
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.562 -
a:,
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* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 A CELLS 269 TO 274
* MAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17410 LINES 1901 TO 1905
DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 30
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
SBAND 4 8.83 0.95 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.69 1.26 .6 - .7
BAND 6 9.14 1.39 .7 - .8
*BAND 7 8.66 1.87 .8 -1.1
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.964 0.018 
-0.206
* BAND 5 0.964 1.000 -0.083 -0.304
BAND 6 0.018 -0.083 1.000 0.951
BAND 7 -0.206 
-0.304 0.951 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.129
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.793 *
* 16.0 +
. *
* 8.0 + - -
*
0.0 +--------------------------------------------- +
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* * ERTS-I * *
, SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CELLS 279 TO 284 *
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17410 LINES 1895 TO 1898
4 DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 24
• ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES*** *
• RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD . WAVELENGTH
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 10.76 1.37 .5 - .6
BAND 5 8.65 1.58 .6 - .7
BAND 6 10.07 0.70 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 8.74 0.57 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.964 0.730 0.469
* BAND 5 0.964 1.000 0.688 0.439
BAND 6 0.730 0.688 1.000 0.775 *
* BAND 7 0.469 0.439 0.775 1.000
*BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.005 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.711 *
* 16.0 + *
* *
* 8.0 + *
S0.0 *--------- ----------------------------------
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SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 277 TO 282 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17410 LINES 1900 TO 1905 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 36 *





BAND 4 8.61 0.96 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.06 1.18 .6 - .7
*BAND 6 9.80 1.72 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 9.33 2.14 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.894 0.321 0.197
*BAND 5 0.894 1.000 0.083 -0.043
*BAND 6 0.321 0.083 1.000 0.980
* BAND 7 0.197 -0.043 0.980 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.212
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* ERTS-1 *
* a SITF PROCESSING RFEPtRT * 4
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 A CELLS 235 TO 238 4
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17405 LINES 1863 TO 1867
* DATE ACQUIPED: 27JUN73 TOTAL PCINTS 20




BAND 4 7.89 0.80 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.04 0.96 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.95 1.65 .7 - .8 
BAND 7 9.93 2.23 .8 -1.1
SNRMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 EAND BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.922 -0.533 -0.604
BAND 5 0.922 1.000 -0.574 -0.672
* BAND 6 -0.533 -0.574 1.000 0.976
BAND 7 -0.604 -0.672 0.976 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.326
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETFR 0.909 *
* 16.0 + *
*
8.0 + * -
0.0 +-------- ------------------------------- +---------+ *
4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.04
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* * EPTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPOkT
SSITE DESIGNATOR: kM 2 R CEL S 2'43 TO 2,-8
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17405 LINES 18d(2 TU 1868 '
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73. TOTAL PCINTS 42 
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATIUN 59 CDEGPES-,**
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMFTER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVE FEN GTH -
* DEVIATION (MICOMETE FRS)
* AND 4 9.13 0.59 .5 - . *
* BAND 5 1.01 0.74 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.23 0.50 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 8.31 0.69 .8 -1.1
R* NMAIRMALIZLD COVAR IANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND I 4
BAND 4 1.000 0.864 -0.456 -C.61
BAND 5 '0.864 1.000 -0.551 -0.741
BAND 6 -0.456 -0.551 1.000 C.80t8
BAND 7 -0.618 -0.741 0.868 1.000 *
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*:  ERTS-1 *
* 4 SITE PROCESSING REPORT 4
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 241 TO 246
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17405 LINES 1857 TO 1860
DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73 TOTAL PCINTS 24
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-M ICROMFTE )
* *
* MEAN STANOARD WAVFLENCTp
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 10.52 1.92 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 8.39 2.26 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.48 0.53 .7 - .8
BAND 7 8.03 0.74 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND I 4
* BAND 4 1.000 0.989 0.391 -0.672
* BAND 5 0.989 1.000 0.392 -0.664
* BAND 6 0.391 0.392 l.C00 0.329
*BAND 7 -0,.72 -0.6o4 0.329 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.022
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*SITE PROCESSING PFDORT *
* C~*a********* ************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 P CELLS 2123 TO 2128
SIMAGE !DOENIFIFR: 1340-17463 LINES 1512 TO 1517 *
* DATF ACOUIRED: 28JUN73 rO- L POINTS 36 ,
* ***CORRFCTFD FOR SUN ELFVATION 59 DEGRFFS***
SP ADI ANCE( MW A TS/S QCM-STP-M I CROM E p ) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETEPS)
* RAND 4 8.75 0.50 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.89 0.47 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 8.49 0.32 .7 - .8 *
* RAND 7 7.67 0.31 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVRIANCFS *
* RAND 4 HAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
B* AND 4 1.000 0.761 0.103 -0.354 *
* BAND 5 0.761 1.000 -0.006 -0.327 *
* BAND 6 0.103 -0.006 1.000 0.568 *
RAND 7 -0.354 -0.327 0.568 1.000 *
SB AND RATIO PARAMETER 0.053
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 A CELLS 229 Tn 232
* IMAGE Ij)FNTIFIER: 1357-17404 L. INFS 1813 TO 18t.
DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 16
* ***CORPECTED FOl SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES**v
R* ADINCE(WATTS/S(CM-STR-MICRfONETEP)
* MEAN STA'DARC AVFLFNGTP
DEVIATION (MICCRGETERS)
BAND 4 8.09 0.91 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.C3 1.25 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.27 0.88 .7- .8
* BAND 7 6.50 1.85 .8 -1.1
NORVALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.950 0.72u 0.156
* BAND 5 0.950 1.U00J 0.817 0.272
BAND 6 0.720 0.817 1.OCO C.517
BAND 7 0.156 0.272 0.517 1.0CO
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* * EFRTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPCRT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: PV 2 R CELLS 237 T{! 242* IMAGF DrNTIF IER: 1357--17404 LINES 1812 TC 1817* DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 36
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN EL=VATICN 57 DFGRFFS***
RADIANCE(MWATTSISCC,-STO-MICRCMETEPi
MEAN STANOARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATIUN (MICPOMETEPS)BAND 4 9.11 0.94 5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.52 1.49 .6 - .1BAND 6 9.40 0.92 .7 - .8
* HAND 7 8.57 2.20 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
*BAND 4 BAND 5 HAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.944 
-U.704 
-C.453
* BAND 5 0.944 1.000 
-0.796 -0.506BAND 6 -0.704 -0.790 1.000 0.5C6BAND 7 
-0. 53 
-0.506 0.506 1.000
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* * ERTS-1
S~* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: Rv 2 W CELLS 235 TO 240
IMAGF IDFNTIFIER: 135 -17404 LINES 1807 TO 1810
DATE ACQUIRED: 15JJL73 TOTAL POINTS 24
* **C RORDCCTE FOR SUN FLEVATIC' 57 CEGPES**
SRAD I ANCE (MWA TTS/SOQCM-STR-; !CPO ETE )
, MEAN STANDARD hAVELENGTH
DEVIATION ( MICROMETE S)
* BAND 4 9.46 1.32 .5 - .6
*ANI 5 7.68 2.21 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.90 0.58 .7 - .9 *
BAND 7 8.84 1.04 .8 -1.1
SNRMALIZED COVARIANCES
*BANC 4 PAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.974 -0.204 -C.895
SBAND 5 0.974 1.000 -0.2L8 -0.902
BAND 6 -0.204 -0.218 1.000 C.501
* BAND 7 -0.895 -0.902 0.501 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.071 4
TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.755
* 16.0 +
8 0 + -
* .
* 4
* 0.0 e - +
* 4
0.0 +---------+---------+-------------------------------
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* * FRTS-1
* SITE PROCFSSING RFPCRT
SITE DESIGNATOR: Rm 2 4 CELLS 2061 TC 2064
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1353-17462 LINES 14 0 TO 1464
* DATE ACQUIPED: 16JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 20 :-
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** 
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SC-STR-MICRGMFTER)
* MEAN STANDARD ,AVELENCT F
DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS)
BAND 4 7.73 0.63 .5 - .6 ,
* BAND 5 5.51 0.82 .6 - . I
* BAND 6 8.68 1.18 .7 - .8 a
* BAND 7 8.38 1.47 .8 -1.1 :
* NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
BANC 4 8AND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.860 0.577 0.426BAND 5 0.860 L.O00 0.3.5 C.244
* BND 6 0.577 0.395 1.000 0.955BAND 1 0.426 0.244 0.955 1.00
* BAND RATIC PARAiETER 0.202
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.838
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, * ERTS-I
SSITE PROCFSSING REPORT -
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CELLS 2071 TO 2075
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1358-17't62 LINES 1459 TO 1464 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 16JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 3
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATIO'I 57 CEGREES*** 4
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCI-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARC AVELCNGTF
* [DEVIATION (MICRLLMETERS)
BAND 4 9.41 0.58 .5 - .6
BAND 5 8.05 0.50 .6 - .1
* BAND 6 8.50 0.32 .7 - .9 *
BAND 7 7.63 0.30 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BANC 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.003 0.725 -0.027 -0.o96
* BAND 5 0.725 1.000 0.319 -C.420
BAND 6 -0.027 0.319 1.000, C.309
* BAND 7 -0.696 -0.420 0.309 1.CCO
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.027 2
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.68
* 16.0 +
8.0 + * -
*
* S:
0 +------------------------+------------------+ --------- +
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* * ERTS-1 
* * SITF PRoCESSING REPLPT ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RtV 2 s. CELLS 2Cu9 TC 2074S IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1358-17462 I INFS 1455 TO 1457DATE ACQUIPED: 16JJL-13 TCTAL PCINTS 18
* **CORRECTD FOR SUN ELEVATICN 57 I)FGREFS***
* RADI NCE(WATTS/SQCM-STR-IaCRC ETER)
MEAN STANDAPOD .AVELENGTE
* DFVIATICN (M ICI IO 4ETERS)BAND 4 9.,4 0.64 
.5 - .6BAND 5 8.38 0.66 .6 - .7BAND 6 9.10 0.49 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.95 0.39 .8 -1.1
NOPALIZED COVARIANCES
BANC 4 BAND 5 PAND 6 PAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.788 0.619 C.617
* BAND 5 0.788 1.000 0.591 0.62;BAND 6 0.619 0.591 1.000 C.92UBAND 7 0.617 0.629 C.920 1.000
* AND RATIO PARAVFTF 
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,* * ERTS-1 * *
• * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* **8****************** ****
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 A CELLS 1947 TO 1950 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1430-17451 LINES 1532 TO 1536 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 26SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 20 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 38 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 6.93 0.30 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 3.91 0.46 .6 - .7 *
• BAND 6 9.33 0.85 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.41 0.92 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.620 -0.294 -0.497 *
* BAND 5 0.620 1.000 -0.753 -0.753 *
BAND 6 -0.294 -0.753 1.000 0.878 *
BAND 7 -0.497 -0.753 0.878 1.000 *




• 8.0 + *
0.0 ---------------------------------------------
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* * ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT* ************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 R CELLS 1955 TO 1960 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1430-17451 LINES 1531 TO 1536
* DATE ACOUIRED: 26SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 36
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 38 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
,
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.25 0.26 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 5.80 0.47 .6 - 7
BAND 6 7.34 0.45 .7 - o8 *
BAND 7 6.45 0.40 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.588 
-0.154 -0.169 *
* BAND 5 0.588 1.000 -0.285 
-0.334 *
* BAND 6 -0.154 
-0.285 1.000 0.626
BAND 7 -0.169 
-0.334 0.626 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.054 ,
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.744 *
* 16.0 +
o *




* 8.0 + -+
0 0 + --------- +-------- +--------------------
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* *****$************** ****** ,
* * ' ERTS-1 * *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************** ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 2 W CELLS 1953 TO 1958
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1430-17451 LINES 1527 TO 1529 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 26SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 18
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 38 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 10.04 0.51 .5 - .6
* RAND 5 8.30 0.62 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.39 0.38 .7 - .8 *
• BAND 7 5.70 0.34 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.852 0.260 0.242
* BAND 5 0.852 1.000 0.406 0.239
* BAND 6 0.260 0.406 1.000 0.217 *
* BAND 7 0.242 0.239 0.217 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.186
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.561
* 16.0 + *
8.0 +
S0.0 ---------- ------------------------------ +---------+
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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* FPTS-l1
* SIT PPCEFSSING RFPORT *
* 6******************* *** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: R 2 A CELLS 1849 TO 1854
IMAGE TENTIFTFP: 1448-17444 LINES 1590 TO 1594
* DATF ACOIQTR)n: 140CT73 TOTAL POINTS 30
* , ***CnOpr s Fn FOR SUN! ELEVAr'ION 32 nFGREES***
* PAD ANCE(MWATrS/SOCM-SR-MICRMEr P
SM'AN STANDARD WVFLENGTH
D* PVIArTON (MIROMETrRS)
RAN 4 7.65 0.67 .5 - .6
PAND 5 5.01 0.67 .6 - .7
b4AND 6 8.41 2.05 .7 - .8 *
RANn 7 7.88 2.26 .9 -1.1
NNn MALI ZF COVARTANCFS *
* RAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
RAND 4 1.000 0.511 0.446 0.464
Sr 5 0.511 1.000 -0.233 
-0.303 *
* BAND 6 0.446 
-0.233 1.000 0.974
* AND) 7 0.464 -0.303 0.974 1.000 *
SBAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.223
*TPANSFORMED PARAMET : P 0.850
16.0 + *
*
S0.0 + ------- ----------- --- --- +--- - ------ -,
a 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.q 0.9 1.0*
P O 0ANCF VS WAVFLENGTH
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*0.0 4-----------+-----------+--------+------------+---------
SSITE PR3CFSSING REDnflT *
* ~ 8************************
* SITF DFSIGNATOR: RM 2 9 CFLLS 1857 TO 1862 *
IMAGE IFENTTIIER: 1448-17444 LINFS 1590 TO 1594 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 14OCT 77 TOTAL POINTS 30 a
* ***CORPECrD FOR SUN PLEVATION 32 DFGRFFS*** *
P QADI ANCE(MW ATTS/SOCM-STQ-M I CROMEERP
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION IMICROMFTERS) 4
* RAND 4 8.64 0.52 .5 - .6 *
RAND 5 5.93 0.70 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.81 1.01 .7 - .8 *
* RAND 7 7.72 1.17 .8 -1.1
* NORMALI ZED COVARIANCFS *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BRAD 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.000 0.675 -0.468 -0.566 *
* AND 5 0.675 1.000 -0.814 -0.945
* BAND 6 -0.469 -0.814 1.00 0.899
BAND 7 -0.566 -0. 45 0.899 1.000 *
BAND PATIO PARAMETER 0.130
TRANSFORMrD PARAMETFR 0.79. *
* 16.0 + *
* 4
* 8.0 + - - **
0.0 --------  ---------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PRPARED SY:TcXAS A&M UNIVERSITY RM-TE SENSING CENTER
*DATA ANAIYSTS L*ABORORY IOJAN74
ORIGIAL PA.E6
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* * cRTS- 1
SITE P DCFSSING RFPOPT 
* f** ft*f**f********t***f*#
SSITE OFSIGNATno: RM 2 W CLLS 1857 TF 1862 SIMAGF IDF\JTIFIFR: 1448-17444 LTIN 1585 TO 1587 *
S)A' CQI0I RFr): 140C'73 TrnTAL OIN'TS 18 *
***CRPEC'T ED FOR SIIN ELFVAT!nN 32 DEGRFFS*** ,
P ADI ANC ( MWATTS/S OM--ST -MI CR OMr)
* MEAN STAN) AQrD WAVFt FN GT H *
* flVTATION (MIC nMrTCPS) *
* BANl) 4 10.97 0.66 .5 - .6
BAN) 5 9.16 0.66 .6 - .7
*. RAn 6 7.85 0.52 .7 - .
RA* 7 5.73 0.32 .8 -1.
NORMALI Z'r) CV a RIANCrS - ,
F3 AND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.679 0.653 0.554SRAND 5 0.679 1.000 0.712 0.392
ft RANID 6 0.653 0.712 1.000 0.707 *
* 8 AN3 7 0.554 0.392 0.707 1.000 *
SRAND RATIO PARAMFTFR -0.231 *
SRANSPOPMED PARAMcTER 0.519
* 16.0 + *
* .0 + a +
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 10"
* RAD IANCF VS WAVFLCNG"H
*PRPFpRPr) y:TcXAS ACM .JNIVRSTIY RFMfT SENSING CFNT R
* TA ANALYSIS L ABPRAtRY ,10JN74
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* ERTS-1 * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ************************** *
• SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 A CELLS 1679 TO 1684 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17464 LINES 1914 TO 1917 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 49 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 6.46 0.65 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 4.30 0.84 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.25 1.18 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.11 1.38 .8 -1.1 *
, NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.933 -0.556 -0.457 *
BAND 5 0.933 1.000 -0.646 -0.566 *
BAND 6 -0.556 -0.646 1.000 0.969 *
* BAND 7 -0.457 -0.566 0.969 1.000 *





0.0 --------- +-------------------------- ------
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* 6* ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *S8************************** *
* 
*
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 R CELLS 1657 TO 1668
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17464 LINES 1926 TO 1940
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 180 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 49 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 8.07 0.72 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.24 0.83 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 5.82 0.42 .7 - .8
BAND 7 4.90 0.50 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0;.910 0.262 -0.343 *
* BAND 5 0.910 1.000 0.308 -0.340
BAND 6 0.262 0.308 1.000 0.573
* BAND 7 -0.343 -0.340 0.573 1.000
* _ BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.120 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.617
8 16.0 + ,
* 
-
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* SI pPRCESSING REPORT *
* **********************
* SITE OESIGNTjTOR: R i 3 W CELLS 1633 TO 1689 *
I MAGr,F IOFN'IFIE : 1034-17464 LINES 1915b O 1918 v
DATE AC*JIP[D: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 32 *
***CORPCTFr) FOP Stl' N ELEVATION 49 DEGRFFS*,**
PAFIANCE(AWATTS/SCM-STR-M4ICRROMETFR)
MEAN STANDARO WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
RAND 4 6.95 0.53 .5 - .6
R ND 5 4.94 0.72 .6 - .7 *
* tPAN) 6 7.49 0.86 .7 - .8
ANDr) 7 7.37 1.08 .8 -1.1
SNRR'AALIZED COVARIANCES *
SAND 4 AND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAY O 4 1.000 0.873 -0.362 -0.444
* AND 5 0.813 1.000 -0.530 -0.582 4
RA ND ! 6 -0.362 -U.530 1.000 0.954 *
BAND 7 -0.444 -0.582 0.954 1.000
* ANO ATIO PPA~METER 0.207 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.841 *
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* * ERTS-1* * 
, *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 A CELLS 1501 TO 1506IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17463 LINES 1869 TO 1873 *DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 30 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 43 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 10.18 0.30 .5 - .6 ,
* BAND 5 8.25 0.32 .6 -. 7 ,
BAND 6 7.00 0.24 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 5.79 0.19 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.204 -0.026 0.412BAND 5 0.204 1.000 0.244 0.436
* BAND 6 -0.026 0.244 1.000 
. 0.236 *BAND 7 0.412 0.436 0.236 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.175
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.570 ,
* 16.0 +
S------------------------- 
---* 8.0 + * *
*0.*0 +----------+-----------+----------+-----------+---------- 
*
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH ,
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, *ERTS-1 * *
, * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
************************** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 R CELLS 1479 TO 1488
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17463 LINES 1885 TO 1904 *
• DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 200 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 43 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTSISQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 10.30 0.51 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 8.50 0.50 6 - .7 *
• BAND 6 7.48 0.42 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.27 0.28 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 L.000 0.660 0.340 0.351 *
BAND 5 0.660 1.000 0.558 0.561 *
BAND 6 0.340 0.558 1.000 0.563 *
BAND 7 0.351 0.561 0.563 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.151 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.50 *
16.0 +
S8.0 *
0.0 --------- *------------------ ---------
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 .0*
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P* .~* ERTS-1 * *
* ;* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 W CELLS 1507 TO 1512 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17463 LINES 1871 TO 1875
* DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 30
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 43 DFGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
*BAND 4 9.78 0.37 .5 - .6
*: BAND 5 7.94 0.28 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 6.85 0.34 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 5.65 0.20 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.416 0.103 0.312 *
BAND 5 0.416 1.000 0.547 0.524 *
* BAND 6 0.103 0.547 1.000 0.387 *
* RAND 7 0.312 0.524 0.387 1.000
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S* ERr S- 1 * *
, SITF PROCESSING REPOPT *
* SITF OFSIGNATR: RM 3 A CELLS 1579 TO 1582 *
IMAGF IDENTIFIER: 1070-17463 LINES 2149 TO 2152
, DATr A, OIII FD: 01 r0CT72 T OTA L POINTS 16
S ***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 37 DFGPEES*** *
SRADIANCF( MWATTS/SOCM-STR-M ICROMETF) *
, MPAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
SDEVIATION (MI CROMFTERS) *
RAND 4 8.60 0.43 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.30 0.68 .5 - .7
BAND 6 8.29 0.96 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 8.05 1.07 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* AND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 RAND 7 *
*BAND 4 1.000 0.771 0.195 0.105 *
BAND 5 0.771 1.000 0.006 -0.067 *
* RAND 6 0.195 0.006 1.000 0.972 *
SPRAND 7 0.105 -0.067 0.972 1.000
SAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.122
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.789
16.0 + *
8.0 - -
0.0 ------------------------------------------------+* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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* 4-----------+----------+-------------------------------*
S* FRTS-1 * *
SITF PROCESSING RFPORT
SSITE OFSIGNTnr: RM 3 R CFtEL 1553 TO 1565 *
TMAGF TDFNTIFTFR: 1070-17463 LINFS 2163 TO 2183 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 01I0C72 TOTAL OINTS 294 *
***COPRFCTFO FOR SUN ELFVATION 37 DEGREFS*** *
R AD ACF(MWTTS/fSQM-STR-MICROMFTFR)
MFAN STANDARD WAV ELFNG T H *
* D VTATION (MICPOMETrRS) *
SRAND 4 9.29 0.78 .5 - .6BAND 5 7.07 0.71 .6 - .7 A
* BAND 6 5.99 0.50 .7 - .8
* rAND 7 4.94 0.46 .8 -1.1
NORMALTI D COVAR ANCES
RAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 PAND 7 *SRBAND 4 1.000 0.860 0.572 0.215 *
* RAND 5 0.860 1.000 0.672 0.318 *
RAND 6 0.572 0.672 1.000 0.637 *S RANDr 7 0.215 0.318 0.637 1.000
* RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.178 A
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* * FDTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING RFPORT *
SITE DFSIGNATOR: RM 3 W CELLS 1583 TO 1588 a
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1070-17463 LINES 2150 TO 2153
SDAT ACOUTIRc: 010CT72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
* ***COPPFCrFD FOP SIJN ELEVATION 37 DFGRFES*** *
* RADI ANCF(MWATTS/SQCM4STR-MTICROMFTFR) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
* DEVIATION (M4'PRMETFRS)
BAND 4 8.41 0.32 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.00 0.60 .6 - .7 *
* RAND 6 8.18 1.24 .7 - .R *
* RANrl 7 9.10 1.50 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVAQTANCFS
* BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
a RAND 4 1.000 0.642 0.075 0.062
*B , N) 5 0.642 1.000 -0.457 -0.506 *
RAND 6 0.075 -0.457 1.000 0.976 *
BAND 7 0.062 -0.506 0.976 1.000
* AND RA t0 PARAMETER 0.149
*k TQANSFOPMED DARAMETER 0.836 *
* 16.0 + f
8.0 +
0.0 ------------------------------------------------+
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*  +---- -- ------------------- ------ --- +-- --------- +----------+ a
ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 A CELLS 1877 TO 1880 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1340-17470 LINES 2014 TO 2018 *
DATE ACQUIPED: 28JUN73 TDTAL POINTS 20 *
* ***CORRECT ED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES*** *
SRADIANCE ( MWAT T S/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 9.57 0.42 .5 - .6 *BAND 5 7.55 0.44 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.70 0.44 .7 - .8BAND 7 5.17 0.30 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
* RAND 4 1.000 0.889 0.736 0.686 *BAND 5 0.889 1.000 0.804 0.733
* PAD 6 0.736 0.804 1.000 0.736
* BAND 7 0.686 0.733 0.736 1.000
* RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.187 *




S0.0 --------- +-------------- ------------------------------------ 
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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, * SI T E PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 3 R CELLS 1855 TO 1866 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1340-17470 LINES 2030 TO 2049 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 28JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 240 *
* ***CORREC T ED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DFGRFES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERI *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 10.11 0.84 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 8.13 0.88 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.18 0.77 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.58 0.62 .8 -1.1
P* NRMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* RAND 4 1.000 0.911 0.895 0.868
BAND 5 0.911 1.000 0.942 0.922
BAND 6 0.895 0.942 1.000 0.922
*BAND 7 0.868 0.922 0.922 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.185 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.561 *
* 16.0 + *
* .
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 12FEB74*
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* 0.0 4---------9---------9---------+-----------4-------------4- 4-
* * ERTS- 1  *
SITF PROCESSTNG REPORT *
SSITE D)ESIGNATOR: RV 3.W CELLS 1881 TO 1886 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 13 4 0 -17470 LINES 2016 TO 2019DATE ACOUIED: 28JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 24
***COPPCTFn FOR SUN FLEVATION 59 DEGREFS*** *
RADI ANC HWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *BAND 4 9.45 0.53 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.50 0.62 .6 - .7
* RAND 6 6.65 0.49 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.22 0.43 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZFD COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 AND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.886 0.879 0.854
BAND 5 0.886 1.000 0.839 0.850BAND 6 0.879 0.839 1.000 0.950BAND 7 0.854 0.850 0.950 1.000 *
q BANDF RATIO PARAMETER -0.180 *
x* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.566 *
* 16.0 +
*
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*************************** *
S* SITE PROCESSING RFn0n T *
* STF DESIGNATOR: RM 3 A CELLS 2039 TO 2041 *
* IMAGE IDFNTIFIFR: 1358-17465 LINES 1939 TO 1943 *
DATF ACOUIPED: 16JUL73 TOTAL PnTNTS 20 a
* ***CoRcctFO FOR SUN FLEVA T ION 57 DFGRPES***
SAODIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-ST D-MICPOMETFP)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
SDEFVIATION (MICROMFTES)
* RAND 4 8.50 0.64 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.84 1.04 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.98 1.07 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.53 1.69 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
RAND 4 RAND 5 BRAN 6 BAND 7 *
B RAND 4 1.000 0.954 -3.693 -0,746 *
BAND 5 0.954 1.000 -0.755 -0.824 *
* RAND 6 -0.693 -0.755 1.000 0.966
BAND 7 -0.746 -0.824 0.966 1.000
RAND RATIO PARAMFTER 0.048 *
SrTRANSPORMED PARAMETPR 0.740
* 16.0 + *
* 8.0 + * - * * *
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.q 1.0*
RAnTANrr VS WAVEL FNGTH
PREPARED RY:TEXAS AEM UNIVERSITY REMITE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORAORY IOJAN74
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* 0.0 +------------------+--------- ------------------- 4-------- *
******
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ********************** *
* SITF OESTGNATqR: PM 3 P CELLS 1917 Tn 1930 *IMAGE IDENTIFIFQ: 1358-17465 LINES 2053 Tn 2073n TATF COUTIRED: 16JUL73 TrTAL POINTS 294 *
** **ClDFC'lFC FOR SiN FLEVA'TON 57 npFGPFS4***
PAD IANr (MWATTS/SQCM-SrP-M I CPME r r
SMFEAN ST ANOARr WAVFLENGTH
DEVT&TT ON (MIROMETFRs)
BANO 4 8.72 0.69 .5 - .6SRAND 5 7.02 0.86 .6 - .7
8AN 6 6.49 0.42 .7 - .8
1b ANi 7 5.30 0.43 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALITZF COVAPIANCFS
B* AND 4 RAMD 5 RAND 6 AND 7SRBAND 4 1.000 0.895 3.345 
-0.317
* RAND 5 0. R95 1.000 0.358 
-0.334 *
* BAND 6 0.345 0.359 1.000 0.571 ,AND 7 -0.317 
-0.334 3.571 1.000 *
* SAN) PATIO PARAMETER 
-0.140




* 0.0 --------- +------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 .0*RADIANC: VS WAV*LFNGTH
Q PREPARED FY:TFX/pS ASM UNIVESITY RFMTE SENSING CN IE
I a





* * FRTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING FEPOR ' *
SITF DESIGNATFO: RM 3 W CELLS 2041 TO 2043 *
IMAGF IDENTIFIER: 1358-17465 LINES 1945 TO 1948 *
DATF ACOUIRED: 16JUL73 TOTAL onlNTS 16 *
, ***CDRPFCTFO F9R SUN ELEVA'rTON 57 DEGRFES** *
RADIANC (MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICRMOMFTR)
, MEAN STANDADD WAVFL ENGTH
* DFVIATION (MICRr)MFTRS) *
* ND 4 9.20 0.37 .5 - .6
*BAND 5 7.49 0.45 .6 - .7 *
S~hAND 6 7.33 0.43 .7 - .8 *
* RAND 7 5.90 0.55 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZFD CDVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.000 0.491 3.434 0.221 *
* AND 5 0.491 1.000 -0.174 -0.166
BAND 6 0.434 -0.174 1.000 0.903
* BAND 7 0.221 -0.166 0.903 1.000 *
* FAND RATIO PARAMFTER -0.119 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.618 *
* 16.0 + *
8.0 + -
* 0.0 +-+-+-- *
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCF VS WAVELENGTH* DATA ANALYSIS LAORATORY JAN4
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* 0.0 +---------- ---------- -- -- 4-------------+-- ------- - --------------- - -+ *
* ER'S-1
* 5I1E PPOCESSING PFDPRT *
**%*4*****************
SITF DESIG",MAT:1- R Ii1 3 A CELLS 1837 TO 1842SIPAGE IDENTIFIER: 1430-17453 LINES 2067 TO 2070DATE ACOUIRED: 2bSEP73 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
***CIORECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 39 DOFGREFS***
SRADI ANC E(M WATTS/StJC 4-STR- I CRIMETFER)
SMEAN STANDARD WAVELFNGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 7.37 0.52 .5 - .6 *R* AND 5 5.36 0.73 .6 - .7
* AIND 6 7.59 3.98 .7 - .8
BRAND 7 7.51 1.17 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZE.) COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* ANI) 4 1.000 0.845 
-0.002 
-0.501
* BAND 5 0.45 1.000 
-0.135 
-0.588
SBNn 6 -0.002 
-0.135 1.000 .0.268RAN' l 7 -0.501 
-0.58 0.2618 1.000
* BNnND RA T I PARAIETFR 0.167 *










0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
* RADIA\C'F VS WAVFLENG7TH




SITE 0CS IG'rATO: PM 3 R CELLS 1813 TO 1826
- IL A 1rchTIFIE: 1430-17453 LINES 2081 TO 2103
D ATE ACUIr- ED: 26SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 280
S*CR EC'F.. ... R l ELP Vi AT ION 39 DF GREFS***
P A _D I AIWC E ( WMWA TT S / SQCM-S T -4 I CROMETE R )
MF6N STANAf) WAV LF FNGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* RAND 4 8.2.) 0.73 .5 - .6
SRANn 5 6.31 0.73 .6 - .7 *
* BANr 6 6.27 3.12 .7- .8
St3BAO 7 4.72 0.47 .8 -I.1 .
SNOR AL I ZE COVARIANCES
RBAN 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
S". Nf 4 1.000 0.881 0.076 -0.040 *
I A ND 5 0.831 1.000 0.059 -0.014 *
BAND 6 0.076 0.059 1.000 0.066
4* PAN 7 -0.040 -0.014 0.066 1.000






0.0 +------------+--------------+ ----------- +-----------+---------+
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RA)IANCE VS 4AVELENG T H
- PFLPA'FEn ;iY:TFXAS AMl UNIVEPSITY, PME(kIOT! SENSING CENT 4
r'A7 AN4LYSIS LAf!'00TORY 1iJAN>74
pUGINAL P~6 : ,38
yF k00R QUALMr
S'E I'-S I ,% AT : RM 3 W CELLS 1841 TO 1848
S I'*A-E I-Eu'J I= I4: 1430-17453 I. INES 2068 TO 2071
* DAT ACOUIIIQF: 26S 73 TOTAL POINTS 32
***COkFCTED FOr SUN FLEVATION 39 DEGREES***
SRADIA ICE (M.W ATTS/SOCM-STP- ICRUMETER)
4 MEAN S'ANDARD WAVFLFNGTH
* OEVIATION (ICRO0METERS)
R* AN 4 7.13 0.59 .5 - .6
PA C 5 4.93 0.64 .6 - .7
A B ND 6 7.71 4.09 .7 -. .8
* ANO 7 7.85 1.46 .8 -1.1 ,
* NORIALIZEn COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BANO 5 BAND 6 BAND 7B AND 4 1.300 0.801 
-0.107 
-0.435
* BAND 5 0.801 1.000 -0.128 -0.527 *
RANO 6 -0.107 
-0.128 1.000 0.566
* BA 7 -0.435 -0.527 0.566 1.000
SN;D PATI!I PARAMIETER 0.229 *TRANSFOM') PARAMETER 0.854
*16.0 +
8 *.0 + 4 a
* .
0.0 +-------------------------------------------
* 0.5 0.o 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0R-dIANC VS W4AVELEJGTH
PR FAR E . RY:TEXAS As UNIIVERSITY, kEMOTE SF"ISING CENTER *
* .TA ANALYSIS LABnrRATJRY 15JVN474
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SI'E PRICESSTNq RFPn P '
* ~***********************ft**
IMtGP TlRN"IFTP: 1448-17450 LTNES 210q T0 2112
,,rF- ArQJTOrF: 14!Cr73 'O'AL POnmy _4 24
*MFAN AN AR WAVEL NGH *
AND 9.31 0.29 .5 - .6 *
AND 5 7.08 0.?7 .6 - .7
Bf0D 6 6.06 0.37 .7 - .8
BAW) 7 4.42 0.11 .8 -1.1
* SIE PPCSSALTZ RPVA TANC FS
SANn 4 B*AN) 5 AN**D 6 *RA 7
* F FBAND 4 1.000 -0 029 0.219 0.175 *
S F J F 5 -0.1029 1.000 0.520 0.330 24
BAND 6 0.219 0.520 1.000 0.071
R AND Q-ATO PAPAME"FR -0.231
* 16.0 +3
* .A~ARO WAVFNG"H
* .FV!a!flN (MTCflFPFR ) f
S8.04 9 - 31 0.29 5
* 0.0 -- ------- ------------------ ------------------
* . 75 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0
RAnIANCc VS WAVLFNG"H
f DPFPAQFn BY:'EXAS ACM UNIVFRST-Y QFMOTF SFNcING CFM'FRt 0A ANALYSIS LA*ORADRY 21MAY74
ft 46
AID 4 .0 009 029 015 f
ft 3a! 009 100 0'? .3
ft ft3 ft--------------+----
&. 8.0 +, ft ,910
ftT~C *e ftFFN~ f
* P~o~ ft'Ea ft MVRTY nMOF~MIGt~f
ft$ ft




ST'r oCZress-~o Apn- i
F S c' Tj-nR: PM 3 p CctL' 1579 
-n 1590 *
* lf -re IrF'I'!Ff!": 14491-17450 L I 'S 2126 "r) 2143D CA' A OllTQ Fn: 14rC-73 TOdL PON'S 216
***rppCErn Frp SUNI FL A'TNl 33 rEGRFFS***
M AN PfANMARD WtVrLFNG'H
B 4DFVI ION (ICPOME'ERS)R.fn 4 9.04 0.P5 .5 - .6RA Nn 5 6.94 1.02 .6 - .7R Nn 6 6.46 3.61 .7 - .9 A3 7 4.35 0.79 .8 -1.1
VnPMALTZD CrnV R iNrF
SRAM! 4 BND 5 ItNO 6 R ND 7R BA -! 4 1 1000 0.923 0.243 0.899 *r') 5 0.923 1.000 0.21 0.926SBA"' 6 0.243 0.221 1.000 0.168 *SKAND 7 0. Po9 0.926 0.168 1.000
RA . A -Tn PhRAMF0'R 
-0.?30
"'ANcnMED P~Ao M F
-9 o 0.520







0 .0 +---- 
-----
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0,
P P ' oA OFn X AS h U 'IV P SI -y , R E n"O E S p SI G C ON 'rFR
A-, ANIALYOS LtP DA-nPY 20MAY74
S21
* 00. +------------------------------+-----------+------------ 
*
* ft SI'F PP'"FSNG FPOP *
Sft~*******t****ft* *tf*t**t* ft
STrF 'STNATI'R: RM 3 W CELLS 1607 '0 1612 *
t JIaGF IDE4r''Tc2: 1448-17450 LTNES 2110 *rn 2114
DA"F A&JTIFEO: 14C'73 rn A1 POINMT 30
S ***CPRFtCrD Fl: SU4 ELCVA-104 33 DFGPFCS***
ADTANtF( MATTSSOCCM-S"R-MTCRMF'FP) f
SMFANj S'r ANDARD WAVELENG'H
n FVIAInN (MICROMErPS) a
SBAND 4 8.83 0.44 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.67 0.33 .6 - .7 *
t ND 6 5.5? 0.37 .7 - .8 *
t ABAND 7 4.27 0.28 .8 -1.1 
4ORMALIZF COVARTANCES
BANO 4 RAAN 5 RBAND 6 PAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.489 0.642 0.590 a
* BAND 5 0.489 1.000 0.557 0.379
SBAND 6 0.642 0.557 1.000 0.424 *
RAND 7 0.599 0.379 0.424 1.000
* BAND RA'TO PARAMF'FR -0.220
f -"PANcFOOME PAPAMF'ER 0.529 *
a 16.0 + t
t .0 + f
0.0 +---------+---------+---------+--------- ---------
3.5 0.6 1.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
S RAD ANCE VS WAVELFNG'H
PPFPARED PY:'FXAS AM UNIVPERST'Y, RFM'"F SENSINr CN"FQ *




4' * FRTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPnRT * *
* ,
* SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 183 TO 188 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1015-1741.3 LINES 1388 TO 1396 *
* DATE ACQIJIRED: 07AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
* ***CORRECTEC FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGRFFS*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVFLFNGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMFTERS) *
* BAND 4 6.25 0.70 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 3.77 1.02 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 11.72 0.90 .7 - . *
BAND 7 13.02 1.31 .8 -1.1
NGRPOALIZED COVARIANCES *
* *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 C.,70 -0.795 -0.886 *
* BAND 5 0.970 1.000 -0.779 -0.874 *
* BAND 6 -0.795 -0.779 1.000 0.892
* BAND 7 -0.886 -0.874 0.802 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.551
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 1.025 *
* 16.0 +
o.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
* . - , 2
* * *
* 0.0 * *
, * ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT *
S**************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 183 TO 192 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1015-17413 LINES 1373 TO 1381 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 07AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 90 *
***CORRECTEC FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERI *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.60 0.68 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 8.73 0.78 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 8.02 0.69 .7 - .8 *
• BAND 7 6.80 0.51 .8 -1.1 *
, NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.853 0.855 0.793 *
* BAND 5 0.853 1.000 0.851 0.802 *
BAND 6 0.855 0.851 1.000 0.872 *
BAND 7 0.793 0.802 0.872 1.000 *




* 0.0 +---------+-----------------------+------------+ *
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 28AUG73 *
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* * EPTS- *
* * SITE PROCESSING PEPORT
SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 201 TO 204 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1015-17413 LINES 1431 TO 1440 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 07AUG72 TCTAL POINTS 40




BAND 4 11.61 0.83 .5 - .6
BAND 5 10.54 0.80 .6 - .7
BAND 6 9.34 0.60 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.72 0.42 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARTANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.905 0.854 0.802 *
BAND 5 0.905 1.000 0.790 0.750 *
* BAND 6 0.854 0.790 1.000 0.793 *
* BAND 7 0.802 0.750 0.793 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.154 ,




* . * *
8* .0 * *
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPAREC BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVESITY, REMOTE SENSING CFNTE **DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 28AUG73
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* 0.0 +----------+----------+----------------4---------+,,,,, *
* * F~r*S-1 *
*x * SITF PROCESSING REPORT * 4
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 1 CELLS 153 TO 160
* IMAGE IDFNTIFIFP: 1033-17414 LINFS 692 TO 700
n OAT c' CtOUIPFD: 25AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 77
***rCOOPFCTFD FOR SUN FLEVATION 51 DFGRFFS***
RAIrTANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFR)
• MFAN STANDARD WAVELFNGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMFTFRS)
SAND 4 9.73 1.11 .5 - .6
* RAND 5 8.09 1.64 .6 - .7 *
SRANn 6 10.47 0.62 .7 - .
, RAND 7 10.14 0.77 .8 -1.1
NOPMALIZFD COVAoIANCES
RAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* !ANOr 4 1.000 0.95? 0.511 -0.146 *
RAND 5 0.95? 1.000 0.423 -0.279
BAND 6 0.511 0.4?3 1.000 0.606
RAND 7 -0.146 -0.779 0.606 1.000 *
* RAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.11?




0.5 0.6 0.7 O.8 O.q 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PErARFD BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, RMOTr SFNSING FNTr-
*0.0 --------------------+---------+---------4-------.------- 4





* * SITE PPRUCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATUR: RM 4  R CELLS 153 TO 164
IMAGE IDENTIF IE: 1033-17 14 LINES 676 TO o86
DATE ACQUIRED: 25AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 132 *
***C(ORIECTD FIOR SUN ELEVATION 51 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE( iITWATTS/SQCM-STR-MIiCROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD kAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 18.53 7.56 .5 - .6
BAND 5 15.50 5.93 .6 - .7
BAND 6 13.49 4.71 .7 - .8
BAND 7 10.99 3.68 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
HAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.00) 0.996 0.991 0.9856 ,ANL) 5 0.996 1.000 0.992 0.988BAND 6 0.991 0.992 1.000 0.992
BAND 7 U.985 0.988 0.992 1.000







* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0-
* RADIANCE VS wAVELENGTH
* PREPAREj tY:IFXAS ALM UNIVERSITY, RFPOTE SENSING CENTERSL1JATA ANALYSIS LABORATURY 30AUG73
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* 4 ER TS-1 * *
SSITE PR-CESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATCR: RM 4 W CELLS 169 TO 174
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1033-11414 LINES 736 TO 744 4
* DATE ACQUIRED: 25AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 54
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 51 DEGREES***




* BAND 4 5.80 0.35 .5 - .6 *
4 HAND 5 3.63 0.33 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 2.59 0.29 .. 7 - .8 *
BAND 7 1.67 0.21 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.649 0.452 0.309 *
* BAND) 5 0.649 1.000 0.779 0.370 *
BAND 6 0.452 0.779 1.000 0.423 *
BAND 7 0.309 0.370 0.423 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.371
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.360
* 16.0 +
DAT ANALYSIS LAORATORY 30AUG73 *
2 8.0 + *
*0.0 +----------+----------+------4------------+ ------------ + *
* 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 -
SRADI ANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PKFPAKED : Y:TEXAS . FU;1 UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER 4
* DATA ANALYSIS LA CRATURY 30AUG73 *
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* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ***************#******** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 2169 TO 2174 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17473 LINES 591 TO 599 *DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 54 *




*BAND 4 8.85 0.72 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.19 1.03 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.13 0.62 .7 - .8 *
SBAND 7 8.90 0.73 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.876 0.267 -0.204 *
*BAND 5 0.876 1.000 0.077 -0.397
* BAND 6 0.267 0.077 1.000 0.786 *
BAND 7 -0.204 -0.397 0.786 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.106
*TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.779
16.0 +
8.0 + - - -
S 0 0 .
*000 +------------------ +-------+------ 
- +--- 
- *
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED 8Y:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73 a
*************************2**************
249
S* ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 2169 TO 2178
SIMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17473 LINES 576 TO 585 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 100
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 50 DEGRFES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
, BAND 4 9.44 0.67 .5 - .6
BAND 5 8.27 0.89 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.47 0.72 .7 - o8 *
* BAND 7 6.34 0.71 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.919 0,494 0.244
BAND 5 0.919 1.000 0.494 0.256
BAND 6 0.494 0.494 1.000 0.891
BAND 7 0.244 0.256 0.891 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.132 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.607
* 16.0 +
8.0 + - *
0 ,
* 0.0 +--------+-------+--------- --------- +-------+*
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGT1 *
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73 *
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* ****************** * *
* * * *
* ERTS-1 * ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* +********************* *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 2185 TO 2190 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17473 LINES 634 TO 643 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 60 *
***,CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 50 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 11.75 0.78 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 10.67 0.81 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.90 0.66 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.32 0.45 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.865 0.778 0.784 *
* BAND 5 0.865 1.000 0.869 0.867 *
* BAND 6 0,778 0.869 1.000 0.862 *
* BAND 7 0.784 0.867 0.862 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.186





0.00 +------ ------------ 
---- +--,,+,,_,+d* 0.5 0.6 .7 0.8 009 1.0**RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSIT REMOTE SENSING CENTER




, * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 113 TO 118 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1051-17414 LINES 1028 TO 1034 ,
• DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 42 *




* BAND 4 8.20 1.20 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.60 1.86 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 10.15 0.74 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 10.35 0.98 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.975 -0.064 -0.528
• BAND 5 0.975 1.000 -0.077 -0.536
BAND 6 -0.064 -0.077 1.000 0.769 *
BAND 7 -0.528 -0.536 0.769 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.297 *





0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 30AUG73
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* * ERTS-1 • ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
, w*
* SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 113 TO 120 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1051-17414 LINES 1016 TO 1023 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 64 *
***CORRECTEC FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICPOMETPPS) ,BAND 4 10.31 0.87 
.5 - .6BAND 5 8.91 1.09 ,6 - 7
* BAND 6 7.78 0.9P .7 - .8BAND 7 6.62 0.87 . -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.921 0.867 0.888 •BAND 5 0.921 1.000 0.943 0.908 *BAND 6 0.867 0.943 1.000 0.947 ,
* RAND 7 0.888 0.908 0.947 1.000 *
SBAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.148 *
* TRANSFORMED PAPAMETFR 0.593 *





* 8.0 + * *
0.0 
.---------..---------- *
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPAREC RY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 30AUG73
* *************,,** 
* 
** 25***  *** ,**
S253
253
* * ERTS-1 * *
, * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
, **************************
• SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 127 TO 130 *
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1051-17414 LINES 1060 TO 1067
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 32 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES*** *
, RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
• MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
• DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 11.99 0.89 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 10.47 0.86 .6 - .7
BAND 6 8.88 0.68 .7 - .8 *
• BAND 7 7.38 0.49 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
• BAND 4 1.000 0.872 0.859 0.841
BAND 5 0.872 1.000 0.849 0.810 *
* BAND 6 0.859 0.849 1.000 0.898
BAND 7 0.841 C.810 0.898 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.173 *
• TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.572 *
• 16.0 + *
8.0 -
0.0 ---------------------------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0,
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 30AUG73
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*t *
* RPAE * YVEA *C NVR1Y EOESNIGCNE
*AT *NLYI *AOAOY 0U7
* ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT ** *********************** 
,
SSIT DESIGNATOR RM 4 A CELLS 39 TO 44 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER 1069-17414 LINES 1001 TO 1009 *
* DATE ACO!JIRED 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DFGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER )
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH •
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) •
* BAND 4 7.18 0.75 .5 - .6 *BAND 5 3.93 1.02 .6 - .7 *BAND 6 11.24 0.80 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 12.20 1.08 *8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.852 
-0.750 
-0.763 ** BAND 5 0.852 1.000 
-0.800 -0.859 *BAND 6 -0.750 
-0.800 1.000 0.861 *
* BAND 7 -0.763 
-0.859 0.861 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.512 ,
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 1.006 *










0.5 0.6 0.7 . 8 009 *10
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER*
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23AUG73
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a* *ERTS-1
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR RM 4 R CELLS 39 TO 48 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER 1069-17414 LINES 986 TO 994 *DATE ACQUIRED 30SEP72 TOTAL PCINTS 90 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER I
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS *
* BAND 4 10.36 068 .5 .6 a
BAND 5 8,57 0081 o6 - 07 *
* BAND 6 7.46 Oe70 o7 -8 *
* BAND 7 6.44 0.54 .8 -11
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1,000 0,844 0.718 0.806BAND 5 0,844 1.000 0.839 0.836BAND 6 0.718 0,839 1l000 0.812
* BAND 7 0,806 0.836 0o812 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.142






* Oe 5 0.6 0 7 008 009 1O*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY9 REMOTE SENSING CENTERDATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23AUG73
S000 ---**---***-** ---** -------*---25
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S6* ERTS-1 *
*  SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,* ******************* 
*
* SITE DESIGNATOR RM 4 W CELLS 57 TO 60
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER 1069-17414 LINES 1045 TO 1053 ** DATE ACOUIRED 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/S(CM-STR-MICROMETER
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH •
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 12.76 0.70 .5 - 6 *
BAND 5 11.05 0.57 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 9.25 0.45 .7 - *8 *
* BAND 7 7.64 0,47 .8 -11 
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.767 0.669 0.647 *
* BAND 5 0.767 1.000 0.823 0.739
* BAND 6 0.669 0.823 1.000 0.700BAND 7 0.647 0.739 0.700 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.182
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0,564 ,
* 00 16.  + *
*DATA ANALYSIS LA*ATORY 23AUG73
* .
* "8 0
* 0.0 ----------- +---------.- 
. a-* 0.5 0,6 007 0.8 0.9 1,0** RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH 
*
* PREPARED BY TEXAS AfM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER ** DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23AUG73 *
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E * RTS-1
SSKYITE PROCESSING REPORT o *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RP 4 A CELLS 2219 TO 2226
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1106-17481 LINES 399 TO 407
DATE ACQUIRED: 06NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 72




BAND 4 8098 0.99 05 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.14 1o16 06 - .7
BAND 6 8.67 0067 .7 - 8
BAND 7 8.71 1.06 .8 -L.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.885 -0.192 .-0.665 *
BAND 5 0.885 1,000 -0.402 -0.785
BAND 6 -0.192 -0.402 1.000 0.656
BAND 7 -00665 -0.785 0.656 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.173
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 00820
816.0 + - -
0.0 --------------------------------
* *
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH*
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITYf REMOTE SENSING CENTER




*  ERTS-1 * ** * w* 
*
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
******************* **** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 2219 TO 2228 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1106-17481 LINES 384 TO 393 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 06NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 100 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 28 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ** BAND 4 9.58 0.80 .5- .6
* BAND 5 6.88 0.83 .6 - .7BAND 6 6.41 0.79 7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.48 0.59 .8 -1.1
6* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7* BAND 4 1.000 0.846 0.765 0.730 ** BAND 5 0,846 1.000 0.845 0.843
* BAND 6 0.765 0.845 1.000 0.845* BAND 7 0.730 0.843 0.845 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 








* o 0.6 0. 0.8 0.9 [.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY* REPOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73
**********************************************************
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* **************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RH 4 W CELLS 2233 TO 2238
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1106-17481 LINES 443 TO 451 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 06NOV72 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 28 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) a
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.47 1.10 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.96 1.22 .6 - .7
• BAND 6 6.29 1.11 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 5.24 1.11 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.945 0.923 0.882 *
* BAND 5 0.945 1.000 0.907 0.877 *
SBAND 6 0.923 0.907 1.000 0.904 *
• BAND 7 0.882 0.877 0.904 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.141
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.599
* 16.0 + *
8.0 +
0.0 ------------------ -------- -- --- - ------ -----
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH*
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER




* * ERTS-1 * ,
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ~$*******************9 ** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 497 TO 502 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17423 LINES 1122 TO 1130 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERJ)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 6.87 0.77 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 4.07 1.07 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 12.28 1.44 .7 - .8 •
BAND 7 13.76 2.03 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.910 -0.591 
-0.679 *
BAND 5 0.910 1.000 -0.753 -0.825 *
* BAND 6 -0.591 
-0.753 1.000 0.959
BAND 7 -0.679 
-0.825 0.959 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.543 *





* 8.0 + ,
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 .0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH





*  SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 497 TO 506
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17423 LINES 1107 TO 1116 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAYT73 TOTAL POINTS 100
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES****
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.94 0.55 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.15 0,65 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.74 0.57 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.02 0.60 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.852 0.739 0.693
BAND 5 0.852 1.000 0.739 0.737 *
BAND 6 0.739 0.739 1.000 0.900 *
BAND 7 0.693 0.737 0.900 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.009 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.700 *
* 16.0 + *
S .0 - -
0.80 + --- - ---------------
*0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REPOTE SENSING CENTER
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73
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* **** ********************** *
* * ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 513 TO. 520 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17423 LINES 1166 TO 1173
* DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 64 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) •
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 11.41 0.95 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 9.90 0.99 .6 -. 7 *
* BAND 6 9.30 0.65 .7 - .8 •
* BAND 7 8.08 0.53 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.901 0.871 0.760 *
* BAND 5 0.901 1.000 0.932 0.885 *
* BAND 6 0.871 0.932 1.000 0.875 *
BAND 7 0.760 0.885 0.875 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.101
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER' 0.632 *




* 8.0 + -
* * 
,
* 0 0 .
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTf
PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITYt REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73
***********************************************************
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w * ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 501 TO 506 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17422 LINES 1136 TO 1144
• DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
• DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
• BAND 4 6.66 0.57 .5 - .6 *
• BAND 5 3.59 0.74 .6 - .7 *
• BAND 6 13.11 1.02 .7 - .8
BAND 7 14.32 1.41 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ' *
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.885 -0.160 -0.292
BAND 5 0.885 1.000 -0.277 -0.454 *
• BAND 6 -0.160 -0.277 1.000 0.933
* BAND 7 -0.292 -0.454 0.933 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.599
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 1.048 *
• 16.0 + *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
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• 8.0 - *
* *
* 0.0 +---- ----- - ------ --- ------ ~-- ---- 4--- -------- +------ ---- -.- *
h
* f*************************
*IMAGE DENTIFIER: 1321-*1422 LINES 1121 TO 1129
DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 72 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-M I CROMEPER ) *
*MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)BAND 4 9.47 0.75 .5 - 6
* RAND 5 7.82 0.68 .6 - .7BAND 6 7.69 0.51 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.61 0.42 .8 -. 1
NCRMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 ** BAND 4 1.000 0.868 0.773 0.674 *
* BAND 5 0.868 1.000 0.828 0.812 ** BAND 6 0.773 0.828 1.000 0.878 *BAND 7 0.674 0.812 0.878 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.084 ,








.0 ------------- +--------- ---------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0** RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTERDATA ANALYSIS LABORAfORY 14MAY74 ,
********************5.**
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, *' ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PPROCESSING REPORT *
* ******************* ******
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 517 TO 522
, IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17422 LINES 1180 TO 1188 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 54 ,
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER )
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 11.65 0.94 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 10.13 0.91 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 9.35 0.69 .7 - .8 a
BAND 7 7.79 0.53 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
, BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.939 0.854 0.780 *
BAND 5 0.939 1.000 0.867 0.840 *
* BAND 6 0.854 0.867 1.000 0.860
* BAND 7 0.780 0.840 0.860 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.131 *









. ** O *
0.0 +---------+---------+-----------------4. *0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
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* *STF conrecr P pfplp a
S~***********************
SI'GF TE JnN-TIFIr: 1322-17480 LT PF 870 "0 878
r-'F ACOUITPOD: l0JUN73 rO'AL pr!NS 54
C **CFRPEC-Fn FPP SU ELEVA~ION 61 FGRFES***
R A I A NC E ( MW A Sp /SOC I' M- S9-M i CROME-F )
F P, F1I S 'ANDARD0 W4V FL EN 'H
* F\VI A tI r (MICROMFER F S)
SA' 4 8.60 0.75 .5 - .6BAN 5 5.47 1.13 .6 - .7
* RAND 6 12.35 0.99 .7 - .8SBRA"nD 7 12.80 1.43 .8 -1.1
,RM6LIZFD C VARIANCcS
* r) 4 BANn 5 PIAMO 6 BAND 7RAND 4 1.000 0.955 -0.665 
-0.706
* PAND 5 0.955 1.000 -0.741 
-0.793 ,
* BAN r) 6 -0.665 -0.741 1.000 0.946 *Sr3A1iD 7 -0.706 -0.793 0.946 1.000 *
* RAND RA'In oA0F40 Fo 0.402
* AF!SFOPME) PARPAMEEPR 0.950 *
O 16.0 + *
*3*




0.5 0.6 0.7 O.R 0.9 1.0"
* PAnTANCR VS WAVFL FNG'H *
PPEPART R7Y:'FXAS A~ IN!VcPST , po'mF SFNSTNG CMN'EF *
* nDA' ANALYSTc L APrpA-rPY 20AY74
ojQuQA26AL
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* Sc prn prp
S TMAGr ITF F' TFIFR: 1322-17480 LII!'S 855 '0 864
SOEF ACOUIDPO: IOJ'I"73 "O-~L. POTN-S 80 *
*CCP SFCE FFrLrVA J 61 PC *oppos
p ,,rr P 1 pWA'S V SO r. -S'P- 1'T CPrMF" FP )
A MFAN STANDJ'f WAVF. NG H
n, fEVThA- IN (MIC OM ERS) *
P A\'D 4 10.38 0.58 .5 - .6
* ,Fr8' 5 8.38 0.52 .6 - .7
B ~.!N) 6 8.15 0.54 .7 - . *
SBNJ0ND 7 7.03 0.48. .8 -1.1I
SNOPMALIZFD C OVARIA NCES
P rAmfn 4 PANT) 5 PAND 6 RAND 7
B!rl 4 1.000 0.786 0.441 0.239 . ,Bn 5 0.7R6 1.000 0.370 0.229
~AND 6 0.441 0.370 1.000 0.890
BA D) 7 0.283 0.??9 0.880 1.000
AND PA-In PARAMFTER -0.088
S'PANSFOPMED PAPAMP;R 0.642 *
1.6.0 + *
*
a 8.0 + - * *
0.0 +--------------------------------------------------
0.5 0.6 0n7 0. 1 0.0 1.0Q. 0DIAI, ! c. V 5  WtVFLFN ' *




SSI-C ppon cc jhIG P :npT
SSIT'E DESTr-A'rlo: PM 4 W CFILS 2545 TO 25(0 *IMA r TFEN-IFIER: 1322-17490 I T FS 913 ' P 921 *D)A- ACOJIR-n: I OJUN73 0- L P IN S 54 *
S ***CORRFC"f9 FOP FUN ELEVA TrM 61 OFGREES*** *
RAPI AiC MWA' S/SOC M- cP-IC ROnE-r) *
SME' SihNAR) WAVFLFNG'H *
SE VI T1ON (MICRp mrEEP) *
RAND 4 11.84 0.91 .5 - .6 *RAn" 5 9.97 0.88 .6 - .7S8ANOn 6 9.21 0.76 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.72 0.57 .8 -1.1
NOfMALT7E COVARIANCES *
* c fN) 4 VBAI 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *
9 BAND 4 1.000 0.923 0.900 0.856 *BA' F 5 0.923 1.000 0.927 0.882 *SBN 6 0.900 0.927 1.000 0.911 *
* BAND 7 0.156 0.882 0.911 1.000
S ?A!  PA T" PARAME'FR -0.127





S0.0 +------- ---- +------------------+---------+------------+
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* R/laTA!CEF VS WAVFLEN'H
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* P T SI
• * ERTS-1 * *
• * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ********************** * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 2433 TO 2438
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1.358-17474 LINES 710 TO 719 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 16JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 60
* *




BAND 4 6.92 0.55 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 4.05 0.85 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 10.94 1.19 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 10.91 1.49 .8 -1.1 *
• NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.888 -0.749 -0.754 *
* BAND 5 0.888 1.000 -0.844 -0.862 *
• BAND 6 -0.749 -0.844 1.000 0.967
BAND 7 -0.754 -0.862 0.967 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.458
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.979
* 16.0 + *
* *
* * * - *
S8.0 - *
S0.0 --------------- -----
* 0.0 +---------+-------+----+----+----$ *
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
• RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
SPREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
• DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73 *
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ERTS-1 * ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* *************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 2433 TO 2442 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1358-17474 LINES 695 TO 708 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 16JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 140 *




* BAND 4 8.78 0.82 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.20 1.13 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.29 1.08. .7 - ,8
* BAND 7 6.16 1.38 .8 -1.1
,* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.926 
-0.214 -0.393 *
* BAND 5 0.926 1.000 -0.368 
-0.547 *
* BAND 6 -0.214 -0.368 1.000 C.950 *BAND 7 -0.393 
-0.547 0.950 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.077 ,









-+------ -+ --------------- *--
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH ,
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER •
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20NOV73 a
*********************************************************
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* * ERTS-1 *
,* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 2447 TO 2452 '
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1358-17474 LINES 153 TO 763
DATE ACQUIRED: 16JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 66 *




* BAND 4 10.95 0.91 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 9.75 0.99 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 8.75 0,83 .7 - e8
* BAND 7 7.07 0.62 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.923 0.875 0.873 ,
BAND 5 0.923 1.000 0.913 0.907 *
* BAND 6 0.875 0.913 1.000 0.906
* BAND 7 0,873 0.907 0.906 1.000 








* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER




* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* 1 ** ******** ***** *a
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 417 TO 422 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1393-17412 LINES 989 TO 998 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 20AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 60 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.21 0.48 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.13 0.63 .6 - .7
BAND 6 10.04 0.72 .7- .8
* BAND 7 9.79 0.76 .8 -1.1* 
*
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.834 0.327 0.424 *
* BAND 5 0.834 1.000 0.202 0.300 *BAND 6 0.327 0.202 1.000 0.887 *
* BAND 7 0.424 0.300 0.887 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.157
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.810 ,
* 16.0 + *





* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0**RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER




* * ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 R CELLS 417 TO 426 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1393-17412 LINES 975 TO 984
DATE ACQUIRED: 20AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 100 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 9.58 0.67 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 8.16 0.77 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.30 0.70 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.11 0.63 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.858 0.684 0.509
BAND 5 0.858 1,.000 0.783 0,607
BAND 6 0.684 0.783 1.000 0.839
* BAND 7 0.509 0.607 0.839 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.44
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.596 *




0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORAfORY 20NOV73 ,
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* * ERTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* **************** * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 433 TO 436 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1393-17412 LINES 1034 TO 1042 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 20AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 11.59 1.07 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 10.54 1.08 .6- .7 
BAND 6 9.20 0.83 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.65 0.77 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.917 0.873 0.819 *
* BAND 5 0.917 1.000 0.908 0.852 *
* BAND 6 0.873 0.908 1.000 0.957 *
* BAND 7 0.819 0.852 0.957 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.159 a
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.584 *





* * * *
8* .0 + ,
* 0*5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER





* S'rE PROCESSING REPOR T * *
SITE DESIGNATrR: PM 4 A CELLS 377 TO 382 aIMAGE IDEN' IFIER: 1411-17410 LINES 1026 TO 1034 'DA'F ACOUIREO: 07SEP73 TO'AL POINTS 54 *
S '***CORRFCTED FORR SUN ELEVATION 47 DEGREES*** *
* RADI ANC F(MWA'TS/SOCM-S'RR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 7.17 1.03 .5 - .6
RAND 5 4.29 1.46 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 11.06 0.51 .7- .8
BAND 7 11.21 0.95 .8 -1.1 ,
*: NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *B* AND 4 1.000 0.960 
-0.608 
-0.800BAND 5 0.960 1.000 
-0.624 
-0.847 *
BAND 6 -0.608 
-0.624 1.000 0.790 *
* BAND 7 -0.800 
-0.847 0.790 1.000 *
RAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.446









0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:'EXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 20MAY74 *
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S* ERTS-1 *
* * SI'E PROCESSING RFPOP" *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 395 TO 400IMAGE IDN'IFIFR: 1411-17410 LINES 1070 TO 1078 *DATE ACQUIRED: 07SEP73 TOTAL POIN T S 54 *
***CORREC'ED FOP SUN ELEVATION 47 DEGREES***
* R ADIANCE(MWTr S/SOCM- StR-M ICROMFTER) *
MEAN S T ANDARD WAVELFNGTH *
DEVIA"ION (MICPOE T ERS)
* BAND 4 11.24 1.23 .5 - .6
BAND 5 9.89 1.48 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.89 1.16 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.23 0.94 .8 -1.1 *
SNORMALI7ED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.949 0.906 0.365BAND 5 0.949 1.000 0.931 0.905BAND 6 0.906 0.931 1.000 0.952 *
* BAND 7 0.865 0.905 0.952 1.000
BAND RA'IO PARAMETER -0.155 *






0.0 ------------------------ +--------- ---------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
* PREPARED BY:'EXAS At" UNIVFPSITY, PRE.OTE SENSING CEN'EP *DATA ANALYSIS LABOrPAORy 20MAY74 *
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* * ERTS-1 * *
*SI"E PRnCcSSING REPOR' * *
* SITE DESIGNADR: RM 4 P CELLS 375 TO 384 *
SIMGE IDFNTIFIER: 1411-17410 LINES 1011 TO 1020
DATE ACOUIRED: 07SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 100 *
* ***CORRFC-ED FOR SUiN ELEVAiON 47 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWA"S/SQC M-SR-MICROMETEP)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENG T H
DEVIATION (MICROMFTERS)
BAND 4 8.91 1.24 .5 - .6 ,
BAND 5 6.85 1.65 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.00 1.65 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.11 2.19 .8 -1.1
* NRMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
* RAND 4 1.000 0.950 -0.546 -0.694
BAND 5 0.950 1.000 -0.597 -0.737
* BAND 6 -0.546 -0.597 1.000 0.962
* BAND 7 -0.694 -0.737 0.962 1.000
* BAND RA.TIO PARAME'ER 0.019 *
TRANSFOPMED PARAME'ER 0.720









0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED RY: T EXAS AEM UNTIVERSI"Y, PEMOTE SENSING CEN'ER *




* * SITE PR)CESSING REPORT *
SITF DESIGNATOR: RM 4 A CELLS 2187 TO 2194 ,
* IMAGF IDENTIFIFR: 1466-17453 LINES 751 TO 760 *DATE ACOUIRED: 01NOV73 TOTAL PnINTS 80 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATTON 29 DEGREES*** *
* RADrANC(MWATTS/SQ M-STR-MIC.ROMETFR)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICrOMFTrRS) *BAND 4 8.90 0.66 .5 - .6BAND 5 6.98 0.82 .5 - .7BAND 6 9.74 0.97 .7 - .8RAND 7 9.66 1.17 .8 -1.1 .
NORMALIZED CIVARIANCES ,
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* RAND 4 1.000 0.785 -0.115 
-0.347 *BAND 5 0.785 1.000 
-0.121 -0.373 ,
* BAND 6 -0.115 
-0.121 1.000 0.865SAND 7 -0.347 -0.373 0.865 1.000




8.0 + - -
* *
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARF9 BY:TEXAS A&M UNTVERSITY REMOTe SENSING CENTER
** 
* *
DATA AAYSI LARARY OJN74
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r* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ~**************************
* SITE DESIGNAT3R: RM 4 R CFLLS 21.87 TO 2196
* IMAGE IDENTIFER: 1466-17453 LINES 737 TO 746 *
* DATF 'tOIJRFD: O NOV73 TOTAL POINTS 100 *
* ***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELFVATION 29 DEGREFS*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MFAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH
DEVIATION I41CROMETERS) ,
* BAND 4 8.79 0.71 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.72 0.75 .6 - .7
* RAND 6 6.91 0.98 .7 - .8
RAND 7 6.28 0.94 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.737 0.715 0.626 *
BAND 5 0.737 1.000 3.815 0.776 *
SAND 6 0.715 0.815 1.000 0.896
, BAND 7 0.626 0.776 0.896 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.034 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.683 *





0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0* 0. 0 6-----------------------------------+ 
----------- + *
PADIANCF VS WAVELENGTH ,
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* ,* EPTS-1 * *
* * SITE PRCFS;STNG REPORT *
* *f**************** * ****
SSITF OFJIGNATOR: RM 4 W CELLS 2205 TO 2208 *
IMAGE IDFNTIFIEP: 1466-17453 LINES 795 Tn 804
DATF ACOUIRRD: 01NOV73 TOTAL POINTS 40
* ***C~oRCTED F R SUN ELFVATIN 29 DEGREES***
D RADIANCE(MWA'TS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETF R)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MIROMTFRS) '
BAND 4 10.71 1.09 .5 - .6
SRAND 5 8.61 1.17 .6 - .7
BAND 6 8.67 0.91 .7 - .8
RAND 7 7.69 0.81 . -1.1
* NOPMALTZED COVARIANCES *
* RAND 4 RAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.917 -0.822 0.736
SRBAND 5 0.917 1.000 0.818 0.732
BAND 6 0.822 0.818 1.000 0.858 *
* BAND 7 0.736 0.732 0.858 1.000
*BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.056 *
,* rRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.666 *





* * SITE PROCESSING PEPORT *
********** ** *
SITE DFSIGNT!OR: RM 5 A CELLS 1913 TO 1922
T* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1015-1742? LINES 1607 TO 1"44
* DATE ACOul E) : 07AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 380




RAND 4 15.41 4.66 .5 - .6
* ND 5 15.23 5.61 .6 - .7
BAND b 14.70 2.35 .7 - .8
BAND 7 12.48 1.40 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
P* AN 1.000 0.991 0.887 0.264 *
BAND 5 0.991 .000 0.864 0.210
* AND 6 0.887 0,864 1.000 0.640
BAND 7 0.264 C.?10 0.640 1.000 *
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0,.0999
* TRANSFORMED PACAYVETE.P 0.633 *
16.0 +
* 0 6 07 08 00 *
* RADIACE VS WAVLNGTH
*DATA ANALYSIS LAbC*ATOPY 27JUN73




* * FRTS-I 
* SITE PkOC.ESSING REPORT * ,
SITE D(WSIGNATOP: R:A 5 R1 CELLS 1860 TO IP80 *
* IMAGE IJENTIF IE: 1315-1 7422 LINES 1571 TO 1584 *DATE ACQUI;D: 07AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 308 *
***CORPRFCTD FrC SUN ELEVATION 56 DOEGREES***
RADIA) CF(MWATTS/'SOC,--STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARP WAVELFNGTH •
* DFVIATION (MICROMFTFRS)
* BAND 4 13.66 1.54 .5 - .6
* BAN4D 5 12.93 1.72 .6 - .7 ,
* BAND 6 ]1.64 1.09 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.67 0.89 .8 -1.1
* NORMALILED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.956 0.746 3.440RAND 5 0.956 1.000 0.720 0.3Ql 
* R"1AND 0.746 0.720 1.000 0. 857 *
* BANO 7 0.440 0.391 0.857 1.000 *
* ANP RATIO PARAIAETER -0.144
* TP ANSFOr MFD PARAMETFR 0.597
* 16.0 +







* 0.5 0.5 0,7 0,8 0.9 1.0** ADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH ,
PREPARED BY:TFXAS A.M UNIVERSTTY, REMOTE SENSING CFNTER *




* * EPTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE OESIGNC T:TR: RM 5 P2 CELLS 19Q3 Tfl 2006 *
SIAGF If:NTIF IER: 1315-17422 LINES 1557 TO 1570 *
* DAT E .ACU I E 07AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 106 *
* ***CROCECTD FnR SIUN ELPEATION 56 E REESn6
RAD IA-4C E( ,WATTS/SQCi-STP-MICRCMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
, BrND 4 10.09 0.94 .5 - .6
* BAD 5 12.01 1.03 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 11.07 1.07 *7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.35 0.99 .8 -1.1
* -NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
R* AN 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAN D 4 1..300 0. 860 0, 886 3. 3qq *
* RAND 5 0.R60 1.000 0.923 0.911 *
* BAND 6 .0886 0.923 1.000 0.945 *
RAND 7 0.899 0.911 0.945 1.000
* BAND RATIn PARAMETER -0.125
* TcANSFORMED PAPh!MTER 0.613 *
* 16.0 + *
* . * *
* P.0 + *
000 ------------------------------------------------+*0. 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
*A)IANCE VS WAVEL*NGTH
PP-PARFD BY:TEXLS A&M UNIV PSITY, REMOTF SFNSING CENTEPR*DATA AN-LYSIS LABORATORY 27JUN73
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SIT PRnCESSING REPORT
SITe CFSICGNTap: RM 5 W CELLS 1978 TO' 1984 *
* v!AGF ITDENTIF IEP : 1315-17422 LINES 1579 TO 154
* DATE ACOUIPED: 07AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 48 *
***CORRECTE FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES*** *
SRADIACF(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-ICROtETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 16.59 1.42 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 17.03 1.24 .6 - .7
* BANC 6 14.92 0.95 .7 - 8*
* BAND 7 11.94 0.77 .8 -1.1
* NGPMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* AND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7R* PANp 4 1.030 0.898 0.889 0,343 *RAND 5 0.698 1.000 0.933 0.047BAND 6 0.889 0.933 1.000 0.915
* BAND 7 0,843 0,947 0.915 1.000 *








*.5 *. 0.7 0P 0.9 1O*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PEPARED Y:TEXPAS At UNIVEPSITY, REYOTE SENSING CF' TFR
*DATA ANALYSIS LA*ORATORY 27JUN73
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0.0 +-------------------+ -----------+--------- -
* EPTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPOPT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 1 .81 T2 I9P.9 
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1033-17423 LINES 923 T7l fO *
DATE ACQUIRED: 25AUG72 TOTAL PIN'TS 0
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DFrREFS***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMTFPR)
MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICOMFTFS) *
BAND 4 10,22 0.67 .5 - .6
Va BAND 5 7.69 0.77 .6 - .7
Va BAND 6 10.15 0.83 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.25 0.93 ,8 -1.1
a NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.851 0.349 3,151
BAND 5 0.851 1.000 0.128 -0.122
* BAND 6 0.349 0.128 1.,000 0.RqO
VA BAND 7 0,151 -0.122 0. 50 !,000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.002
TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0,769
16.0 +
a 0 * a
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
S8.0 + S LABORATOR JUL7
S286
0. +e --------- +---------+---------+---------+-----
a 05 06 0.7 0.8 0.0 1A
ARADIANCE VS WAVELENGTHa
f****g** *** 6*********************** *
S* ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R1 CFLLS 1955 T 1960
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1033-17423 LINES 877 TO 88?
* DATE ACQUIRED: 25AUG72 TOTAL DOINTS O
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREFS***
,* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MTCROMETERP)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICyOMFT' FPS
* BAND 4 13.37 0.60 .5 -
* 8AND 5 13.76 0.69 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 12.01 0.60 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9. 6 3 0.44 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.695 0.621 0.683 BAND 5 0.695 1.000 0.725 0,730
* BAND 6 0.621 0.725 1.000 0.748 *
* BAND 7 0.683 0.730 0.748 !.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.177 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.568 *







* 0.5 O.6 097 0.8 09 *
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED .BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVEPSITY, REMOTE SENSIT!r, CFNTF
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORy 18JUL73
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* aFPTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 1826 TF 1R44 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1033-17423 LINES 889 T 02
* DATE ACQUIRED: 25AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 2R. *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGEES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFR)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICFOMFTES) *
* BAND 4 13.02 1.19 .5 - .6
BAND 5 11.44 1.18 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9,67 0,97 .7 - .R
* BAND 7 7.57 0.84 .8 -I.! *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 B1ND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.914 0.852 03746
* BAND 5 0.914 1.000 0.824 0.601
* BAND 6 0.852 0.824 1.000 0).14 *
* BAND 7 0.746 0.691 0,914 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.204 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.545 *




* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.,0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTr SENSING CENTFQ *




* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT* ************************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 1945 T !95!
* IMAGE IDENTIF IER: 1033-17423 LINES 895 To 00DATE ACQUIRED: 25AUG72 TOTAL DOINTS 48 ,
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGnFS***
* RA IANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROME TFR I
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION ( MICROMETERS I
* BAND 4 16.73 1.32 .5 - .6 *BAND 5 16.07 1.48 .6 - ,7 *
* BAND 6 13.56 1.24 .7 - .8 ,
* BAND 7 10.67 0.94 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0,930 0.887 0,901 *BAND 5 0.930 1.000 0.041 0.954 *
* BAND 6 0.887 0.941 1.000 0,949 *
* BAND 7 0.901 0.954 0.940 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.202
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.546








* 0 .0 .---------+ - *.- + ........ .+ + ,
* 0,5 06 07 , 8 0.9 1.o*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CFNTFR
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S*a ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPOPT * *
* SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 1841 TO 1848
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1051-17423 LINES 1236 TO 1240 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP72 TCTAL POINTS 40
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 47 Df)EGRPS***
* RADIA"NCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICPOMFTFQS) *
BAND 4 6.91 0.73 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 4.05 0.97 .6 - .7 *
*BAND 6 11.19 1,08 .7 - .oR
SBAND 7 12.58 1.64 .8 -1.1
* NOPMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 •
BAND 4 1.000 0,927 -0.779 -0.829
* BAND 5 0.927 1.000 -0.868 -0.942 *
* BAND 6 -0.779 -0.868 1.000 0.894
* BAND 7 -0.829 -0.942 0.894 1.000 *
* ,AND RATIO PARAMETER 0.513
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 1.006
* 16.0 4
a
*0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O.q 100
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED RY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CE-NTFRP *
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN73
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* **** , W********** , ** *,
* FRTS-1
* .SITE PROCESSING REPORT - *
* SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 5 R CELLS 1787 TO 1806 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER : 1051-17423 LINES 1201 TO 1.214 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 
-280 •
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 47 I)EGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICPOMETERS) ** BAND 4 15.89 1.58 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 14.39 1.47 .6 - 7
* BAND 6 12.26 1.28 .7 - *8
* BAND 7 10.05 0.96 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARTANCES *
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 ** BAND 4 1.000 0.940 0.898 0.884 ** BAND 5 0.940 1.000 0.896 0.872 ** BAND 6 0.898 0.896 1,000 0.925* BAND 7 0.884 0.872 0.925 1.000
SBAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.178 *











* 0.5 0, 6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.,0*
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. .
* * FRTS-1 * *
SSITE PROCESSING PEPOPT *
* *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 1905 TO 1914 *
SIMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1051-17423 LINES '206 T!O 1211
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 60 *
* *v,*CURRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 47 DEGREES****
SRADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMFTERP
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH -
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 14.63 1.41 .5 - .6
BAND 5 13.91 1.34 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 11.76 1.09 .7 - ,
BAND 7 9.62 0.79 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 ,
*BAND 4 1.000 0.923 0.884 3. 891 *
* BAND 5 0.923 1.000 0.913 0.932
* BAND 6 0.884 0.913 1.000 0.950
* BAND 7 0.891 0.932 0,950 1,000 *
* *
, BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.182 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.564 *
aa* 160 + 
8.0 +
* - - - - ---- - - -
a*
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6* ' ' SITC PROCESSING oEPOPT * *
SI T E CESIGN TOR: RM 5 A CELLS 1815 TO 1AR20
IMAGE TIENTIF IEP : 1069-17423 LINES 1332 TO 1338 *
* DATE ACQUIPED: 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 42
* ***CnRRFCTEC FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 DFGREES****
SPAD I ANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICPCMETFP) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DFVIATION (VICrOMETFRS)
BAND 4 16.09 0.72 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 12.59 0.98 o6 -7 *
* BAND 6 11.99 0.59 .7 - 8
* BAND 7 10.28 0.30 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
S~AND 4 1.000 0.772 0.351 0 .313
RAND 5 0.772 1.000 0.277 
-0.005 *
* BAND 6 0.351 0.277. 1.000 0.522 *BAND 7 0. 13 -0.005 0.522 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.101 *




000 --------- ---- --- ---- --- --- ---- -----* 005 Oo 7 00 09 Ila 0*
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* * *
*0.  +------------+------------------------------+ 
------------+ *...
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* SITE DcSIGNAT"'R: PM 5 QR. CELLS 1887 TO 190? *
* I AGE IDENTIF IFF.: 1069-17423 LINES 1297 TO 1310
* DATE ACQUIRED: 33SEP72 TOTAL POINTS ?24
* ***COPRECTED FRP SU N ELFVATI- 42 OFGRFES**** 
*
RADIANCF(MWATTS/SOC-STP-tICRCMETR) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH
DEVIATION (MICOMETFRS)
* BAND 4 16.51 1.25 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 14.13 .38 .6 - .7
* BAND ' 11.82 1.11 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.62 0.92 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED C0VAQIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0 .951 0,779 0,79SBAND 5 0.851 1.000 0.900 0.926
* BAND 6 0.779 0.900 1.000 0. 9??2
* BAND 7 0.798 0.926 0.922 1.000
* AND RATIn PARAMETER -0,190 *
* TRANSFO.MED PtQAMETEP 0,557
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S* PT-l
* * SITr PROCFSING EDnRT * *
* STTE DFSIGN17R: RM 5 P2 CELLS 1759 TO 1778
* IMAGF TDENTIFIEF: 1069-17423 LINES 1284 TO 1?91 t
* DATE ACQUIED : 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 160
* ***CORRFCTFD FOP SUN FLEVATTnN 42 DFGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-gTR-MICROMETR *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETEPS)
BAND 4 17.45 1.41 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 13.95 1.63 .6 .7 ,
* BAND 6 12.,5 0,81 .7 - .8
B RAND 7 10.79 1.01 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVAOIANCES *
* AND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7R* RND 4 1.300 0.017 0.148 -0. 386
* BAND 5 0.917 1.000 0.142 -0.460
* BAID 6 0.148 0.142 1.000 0.643 *
* RAND 7 -0.386 
-0.460 0.643 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PAPRAETER 
-0.128
STANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.610




* ADANC VS VELENGTH
*PFP D BY:TXAS A UVSTY, REMOT SNSNG CFJTEP
* 8.0 + *
* *
*DTA ANALYSIS LABPATORY JUL
S000 +-----------+ ---------- +---------+---------- ------- -+
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1,0
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* * EPTS-1 *
* * SI T c PROCESSING RFPYrT *
* SIT= DES IGN~T(R: RM 5 W CELLS 1877 T! 1 PRQ4
* IMAGE IDFNTFIIER: 1069-17423 LINES 1302 TO 1308
* DATE ACQUlcED: 33SFP7? TOTAL POINTS 56
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATtON 42 DGREES***
R -IANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICROETPI *
* MEAN STANDAPD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICPOMETFPS) *
BAND 4 18.29 0.74 .5 - .6
FRA13n 5 15.23 0.80 .6 - .7
* BANO 6 12.81 0.54 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 10.19 0.41 . -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.723 0.578 0.727 *
BAND 5 0.7?3 1.000 0.502 0.7R *
BAND 6 0.578 0.592 1.000 o 0.6P6
BAND 7 0.727 0.758 0.6P6 1.000
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.198
TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.549
* 16.0 + -
* 8.0 + *
*t , *
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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** ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPCRT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 199 TO 206 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1266-17375 LINES 1675 TO 1682 *DATE ACQUIRED: 15APR73 TOTAL POINTS 64 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD hAVELENGTH *
DEVIATICN (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 10.78 0.55 .5 - .6 ,BAND 5 9.74 0.73 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.04 0.43 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.81 0.47 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.705 0.273 
-0.041 *
* BAND 5 0.705 1.000 0.271 
-0.214BAND 6 0.273 0.271 1.000 0.633
* BAND 7 -0.041 
-0.214 0.633 1.000







* 0.0 ---------------- - - - -
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTF







SSITE PROCESSING REPCRT * *
* *************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 RI CELLS 273 TC 288
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1266-17375 LINES 1628 TO 1635 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 15APR73 TOTAL PCINTS 128
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-M ICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION IMICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 11.16 0.50 .5 - .6
SBAND 5 12.20 0.89 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 11.27 0.47 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 9.49 0.40 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BANE 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.643 0.571 0.485 *
BAND 5 0.643 1.000 0.637 0.362 *
* BAND 6 0.571 0.637 1.000 0.691
* BAND 7 0.485 0.362 0.691 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.125
• TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.613
* 16.0 + *
. , * 
* 8.0 +-
* ° *
0.0 +------------------ -------- +---------+-- -
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPCRT *
************************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 145 TO 162
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1266-17375 LINES 1642 TO 1655 *DATE ACOUIRED: 15APR73 TOTAL PCINTS 252 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER)
MEAN. STANDARD WAVELENGTh *
DEVIATICN (MICROMETERS) ,
* BAND 4 12.73 1.45 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 11.31 1.55 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 10.73 1.14 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.08 0.95 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.908 0.866 0.778
BAND 5 0.908 1.000 0.847 0.743BAND 6 0.866 0.847 1.000 0.924BAND 7 0.778 0.743 0.924 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.110 *




0.0 ------------------ -------------------------- +----------+
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, * ERTS-1 ,
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ***************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 263 TO 268 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1266-17375 LINES 1646 TO 1652 *
• DATE ACQUIRED: 15APR73 TOTAL POINTS 42 *
***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
• RADIANCEIMWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD AAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATICN (MICROMETERS)
• BAND 4 14.73 2.36 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 13.97 2.90 .6 - .7
BAND 6 12.11 2.13 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 9.72 1.59 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.958 0.976 0.954 *
BAND 5 0.958 1.000 0.963 0.958
* BAND 6 0.976 0.963 1.000 0.981 *
* BAND 7 0.954 0.958 0.981 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.179
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.566 *




S0.0 ----------------- ----------------- *---------
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* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* **************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 2283 TO 2290 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1267-17434 LINES 1372 TO 1379 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 16APR73 TOTAL POINTS 64 *




* BAND 4 11.20 2.28 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 10.32 2.53 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 9.22 2.07 o7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.47 3.60 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.984 0.959 -0.215
* BAND 5 0.984 1.000 0.950 -0.258
* BAND 6 0.959 0.950 1.000 -0.172 *
* BAND 7 -0.215 
-0.258 -0.172 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.396 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.323
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* * ERTS-1 *
, * SITE PROCESSING REPCRT * *
, ********************4* •*•
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 RI CELLS 2357 TC 2372 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1267-17434 LINES 1325 TO 1332 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 16APR73 TOTAL PCINTS 128 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD 6AVELENGTH *
DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS)
* BAND 4 10.64 0.42 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 11.89 0.76 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 10.89 0.51 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 4.40 4.18 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAKO 5 BANC 6 B/ND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.685 0.537 0.095
* BAND 5 0.685 1.000 0.635 -0.119 *
, BAND 6 0.537 0.635 1.000 -0.044 *
* BAND 7 0.095 -0.119 -0.044 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.459
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.201
8* 6.0 + *
* *
S**
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 0 *0 +--------+------ --------- + --------- +-- -4
* ************************** 
*
*  ERTS-1 * ,
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT* *******************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 2227 TO 2246 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1267-17434 LINES 1337 TO 1350 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 16APR73 TOTAL POINTS 280 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCEMWATTS/SQCM-STR-M [CROMETER) ,
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)BAND 4 12.02 1.24 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 10.53 1.25 .6 - .7BAND 6 9.95 0.79 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.53 3.33 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.909 0.794 0.266 *
* BAND 5 0.909 1.000 0.802 0.245 •* BAND 6 0.794 0.802 1.000 0.219 *
* BAND 7 0.266 0.245 0.219 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.235 ,TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.515 ,
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* 0 * 0 1----~~~~~~~~~~-------- +-------------------------- 
,---------
* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * :
SITE DESIGNATOR: RP 5 W CELLS 2349 TO 2356 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1267-17434 LINES 1342 TO 1348
DATE ACQUIRED: 16APR73 TOTAL POINTS 56
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS) *
* BAND 4 12.65 2.03 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 12.13 2.13 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 10.47 1.53 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.14 3.26 .8 -.1.1
* *
NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.956 0.925 0.777
BAND 5 0.956 1.000 0.939 0.725
BAND 6 0.925 0.939 1.000 0.688 *
BAND 7 0.777 0.725 U.688 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.259
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.491 *
* 16.0 + *
* *
* ** * 
* O-
0.0 +--------------- ---- +---- --- -- +---------------------4* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* ************************** 
*
* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPGRT
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 2303 TO 2310 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1285-17433 LINES 1338 TO 1345 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 04MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 64 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER) ,
* MEAN STANDARD %AVELENGT-
* DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS)
* BAND 4 11.58 1.17 .5 - .6 •BAND 5 10.55 1.64 .6 - .7 •
BAND 6 10.55 0.44 .7 - .8 .
* BAND 7 9.19 0.45 .8 -1.1 •
* NORMALIZEO COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 C.933 0.554 
-0.373BAND 5 0.933 1.000 0.504 
-0.510
* BAND 6 0.554 0.504 1.000 0.179 *
* BAND 7 -0.373 -0.510 0.179 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.069 ,
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.656 ,







* ** 8.0 - *
0.0 +---------+--------+---------
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S* aERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 RI CELLS 2377 TO 2392 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1285-17433 LINES 1291 TC 1298 *
DATE ACQUIRED: U4MAY73 TOTAL PCINTS 128 *




BAND 4 10.56 0.55 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 11.24 1.20 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 11.58 0.55 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.90 0.37 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BANC 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.765 0.627 0.344
* BAND 5 0.765- 1.000 0.673 0.359 *
* BAND 6 0.627 0.673 1.000 0.612 *
* BAND 7 0.344 0.359 0.612 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMFTER -0.063 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.661 *
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* 0.0 --------- 4--------------------------------
S* ERTS-1
*  SITE PROCESSING REPCRT
* ******+*+************* *+ *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 2247 TO 2266
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1285-17433 LINES 1305 TC 1318
* DATE ACQUIRED: 04MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 280
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATICN (MICROMETERS) *
*BAND 4 11.99 1.35 .5 - .6
BAND 5 10.48 1.44 .6 - . *
* BAND 6 10.41 0.91 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 8.80 0.70 .8 -1.1
SNORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.944 0.843 0.735
BAND 5 0.944 1.000 0.816 0.698 *
BAND 6 0.843 0.816 L.000 0.895 *
*BAND 7 0.735 0.698 0.895 1.000 *
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*0 *0 +----------4-------+---------+ 4
* ERTS-1 *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPCRT *
, ************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 2367 TC 2374 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1285-17433 LINES 1309 TO 1315 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 04MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 56 *
* *C RRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 D GREES***
RA4DIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENCT
• DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS)
BAND 4 14.72 2.00 .5 - .6
BAND 5 14.16 2.29 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 12.70 1.68 .7 - .8
BAND 7 10.34 1.27 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BANC 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.939 0.944 C.910
BAND 5 0.939 1.000 0.944 0.929
• BAND 6 0.944 0.944 1.000 0.969
BAND 7 0.910 0.929 0.969 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.156
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* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT* * ********************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 2247 TO 2254IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17432 LINES 1324 TO 1331 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 64
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 60 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.04 0.82 .5- .6 *BAND 5 5.61 1.07 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 12.16 0.46 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 12.46 0.64 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.933 0.060 -0.630 *
* BAND 5 0.933 1.000 
-0.037 -0.687 *
* BAND 6 0.060 
-0.037 1.000 0.451 *
* BAND 7 -0.630 -0.687 0.451 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.379 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.937 ,
8.0 
*
* .0 + --------
* 0 
-- *
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*  0.0 4---- ---- i.-- 
------------++ 
*
* * ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT
* ************* 8********** ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 Ri CELLS 2321 TO 2336
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17432 LINES 1278 TO 1286
DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 144




, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.95 0.60 .5 - .6 *
*BAND 5 10.54 0.93 .6 - o7
BAND 6 11.30 0.79 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.79 0.64 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.801 0.556 0.400 *
BAND 5 0.801 1.000 0.648 0.396 *
BAND 6 0.556 0.648 1.000 0.855
BAND 7 0.400 0.396 0.855 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.037 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.681
* 16.0 + *
0.0* ---------- *
* 8.0 4 *
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* 0.0 4.--. ------- ---- 4------------+------------------ +
* ************* ************* 
,
* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
************************ 
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 2193 TO 2210 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1.303-17432 LINES 1290 TO 1304 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 270 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 60 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
,
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATIOCN (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 11.74 1.35 .5- .6 *
* BAND 5 10.49 1.31 .6- .7 
BAND 6 10.44 0.83 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 8.94 0.59 .8 -1.1 a
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.938 0.860 0.762 *
* BAND 5 0.938 1.000 0.859 0.745 *
* BAND 6 0.860 0.859 1.000 0.876 *
* BAND 7 0.762 0.745 0.876 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.080 ,
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.648
* 16.0 +
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4 * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *4
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 2311 TO 2318
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17432 LINES 1295 TO 1301
* DATE ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 56 4




• BAND 4 13.99 1.93 .5 - .6
BAND 5 13.47 2.02 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 12.43 1.54 .7 - .8
BAND 7 10.30 1.10 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
SBAND 4 1.000 0.955 0.948 0.930 *
BAND 5 0.955 1.000 0.937 0.911
SBAND 6 0.948 0,937 1.000 0.956 4
BAND 7 0.930 0.911 0.956 1.000 *
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*9 0,0 +-------------- --------- +++--- -- -------------- + 4
* * ERTS- *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************** ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 179 TC 186 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1320-17372 LINES 1691 TO 1696 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 08JUN73 TCTAL POINTS 48 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 62 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS) *BAND 4 6.49 0.65 .5 - .6 
* BAND 5 3.64 0.72 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 12.70 0.75 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 13.73 0.88 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.898 
-0.702 
-0.841 *
* BAND 5 0.898 1.000 
-0.714 
-0.866 *
* BAND 6 -0.702 
-0.714 1.000 0.913 *
* BAND 7 -0.841 
-0.866 0.913 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.581 ,
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* • ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
• ************************** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 Pl CELLS 255 TO 268 *
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1320-17372 LINES 1643 TO 1650 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 08JUN73 TOTAL PCINTS 112 *
, ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 62 OEGREES*** *
SRADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD hAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION IMICROMETERS) *
• BAND 4 10.23 0.70 .5 - .6 *
• BAND 5 10.37 1.12 6 - .7
, BAND 6 11.08 0.63 .7 - .8
, BAND 7 9.51 0.51 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.846 0.477 0.049
* BAND 5 0.846 1.000 0.567 -0.025 *
* BAND 6 0.477 0.567 1.000 0.644
BAND 7 0.049 -0.025 0.644 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.043
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.676 *
* 16.0 +
8.0 +
0.0 +--------- ------------ +--- - ------- --------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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* ************* ************* 
,
* * ERTS-1 * 
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ***************** *********,
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 125 TO 142 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1320-17372 LINES 1656 TO 1668 *DATE ACQUIRED: 08JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 234 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 62 OEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH •
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 12.34 1.37 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 11.16 1.46 .6 - .7
BAND 6 10.60 0.93 .7 - .8 •
BAND 7 8.77 0.66 .8 -1.1
*' NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.939 0.896 0.834
* BAND 5 0.939 1.000 0.864 0.808 *
BAND 6 0.896 0.864 1.000 0.909
* BAND 7 0.834 0.808 0.909 1.000O
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* t+***************** *** *
* * ERTS-1 * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
# *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 243 TO 250 *
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1320-17372 LINES 1660 TC 1667 *
• DATE ACQUIRED: 08JUN73 TOTAL PCINTS 64 *




MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 14.51 1.87 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 13.97 1.77 .6 - .7
BAND 6 12.77 1.65 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 10.40 1.22 .8 -1.1
, NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES *
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.931 0.936 0.926
BAND 5 0.931 1.000 0.888 0.869
BAND 6 0.936 0.888 1.000 0.971 *
* BAND 7 0.926 0.869 0.971 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.147
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.594 *
• 16.0 + *
' 8.0 4 *
* ***
S0.0 +---------------------------------------------------+
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 C.9 1.0*
• RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* *
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* SITF PROCESSING REPnRT
* SITF D tSIGNATO: pM 5 A CELLS 151 TO 158I* P'AGE !jEr aTIFT : 1 ~38-17371 LINE S 154 TO 150DATE ACOUIRF: 26JrJN173 TOTAL POINTS 56 *
* ***CrRECTED FOR SUJN ELEVATION 61 DEGRPFES** *
R ADIANCE(MWATTS/SCM-STR-MICPROMETER) 
'
MFAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH 
,*DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 6.87 0.57 .5 - .6 5 4.18 81 6 - .7
* BA? ND 6 12.39 0.86 .7 - .8 
.
* BAN D 7 11.41 3.71 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES 
*
BAND 4 RAND 5 RA tD 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.909 
-0.738 
-0.350 ** BA D 5 0.909 1.000 
-0.840 
-0.347 *BANr 6 
-0.738 
-0.840 1.000 0.314 *BAND 7 
-0.350 
-0.347 0.314 1.000
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"
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S* SIT PROCESSING RFPORT *
SITE DESIC, IATOP: R' 5 P1 CELLS 229 TO 240
IMAG,E ID TIFIEr: 133q-17371 LINES 1538 Tn 1545DATE ACQOUIED: 26JUN73 TDTAL PCINTS 96
***CO.RPCTF r FO c S'h FELEVATION 61 DEGREES*** *
RA I ANCE ( W TTS/SCM-STPR--M ICPOMETFR.)
MEAN STANDARD WAVFtENGTH
* DEVITAT!N (MICROMETERS) *
B RAND 4 10.25 0.56 .5 - .6
* ABAN!D 5 11.13 0.75 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 10.37 0.81 .7 - .8 *RAND 7 8.21 1.18 .8 -1.1
r N[RkAL IZED COVARIAN CES
* RAND 4 BtNf) 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.716 0.064 -0.233BAND 5 0.716 1.000 -0.010 
-0.246BAND 6 0.064 -0.010 1.000 0.732BAND 7 -0.233 -0.246 0.732 1.000
F BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.151 *
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* ERTS-1 *
SSITE PDOCESSING REOnRT 4
SITE DFSIGtIATOP: Q 5 P2 CELLS 97 TO 116 *IMM; E ID[EJTIFIFP: 1333-17371 LINES 1550 TO 1560* DATE ACOJIREG: 26JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 220 *
* ***COPCECTED Ff"P SUN FLEVATION 61 DEGREES***
RPDIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR- I CPOMETEP)
SMEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATIPN (MICPROETERS) *BAND 4 12.98 1.25 .5- .6
ABAND 5 11.85 1.43 
.6 - .7* BAND 6 10.88 0.94 .7 - 8
* BAND 7 8.36 1.28 
.8 -1.1
NORMALIZFD COVARIANCES
TRAND 4 D ND 5 AND 6 AND 70.572SB6.N0 4 1.000 0.799 0.751 +0.0990.0 5 0799 1.000 0.709 0.241 -----------* BND 6 0.751 0.709 1.000 0.200 *
IBAND 7 0.099 0.241 0.200 1.000 *
P BAND ATII PPARSITYR 
-0. 173 SN* TRANS%.ISED PARATEP 0 35720Y7
* 16.0 + 
*
0 8. + 
*
* 00, +---------------------------+----------+---------+ 
*
S 0. 5 0.6 O. 7 0.8 0.9 1.0
* RAOIANCL VS WVFLENGTH 





v SITE PVOCESSING RFPnPT * *
* ****** *********,*** *
SITE DZSIGNATPR : RM 5 w CFLLS 217 TO 224 a
SIMAE IDS)NTIFIER: 1333-17371 INES 1556 TO 1561
S3ATF ACOI!RED: 26J1 N73 TOTAL POINTS 48






B JND 4 14.70 1.25 .5 - .6 *
f4ND 5 14.19 1.27 .6 - .7
BAND 6 12.85 1.10 .7 - .8 *
SBAND 7 9.59 1.91 .8 -1.1
SNORMLIZED Cr ARIANCES *
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.934 0.902 0.236
SAND 5 0.934 1.000 0.942 0.360
SBAND 6 0.902 0.942 1.000 0.338 *
BAND 7 0.236 0.360 0.338 1.000
BAND PTIO PARAMETEq -0.194 *
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* 0.0 + ---- ------ + ------ ----- +----- ---- ---- --- ------------ + *
* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* ,
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 2233 TO 2238
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17430 LINES 1309 TO 1315 ,
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73 TCTAL PCINTS 42
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTh *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 6.31 0.36 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 3.61 0.48 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 11.94 0.64 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 13.14 0.78 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.757 -0.578 -0.514 *
* BAND 5 0.757 1.000 -0.693 -0.821
* BAND 6 -0.578 -0.693 1.000 0.825 *
* BAND 7 -0.514 -0.821 0.825 1.000
* BAND RATIC PARAMETER 0.569 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 1.034
* ,
8 16.0 + *
* --
* *
* . - *
* 0.0 + 
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* 0o * ------- +---------4.----------- ---- +----- *
ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
, *************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 Ri CELLS 2305 TO 2.320 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17430 LINES 1262 TO 1269 *
* DATE ACQUIRFD: 27JUN73 TOTAL PCINTS 128 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES****
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
, MEAN STANDARD wAVELENGT- *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.51 0.57 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 10.50 0.92 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 9.56 0.70 .7 - .8 *
• BAND 7 7.68 0.73 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.678 0.289 0.043 *
BAND 5 0.678 1.000 0.029 -0.264 *
BAND 6 0.289 0.029 1.000 0.849 *
* BAND 7 0.043 -0.264 0.849 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.155 *
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* * ERTS- *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 2177 TO 2194 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17430 LINES 1275 TO 1288 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 252 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES*** *
RAOIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 12.19 1.40 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 11.32 1.40 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.99 0.95 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 8.10 0.66 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.909 0.908 0.843
* BAND 5. 0.909 1.000 0.844 0.797 *
* BAND 6 0.908 0.844 1.000 0.898 ,
BAND 7 0.843 0.797 0.898 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.166 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.578 *
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* 0. +-*----------- +----------4------------4- -------------- +--------+ *
* ************* ,*********** ,
S* ERTS- *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT*
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 2295 TO 2302 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17430 LINES 1279 TO 1285 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 56
***CRmRECTED fOR SUN ELEVATICN 61 GEGRFES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DFVIATICN (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 14.06 1.45 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 13.86 1.61 .6 - .7
BAND 6 12.23 1.30 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 9.65 0.97 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.899 0.945 0.942
BAND 5 0.899 1.000 0.878 0.886
BAND 6 0.945 0.878 1.000 C.965
BAND 7 0.942 0.886 0.965 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.179 *




* 8,0 + *
0.0 +---------+---------+---------+--------
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* ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPURT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 139 TO 146.
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1356-17370 LINES 1582 TC 1588 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 14JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 56 *




* BAND 4 8.50 0.76 .5 - .6 ,
BAND 5 6.74 1.56 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.59 1.08 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 8.63 1.58 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.932 -0.762 -0.852
* BAND 5 0.932 1.000 -0.848 -0.936
BAND 6 -0.762 -0.848 1.000 0.954 ,
* BAND 7 -0.852 -0.936 0.954 1.000 *
*BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.123
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.789
* 16.0 +. *
8.0 - -
* 0.0 + --------- +--------- -------------------------- *
* 0.5 06 0.7 0.8 0.9
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTF
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, * ERTS-1 * *
** *
SSITE PROCESSING REPCRT * *
* ************************** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 RI CELLS 211 TO 226 *
SIMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1356-17370 LINES 1536 TO 1543 *
DATE ACJUIRED: 14JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 128 *
***CflDDrzrTr-n cfnp QM IC:,CUATION 60 CfrGREES**
*• RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
, MEAN STANDARD AVELENGTH
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 8.00 0.34 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 8.32 0.39 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.28 0.33 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 5.74 0.34 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.401 0.547 0.358 *
* BAND 5 0.401 1.000 0.390 -0.028 *
* BAND 6 0.547 0.390 1.000 0.549 *
BAND 7 0.358 -0.028 0.549 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.183 *





.8.0 + --------- ------------------------------------
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* 0 *0 +-----------e--------+----------+--.----------------+*
* ET S-1
* , * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 P2 CELLS 33 TO . 102IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1356-17370 LINES 1548 TO 1560
DATE ACQUIRFD: 14JUL73 TOTAL P INTS 260




* BAND 4 8.76 0.80 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.46 1.05 .6 - .1
* BAND 6 7.28 0.71 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.95 0.79 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZFD COVARIANCES *
*BAND 4 RAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 .1.000 0.894 0.532 0.303 *
RAND 5 0.894 1.000 0.419 0.183
* BAND 6 0.532 0.419 L.000 0.905 *
* BAND 7 0.303 0.183 0.905 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.113 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.622
1* 6.0 +
*
* 8.0 + -
S------ --------- *
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* PADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSTNG CENTER
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* ***4 *** 4**** 4**************** ***
, *ERTS-1 *
• SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
*•**********************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 201 Tn 206 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 135b-17370 LINES 
1553 TO 15t9 *









, BAND 4 9.59 0.54 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 9.58 0.64 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.16 0.50 *7. - .8 
*
, BAND 7 6.34 0.35 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
, BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
, BAND 4 1.000 0.673 0.823 0.161 
*
SBAND 5 0.673 1.000 0.669 
0.544 *
* BAND 6 0.823 C.669 1.000 0.792 
4
, BAND 7 0.761 0.544 0.792 1.000 
*
, BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.204
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* 0. * ----- ------------- +--------+--------------4---------+-----------
* ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 2195 TO 2202IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1357-17424 LINES 1279 TO 1286S ATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 64
S **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATICN 59 DEGRFFS***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM.-STP-M ICROMETFP *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.54 1.48 .5 - .6
BAND 5 8.24 2.01 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.88 3.34 .7 - .8 *BAND 7 10.05 3.62 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.962. 0.124 0.513
* BAND 5 0.962 1.000 0.072 0.419BAND 6 0.124 0.072 1.000 0.255BAND 7 0.513 0.419 0.255 1.000 ,
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.0C99
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, *********************** ,
* * ERTS-I * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 RI CELLS 2267 TO 2284 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1357-17424 LINES 1230 TO 1238 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 162
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATIUN 59 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 10.66 0.72 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 12.29 1.16 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 10.80 2.67 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.09 2.13 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.751 0.084 0.060 *
* BAND 5 0.751 1.000 0.049 0.122 *
* BAND 6 0.084 0.049 1.000 0.018 *
BAND 7 0.060 0.122 0.018 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.150 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.592 *
8.0 +
S8.0 -----------------
* 0.0 * *
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGT*
PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER*
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 230CT73*
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* )*0 4.------------4------- -------.-- 4------ -------------- 4.
* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT 4 ,
* ************************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 2141 TO 2158 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1357-17424 LINES 1244 TO 1257D* ATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 252




RAND 4 12.29 1.48 .5 - .6
BAND 5 11.34 1.59 .6- .7
BAND 6 9.69 2.63 .7 - .8
* RAND 7 8.05 2.33 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.926 0.316 0.192
* BAND 5 0.926 1.000 0.341 0.166
* BAND 6 0.316 0.341 1.000 0.032
* BAND 7 0.192 0.166 0.0.32 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.170
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* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 2259 TO 2266
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1.357-17424 LINES 1249 TO 1255 4
* DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL PCINTS 560
***rnPPrECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 59 DEGREES= * *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTF
* [DEVIATION (MICRCMETERS)
* BAND 4 12.79 1.49 .5 - .6
BAND 5 13.15 1.89 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 10.29 2.75 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 8.71 2.31 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0,.955 0,426 0.380 *
BAND 5 0.955 L.000 0.483 0.344 *
BAND 6 0.426 0.483 1.000 0.144 *
BAND 7 0.380 0.344 0.144 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.203
4 TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.545
1* 6.0 +
7 0.8 0. .0
* 8.0 4 .
* 0 *
4RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARED BY:TFXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
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*0.0 +----------+------------------+ ------------+ ------------ +
* **************************** 
*.tte
* * ERTS-1 * ,
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ************************** ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 A CELLS 73 TO 80 .
* EMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1374-17365 LINES 1498 TO 1503 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 01AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 48 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 7.28 0.79 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 4.65 1.18 .6 -. 7 ,
BAND 6 12.52 0.65 ,7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 13.30 1.05 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.946 
-0.512 -0.593 *BAND 5 0.946 1.000 
-0.634 -0.709 *BAND 6 -0.512 
-0.634 1.000 0.857
* BAND 7 -0.593 -0.709 0.857 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.482 ,
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.991 *
* 16.0 +
* . * - ,
, * *









--- I - -+ *
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* * ERTS-1 *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
, ********************** ***** •
• SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 RI CELLS 149 TO 162
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1374-17365 LINES 1451 TO 1459
DATE ACQUIRED: 01AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 126 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 11.39 0.89 .5 - .6
BAND 5 13.32 1.46 .6 - .7
BAND 6 12.05 0.68 .7 - .8
• BAND 7 9.98 0.33 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.912 0.820 0.339
BAND 5 0.912 1.000 0.820 0.283
* BAND 6 0.820 0.820 1.000 0.499
BAND 7 0.339 0.283 0.499 1.000




* 8.0 + *
0.0 ------------------- ------ +---------------------------
• 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* * ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT ** ************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 R2 CELLS 21 TO 36 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1374-17365 LINES 1462 TO 1476 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 01AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 240 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** ,
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
*BAND 4 13.90 1.35 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 13.03 1.67 .6 - .7 •
* BAND 6 11.32 1.07 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.24 0.74 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.911 0.931 0.890
* BAND 5 0.911 1.000 0.889 0.809 *
* BAND 6 0.931 0.889 1.000 0.916 *BAND 7 0.890 0.809 0.916 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.170
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.574 ,
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c* * ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 5 W CELLS 137 TO 144 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1374-17365 LINES 1469 TO 1475 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 01AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 56 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/ SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 15.21 1.24 .5 - .6
BAND 5 15.87 1.38 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 13.50 0.94 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 10.86 0.61 .8 -1.1 *
* *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.864 0.892 0.861 *
* BAND 5 0.864 1.000 0.811 0.697 *
BAND 6 0.892 0.811 1.000 0.892 *
RAND 7 0.861 0.697 0.892 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.187
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.559 *
*16.0 + - *
8.0 +
* .0 ------------------ *------------------ --------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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~4**~a*h~** ***4***'-4 *,**********,*
, ERrS l 
*
* * SI T F PPCESSING REOCPT
SITE DFSI NATOR: s' 5 CELLS 2135 TO 214?1 4AG 11 FITIF11R: 1411-17415 LIN='S 1263 Tl 1270DATE ACQUIPFD: 07S-EP73 TOTAL P)INTS 64
'*  PCOprEC'Fr:q FOR SUN ELEVLTION 49 DFGREES-***
FPADI ANCIF(WA TS/SOCrM-S-rMICPOMETEP)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
SBN .7 DEVIATION ( ICOMEFTERS)BAPn 4 10.27 2.39q .5 - .6
PANO 5 9.03 2.77 .6 - .7BANi) 6 10.29 0.90 .7 - .8BAND 7 9.38 0.51 .8 -1.]
4 NCRMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BrND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 ** A,) 4 1.00C 0.98I 0.916 
-0.331* 'ANO 5 0.986 1.000 0.914 
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E"TS-1 * *
S6* STTF PRnCESSING REPn-
* SITE Dx SIGA~2': RI 5 PR CFtLS 2079 -n 2098 
* IMAGE IOFrITIFIr-: 1411-17415 1 INFS 1228 TO 1242 *D ATF AC II R: 07SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 300 :
** **rncPECTE,) FOP SUN ELEVATION 49 PFGRrrS** 
*RADIACE(1'4ATTS/SOCM-SR-'I4CROMETER)
M IEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIA ION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 13.15 1.76 .5 - .6
BAND 5 12.13 1.71 .6 - .7
SBANJ r) 6 10.60 1.29 .7 - .
* P4rN 7 B.70 0.92 .8 -1.1
NOoMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.964 0.944 0.894 *BAN) 5 0.964 1.000 0.949 0.919 *
* BANJD 6 0.944 0.949 1.000 0.944 *BAND 7 0.894 0.919 0.944 1.000
A* f ND -oNTT OARAMETER -0.164 *
* TRANSFOPMED DAPAMETcR 0.579
" 16.0 + *
*
S3.0 -
* 0.0 ---------------- +------------------+----
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
SPADI ANCE VS WAVFLFNGTH
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_
ag"P S339~F~G0Is
SITE DR C SS ING R P-) R
SITE DFSIGKAi 4 r : RM 5 W CEILS 2199 TO 2206
* IMAGF IDNT!FIr R :  141 1-17415 .I NES 1233 rO 1240
* DATE CQluIED: 07SE 0 73 TOTAL DnINTS 64 *
S ***C CORREC'rED r F3R SU ELEVATTON 49 0FGREES***
SPAD! ANCe ( MWATTS/SOQC-SP - M I CROMETcR)
SrE AN ST ANDA ! D WAVFL ENGGH
flcVIA'TON (MICROMETERS)
SBAN!) 4 14.82 1.71 .5 - .6
R AND 5 14.96 1.96 .6 - .7
* PAND 6 12.90 1.58 .7 - .
S R AND 7 10.29 1.21 .8 -1.1
Nf CP-VAL1 ZcED C V ARI ~N CES
SRANI 4 P.AND 5 B4AN 6 RAND 7
P AN? 4 1.000 0.962 0.948 0.936
PN() 5 0.962 1.000 0.945 0.947
PANt 6 0.043 0.945 1.000 0.955
BAND 7 0.936 0.947 0.955 1.000
4 RAND nPATO DAPAeMFTF -0.185 "
* 
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a* ' EPTS-1 , *
SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SSITE CESIGNATOR: RM 6 A CELLS 2075 TO 2081 ,* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1069-17425 LINES 1859 TO 1864 *SDATE ACQUIED: 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 48 *
S ***CORRECTEC FOR SUN ELEVATION 43 EGREES****
*RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) .BAND 4 10.54 0.58 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.90 0.74 .6 - 7BAND 6 12.20 0.94 .7 - .8BAND 7 11.76 1.08 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7* BAND 4 1.000 0.676 
-0.477 
-0.561 ** BAND 5 0.676 1.000 
-0.402 
-0.547 ** BAND 6 -0.477 
-0.402 1.000 0.887 ** BAND 7 -0.561 
-0.547 0.887 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.196 *TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.834 *






* 0.0 + *- 
*
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w * ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
,SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2025 TO 2048 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIEP : 1069-17425 LINES 1850 TO 1858 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 216 *
, ***CORRECTEC FOR SUN ELEVATION 43 DEGREES***
* RAODIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 11.38 0.63 .5 - .6
BAND 5 11.65 0.76 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 10.42 0.67 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 8.66 0.56 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.709 0.670 0.732
* BAND 5 0.709 1.000 0.743 0.804
BAND 6 0.670 0.743 1.000 0.844 *
* BAND 7 0.732 0.804 0.844 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.148
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.594 *
* 16.0 + *
S0.0 --- * *------------------------------------
* 8.0 + *
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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*0.0 +----------+------0------------+ ------------+ ------------
3h2
S********* ***************** *
*• * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
, ******************* •
* SITE CESIGNATOR: RM 6 W CELLS 2055 TO 2059 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1069-17425 LINES 1850 TO 1853 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
• ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 43 DEGREES*** *
• RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
• DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
• BAND 4 12.03 0.96 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 13.19 1.97 .6 - .7 *
• BAND 6 12.01 1.45 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 9.85 1.11 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.946 0.919 0.920 *
• BAND 5 0.946 1.000 0.945 0.930 *
* BAND 6 0.919 0.945 1.000 0.955 *
BAND 7 0.920 0.930 0.955 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.145 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.596
• 16.0 + *
S8.0
0. 80 +---------------------------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1..0.
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dr 0,0 +---- ------ --------------- -- -+----------- -4-------------- +---- ---------
4 * FRTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE OFSIGNATOR RM 6 A CELLS 2545 TO 2550
* MAGF IDENTIFIER: 1267-17440 LINES 1904 TO 1908
DATE ACQUIRED: 16APR73 TOTAL POINTS 30
: ***COPRECTEO FOR SUN ELEVATION 53 DEGREES*** *
c RADIANCE(MWATTS/.SOCM-STR-MICROMETERI
.MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
' BAND 4 9.86 1.05 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 11.00 1.85 .6 - . 7
*BAND 6 11.15 1.27 .7 - .8 *
RAND 7 9.63 0.85 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* AND 4 1.00) 0.946 0.767 0.577 *
BAND 5 0.946 1.000 0.818 0.618 *
4BAND 6 0.767 0.818 L.000 0.879 *
*BAND 7 0.577 0.618 0.879 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.066 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.659 *
* 16.0 + *1- *
8.0 +
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* * EPTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* SITE DFSIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2495 TO 2516 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1267-17440 LINES 1904 TO 903 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 16ADR73 TOTAL POINTS 22 *
***CORRECTED FOP SUN ELEVATION 53 DEGREES*** *
SR RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFR)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 s 9.71 0.25 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 10.52 0.43 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.69 0.43 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 8.07 0.31 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
*BAND 4 1.000 0.450 0.097 -0.079 *
BAND 5 0.450 1.000 0.426 0.448
* AAND 6 0.097 0.426 1.000 0.659 *
* RAND 7 -0.079 0.448 0.659 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.132






* 8.0 + *
0.00 +--------------------------------------------a
0 O. 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 [.On*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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• * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* 4
* SITE nFSIGNATO: RM 6 W CELLS 2525 TO 2528 *
4 IMA(E IDENTIFIFR: 1267-17440 LINES 1904 TO 1908
DATE ACQLIIP ED: 16APR73 TOTAL POINTS 20




4 RAND 4 9.13 0.46 .5 - .6
BAND 5 9.57 1.05 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 10.72 1.33 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.56 1.33 .8 -1.1 *
• N(RMALIZED COVARIANCES
SSBAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
• RAND 4 1.000 0.824 0.833 0.834
* BAND 5 0.824 1.000 0.839 0.845 *
RAND 6 0.833 0.839 1.000 0.978 *
BAND 7 0.834 0.845 0.978 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.001 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.707 *




* 80 + *-----+---- ---------- +----
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Sa* ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT
****~c*****************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 A CELLS 2505 TO 2509 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17435 LINES 1849 TO 1854 *DATF ACQUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 36 *:




BAND 4 6.31 0.72 .5 - .6
BAND 5 3.61 1.41 .6 - .7
BAND 6 14.07 1.51 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 15.74 2.14 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.96J -0.692 -0.839 *
BAND 5 0.960 1,000 -0.718 
-0.873
RAND 6 -0.692 
-0.718 1.000 0.928
BAND 1 -0.839 
-0.873 0.928 1.000
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,: • ERTS-I * *
• * SITE PROCESSING RFPORT * *
* *************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2455 TO 2478 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17435 LINES 1840 TO 1849
DATE ACOUIRED: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 240 *
* *CORRECTED FUR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGREES****
PADIANCE(MWATTSSCM-STR-MICROMETFR) *
* -AEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 8.96 0.40 .5 - .6
SBAND 5 9..82 0.56 .6 - .7
RAND 6 9.51 0.46 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 8.16 0.42 .8 -1.1
SNO MALIZED COVARIANCES *
4BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.000 0.583 0.388 0.419
BAND 5 0.583 L.000 0.634 0.572 *
BAND 6 0.388 0.634 1.000 0.743 *
BAND 7 0.419 0.572 0.743 1.000
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.092
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.638
* *
* 16.0 + *
S8.0 + *
0.0 *---------------------------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* * ERTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 W CELLS 2487 TO 2490 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1303-17435 LINES 1840 TO 1844 *
* DATE ACQOIJRFD: 22MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 20 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 61 DEGRFES*** 
-
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMFTER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ,
* BAND 4 8.27 0.61 .5 - .6 *BAND 5 8.90 1.40 .6 - .7
BAND 6 9.36 1.22 .7 - .8
BAND 7 8.19 1.06 .8 -1.1* 
°
NORMA. IZED COVARIANCES
RAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 SAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.913 0.861 0.900 *
* BAND 5 0.913 1.000 0.886 0.942
* BAND 6 0.867 0.886 1.000 0.959BAND 7 0.900 0.942 0.959 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.042
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* ERTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 A CELLS 2525 TO 2530
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17433 LINES 1878 TO 1883
DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 36




BAND 4 9.59 0.28 .5 - .6
BAND 5 8.92 0.44 .6 - .7
BAND 6 9.63 0.36 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.05 0.32 .8 -1.1l
* NCRMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.421 0.127 0.254 ,
* BAND 5 0.421 1.000 0.418 0.565
BAND 6 0.127 0.418 1.000 0.729
* BAND 7 0.254 0.565 0.729 1.000
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*0.0 +----------+-----------+---------+---------- 4-+--------- *
* ERTS-1
• * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
• ***********************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2473 TO 2496 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17433 LINES 1868 TO. 1876 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 216 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 62 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
, MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) •
* BAND 4 11.09 0.42 .5 - .6
BAND 5 11.20 0.44 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 10.55 0.44 .7 - .8 *
• BAND 7 8.98 0.33 .8 -1.1 *
• NORMALIZED COVARIANCES •
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.491 0.473 0.413 *
*BAND 5 0.491 1.000 0.702 0.677 *
* BAND 6 0.473 0.702 1.000 0.753
* BAND 7 0.413 0.677 0.753 1.000
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* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 W CELLS 2505 TO 2508
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1321-17433 LINES 1868 TO 1872
DATE ACQUIRED: 09JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 20 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 62 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 10.12 0.62 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 9.99 1.11 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.71 0.99 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 8.38 0.91 .8 -1.1
* *
*: NCRMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.744 0.885 0.836
* BAND 5 0.744 1.000 0.910 0.875 *
BAND 6 0.885 0.910 1.000 0.959 *
*BAND 7 0.836 0.875 0.959 1.000 *
* ,
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.088
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.642 *
* 16.0 + *
*8.0 + *
S .0 +-------------------------------
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* * ERTS-1 * *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT
* ************************* ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 A CELLS 2451 TO 2456 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1357-17431 LINES 1817 TO 1823 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 42 *




RAND 4 6.21 0.51 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 4.31 0.99 .6 - .7
BAND 6 10.70 0.42 .7 - .8 *
RAND 7 11.36 0.77 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.852 0.051 -0.525
* BAND 5 0.852 1.000 -0.108 -0.711
* RAND 6 0.051 -0.108 1.000 0.535 *
* RAND 7 -0.525 -0.711 0.535 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.450 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.975








* . - , *
* - ,
* * *,
S 0 -------------------- +-------- ------------- ,---------
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, * ERTS-1 *
4 ~ SITE PPnCFSSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2401 TO 2424
MMAG(; IDENTIFIER: 1357-11431 LINES 1808 TO 1817
DATE ACOQUIRED: 15JIIL73 TOTAL POINTS 240 *
***CO)RREC.TEi) FlOR SUN EL FVATION 60 F-CFGREES***
4 RADIANCE(MWATTSI/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BANDI 4 9.29 0.43 .5 - .6
*AND 5 10.40 0.71 .6 - .7
SBAND 6 9.76 0.64 .7 - .8 *
4 BAND 7 8.14 2.92 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0. 768 0.662 0.050 *
* BAND 5 0.768 1.000 0.792 0.085
BAND 6 0.662 0.792 1.000 0.076 *
* BAND 7 0.050 0.085 0.076 1.000 *
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.122 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.615
* 16.0 + *
* 8.0 + * *
0.0 +--------+-------------------------+------------------+
• 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVFLENGTH *
* PFPARED RY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *




* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 W CELLS 2431 TO 2434 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1357-17431 LINES 1808 TO 1813DATE ACQUIPED: 15JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 24




BAND 4 10.03 1.81 .5- .6
BAND 5 11.07 2.65 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 10.16 2.67 .7 - .8 •
* BAND 7 9.24 3.26 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.957 0.596 0.412 *BAND 5 0.957 1.000 0.574 0.394 *RAND 6 0.596 0.574 1.000 0.302 *
* BAND 7 0.4.12 0.394 0.302 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.090
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.640 *
* 16.0 +
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*0.0 -------------- +--------+-------------+--------+-------+*
* * ERTS-1 ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATnR: RM 6 A CELLS 2387 TO 2390 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1393-17424 LINES 1741 TO 1746 *
- DATE ACOUIRED: 20AtIG73 TOTAL POINTS 24
S **.*CORRECTFD FOR SUN ELEVATiN 54 DEGREES** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* AMEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 7.93 0.71 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.15 1.38 .6 - .7 *
* RAND 6 9.74 0.39 .7 - .8 *
* RAND 7 9.16 0.58 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* RAND 4 1.000 0.963 0.068 -0.646 *
BAND 5 0.963 1.000 0.080 -0.700
BAND 6 0.068 0.080 1.000 0.434
BAND 7 -0.646 -0.700 0.434 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.123 *




* 0.0 + ---------- --------------- ----------- ----- ------- +
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SERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
*, ************************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2335 TO 2358 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1393-17424 LINES 1731 TO 1739 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 20AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 216 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 54 DFGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.09 0.22 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 9.76 0.50 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.89 0.41 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.32 0.38 .8 -1.1 *
• NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 'BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.489 0.210 0.314 *
BAND 5 0.489 1.000 0.300 0.407
BAND 6 0.210 0.300 1.000 0.696
l BAND 7 0.314 0.407 0.696 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.143 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.598
* 16.0 + *
S8.0 + -
0.0 --------------------------- +------------------+
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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* 0 *0 4-----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+ *
,* * ERTS-1 * *
* a SITE PROCFSSING REPORT * *
a SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 W CELLS 2367 TO 2370
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1393-17424 LINES 1731 TO 1735 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 20AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 20
S ***CnRECT~EDr FOR SUN ELEVATION 54 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
RAND 4 9.16 1.11 .5 - .6
Q RAND 5 9.37 1.80 .6 - .7 *
4BAND 6 9.05 1.71 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.58 1.68 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
B RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.954 0.916 0.889
4BAND 5 0.954 1.000 0.844 0.829 *
* BAND 6 0.916 0.844 1.000 0.983 *
BAND 7 0.889 0.829 0.983 1.000
B RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.106
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.628 *
* *
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* * ERTS-1 • *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * •
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 A CELLS 2377 TO 2382
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1411-17422 LINES 1763 TO 1768 *DATE ACQUIRED: 07SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 49 DEGREES*** •
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) ,
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH •
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 7.22 0.71 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.55 1.12 .6 - .7.*
* BAND 6 9.78 0.80 .7 - .8
BAND 7 10.07 1.27 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.921 -0.133 -0.289 *
* BAND 5 0.921 1.000 -0.360 -0.547 *
* BAND 6 -0.133 -0.360 1.000 0.912 *
* BAND 7 -0.289 
-0.547 0.912 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.289 *
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*0.0 +-------------------+ 
------------+ ------------+ ------------ + * .
* * ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * •
* ************************** ,
SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 R CELLS 2329 TO 2350
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1411-17422 LINES 1753 TO 1761 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 07SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 198 *
S**#CORRETE ' R SUN ELEV ATION 49 DEGREES***
. *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.32 0.34 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 10.08 0.46 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 9.66 0.51 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 8.33 0.44 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.579 0.532 0.597 *
BAND 5 0.579 1.000 0.747 0.735 *
BAND 6 0.532 0.747 1.000 0.762 *
* BAND 7 0.597 0.735 0.762 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.095 *
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S * *
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ERTS-1 *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT ** ************************** 
,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: RM 6 W CELLS 2357 TO 2360 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 14.11-17422 LINES 1753 TO 1757 *DATE ACQUIRED: 07SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 20 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 49 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
,
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) •
BAND 4 10.73 0.82 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 12.31 1.45 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 10.98 L.11 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.12 0.86 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.957 0.926 0.879 4
* BAND 5 0.957 1.000 0.953 0.946
* BAND 6 0.926 0.953 1.000 0.941 *BAND 7 0.879 0.946 0.941 1.000
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* * ERTS-1 * *
, SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
S4*********************** *
SITE DE;IGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 2449 TO 2452 *
* IMAGE IOFNTIFIER: 1034-17452 LINES 1383 TO 1385 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 12
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERI
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 8.91 0.38 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.91 0.48 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 8.45 0.65 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.93 0.58 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND'4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.745 -0.447 -0.299 *
BAND 5 0.745 1.000 -0.569 -0,459 *
* BAND 6 -0.447 -0.569 1.000 0.932 *
* BAND 7 -0.299 -0,459 0.932 1.000 *
* RAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.146 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.804
* 16.0 + *
* ,O
* 0 *
* 8.0 + * -
0,0 +-- - -- - -----------------------------------
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* 4 ERTS-1 * ,
* SITE PAOCESSTNG REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2457 TO 2464 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1034-17452 LINES 1428 TO 1438 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 88 *
S ***CO RRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 OEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFR)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.01 0.50 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6,64 0,44 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6,34 0.35 .7 - 8
* BAND 7 5.31 0.32 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND'4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 •
BAND 4 1.000 0.772 0.098 0. 128
* BAND 5 0.772 1.000 0.119 0.038 *
* BAND 6 0.098 0. 1 1.9 1.000 0.683
* BAND 7 0.128 0.038 0.683 1.000 *
* RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.111 ,
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.624
* 16.0 + *
* , *
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* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING PEPORT * *
SITE CESIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 2435 TO 2438 *
* IMAGE ID)ENTIFIE : 1034-17452 LINES 1386 TO 1392 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 26AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES*** *
a ~RADIANCE(MWATTS/SCM-STR-MICROMETER
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETEPS)
* BAND 4 10.09 0.48 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5. 7.90 0.55 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.81 0.57 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.48 0.36 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1,000 0,647 0.546 0.631 *
* BAND 5 0.647 1.000 0.404 0.537 *
BAND 6 0.546 0.404 1.000 0.601
BAND 7 0.631 0.537 0.601 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.09 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0,633
* *
* 0 *
.O ----- ---- ---- *-------------------------
* 3
* a
8.0 + * . . *
* 0.5 *. . 0.8 0.9 ,0*
* 6
F 0. 0 +---- - --- ---- t --. .---------- + ------- - - - ------- - -------------- + *
** ************************** *
* * ERTS-1 *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 2423 TO 2426 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17452 LINES 1384 TO 1386 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 12 *
* ,
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) •
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH •
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 7.16 0.74 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 4.86 0.71 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6,79 0.31 .7 - 8
* BAND 7 6.49 0.55 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES •
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.897 -0.401 -0.566 *
* BAND 5 0.897 1.000 -0.523 -0.701 *
* BAND 6 -0o401 -0.523 1.000 0.600 *
* BAND 7 -0.566 -0.701 0.600 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.143 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.802 *
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* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2433 TO 2440
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17452 LINES 1422 TO 1430 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 72
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICPOMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.13 0.37 .5 - .6 *
• BAND 5 5.74 0.37 .6 - 7*
* BAND 6 5,69 0.35 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.83 0.44 .8 -1.1 *
, NORMALILED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.605 0.028 -0.078 *
* BAND 5 0.605 1.000 -0.041 -0.203 *
• BAND 6 0.028 -0.041 1,000 0.610 *
BAND 7 -0.078 -0,203 0,610 1,000 *
, BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.086
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* * ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 2411 TO 2414 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1052-17452 LINES 1387 TO 1393 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 13SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 8.71 0.42 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.45 0.39 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.45 0.41 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.69 0.48 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.495 0.449 0 0.369
* BAND 5 0.495 1.000 0.462 0.421 *
* BAND 6 0.449 0.462 1.000 0.833 *
* BAND 7 0.369 0.421 ,0.833 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.062 •
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* * ERTS-1 * *
. * SITE PROCESSING REPCRT 4
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 2643 TO 2646 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1232-17463 LINES 1530 TO 1533
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12MAR73 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
• ***CORRECTED FOR SUN FIEVATIN 33 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
• DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
• BAND 4 8.45 0.75 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.69 0.74 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 5.93 0.75 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.52 0.51 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
• BAND 4 1.000 0.908 0.840 0.849 *
* BAND 5 0.908 1.000 0.965 0.893
BAND 6 0.840 0.965 1.000 C.866 *
* BAND 7 0.849 0.893 0.866 1.000
• BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.096 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.636 *





*0. - 0 8
* ** *********** ** ******** 
,++++
* * ERTS-1 
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,* *************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2651 TO 2658 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1232-17463 LINES 1576 TO 1585 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12MAR13 TOTAL POINTS 80 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 33 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SCCM-STR-MICROMETEP)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.79 0.59 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.57 0.48 .6 -. 7 *
* BAND 6 5.56 0.49 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.82 0.38 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.616 0.564 0.541 •
* BAND 5 0.616 1.000 0.770 0.732 *
* BAND 6 0.564 0.770 1.000 0.681 *
* BAND 7 0.541 0.732 0.681 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.154
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.588 ,
* 16.0 + *
8.0 + -
0.0* ---------------------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0**RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTI-
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITYt REMOTE SENSING CENTER *DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 26SEP73 ,
369




* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ************************ *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 w CELLS 2631 TO 2634 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1232-17463 LINES 1534 TO 1541 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12MAR73 TOTAL PCINTS 32 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 33 OEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGT- *
DEVIATION IMICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.24 0.43 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.12 0.46 .6 -7 *
BAND 6 6.29 0.45 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 5.55 0.47 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
, BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.622 0.703 0.715 *
, BAND 5 0.622 1.000 0.685 C.660 *
BAND 6 .0.703 0.685 1.000 0.778 *
BAND 7 0.715 0.660 0.778 1.000 *
, BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.124
, TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.613
* 16.0 +
8.0 + ** * 
*
.0 --------- +---
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 .0O*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGT *
SPREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REOTF SENSING CENTER *
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 26SEP73 *
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* *r ER'S-1
* SITE DROCFSSING REPOR *
SI E DES IGNA'rOr: CV 7 A CELLS .991 TO 994 *
- IMAGE IDFNTIFIER: 1249-17405 LINES 1808 r0 1811
= DATE ACQUIRED: 29MAR73 TOTAL POINTS 16
***COPREC-ED FOR SUN FLEVATION 39 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE( MWA-T S/SQCM-STR-M ICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENG-H *
* DFVIATION (MICROM EERS)
* BAND 4 9.12 0.75 .5 .6 *BAND 5 7.01 0.86 .6 .7 *
* BAND 6 6.68 0.71 .7- .8
BAND 7 6.01 0.77 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.917 0.784 0.795 *
* BAND 5 0.917 1.000 0.841 0.886 *BAND 6 0.784 0.841 1.000 0.949 *
* BAND 7 0.795 0.886 0.949 1.000
RAND RATIO PAPAMETER -0.077 *
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OF POOR QUALI 371
P.E7S-1 *
SITE PROCESSING REPOR- *
SITE DESIGNA CR: CV 7 P CELLS 999 TO 1006
SIMAGE IDEN'IFIER: 1249-17405 LINES 1855 -0 1865
DATE ACQUIRED: 29MAR73 TOTAL POINTS 88
S ***:COPRECTED FOP SUN ELEVA'ION 39 DEGREES***
RAC! NCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICPRME r ER)
, MEAN S ANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (M!CROMFETRS)
*BAND 4 9.33 0.47 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.08 0.43 .6 - .7
BAND 6 6.13 0.38 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.18 0.35 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.707 0.589 0.498 *
BAND 5 0.707 1.000 0.617 0.769
BAND 6 0.589 0.617 1.000 0.517 *
BAND 7 0.498 0.769 0.517 1.000 *





* 8.0 + +*
PADIANCE V- WAVELENGTH* 0 *0 +------ ----- +-------- 
+---- --- ---- +------- - --- +
* PREPARED EY:TEXAS AFM UNIVERSITY, REMOTEF SENSING CE=N-E -
* DATA ANALYSIS LABCRAORY 14MAY74
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* * ERTS-1 *
Sa* SITE PROCESSING REPCRT *
SIE DESIGNA'OR: CV 7 W CELLS 97S -0 982IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1249-17405 LINES 1811 TO 1820DATE ACOUIRED: 29MAR73 TOTAL POIrTS 32
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVA'ICN 39 CEGREES***
* RADIANCE (MWA'7S/SQCM-STRP-MICR.OMETER)
• MEAN STANDARD WLVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)BAND 4 9.64 0.51 .5 - .6BAND 5 7.62 0.50 .6- .7
* BAND 6 6.72 0.46 .7 - .8BAND 7 5.97 0.44 .8 -1.1
• NORMALIZED COVARIANCES .
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
*BAND 4 1.000 0.682 0.594 0.433BAND 5 0.682 1.000 0.774 0.662BAND 6 0.594 0.774 1.000 0.714BAND 7 0.433 0.662 0.714 1.000
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*
* 0.0 + +-------;-------_+-------------+----------+--------+
, ************************* *
,* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, • ************************* •
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 2725 TO 2728 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1250-17463 LINES 1532 TO 1535 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 30MAR73 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCEIMWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
FMEAN STANDARD hAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 9.11 0.87 .5 - .6
RAND 5 7.17 0.72 .6 - .7 *
• BAND 6 6.54 0.69 .7 - .8
• BAND 7 6.12 0.57 .8 -1.1
, NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.910 0.809 0.741
BAND 5 0.910 1.000 0.864 0.882
BAND 6 0.809 0.864 1.000 0.762
BAND 7 0.741 0.882 0.762 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.C79
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.649 *
* 16.0 + *
8.0 -
0.0 --------------------------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0.
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGT*
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*-------------------+-----.---------+ -----------+ ------------+ *
* * ERTS-1 * *
, * $-iE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
, SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2733 TO 2740 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1250-17463 LINES 1577 TC 1586 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30M AR73 TOTAL POINTS 80 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER) 
•
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATICN (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.92 0.54 .5 - .6 •
* BAND 5 6.76 0.39 .6 -. 7 a
* BAND 6 5.72 0.37 .7 - .8 •
* BAND 7 4.95 0.38 .8 -1.1 *
* -NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.695 0.723 0.588 *
BAND 5 0.695 1.000 0.674 0.691 *
* BAND 6 0.723 0.674 1.000 0.713
* BAND 7 0.588 0.691 0.713 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.154 *
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, *ERTS-1 *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
• SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 2713 TO 2716 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1250-17463 LINES 1536 TO 1543
DATE ACQUIRED: 30MAR73 TOTAL PCINTS 32 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES***
* RAI)IANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 9.14 0.46 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.34 0.56 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.46 0.48 .7 - .8 *
RAND 7 5.63 0.36 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.643 0.655 0.539
* BAND 5 0.643 1.000 0.821 0.741 *
BAND 6 0.655 0.821 1.000 0.738 *
BAND 7 0.539 0.741 0.738 1.0CO
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.131
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.607 *
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* *
* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CFLLS 2829 TO 2832 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIFR: 1286-17462 LINES 1708 TO 1710 *
* DATE ACQUIRFD: 05MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 12 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 OFGREES**
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMFTFP) ,
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
RAND 4 8.53 0.54 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.38 0.51 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.60 0.58 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.93 0.37 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 RAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.812 0.694 0. 332 *
* BAND 5 0.812 1.000 0.687 0.472 *
* BAND 6 0.694 0.687 1.000 0.733 *
* BAND 7 0.332 0.472 0.733 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.036 *
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S8.0 + +
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* ********** *** ************* .
* * FRTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING RFPORT* *
, *************************** *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2835 TO 2844 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1286-1746? LINES 1754 TO 1756 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 05MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 30 *
* ~***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.98 0.40 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 8.01 0.51 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.35 0.33 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.06 0.33 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 RAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.00 0.692 0.380 0.258 *
* BAND 5 0.692 1.000 0.482 0.264 *
* BAND 6 0.380 0.482 1.000 0.759 *
* BAND 7 0.258 0.264 0.759 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.138 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.601
* 16.0 + *
* 8.0 + * •
* 0 -- - *
* 0.0 ---- - *
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* * ERTS-1 * •
* * SITE PROCFSSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 2815 TO 2818 *
' IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1286-17462 LINES 1711 TO 1718 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 05MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 32 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** +
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) ,
• MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 9.65 0.29 .5 - .6 *
• BAND 5 7.65 0.45 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.60 0.34 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.44 0.31 .8 -1.1
• NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
• BAND 4 1.000 0.369 0.147 0.158
• BAND 5 0.369 1.000 0.190 0.214 *
* BAND 6 0.147 0.190 1.000 0.553 *
* BAND 7 0.158 0.214 0.553 1.000
• BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.086 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMFTER 0.644 ,
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t~**~*~*L~*r* *f****f** t ************
* * Eo'S-l * *
* STrE 9ESIG F'A-P: CV 7 A CFLLS 939 "- 992 *
* IMArF: TPFh!-IcITFQ: 133-17403 LI~"S 1929 '0 1932 *
* DA-F ACYUJTD'Fr): 22MAY 73 'O 7 AL POITN 'S 16 *
, **COPPEC-FD FnP cli El_EVAtn.N 56 DFGREES*** *
R ADrI A IC r ( i'W A' S/SOrc. M- S9P -Y I R P F'F P )
*M A, ST ANDRr) WAVFLENGc H
D VIATInN (mICnMFpERS) *
* Mf!D 4 7.39 ' 0.41 .5 - .6 *
* rAND 5 4.78 0.45 .6 - .7
* Aduv 6 8.54 0.96 .7 - .8
RAND 7 8.59 1.09 .8 -1.1
SPNDPMALI7r-f rOVARTANCFSft *
q-ixD 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
RBAMN 4 1.000 0.633 0.458 0.441 *
* RAND 5 0.633 1.000 0.163 0.046 *
RAND 6 0.459 0.163 1.000 0.941 *
BANf 7 0.441 0.046 0.941 1.000 *
SA rAD PA-I PAPAMF-cR 0.2?4
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ERTS-1 * *
SSITE PPI)CESSING REPCRT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 2765 TC 2768
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1304,-17 bl LINES 1671 TO 1673 *
* DATE ACQUIRE: 23%AY73 TOTAL POINTS 12 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SCC;-STR-MICRCVETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 7.P5 0.45 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.41 0.57 .6 - .7
RAND 6 7.69 0.53 .7 - . *
BAND 7 7.23 0.81 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.898 0.179 -0.011 *
* BAND 5 0.893 1.000 0.086 -0.142 *
* BAND 6 0.179 0.086 1.000 C.901
* BAND 7 -0.011 -0.142 0.901 1.000 *





* .0 + *
0.0 +--- --+-------- +---------+---------------- --------- +
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a* * ERTS-1 *
* 4 SITE PDI(CESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DES IGN:ATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2771 TO 2780 *
IMAGc ID NTIFI1ER: 304-1l746 LINES 17L6 TO 1726
DATE ACQUIRHD: 23MAY73 TOTAL PCINTS 110 *
, *
S ***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGRES***
RADIANTCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCNiETER)
* MEAN STANDARD hAVELENCTH *
* DEVIATICN (MICRCMETERS) *
BAND 4 8.74 0.45 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.64 0.49 .6 - .7 4
* '3AND 6 7.03 0.34 .7 - .8
* 3AND 7 5.S1 0.37 .8 -1.1
N(ORWALIZED CCVARIANCES
BAND 4 8AND 5 PAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4t 1.000 0.759 0.405 0.110 *
* AND 5 0.759 1.000 0.313 0.068 *
* BANI) 6 0./05 0.313 1.000 C.b61 *
* BAND t 0.110 0.068 0.691 1.000
BAND PATIO PARAMETER -0.058 *
TRANSFCRMFD PAPAMETER 0.665
* 16.0 + *
* .0 +
* .0 + ----------- +------------------+-----------------------+
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* * ERTS-1 • ,
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ** ************************** 
,
SITE DESIGNATOP: CV 7 W CELLS 2751 TO 2754 *
* IMAGE IDIENTIFIER: 1304-17461 LINES 1674 TO 1681 *
* DATE ACU IRED: 23MlAY73 TOTAL PCINTS 32
* ~***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES*** *
RAD I ANCE(MWATTS/SCCM-STP-MICROMETEP) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 9.16 0.43 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.21 0.50 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.72 0.34 .7 - .8BAND 7 6.67 0.42 .8 -1.1
* NORVALIZED CCVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.684 0.350 -0.182
* BAND 5 O.od4 1.000 0.121 -0.380
* ;BAND 6 0.350 0.121 1.000 0.5C8
BAND 7 -0.132 -0.380 0.508 1.0OO *





* 8 0 *
* * **
* 8.0 + -
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---- +---- --------------
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SERTS-*
* SITE PROCESSING RFPORT*
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CFLLS 2785 TO 2788 *
IMAGF [DFNTIFIER: 1322-17460 LINES 1679 TO 1681 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 10JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 12 *




BAND 4 7.10 0.63 .5 - .6
SBAND 5 4.60 0.84 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.36 0.74 .7 - .8
R AND 7 8.62 1.15 .8 -1.1 *
* NnORMALIZED COVARIANCFS
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7-
BAND 4 L.000 0.967 
-0.658 
-0.731
* RAND 5 0.967 1.000 
-0.698 
-0.773 *
* RAND 6 -0.658 
-0.698 1.000 0.956 *
* BAND 7 -0.731 -0.773 0.956 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.304 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMFTER 0.897
* 16.0 + *
8 ,
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S*ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2793 TO ?800
* IMAGE IDENTIFIFR : 1322-17460 LINES 1724 TO 1733
* DATE ACQUIRED: 10JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 80 *
* ***CrORRECTFr FOR S'IN ELFVATION 58 DFGRFES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICR1IMETFRP)
MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICP.OMTERS) *
* BAND 4 8.12 0.42 .5 - .6
RAND 5 5.96 0.50 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.15 0.42 .7 - .8
* RAND 7 6.62 0.61 .8 -1.1
* NORMAL IZED CnVARIANCES *
B AND 4 RAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 L.000 0.761 0.196 -0.047 *
* BAND 5 0.761 L.000 -0.045 -0.295
* RAND 6 0.196 -0.045 1.000 0.868
* RAND 7 -0.047 -0.295 0.868 1.000
* ,
BAND RATIO PARAMFTER 0.052
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.743
* 16.0 + ,
8.0
* * - *
* 0.0 --------------------------------------------
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* 0.0 +------------------+--------- 
--------------- + ------------ .*
* * FRTS-1
* 4* SITE PROCESSING RFPORT
SITE DFSIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 2773 TO 2776 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1322-1 7460 LINFS 1682 TO 1689
DATE ACQIRED: 10JUN7 3 TOTAL POINTS 32
***CORP ECTED FOR SUIN FLEVATIN 58 )FGREFS***
* RADI ANC E(MWATTS /SQCV- CTP-MICROMFTER )
MFAN STANDARD WAVFLFNGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
SRAND 4 8.61 0.41 .5 - .6
* RAND 5 6.45 0.51 .6 - .7
SBAND 6 7.87 0.47 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.28 0.44 .8 -1.1 *
a* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.737 0.392 -0.010 *
RAND 5 0.737 1.000 0.340 -0.121
SBAND 6 0.392 0.340 1.000 0.710 *
* BAND 7 -0.010 -0.121 0.710 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.060
TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.748 *
* 16.0 + 4
.0 ---------------------------------------------
U388
* 0 0 * l*
* * RV V *
* *
* ,0 +------------------+--------- ------------------- 4-------- *
* * ERTS-1
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 1001 TO 1004 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17400 LINES 1931 TO 1934
DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
* .***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREFS*** *
* PADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETFR) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 7.61 0.72 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.15 0.78 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.70 0.51 .7 - .8
BAND 7 8.33 0.56 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.947 -0.048 -0.537 *
* BAND 5 0.947 1.000 -0.028 -0.493
* BAND 6 -0.048 -0.028 1.000 0.757
* BAND 7 -0.537 -0.493 0.757 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.235
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.858 *
*16.0 + *
* *





* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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, *$**~*~* ************** ***** **** ,* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 1009 TO 1016
, IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17400 LINES 1976 TO 1985 *
DATE ACQUIRFD: 27JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 80 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DFGRFES***
RADI ANCF(MWATTS/SQCM- S'R-MICROMETE R)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (4ICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.52 0.62 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.09 0.65 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.48 0.45 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.55 0.56 .8 -1.1 *
, NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.886 0.201 -0.221 *
BAND 5 0.886 1.000 0.067 -0.350 *
* BAND 6 0.201 0.067 1.000 0.732 *
* BAND 7 -0.221 -0.350 0.732 1.000
BAND PATIO PARAMETER 0.036 *




* 0 * *
0.0 +---------------------+----------------------------+
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* ~***********************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 W CELLS 989 TO 99? *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1339-17400 LINES 1933 TO 1940 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27JUN73 TOTAL POINTS 32 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DFGPEES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETE ) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENG T H *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 8.63 0.47 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.33 0.50 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 8.01 0.36 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.30 0.52 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.839 0.108 -0.323 *
* BAND 5 0.839 1.000 0.003 -0.457 *
* BAND 6 0.108 0.003 1.000 0.716 *
* BAND 7 -0.323 -0.457 0.716 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.071 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.756 *
S16.0 + *
* *
* 8.0 + - *
0.0 --------------------------------------
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
SPREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 27MAY74 *
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* * * *
S* ~FPTS-1
SSITE oROCESSING E0O r *ar
SITE OFSIG NATOR: CV 7 A CELLS 1007 TO 1010 *
IMAGE IPENTIrIER: 1357-17395 LIN S 1871 TO 1875 *
* D 'E ACOUI ,D: 15JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 20
, ,***CORPECTEFD FOR SUN ELI.VA'ICN 55 DEGR=FS****
* RAgDIANC E ( MW ATTS/S OCM-ST R-M I CROMErE )
* MEAN STANDAr WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROM=ETES)
* PAND 4 8.28 C.95 .5 - .6
RAND 5 6.00 1.31 .6 - .7
BAND 6 9.16 0.61 .7 - .8 *
f AND 7 8.73 0.88 .8 -1.1 *
SNCRMALIZED COVARIANCES
BANn 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.961 0.338 -0.349
* BAND 5 0.961 1.000 0.209 -0.475
* PBAND 6 0.338 0.209 1.000 0.677 *
* BAND 7 -0.349 -0.475 0.677 1.000




* 8.0 + * -
S0.0
* 0.0 +---------+---------+---------+---------+
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0"
*X RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
* PREPARED RY:'FXAS EM UNIVERSITY, REM-C" SENSING CENTEP
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 13MAY74
392
EPTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REDOnT
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 1013 TO 1022
IMAGE IDENT!FIER: 1357-173q5 LINES 1918 TO 1927
DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 100
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATICN 55 DEGREES***
* ;RADIANCE ( MWATTS/SCM- ST-MI CROMETE R)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 8.82 0.48 .5 - .6
*BAND 5 6.48 0.54 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.44 0.43 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.48 0.52 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMILIZED COVARIANCES ,
* PbAND 4 BAND 5 B4ND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.798 0.046 -0.289
BAND 5 0.7S8 1.000 -0.005 
-0.279
BAND 6 0.046 -0.005 1.000 0.781
BAND 7 -0.289 -0.279 0.781 1.000 "






S0.0 +-- -- ---- -+- -- ------ + --- --- --- +-- - ----- -+---- ---- +S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.RADIANCE VQ WAVELENGTH
PREPIRED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REOTE SENSING CEN'E
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 13MAY74
SOR'GfNAL PAGJE 1 393
OF POOR QUAixr
* * E TS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REog- * *
* SI'E -DESIGNT!'R: CV 7 W CELLS 995 TO 998
IMAGE IDFNTIcIER: 1357-17395 LINES 1875 TO 1882
* DATE ACQUIRED: 15JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 32
***CORREC r ED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGPEES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
E M AN STANDAPD WAVEL ENGr H
SDEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.54 0.40 .5 - .6 *
RAND 5 7.90 0.50 .6 - .7
• BAND 6 8.48 0.58 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.29 0.54 .8 -1.1 *
* NCPMALIZED COVAP IANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
# BAND 4 1.000 0.486 0.277 0.077 *
b AN0 5 0.486 1.000 0.702 0.500
*BAND 6 0.277 0.702 1.000 0.844
BAND 7 0.077 0.500 0.844 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.040




0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADINCE VS WAVELENGTH*
SPRFPARED RY:TEXAS 4&M iJNIVERSITY DEMOTE SENSING CENTER *
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 13MAY74
394
* *
* ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PRCESSING REDOR r *
* SITE DES IUTA'R: CV 7 A CELTS 27?3 Tr) 2726
SIMAG ID-4TT IT : 1358-17453 tINES 1495 T' 1499
* DATE COQUI R[D: 16JUL 73 TO'A t PPINTS 20 t
S ***CrRpgC'D FOR SUN FLEVATION 55 DEGReFS*** *
* * ADIANCE(W'rTTS/SOCM-STP-iIC .rO E'E )
* MEAN STANDARD WAVEL !G T H *
DEVIATInfj (ICROMETERS) *Q PAND 4 7.86 0.96 .5 - 6 *
* BAN 5 5.45 1.21 .6- .7
BAND 6 8.88 0.85 .7 - .8
BANO 7 8.54 0.98 .8 -1.1 *
NCRMALI ZED COVARI NCFS *
BR ND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAhND 4. 1.000 0.859 0.313 -0.091 *
BAND 5 0.859 1.000 -0.007 -0.432-
* ANB0 6 0.313 -0.007 1.000 0.855
RAN)D -0.091 -0.432 0.855 1.000
* AO !DP T19 PAQ!'A4TEP 0.221
* TRANS CMF D P A 1r1Q 0.849




8.0 + . * -
* *
* 0 * 0 +--------+-----+-----------+------------+---------+--------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*DRADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH 
.
PPFoAED sY:TEXAS AM U.IIVFPSITY, R-MOTF SFNSING CENTr- *
* DATA ANALYSIS LABOPATRY 07JAN74
395
* * FR TS-1 *
* * SI Tr PRfCFSSING RFP opT a -
SSI F ocSICSh r?: CV 7 R CELLS 2731 TO 2740
IMAGF 10PITIclFR: 1358-17453 LINES 1541 TO 1550
* DATF ACOUIPFD: 16JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 100
* ***CrRRECFED FOP SJUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES*** *
PAr)IANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-ST--MICROMETER)
O EAN S'ANDARD WAVL ENGT H
* DEVIATION ( I CR OMETERS
* PBND 4 8.5A 0.48 .5 - .6
* P iN 5 6.38 0.53 .6 - .7
* BANO 6 7.14 0.44 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.20 0.51 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS
* BAND 4 HAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.711 0.071 -0.216
RAND 5 0.711 1.000 0.092 
-0.226
* \PND 6 0.071 0.092 1,000 0.764
* ANt) 7 -0.216 
-0.226 0.764 1.000 *
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.015
STRNSFqPMED PARAME ER 0.697
* 16.0 + *
S8.0 +
* *
* 8.0 + -*, + -
S0.5 0.7 . 0.9 1.0-
* P"II *ANCC V* W4AVrL *G-H
r' REPARn q Y:TFXAS S ,\£ !J'IIVE clTY, QrNIIOTF SENSING CENTER ,
0.op0 +---------4-------------+----------+--------+-------4
* A'A A ALYS IS L A'BOPATOR Y 0 7JJAN 74
396
c* ot* .x*it* tr t: t- X,
** ERTS-I1
SITF PPOCESS INGC PFPR 
-
* SITF r)rSIGNArn: CV 7 W CELLS 2700 TO 2712 *IMAGF IPr- IFIEP: 1358-17453 LINES 1499 TO 1505 *DATE ACOUIRED: 16JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 28 <
***CORRCCTFD Fnp SUN' FLEVA'ION 55 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCF(MWATTS/SQC.-STR-MICROMETFR)
PC AN ST NDARr) WAVELENGTH *
• DFVIA T ION (MICROMETFRSI
BAND 4 9.28 0.40 .5 - .6RAN) 5 7.49 0.49 . - .7
BAND 6 7.95 0.41 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.82 0.42 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED C)VARIANCES *
R ANJD 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BRANF) 4 1.000 0. 707 0.439 0.141
* BAN ) 5 0.707 1.000 0.648 0.348
PAN 6 0.439 0.643 1.000 0.641 *
* RAND 7 0.141 0.348 0.641 1.000 *
RAND PATIO P AAMETFR 
-0.047










* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* PADIA NCE VS WAVFLENG'H





* SITE PROCESSING REPORT
SITF DESTNATiOR: CV.7 A CELLS 2711 TO 2714I 'A(;E IFNTIFIER: 13 6-17452 LINES 1501 T(O 1504
DATE ACQUIRJED: 03AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 16 *




BAND 4 8.77 1.28 .5 - .6
RAND 5 7.04 1.87 .6 - .7
BAND 6 8.16 0.65 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.30 0.45 .8 -1.1
* NOrRMALIZED CnVARIANCES
* RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAN) 4 1.000 0.974 0.679 -0.438 *
* BAND 5 0.974 1.003 0.775 
-0.348
* BAND 6 0.679 0.775 1.000 0.235
* BAND 7 -0.438 -0.348 0.235 1.000











0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 7 R CELLS 2719 TO 2726 *
* IMAGF IDENTIFIER: 1376-17452 LINES 1547 TO 1556 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 034Ur,73 TOTAL POINTS 80




* BAND 4 9.12 0.43 .5 - .6
*BAND 5 7.00 0.54 .6 - .7
SRAAND 6 7.22 0.44 .7 - .8
4 BAND 7 5.96 0.46 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
RAND 4 1.u00 0.755 0.325 -0.017 *
3 AN) 5 0.755 1.000 0.246 -0.139 *
RAND 6 0.325 0.246 1.000 0.688 *
BAND 7 -0.017 
-0.139 0.688 1.000






0.0 + ---------+------- 
---
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0,
• RADIANCF VS WAVELENGTH a
• PREPARED [iY:TFXAS A, 'A Ur,:IVEPcITY, PF OTE SENSING CENTF, "R
, DATA ANALYSIS LAB(R4aTOPY 07JAN74
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*0.0 -------------- +-----------+----------- 
--------------- *
* * RTS-1 *
* *+- SITE PnOCFSSING REPORT * *
" SITE DESI rNATrlR: CV 7 W CELLS 2699 TO 2702
* I!ArE IDFNTIFIER: 1376-17452 LINES 1504 '0 1512 *
* DATEf ACQ!.J I :FD: 03AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 36




SBA1ND 4 10.02 0.54 .5 .6 *
* RAND 5 8.73 0.63 .6 - .7
BAN0 6 8.17 0.57 .7 - .8
*BAND 7 6.63 0.46 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZFD COVARIANCES
SSAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
SBAND 4 1.000 0.727 0.729 0.614
APN'.) 5 0.727 1.000 0.755 0.608 *
BAND 6 0.729 0.755 1.000 0.754
BAND 7 0.614 0.608 0.754 1.000
RAND RATIr PARAMETER -0.137 4
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETFR 0.602
* 16.0 + *
S8.0
0.0 +---------+---------+---------+--------- ---------
0.5 0.6 O. I 0.8 0.9 1.0
• RAOLANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PPEPA4ED RY:TEXAS AFM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTFR
04 )rATA ANALYSIISL AROqTORY 0 7,JA Nt 4:
00
** SIT " P*OCESSING REPOT
* SITE DESIGNAT3R: CV 8 A CELLS 3019 TI 3028 *
* I"AGF IDF'N'IF IEP : 1019-18330 LINES 600 T3 612 *
* DATE ACO1UIF : 11AUG72 TOTAL POIN TS 130 *
S ***CREC'oD FOP SUN ELEVATIONC 51 DEGREES***
* RRAD I AN'C E( MwATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROME TEP
* ME AN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH-
DEVIATION (M I CMET RS
* 'D 4 6.48 0.76 .5 - .6
* AN) D 4.36 1.15' .6 - .7
BAND 5 8.28 1,26 .7 - *8
BAND 7 8.45 1.62 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
SBAND 4 1.0333 3.909 0.379 -3.097 *B. ND 5 0.90q 1.000 -0.19R 
-0.360 *S9'BAND. 6 0. 079 -0,188 1.000 0.047 *
* ANDI 7 -0.397 -0.360 0.947 1.000
SaH4ND RATIO PARAMETER 0.320





*0.5 0. 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.0R IIA1CE VS WAVELENGTH
SFPPEoAPrF- RY:TEXAS A&I U"JIVFSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* OATA ANALYSIS LABOATOPY 27JUN73
Q'1" J 01
1 *
* * SITE PrOCFSSINC cEPORT *
*********************
A SIT' DFSICGN':ATPR: CV P q CELLS 3043 TO 3048
* it"GE IDE'JTIF IPPR 1019-18 30 LINES 579 Ti' 584 *
* DA E ACQIJ F) : 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 36 a
.***CO..rECTED FR 0 SN LEVATICN 51 DEGREES***
T AIANC E(MNATT S/SQCM-STP-WICROMET-R) )
MEN STAN DARD WAVFLFNt,TH
* I)FVIATION (MICcO'METERS)
* BANr) 4 6.97 0.57 o5 - .6 *
BOn 5 5.11 0.72 *6 - 7
B 0h 6 7.64 0.97 .7 - .8
* BAN() 7 7.48 1.26 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
Sr t AND 4 1.003 0.963 -0.145 -0.219
* BAV.J 5 0.963 1.000 -0.300 -0. 3?1 *
*R1Nf 6 -0.145 -0.303 1.000 0.960 *
RAND 7 -0.21q -0.351 C,963 1.003 0





* 0,0 +--------- ----------------------- ---------
0. 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10
* P'RA)IANCE VS :AVELFNGTH
S PRFDAP[.) BY:TEX-AS , UNVIVCrSI'Y, REMOTr SENSING CFNrTE
DAT* ANALYSIS LAd~ATORY 27JUN73
*02
* E RTS-1
* SITF PC5CFSSING REPCRPT *
4 "k***************** *)z*
6 SIT FSI T : CV 8 W CELLS 3047 Ti 3052
IMAGF I D FNTIF IF: 1)319-I o030 LINcS 574 TO 57Q
6 DATF -ACkUIECD: 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 36 *




* tBAND 4 6.95 0.83 .5 - .6
B* t'YiD 5 5.24 1.03 .6 - .7
R "AD ! 6.44 0.7Q9 7 - 8
BAND 7 -5.98 0.96 .8 -1.1 *
yx NORMALIZED COVARIANCFS
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* ANDf 4 1.300 0.928 0.675 0.367 *
R4 D 5 0.928 1.000 0.592 0.280 *SRA"nD 6 0.675 0.592 1.000 0.859
* yhNn 7 0.367 0.280 0.859 1.003
* 
- BAND PATI,) PARAMETFR 0.067
* TKANSFO MED PARAMFTER 0.753 *
16,0 +
* .0
S 0.5 0,6 0 7 0,8 0,9 !io
-ADIANCF VS w/VFLFNGTH ,
P FOA EC BY:,TFXX S AF" ('l IVEPSITY, R VrITF SrNSIN.G CEF TF
S)ATA ANALYSIS LABORAORY 7JUN-73
* *** 
****
* P G + PAGE 403
*FPOOR - - *o-3*
J, :'; r- . a. T _ [
: 1 '" 7 1... 1: V C :LL .S 1115 It. :11
IM: 4.;r: l 'I l i : 1030-17l 71 LINF5 .CSi T 110:.
ATF C u O: 2JAIU12 TUTA,'L oriR' TS LI 2
.II CT"D F W LIP SUl ELO V .ION 40 F_0, , St:
Pt- i T : ('., A TS/S.C , ' -M, ICRCVFTFP)
NV.,A"N STA.,:ARR hAVFI Y -, TH
f!-V i 'r l C ( I C.S )
:A' t. .i 3- .6
.. 6 - .7
"A' 8.3 0. 6 . - .i
A 7 8,5 ].20 .' -1.1
N f' ' A_ I ZF , CI VAR I ANC. I S
6AAC A oto 5 3AND 6 iA!D 7A' I'  .• 0A ,.308 .233 C. 19'
A 0 0. 0 1 . UUJ -0.4 3 -0. 13
0 , .. 73 -0 .. 53 . wo0 L.544
'':! 7 U. - .' I 4 73
n * p'n W A I N F TEl 0.402
16.0 +
.0------ ----- - - - - - - - - ------------ ------- - --- +-- ------ - --- -
. , "".
0 + - - - - -- -, - - i - , , . -T -")1 
'  
J' '.;I;V
"'I A'J(e VS %6V1 " ,e- T
p"P"6050 vytTV&AS A U IVr-Sj'Y, F U0 71 SF 5., C.N- .
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY ho
S tTS-1
" * S i rt i'xEl , R P ,T -
C I ,. : V .3 C L. LS l 1 o T, 11 t 
' V I3 1.- 15l1 LI FS P1J07 TO lO7
~: -, , i&J ,'~T TAL P L TS 20
'4' ( rC - IIraq.in- I
Il S U FL V T IO, G.
(.'0- A T T S C 1  S  C
. V IATI f N (M C,< 'K TR S )
S 6.4i3 1 .J .V -1.
Ny P , A I_ ZEJ7 CLOVA I AICES
4-4~C j i 5 . A, D i ii 0 74 .Ai9. t I . -. 7,? 2 O. aud 0.4t3
, 4 )* 7 1.00 J 0.3 C. 541
C* 5 0 .3C d 1.) C. 36CA , ) 7 . _", t, 54C 
.* 0 1.00




,) .i ) -- - -- - ------- +-----------
,AO Jl  VS W V TLE GTI::i , , A jVV j 
-
E G 1




SiTC. ",,CCST" P .T
Sl'F )r !;;.,.T':: CV J . A Cl LS 5 11i
: I.- I r-t' IFIS : I t,-l( LIES .JTJ T 107
D tTF \,.Ir ): Z0.,U T TAL OC! TS 2'
It- L(VA A V , $,D LL -lN C 'c
Mt-AN ST'NDA'k[) WAVkLfNGVH 4
:- V I A'" I CN ('I C< 'A TERS)
' 9 7.50 .9 .5j - .
i 5 5.') 1.05 .6 - .
' ,:.3 i2 1.38 .7 -) 7.,2 1.U .3 -1.!
10 L 1. IZ L . CCVA,.IANCES
?hf 'if.2/,0 5 i3ANl A. 7
.. I O.O0i .30 c.501 0.532
'r . 0.') .COC 0. 17 0.255
0- . .b L .. 417 1. ," O c.'.961 .
' :) 7 .- 3 2.25.5 o.9L1 1.000
:A,.D A'l: PAr.AP -rr C.15C
Tl S .- r.,,l )  PA'R vETFR 0 806
0 . 0 -
S ) 1 .0 + V +




* SITE PF:CCFSSING( PFpI-T -
SIT DES I tN AT iR: CV A CELS ?? T- 202?
* IMAGE IDENT IF IR : 1037-1 8030 LINFS SA To) ,DATE ACQU I ED : 29AUG72 TOTAL P17ITS I ! T
C * P* CCHRPFCTEC FRk SON ELFVATICN 46 O);Fr: s
R A IANC F( lWA TTS/SOCM-CTR.-MICPr CM FT.=
MEAN STANDAPD hAV rLG "I'H
DFVIATION ( IC C: SRAND 4 6.50 0.4q .5 - .6BAND 5 3, 74 0.67 .6 - 7
8* BAN) 6 8.50 4.13 .7 -B!AND 7 9.07 1.60 
. -1 4
NfR ALIZ D CDVARIbNCF5 *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BjANj 6 AND 7
* BRAND 4 1.000 0.670 
-0. O9 0.102 *RAND 5 0.670 1.000 
-0. 1H9 
-0.511BAND 6 -0.039 
-0.189 1.000 0.2 ?BAND 7 0.102 
-0.511 0,?P2 1.000




0.0 - - - - - ----------- - -- - -- - -- - -- -
0.5 RA )/NCc  VS W VFLENGT.
* 
*
PREPARE.) BY:TEXAS A&Y UNIVFRSITy, RESl TYTE Sc-tNSIN"G CENTFrU)ATA ANALYSIS LABORATroy 14JUN73
ORIGINALl PAGE IB+ 4o7
* 0.0-----------------------+------------------ 
--"" + '-- + *
gWPOR UALfrX
S* RFTS-1
S'* a SITE PROCESSING REPORT " *
* SITE DESIGNAT)P: CV 8 R CELLS 2 Q5 5 T1 2058IMAGE IDFNTIF IEF : 1037-18030 LINFS 59 T:3 8~ 6D [ATE ACQUIIPED: 29UG72 TOTAL PCINTS 28 *
* ***CORRECTEO FOR SUN FLEVATTON 46 DEGRFFS* S
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFF)
M* EAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH
* DFVIATION ( iICPQMETrF S )
* BAND 4 7.31 0.63 .5 - .6
B* b/ND 5 5.75 0.74 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 5.66 2.01 .7 - .
* BAND 7 6.38 0.77 . -. I *
* NOcRMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 8AND 6 RAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.958 -0,414 -3. ?42BAND 5 0.858 1.000 -0. .40 0.061
* BAND 5 -0.414 -0.149 1.000 0.739
* BAND 7 -0.242 0.061 0.739 1.000 *
*AND RATIO PARAMETER 0.05?
* TRANSFORMED PARAMFTER 0.743




* 0 --------------------------- 
----
* 00,5 007 O0 *), 9 1 0
*RADIaNCE VS *VELENGTH
* PREPA ED BY:TEXAS A&M UN IVFRST TY, EmnTE SFN:,I NS CF T r-Q




* * SITE P'OCESSING PFPoT r
S S ITS CESIGNATOI : CV 8 W CE. L 2?-5 T' 2T.,
* IMAGE IDENTIF IF : 1C037-18030 LINFS s,55 Ti 8q5
* DATE ACQUIRED : 29AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 0 
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELFVATrCN 40 )F:zS*r~-"
SAD IANC E(M WATTS/SQC M-S TP-M CMFTr
MEAN STANDARD W AVELE ;TH
* DEVTITION (MICFOMET oS)
* BAND 4 7.12 0.73 .5 - .
* BAND 5 5.12 0.94 .6 - .
* BAND 6 6.06 2.38 .7 - ,8
BAND 7 6.54 1.40 .9 -1,1
NCPMALIZE COVARIANCES
* tAND 4 BAND. 5 p AND 6 PAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.910 0,) ),03 *
* BAND 5 0.910 1.000 0. 3C-2 0.182 *
BAND 6 0,360 0.362 1.000 O. 8!9RAND 7 0.303 0.182 C. 9 1. 000 *
* eAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.121









* 5 0, 6 0,7 0. 0 , 9 1., *RADIANCF VS WAVELENGTH,
PRFPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, RF"nTF SENS!F!G CENTFP
* DATA ANALYSIS LABOIRTO*Y 14JIN7-
ORIGINTAU PAGE IS 409
* 0 POOR 
*UALry
EPTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ************************* *
SSITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 A CELLS 1041 TO 1046 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIEP: 1072-17571 LINES 1252 TO 1258 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 030CT72 TOTAL POINTS 42 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 35 DEGREES*** *
PADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
RAND 4 7.43 0.34 .5 - 6
* BAND 5 4.47 0.49 .6 - ,7 *
3 3AND 6 8.89 1.25 .7 - 8
RAND 7 9.26 1.43 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 -0,040 0,301 0.,239 *
* BAND 5 -0.040 1.000 -0.564 -0,607 *
RAND 6 0.301 -0.564 1.000 0.957 *
* BAND 7 0.239 -0.607 0.957 1,000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.349 *





* 0;5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0-,9 1 0*
SRADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *




* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* h********** ** ********** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 p CELLS 1065 TO 1068 *IMAGE IDENTIFIFP: 1372-17571 LINFS 1230 TO 1235 *DATE ACQIJIFED: 030CT72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *




BAND 4 8.44 0.69 .5 - .6
RAND 5 6.18 0.88 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.95 0,40 *7 - .
* RAND 7 6.37 0.57 . -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0, 867 0,539 ., 342 *R AND 5 0.867 1.000 0.464 0.291 *SAND 6 0,539 0.464 1.000 0.711 a
* BAND 7 0.342 0,291 0.711 1,000 *
f AND RATIO PARAMETER 0.015 *






0 ,5 0, 6 0,7 0..8 0.9 1 O0
• ADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PPEPARFD HY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CFNTEP





,• ******* ****************** •
* a ERTS-1
SITF PROCESSING REPORT
SITE CESIGNATR: CV 8 W CELLS 1071 TO 1074
* IMAGE IDENTIF IEP : 1072-17571 LINES 1225 TO 1229 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 030CT72 TOTAL POINTS 20 *
* ***CORRECTF. Fnp SUN ELErVATION 35 EGRES----
* ,
R* AD I ANC E( MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 8.92 1.40 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.51 1.43 .6 - *7 *
* BAND 6 8.05 1.36 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 7.77 1.10 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0,948 0.758 0,556 *
BAND 5 0.948 1.000 0.712 0.518 *
BAND 6 0.758 0.712 1.000 . q910 *
* BAND 7 0. 556 0.518 0.910 11000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0O088 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.767
16,0 +
S .0 + - - -
* *
00 ---------------------------------------------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 31JUL73 *
S12
0.0 +--------------------+----------------------------------------O*
** ERTS-1 * 
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ********************* * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 A CELLS 2919 TO 2924 ** IMAGF IDENTIFIFR: 1181-18033 LINES 1018 TO 1025 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 20JAN73 TOTAL POINTS 48 *
***OrRRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 18 DEGREES*** *
* 4RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ,
* BAND 4 10.53 0.81 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.19 0.63 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 6.92 0.97 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.19 0.80 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.666 0.619 0.521 *BAND 5 0.666 1.000 0.651 0.462* BAND 6 0.619 0.651 L.000 0.692 *BAND 7 0.521 0.462 0.692 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.075
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.652 *
* 160 + *
* 
*




~ 00 *---------------------- 
---- + --------- +---------------------+ *0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
SPREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
* ATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 03JAN74 *
*********** ***** ***** k****# 413
413
*  ERTS-1 * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 R CELLS 2943 Tf 2946 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1181-18033 LINES 995 TO 1001 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 20JAN73 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 18 OEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 10.04 0.50 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.13 0.60 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 5.57 0.51 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.60 0.55 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.326 0.385 0.305
* BAND 5 0.326 1.000 0.294 0.590 *
BAND 6 0.385 0.294 1.000 0.357 *
BAND 7 0.305 0.590 0.357 1.000 *
RAND RATIO PARAMETER 
-0.143
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.598 *
* 6.0 + ,
S*
* *
S0.0 + --- +--------- ---------------------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PPEPARED BY:TEXAS AgM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 03JAN74
41h
':' * FRTS-1
,* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* 
********** 
** * ***# #
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 W CELLS 2947 TO 2952 *IMAGF IDENTIFIER: 1181-18033 LINES 991 TO 995 *
*DATE ACQUIRED: 20JAN73 TOTAL POINTS 30





BAND 4 10.32 0.53 .5 - .6 ,
* BAND 5 6.56 0.46 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 5.64 0.44 .7 - .8
BAND 7 4.66 0.54 .8 -1.1
*' NORMALIZED COVARIANCES 
,
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.560 0.224 
-0.197
* BAND 5 0.560 1.000 0.287 0.041
* BAND 6 0.224 0.287 1.000 
-0.045
* BAND 7 -0.197 0.041 
-0.045 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.169 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.575 *






0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPAREn BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 03JAN74
S15
* 0* 4-----------+-----------+-----------+------------------
0 *- cp*r- I  p
*p * o
ST'F nESI lA'.: CV 9 CF.L Le 141 n 1489
P I TP_ n PE: 12 70-175,? LT TrS 1257 "n 1262
BAnD 4 8.97 0.67 .C - .6*  \C1P 5 6 71 73 6 7
R A hiAD 6 8.40 0.9 .7 - .
*R tNr 7 A.22 1.12 . -I.I
* Pa ( NOnM.ALIZ/ D C VATAN ) ES
SpAnN 4 AN.9D 5 P0r 6 BND 7
* CNT\ 5 .q 1.000.73 0.511 0.367
SANC 6 0.484 0.511 1.000 0.923
R ARND 7 0.342 0.367 0.923 1.000
R ANnD P To PARAm 5 P 0.102
S"ANShPOMD PA sfMc R 0.776






S .0 + - - * - *
**
* 0.0 +--------+---------+---------+---------+-------------+
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.p 0.9 1.0
R* VP)TAmCC VS WAVFLFf'llrH
* oEpppCp ,YrCFXAC Ai "h'IVocy-'YY PcP~F SFr'S UNJG CEH'FP *
DA-A ANA l LYS 1 LAnApY 20VAY74
416
ST' r NFS r l ,: CV 9 rcL IS 1505 '0 1510S IAG
-  
nF\"IFiR 1>7-1758* LI7 '35 "0 1241
D 'E ACO'Q1 ED : 1r)I '?A PDA 7A 
-n L POTAJ'S 42
F PC pc !-. SIN** F*LEVA* TN 49 PcGqPS
4n F V .,* ( A CIMI q ERS
R A*r 4 9.15 0.49 .5 - .6
RAND 5 7.09 0.60 .6 - .7
A R n 6 7.96 0.70 .7- .8S.***AND 7 94 93 8 -1. *
MnRMALI ZF r) CPVA D I A N C F S
A NP'.. I4F Vn' IF?: 4 PRA 5 r ND 6 BA?35 7
S NCD 4 1 .o0T0 0.774 0.219 0.099
B ?, 5 0.774 1.400 -0.02 -0. 15P AND 6 ('0.219 -0.028 1.000 0. F )
* 8
0.0 --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
-0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 9 1 0.9 1.0
0 pRAI An P VS WAV.FN 0.1
PPFPfPMr PYARA M U7> 0 , 0.29 * rcy
* *
8. + ---- ---- - ----- + - * .4
'f~f "*~* -*-' .4.4,*~tf** .******~. .* ~*4**4*. ***** 44444
oc~P'~,
V'LA vviu kbu..vdto4I , sAi'.lv V..VUj
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*~~~~~ 3j; 01 0O
4 * ERTS-1 *
* SITF PROCESSING REPORT * ,
4 SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 A CELLS 1379 ro 13844 IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1360-17572 LINES 1127 TO 1134
* DATE ACOUIRED: 18JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 48
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN FLEVATION 56 DEGREFS*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-M ICR(METER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 7.15 0.45 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 4.95 0.57 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 8.16 0.47 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 8.26 0.50 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.659 0.383 0.259
* BAND 5 0.659 1.000 0.062 0.039BAND 6 0.383 0.062 1.000 0.814 *BAND 7 0.259 0.039 0.814 1.000




* 4 .0 * , _ ,
*
S0.0 + -------.----------- ---------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 L.O*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS AM UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER
*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 03JAN4
419
* * ERTS-1 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 R CELLS 1403 TO 1406
IMAGF IDENTIFIER: 1360-17572 LINES 1104 TO 1110 •
DATE ACQUIRED: 18JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 28
***CRRPFCTED FR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES***
RADI ANCE(MWATTSISQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) •
*BAND 4 8.38 0.77 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.76 1.22 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.08 0.92 .7 - .8
* RAND 7 7.32 1.06 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES •
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.902 0.447 0.079
* BAND 5 0.902 1.000 0.353 -0.032
* BAND 6 0.447 0.353 1.000 0.878
BAND 7 0.079 -0.032 0.878 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.040








* 8.0 + 4 - *
*0.5 0.6 7 . 0.9 1.0
S*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER*
* *DATA ANALYSIS LABORORY JAN4S42
** *
4 0.0 +---------+---------+-------+---------+---------+
4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS AEM UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
SDATA ANALYSIS LARORAfORY 03JAN74 *
h20
* EPTS-1 4 *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
• m•********************* *,* *
SITE DFSIGNATOR: CV 8 W CELLS 1409 TO 1412
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1360-17572 LINES 1100 TO 1104SDATE ACQUIRED: 18JUL73 TOTAL POINTS zo20 *
***4CrRRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES***
4 RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM--STR-MICROMETER )
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH 
*
AND 4 .90 DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ,RAND 4 7.90 0.56 .5- .6BAND 5 5.96 0.54 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.17 0.51 .7- .8BAND 7 6.59 0.82 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 AND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 * BAND 4 1.000 0.901 
-0.028 
-0.114 •* BAND 5 0.901 1.000 0.146 0.096* BAND 6 
-0.028 0.146 1.000 0.845SRAN[ 7 
-0.114 0.096 0.845 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.051







0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 .0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH






*t' ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 A CELLS 3141 TO 3146
IMAGE IDFNTIFIER: 14L5-18022 LINES 851 TO 860 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 11SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 60




BAND 4 7.14 0.99 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 4.63 .0.86 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.72 1.15 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.66 0.86 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.877 0.762 0.621
BAND 5 0.877 1.000 0.614 0.467
BAND 6 0.762 0.614 1.000 0.908
BAND 7 0.621 0.467 0.908 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.246




0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABORA ORY 03JAN74
* * *
*4 * *
*8.00 + *--- ------------------ ---- *----, *
* *, * *, ,7 ,
*AIAC *S *AEEN
* *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT
SITE OESIGNATOR: CV 8 R CELLS 3167 TO 3170
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1415-18022 LINES 830 TO 835
DATF ACQIJIRFD: L1 SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
*
*
*COPRECTFO FRp SUN ELEVATION 42 DEGREFS***
RADIANCE ( WATTS/SQC M-STR-MICRnMETFR I
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
*BAND 4 8.46 0.70 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.98 0.94 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 6.88 0.64 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.85 0.70 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.872 0.818 0.795
BAND 5 0.872 1.000 0.801 0.681
BAND 6 0.818 0.80l 1.000 0.813
BAND 7 0.795 0.681 0.813 1.,000




* .0*- . -
* 0.0 + -------- -+--- - --------- ------------
S 0.5 0.6 0. 0.8 0.9 1.0*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 03JAN74
423
* a *FRTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 8 W CELLS 3171 TO 3174 *
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1415-18022 LINES 826 TO 829 *DATE ACQUIRED: 11SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
***gCORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERI *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH •
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 8.87 1.02 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.30 1.13 .6 - .7 *RAND 6 7.22 0.98 .7 - .8
BAND 7 6.37 0.71 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
• BAND 4 1.000 0.938 0.872 0.552 *
* BAND 5 0.938 1.000 0.833 0.563
• BAND 6 0.872 0.833 1.000 0.814 *BAND 7 0.552 0.563 0.814 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.067 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.658 *
• 16.0 + *
* .






* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
• RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
• DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 03JAN74 *
424
a* * FPTS-1 * *
* * SITF P.OCESSING QFPORT * *
* ************************** 
.Sa
SITE DESIGN AT.R: CV 9 A CELLS 283 TO 288
* IAGE IEIN T IF IE: : 1019-18330 LINES 2019 TO 2024 *
* DATE AC UIJ : 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
* ***CQRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 51 DEGREES*** *
* R DIANCE(M aTTS/SQCNI-STR-MICRMEFTEp) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLFNGTH *
DFVIATION ( M ICPOMETPRS) *
BAND 4 6.51 0.75 .5 - .6 *
*BA 5 4.39 1.12 .6 - .7
A3AICD 6 6.99 1.06 .7 - .8 a
BAND 7 6.72 1.40 .8 -1.1 *
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
B*ND 4 BANn 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
R AND 4 1.300 0.896 0.401 0.249
RAjND 5 0.89b 1.00 0.273 0.147 *
R* A"AD 6 0.401 0.273 1.000 0.959 *
R* AND 7 0.249 0.147 0.959 1.000 *
BAND) RATIO PARAMETER 0.210
* TTRANSF(rMED PAPA.VETR 0.84?2
* *





* . - *
* .
* O *+
*0.0 +-------+---------- -+-----------+-----------+---+------ 
--- +
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1,0*RA* DIANCF VS WAVELENGTH *
PFFPP RE'D BY:TrXAS A &' UNIVEPSITY, REM TF SENSING CENTEr zDATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 27JUN73 *
f: ** ** ************************** ************
, ap]tPA d425
SPTS-1
* SITr PPtCFSSING REPORT
+*******#***** ** *******
SITP OFSIGNATOR: CV 9 P1 CELLS 449 T
r )  456 *
Ia* AG F IDENTIF I " : 1019-18030 LINES 1922 TO 1933 *
* DATE AC'3UIIFD: 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 96 *
* -**-CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATICON 51 DEGRFES***
RAOIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-TP-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICrMETFRS) *
BAND 4 6.44 0.56 .5 - .6
, BAND 5 4*50 0.61 .6 - 7 *
* BAND 6 7.15 0.51 7 - .8 *
SBAND 7 7*05 0.51 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVAI ANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 SAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.915 0.531 0.172 *
P AN 5 0.915 1.000 0.509 0.121
* RAND 6 0.531 0.509 1.000 0.752 *
BAND 7 30172 0.121 0.752 1.000 *









S000 +------------------------------------- ----------- 4
* 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 009 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPAkE BY:TFXAS ALM UNIIVEPSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
S)DATA ANALYSIS LARRATORY 27JUN73 *
426
*  FRTS-1 , ,
**
* SIT PROCESING RFPOFPT
*********,************** 
*
* SITe D'SIGlN TO: CV 0 P2 CELLS 453 T1 458 ** I "AGF ITDEN;T IF I F 1 O19-1 8030 LINES 1933 TO 1939 ** DATE ACQ'II ,'F:- IIAUG72 TOTAL POINTS 42 *
* **CFRRECTED FOR SUNI ELEVATION 51 DEGREES***
:* RADIA'NCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ,SBAND 4 6.87 0.32 
.5 - .6
BA jD 5 4.97 0.37 .6 -. 7
BAND 6 7.44 0.40 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.40 0.48 *8 -1.1
NMALIZED COVARIANCES *
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7* BAND 4 .300 0.63? 0.566 0,585
R AN 5 0.632 1.000 0.499 0.48Q
*AND 6 0566 0.499 1.000 0.772 *
* BANO 7 0o.585 0.489 0.772 1.000 *
A* ND ATIO PAQAVETER 0.196 ,
* TRANSFOPMED PA c FTER 0.834 *








.* 0DIANCE VS WVELENGTH
* PEPAF PY:T*XAS AM U*NIVESITY, REM.Te SENSING CENTER






* * EPTS-1 * ,
* * SITE PPOCESSING RFPOaT * ** ************************* 
,
SIT DSIGNATOP: CV 9 R3 CELLS 456 Tr 460I MGE I DENTIF IFR : 1019-1 330 LINES 1939 TO 1945 *
* DATF ACOUI c E ): 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 42 *
S ***CORRCT ,FOR S ' ELEVATION 51 DEGRFES*** *
* ADIA'C("MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER )
* rEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* VIATION (MICROMETEPS) *BAND 4 6.72 0.40 .5 - .6 4
* RA'D 5 4.84 0.59 .6 - .7 *
*BAND 6 7.42 0.51 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.30 0.55 .8 -1.1
NCRMALIZED COVtRIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *SRBAND 4 1.000 0.822 0.512 0.601 *
* BAND 5 0.822 1.000 0.717 0.680 *SBAND 6 0.512 0.717 1.000 0.793 *BAND 7 0.601 0.680 0.793 1.000 *






------ -------S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 10*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PPEDA D BY:TFX.S A A IJUNIVPRSITY, RE .TF S NSING CENTEPDATA ANALYSIS LABfOATnRy 27JUN73 *
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* a ERTS-1 *
SSITE PPOCFSSING IEPOPT *
f SI TE ESIG'4,T:R: CV Q W CELLS 463 T) 470 *
IVAGE IOENTIF IE : 1019-18330 LINES 1970 TO 1978 .*
DATE AC Ul Eo: 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 72 *
S **CrPRFCTcD FOP SUN ELEVATICN 51 OFGREES***
* ADIANCE(*WATTS/SQCkv-STR-MICROMETFR
*EAN STANDARD WAVELENTH
DEVIATION (MICPOMETESRAND 4 P. 70 2.17 .5 - .6 *
RANID 5 7.69 3.04 .6 - .7
SBRAND 6 7. 9Q 1.66 .7 - .8
BlND 7 6.78 1.00 .8 -1.1
* NORMAL IZED COVARIANCES *
RAND. 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BA.N 7
* RAND 4 1.033 C.988 0.973 0.953i ND 5 0.988 .000 0.98? 0.962 *
RAND 6 0.973 0.s2 1.000 0.972
RBAND 7 0.953 0.962 0.972 1.000 *
4 BAND RATIO PAPAVETEP -0.062
* TRANSFOiMED PAP4METER 0.661 *
* 16.0 4
0 *
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)29
* *
* ERTS-1 * *
* 'a SIT- PROCESSING REPOPT * *
STTE DFSIGN\T' : CV 0 C CELLS 461 TO 48r2 
* lAi;f ID. TIF IFr 1319-13030 LINFS 1Q?5 TO 1939 *
* ATF ACQIIErU : 11AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 330 *
C* * *rCCRRFCTED F'F SUN ELEVATION 51 DEGREES* *
SDAD I(NC E(MWATTS/SC(M-STP-MICROMETER )
SMEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH
DEVIATION ( M I CP OETE.S
B A'4D 4 4.79 0.30 .5 - .6
RA'! 53 2.43 0,32 .6 - .7
APAN" 6 5. 77 0,56 .7 - .
* BAND 7 5.95 0.62 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVAqIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
Ri AN'D 4 1.033 0.7 0 0,467 033q *
* NBAf) 5 0.750 1.000 0.401 0.1 95
BAND 6 0,467 0.401 1.000 0.R59
* BAMl 7 0. 339 0.185 00859 1.003
* AND RATIO PAPA'ETER 0.426
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* * EPTS-1 *
SITC PtCFSSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATO )R: CV 9 A CELLS 2035 TO 2040 *
* IMA GE IP)ENTIF IE: : 1,320-! ,3085 LINFS 702 TO 706 ** !ATe ACO!IE[): 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 30
***CoRPRE(En FOR SUN ELEVATION 51 DEGREES*** *
ADI ANCE( MATTS/SQCv-STR-MICRCMETER
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICr(MET RS)
BAND' 6.13 0.66 .5- .6
* PA ;O 5 4.01. 0.88 .6 - 7
* ANJD 6 6.66 1.12 .7 - .8
* RAND 7 6.69 1.48 .8.-1.1
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* BAND 4 1.300 0.930 0.381 0.141
' R A 1\U 5 0.930 1.000 0.296 0.054
* AN:D 6 0.381 0.296 1.000 0,945 ** BAND ' 0.141 0.054 0.945 1,000
* ,AN D RATIP PAAAMETER 0.250
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* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATIR: CV 9 RI CELLS 2209 TO 2212 *
SIMAGE IDENTIFIER : 1020-18085 LINES 601 TO 605 *DATE ACQUIRED: 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 20 *




* BAND 4 6.38 0.29 .5 - .6 ,
* BAND 5 4.85 0.26 .6 - .7
SSBAND 6 7.17 0.46 .7 - 8
S-AND 7 7.20 0.52 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZEI COVARIANCFS *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.000 0.520 0.169 -0.011 *
* BAND 5 0.520 1.000 0.164 0.174 *BAN D 6 0.160 0.164 1.000 0.857 *
* BdAND 7 -30.11 0.174 0,857 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.195 *
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: *- T S-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SIT DESIGNATOR: CV 9 P2 CELLS 2205 TO 2212 *
* IMAGE IDFNTIFIF:P 1020-18085 LINES 605 TO 616 *
* DATE ACQUIJpFD: 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 96 *
* **CRRECTD FOR SUN ELEVATION 51 DFGRFES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICROMFTER) 
,
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
* DEVIATION (MICPMETFRS *
BAND 4 6.19 0.40 .5 - .6
SBAND 5 4.54 0.46 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.55 0.73 .7 - .8
RAND 7 6.48 0.83 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED rOVARIANCES *
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.790 0.525 0.482 *BAND 5 0.790 1.000 0.610 0.577
BAND 6 0.525 0.610 1.000 0.910 *BAND 7 0.482 0,577 0.910 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.176 *





* * * ,
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SITE PROCFSSING REPORT *
* ************************* *
, SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R3 CELLS 2207 TO 2214 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1020-18085 LINES 616 TO 624 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 72 *




BAND 4 6.13 0.57 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 4,38 0.73 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 6.74 0.76 .7 - *
* BAND 7 6.68 0.79 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.912 0.815 0.747 *
BAND 5 0.912 1.000 0.842 0.758 *
BAND 6 0.815 0.842 1.000 0.879 *
BAND 7 0.747 0.758 0.879 1.000 *
SAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.209 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.842 *
16.,0 + *
8.0 +
80.0 +---------------- ---------- * * --- ' """"--
0*5 0O6 0,7 008 *9 1.0
SADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *




* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* *********#**************** *
* SITE rESIGNAToPR: CV 9 P4 CELLS 2213 TO 2216 *
* IMAGE IUFNT IF IEP : 1320-18085 LINES 624 TO 630 *
* rATif ACQIJIQE) : 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
* ***CORFCTED FOR SUN FLEVATION 51 OEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICPOMETEPS *
R* ND 4 6.24 0.44 .5 - .6
* AND .5 4.55 0.51 .6 - .7
RAND 6 6.60 0.81 .7 - 8
* BAND 7 6.32 0,80 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAN[) 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
*AND 4 1.000 0.769 0.400 0.306 *
SRAND 5 0.769 1.000 0.539 0.403
* RA,!AND ' 0,400 0.539 1.000 0.935 *
* BAND 7 0. 306 0.403 0.935 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.163 *
* TcANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.814 *





* . O* - -- M *
4 T *
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0 ,RE P~JV~
a* EQTS-1 * *
* * SITE PP.OCESSING REPORT * *
SSITE DESIGNATOR: CV 0 W CELLS 2215 TO 2224 *
IMAGE IDOENTIFIFr: 1020-18085 LINFS 651 TO 660 *
SDAPTE ACQUIRED: 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 100 *
S ***CnRPECTEr FrR SUN FLEVA FTO 51 DEGREES*** 
* ADIANCE(M ATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETFOS) *
SBAND 4 8.45 1.68 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.56 2.38 .6 - .7 ,
* BAND 6 7.74 1.41 .7 - .8 ,
* BAND 7 6.52 0.89 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.978 0.944 0.901
BAND 5 0.978 1.000 0.950 0.927 *
BAND 6 0.944 0.959 1.000 0.961
BAND 7 0.901 0.927 0.961 1.000 *
' BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.074 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.653 *
16.0 +
* 7 0.8 9 *
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PPEAR BY:TXAS A&M UNIVEPSITY RMOTE SENSING CENTER*
8.0 + * -
** *




• * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* 4************************* •
* SITF PESIGNAT'IR: CV 9 C CELLS 2217 TO 2230 *
IMAGE IDENTIF IER: 1020-18085 LINES 606 TO 616 *
SDATE ACQIJIRO : 12AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 154 *
* *t**Cr'E.CTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 51 DEGREES*** *
* RPADI'ANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DFVIATION (MICPOMETERS *
SBANID 4 4.40 0.14 .5 - .6 *
• B3An'D 5 2.03 0.14 .6 - ,.7
RAND) 6 5.09 0.41 .7 - *8
B3AN D 7 5.32 0.51 .8 -1.1 *
i NOQrMAL. ILED) COVARIANCES *
RAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
P AND) 1.000 0.269 0.104 0.144
RAN f) 5 0.260 1.000 0.19 0.169 *
R BAND t 0.104 0.199 1.000 0.847 *
SaAND .7 0.144 0.169 0.q47 1.000 *
3 AND RATIO PARAMETER 0.448
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w * ERTS-1
• * * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 A CELLS 2007 TO 2010 *
* IMAGE IDENTIF IER: 1038-18084 LINES 2025 TO 2028 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 16 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVAT ION 46 DEGREES ***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMFTER I
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICPONETFPSI S
* BAND 4 6.48 0.71 .5 - .6 *
SBAND 5 4.54 1.02 6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.51 0.91 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.71 1.00 .8 -1.1
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.932 0.6P4 0.464
BAND 5 0.932 1.000 0.584 0.321 *
BAND 6 0.684 0.584 1.000 0.915 *
BAND 7 0.464 0.321 0.915 1000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.193 *
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* FRTS-I
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 RI CFLLS 21.77 Tq 2182
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER : 1038-18084 LINES 1929 TO 1937
* DATE ACQUIPEO : 30AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
• ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DFGREFS***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICRMETERP) *
• MEAN STANDARD WAVELFNGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETEPS)
SAND 4 6.84 0.22 .5 - .6
RAND 5 5.04 0.30 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.23 0.39 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.18 0.42 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 RAND 5 BAND) 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1,000 0,498 -0.150 -0.054 *
• SAND 5 0.498 1.000 0.101 0.195 *BAND 5 -0.150 0.101 1.000 0.742
* BAND 7 -0.054 0.195 0.742 1..000 *
SBAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.101
• TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0,776 *
* 16.0 + ,
P **
* 8.0 +
* 0.0 +---------+---------+---------+--------- 
--
S 0,5 0,.6 0.7 0.8 0,9 10
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* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ************************** ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R2 CELLS 2179 TO 2184
* IMAGE IDENTIFIEP : 1038-18084 LINES 1937 TO 1946 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 60 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEV ATION 46 DEGREES***
* ,.
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETFR) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICOOMETFRS) *
* BAND 4 6.76 0.56 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 4.94 0.74 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.58 0.68 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.51 0.69 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.901 0.773 0.647
BAND 5 0.901 1.000 0.799 0.717 *
* BAND 6 0.773 0.799 1.000 0.864
BAND 7 0.647 0.717 0.864 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.137 *
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a* * ERTS-1 ,
* * SITE PROCESSING REPOPT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R3 CELLS 2183 TO 2188 ** IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1038-18084 LINES 1946 TO 1952
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 42 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETFR)
MEANJ STANDARD WAVELENGTH *DEVIATION (MICPOMETERS) *
* BAND 4 6.63 0.58 .5 - .6RAND 5 4.65 0.76 .6 -. 7 
* BAND 6 6.18 0.83 *7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.1.0 0.89 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RBAND 7 •
* RAND 4 1.000 0,925 0.685 0.650 *
* BAND 5 0.925 1.000 0.782 0.732 *BAND 6 0.685 0.782 1.000 0.q22
* BAND 7 0.650 0.732 0.922 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.134
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 W CELLS 2187 TO 2194 *
• IMAGE IDENTIF IER : 1038-18084 LINES 1975 TO 1984 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 30AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 80 *




* BAND 4 9.19 0.87 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.82 1.12 .6 -. 7 *
* BAND 6 8.58 0.77 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 7.59 0.71 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.887 0,627 0.369
* BAND 5 0.887 1.000 0.537 0.242
* BAND 6 0.627 0.537 1.000 0.871 *
* BAND 7 0.369 0.242 0.871 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.015 *
• TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.697 *
* *
• 16,0 + *
la
S8.0 + - * - *
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* ************************** 
,* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 C CELLS 2191 TO 2204 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1038-18084 LINES 1928 TO 1939 ** DATE ACQUIRED: 30AUG72 TOTAL POINTS 168 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 4.66 0.22 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 2.22 0.13 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 4.99 0.40 .7 - .
* BAND 7 5.27 0.50 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *




* BAND 5 -0.047 1.000 0.166 0.160 *
* BAND 6 -0. 084 0.166 1.000 0.840 *
* BAND 7 -0.093 0.160 0.840 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.407 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.952
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*, ************************** *
* ERTS-1 * *
SSITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, * ************************* *
, SITE DESIGNATlR: CV 9 A CELLS 1931 Tn 1934 *
* IMAGE IDENTIF IF- : 1074-18085 LINES 2075 TO 2080 *
* DATE ACQUICED: 059C T72 TOTAL POINTS 24 *
, ***C'CRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 34 DEGREES***
, R AD IANC E(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MFAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
SDEFVIATION (MICROMETEqS)
BAND 4 7.38 1.01 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.05 1.25. .6 - .7 *
* BAND A 4,73 1.53 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.52 1.19 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
' BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.939 0.088 0.704 *
, BAND 5 0.939 1.000 0.210 0.701 *
BAND 6 0,088 0.210 1.000 0.282
* BAND 7 0.704 0.701 0.282 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.045
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.738 *
* 160 + *
0 *
* 0 *
0 .0 + *------------------------------------------
*PRFPARED Y:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE S.NSING CFNTE *
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 02AUG73 *
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$~~9S~~~s~~~t84t8~0~~~88141414+*
ERTS-I *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
*SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R1 CELLS 2101 TO ?2106 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFFR : 1074-18085 LINES 1983 TO 1993 *
* DATE ACQUIED : 05 OC T72 TOTAL POINTS 66 *
***CRRFCTeP FOR SUN ELEVATION 34 DTGREES*** *
PDIANC F(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETPR)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETFRS) *BAND 4 8.18 0.51 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.09 0.48 .6 - .7 ,
* BAND 6 6.11 3.32 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.26 0.69 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
SAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *R BAND 4 1,000 0.705 0.101 0,543 *
* BAND 5 0.705 1.000 0.067 0.786 *
* BAND 6 0.101 0.067 1.000 0.106 *
* BAND 7 0.543 0.786 0,106 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.014 *




* 8.0 + *
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x * SITE PROCESSING REPOPT *  *
* t ************************** *
SITE F FSIGNATOR: CV 9 R2 CELLS 2103 TO 2106 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIE : 1074-18085 LINES 1993 TO 2000 *
* DATE ACQU I E: 05OCT72 TOTAL POINTS 32 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN FLEVATICN 34 DEGPEES***
RADI ANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MTCPnmETP.S
SN O , 8.4i 0.71 .5 - .6
SBAN.CD 6.37 0.83 .6 - .7 *
*' BAND 6 5. 8 1.52 .7 - .8 *
* [AND 7 7.02 0.53 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVAPIANCFS
* BANDO 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7 *
*BAN[ 4 1.000 0.854 0.299 0,812 *
*BAND 5 0.854 1.000 0.209 0.844
SBAND 6 0.290 0.209 1.000 0.120
PAND 7 0.812 0.844 0.120 1.000
* *
A4ND RATIO PARAMETER 0.048 *
TANSFORMED PARAMFTER 0.740 *
* 16.0 + *
o
* 0 *
0,40 ------------------------------------------------+0* 5 0*6 O7 O8 1
ADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH+
PREPARE BY:TEXAS A&M NIVERSITY, PEVOTE SENSING CENTEP*
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* 0 +- -- -- ---+ ------- -- + -- -- --+- -------
*S~~sS~~~g~Xa~  99*8088~*~8id*s 6
* * EPTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* 
*
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 P3 CELLS 2107 TO 2110 *
* IMAGE IDENTIF IE : 1074-18085 LINES 2000 TO 2006 *
* DATE aCQUIrFD: 050CT72 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
* ***CORPECTFO FOR SUN ELEVATION 34 DEGREES*** *
SFPAIANCE ( MWATTS/SOCM-STP-MICROMETER) *
* ME AN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
SqAND , .33 0.52 .5 - .6
* BIAND 5 6.34 0.57 .6 - .7
BAND 5,39 2.80 *7 - ,
* BAND 7 6.50 0.78 .8 -1.! *
N*+ fRMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0,783 0.159 0.541 *
* 3AND 5 0.783 1.000 0.175 0.796 *
* BAND 6 0,159 0.175 1.000 0,045 *
* BAND 7 0.541 0,796 0.045 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.013 *
* TRANSFORMED PAPAMETEP 0.716 *
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* * ERTS-1 *
* * SITE PPOCESSING REPORT * *
* ************************* *
SITE DESIGNATIlR: CV 9 w CELLS 2113 T ?1 18
* IMAGE IDENTIF IF : 1074-18085 LINES 2033 TO 2040 *
* DATE ACQUIPFD: 05OCT 72 TOTAL POINTS 4P *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 34 DFGREES*** *
RADIANCF(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETErS) *
BAND 4 9.49 0.80 .5 - .6 *
A!BAND 5 7.70 1.03 .6 - .7
* RAND 6 7.24 1.65 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.21 0.80 .8 -1.1
NORMALILED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1,000 0.905 0.287 0.795 *
BAND 5 0.905 1.000 0.220 0.762 ,
BAND 5 0.287 0.220 1.000 0.439 *
BAND 7 0.795 0.762 0,439 1.000 *
RAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.033 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.683
* 16o0 + *
* *
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* * ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCFSSING REPORT * *
, ************************** *
* SITE DESIG ATORP:. CV 9 C CELLS 2115 TO 2134 *
* IMAGE IDFNTIF IF : 1074-18085 LINES 198 TO 2001 *
* DATE ACQUIPED: 050CT72 TOTAL POINTS 280 *
* ***CIRRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATICN 34 DEGREES** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMFTERI *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETEPS) *
BANDO 4 5.61 0.33 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 2.55 0.36 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 3.71 1.86 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 5.10 0.69 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.538 0.001 1.385 *
* BAND 5 0.538 1.000 0.281 0.429 *
* BAND 6 0.001 0.281 1.000 0.380
* BAND 7 0.385 0.429 0.380 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0,333 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.913 *
* 16.0 + *
8* 0 +* P.O + *
* 0 *
0.0 +---------+---------+---------+--------- +---------
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• * ERTS-1 * *
SITE PROCESSING PEPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 A CELLS 2203 TO 2206
IMAGE IDENTIFIFR: 1218-18094 LANES 1941 TO 1947
O TE ACOUIRED: 26EB73 TOAL PO.INTS 28




SBAND 4 19.24 6.99 .5 .6
BAND 5 14.93 5.56 .6 - .7
BAND 6 11.35 4.17 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.13 2.12 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.992 0.988 0.948
BAND 5 0.992 1.000 0.990 0.956
SBAND 6 C.988 0.990 1.000 0.970
* BAND 7 0.948 0.956 0.970 1.000
SAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.353 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.383
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* EoTS-1 *
k* x* SITE PROCESSING REPcRT *
SITE DE'ICNATOP: CV 9 01 CELLS 2375 TO 2380 ,SIMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1218-18094 LINES 1851 TO 1862 *DATE ACQUIFD: 26FER73 TOTAL POINTS 72 *





* BAND 4 37.27 7.45 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 29.74 6.30 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 21.90 4.70 .7 - .8
BAND 7 12.62 2.64 .8 -1.1
NCPMALIZFD COVARIANCFS *
BANi) 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *BAND 4 1.000 0.987 0.988 0.986 *
* BAND 5 0.987 1.000 0.989 0.988
BAND 6 0.988 0.989 1.000 0.993
BAND 7 0.986 0.988 0.993 1.000
BAND RA! TIO PAPAMETER -0.404 ,




S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1,0RADIt-NCE VS WAVELENGTH
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ORIGINAL PAGVE W 5l
OF POOR TJALj
* *r FRTS-1 * *
* SIrF DR3CFSING REPO' * *
* ************* *** *
STTF DESIGNA'OR: CV 9R2 CELLS 2381 'n 2384 *
IMAGc IDeNtIFTR: 1218-18094 LTN=S 1861 Tr 1866 *
DATF ACOUI RED: 26FERT7 tTV L POlNTS 28
S **s*CRRCFD FIR SUN FLFVATION 2R DF0PFFS***
RAOITANCE(MW&6TS/SOCM-SrR-MPCROMEFRI *
* MEAN T Af)ARD WiVELFNGTH
DEVTATION (mICMFrERPS) *
SRAND 4 16.45 8.45 .5 - .6
BAND 5 11.80 7.42 .6 - .7
BANrD 6 9.74 4.63 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.30 2.75 R -11o!
* NORMALI Z-D COVARTANCFS
'BAND 4 BAJD 5 RbyD 6 RAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.994 1.984 0.958 *
BAND 5 0.994 1.000 0.991 0.971
RAND 6 0.984 0.991 1.300 0.984
PBAND 7 0.958 0, 971 3.984 1.000
BAND PATIO PARhMFTE -0.304
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" * ERTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SI'E DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R3 CELLS 2383 TO 2384IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1218-18094 LINES 1870 TO 1879SATE ACQUIRED: 26ER-73 TOTAL POINTS 20
* ***COPECTED COR SUN ELEVATION 28 DEGREES** *
RADIANCF (MWATT S/ QC M-STR-M I CROMETE R)
M VEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH 
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 28.37 6.45 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 22.22 5.80 .6 - .7
SBAND 6 16.45 4.11 .7 - .8
BAND 7 9.78 2.29 .8 -1.1
* NCRMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.988 0.989 0.985
* BAND 5 0.988 1.000 0.994 0.981 *
s AND 6 0.939 0.994 1.000 0.986
PAND 7 0.985 0.981 0.986 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.389
TRANSFORMIED PADAMETEP 0.333
S16.0 + * *
. *
* 8.0 +
0.0 ---------- +--------- + ---------------
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* I' S TE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 W CELLS 2385 TO 2392 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1218-18094 LINES 1900 TO 1900
DATE ACQUIRED: 26FE873 TOTAL POINTS 8
* *
* **CORREC T ED FOR SUN ELEVATION 28 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE( MWATT S/SQCM-SP-MI CROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
iAND 4 13.26 7.34 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 9.77 5.81 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 8.30 3.87 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.63 1.78 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVAPIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
RAND 4 1.000 0.988 0.978 0.972
* BAND 5 0.988 1.000 0.988 0.975
* BAND 6 0.978 0.988 1.000 0.988 *
BAND 7 0.972 0.975 0.988 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.269
a* TRANSFrRMED PARAMETER 0.480
* 16.0 +
* *
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH*
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SITE OFSIGN-TOR= CV 9 C CELLS 2387 TO 240)
IMAGE IDEN",IF!ER: 1218-19094 LINES 1855 TO 1870
DATE ACOUI PE.: 26FER 73 0T4L POINTS 320
***COPRECTD FOR SUN ELEVATION 28 DEGREES****
* RACIANCI(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICCMETEP)
* N STANDPD WAVELENGTH
SDEVIATION (MICROMETERS)M BAND 4 6.85 0.97 .5 - .6
*BAND 5 3.42 0A.UIPE: .6 - .7
BAND 6 5.38 0.84 .7 - .8ON  7 4.9S 7 .8 1.1EE
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* AND 4 BAND 5 AEND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.00085 0.97 .5 -705 0.423
BANO 5 0.928 0.1 .6 734 0.470
BAN 6 0.705 0.734 1.000 0.808
AND 7 0.4235 .470 0.808 1.000
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S******,****** ********
*  ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 A CELLS 2339 TO 2344 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1308-18093 LINES 2094 TO 2099 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 21MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 36
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
A 7DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 7.10 1.32 .5 - .6
BAND 5 5.18 2.04 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.26 0.67 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.13 2,59 .8 -1.1
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.981 0.091 -0.344 *
BAND 5 0.981 1.000 0.032 -0.356 *
* BAND 6 0.091 0.032 1.000 0.336 *
* BAND 7 -0.344 -0.356 0.336 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.083
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.764 *
* 6.0 + ,
* .O ,
* .0 -
*0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
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* SITE PROCESSING REPORT • ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 RI CELLS 2513 TO 2518 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1308-18093 LINES 2008 TO 2016
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES****
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) ,
* BAND 4 7.11 0.47 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 4.78 0.43 .6 - .7 a
* BAND 6 7.40 0.62 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.77 3.07 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.722 0.430 0.067 •
* 'AND 5 0.722 1.000 0.430 0.125 *
* BAND 6 0.430 0.430 1.000 0.045 *BAND 7 0.067 0.125 0.045 1.000 ** 
,
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.094 ,
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.771 ,
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* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
S************************
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R2 CELLS 2515 TO 2518 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1308-18093 LINES 2016 TO 2024
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 36
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 12.72 5.35 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 10.10 4.10 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 11.22 2.62 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.57 5.03 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.883 0.904 0.506 *
BAND 5 0.883 1.000 0.986 0.583 *
* BAND 6 0.904 0.986 1.000 0.568 *
BAND 7 0.506 0.583 0.568 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.143




8.0 + , ,
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* *** ******** ***************
* * ERTS-1. ,
SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R3 CELLS 2519 TO 2522IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1308-18093 LINES 2024 TO 2033DATE ACQUIRED: 27MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 40 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 OEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* RAND 4 11.10 6.69 .5 - .6BAND 5 8.15 5.65 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.96 3.85 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 9.33 2.68 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.998 0.985 0.937
* BAND 5 0.998 1.000 0.982 0.929
* BAND 6 0.985 0.982 1.000 0.977BAND 7 0.937 0.929 0.977 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.068
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* * ERTS-1 * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 W CELLS 2523 TO 2526 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1308-18093 LINES 2055 TO 2063
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES*** ,
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 7.00 0.32 .5 - .6
BAND 5 4.60 0.34 .6 - 7
BAND 6 8.81 0.49 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.35 3.18 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.673 -0.053 0.075
* BAND 5 0.673 1.000 -0.274 -0.043 *
* BAND 6 -0.053 -0.274 1.000 0.492
BAND 7 0.075 -0.043 0.492 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.230 *




* 8.0 + -
* o
*  *  - -----4--- -- ---- -- ---+-- -- -------4- -- ------- -- +
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* * ERTS-1 * ,
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * ,
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV. 9 C CELLS 2523 TO 2544 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1308-18093 LINES 2011 TO 2025DATE ACQUIRED: 27MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 330 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 57 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 8.32 6.92 .5 - .6
BAND 5 5.22 5.92 .6 - .7
BAND 6 7.53 3.99 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.97 3.86 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.956 0.956 0.434 *
* BAND 5 0.956 1.000 0.992 0.492 *
* BAND 6 0.956 0.992 1.000 0.469
* BAND 7 0.434 0.492 0.469 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.025'
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.689
*16.0 +
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9* ************************* *
* * ERT S-1 * 
* SITE PRnCESSING REPORT *
* SITE DES IGfNATDR: CV 9 A CELLS 481 TO 484
IMAGE IF)FNTIFIER: 1361-18031 LINFS 2250 TO 2255 *DATE ACO'JIRED: [9JUL73 TO'AL POINTS 24 *




BAND 4 7.05 0.78 .5 - .6
B AND 5 4.89 1.13 .6 - .7
SBAND 6 7.15 1.10 .7 - .8
* RAND 7 6.86 1.19 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED CO)VARIANCES *
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.916 0.512 0.356
* RAND 5 0.916 1.000 0.457 0.258 *
SBND 6 0.512 0.457 1.000 0.935 *
BAND 7 0.356 0.258 0.935 1.000
*AND RATIO PARAMEE 0.167
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.817
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* *
* F RTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* SITE OESIGNATOR: CV 9 Ri CELLS 651 TO 656 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1361-1B031 LINES 2160 TO 2167 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 19JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 48
* ***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 7.05 0.40 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 5.14 0.57 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 7.02 0.42 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.84 0.55 .8 -1.1
* NCRMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.733 0.144 -0.229 *
* BAND 5 0.733 1.000 0.141 -0.278 *
BAND 6 0.144 0.141 1.000 0.727
SBAND 7 -0.229 -0.278 0.727 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.142 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.801
* 16.0 + *
* *
8.0 +* * * * - *
* 0.0 ------------------ +------------------+---------+
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*, * ERTS-1 * *
, SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
* ************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R2 CELLS 653 TO 660 *
* IMAGE IDE\VIFIE R : 1361-18031 LINES 2167 TO 2175 *
* DATE AC)!JIRED: 19JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 72 *
***CORPECED FOr SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES** *
• RAI ANCE(MWATTS/SQCM4-STR-MICROMFTER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
SBANU 4 7.05 0.53 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 5.04 0.74 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.92 0.62 ,7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.60 0.67 .8 -1.1 *
S~NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.00) 0.851 0.612 0.496
* BAND 5 0.851 1.000 0.685 0.535
BAND 6 0.612 0.685 1.000 0.887
BAND 7 0.496 0.535 0.887 1.000
* BAND PA'TO PARAMETER 0.134 *
* "TRANSFOPMED PARAMETER 0.796
• 16.0 + *
S8.0S-* *
.0 --------------------------------------------- *
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* ERTS-1 * *
*r * SITF PRKCESSING REPORT *
* ~************************
* SITE DESIgNATfR: CV 9 R3 CEILS 657 TO 662 *IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1361-18031 LINES 2175 TO 2183 *D* ATE ACI(iIRED: 19JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
* ***C0RRECTFO FnP SUN ELEVATION 56 DEGREES***
* RADIANHCE(MWAT"S/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DFVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 7.12 0.50 .5 - .6
B* AND 5 5.04 0.61 .6 - .7
BAND 5 7.12 0.65 .7 - .8
BAND 7 6.90 0.78 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVAPIANCES *
*BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.857 0.425 0.290
BAND 5 0.857 1.000 0.471 0.312 *
* BANDl 6 0.425 0.471 1.000 0.889BA'ND I 0.29 0.312 0.889 1.000





* . ~ -_
0.0 +---------+--------------------------
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* * ERTS-1 * *
S* SItrE PROCESSING REDORT *
******,*****************
SITE DESTINATOR: CV 9 W CELLS 661 TO 666
* IMAGE IDENTIFIFR: 1361-18031 LINES 2207 TO 2215 a
DATE ACQUIRED: 19JJUL73 TOTAL POINTS 54 *
***CORRECE) FOR SUN ELEVATION 56 DFGRFES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETEP *I
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
* BAND 4 8.26 0.34 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 6.93 0.46 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.75 0.45 .7 - .8
BAND 7 7.10 0.30 .8 -1.1
NOPMALIZED COVAPIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.679 0.657 0.573 *
* BAND 5 0.679 1.000 0.753 0.557
* BAND 6 0.657 0.753 1.000 0.555
* RAND 7 0.573 0.557 0.555 1.000
R ND RATI1 PARAMETER 0.012
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.716 *
* *
* 16.0 +
0.0 ----------------------------------------------S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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*0.0 +-----------+---------+-----------------------+----------.4
* * ERTS-1 * *
* 'a SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* **t*************+******** *
* SITE DESICb,ATnR: CV 9 C CELLS 663 'tO 684* I AGE IFNlTIFIEP: 1361-13031 LINES 216? TO 2176 ** DATE ACOlUIPRE: 19JUL73 TOTAL POINTS 330 *
***CORRECTED FqP SUN FLEVA'IlON 56 DEGPEES***
RADI ANCE ( 'WA TTS/SOC-STR-M I CRMFTE)
* MEAN STfNDARD WAVFLENGTH ,
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 5.42 0.25 .5 - .6
BAND 5 2.68 0.19 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 5.91 0.48 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 5.88 0.54 .8 -1.1 *
* NORliALIZED COVARIANCES
PRAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.412 0.249 0.275BAND 5 0.412 1.000 0.126 0.134
* BAND 6 0.249 0.126 1.00 0.815
* BAND 7 0.275 0.134 0.815 1.000
* RAND FiATIO PARAMETER 0.374 *
* YTRANSF OrMED. PARAMETER 0.935 *
16**6.0 +
* .0 - --------- --
* *
* 8.0 + -
S 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9*
* PADIANCF VS *AVELENGTH
PREPAPED RY:-FXAS AFNI UNIVF SITY, REf!OTF SENSING CENTER *






* * SITE PROCESSING REPCPT * -
* ********** **************
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 A CFLLS 2253 TO 2258 *
IMAGF IOEN'TFTER: 1415-18080 LINES 1949 TO j954 -
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12SFP73 TO'AL POINTS 36
* **-CRRFqtl... F .RR SUN FLEVAMION 42 D GF..EES ' **$
RADI ANCE( MWATTS/SQCM-STR-M ICRnMETFR)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICRO FTERS)
SBAND 4 7.80 1.07 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.45 1.47 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 6.69 1.06 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.99 1.12 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* RAND 4 RAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.916 0.806 0.648 *
BAND 5 0.916 1.000 0.793 0.645 *
* RAND 6 0.806 0.793 1.000 0.933
RAND 7 0.648 0.645 0.933 1.000 *
* SAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.037
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.680
6.0
* 8.0 + *
0.0 + ------- ---------------------- ---------
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
*PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M IJNIVFRSITY, RE',O'* F ISING CENTER
DATA ANALYSIS LABO.PAFRY 23JAN74
468
r* * ERTS- *
* * SITE PROCFSSING FnOOfPT *
SITE DESIGNATIR: CV 9 RI CELLS 2421 TO 2426
* IMAGE IDEFNTIFIER: 1416-18080 LINES 1852 TO 1859
DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 48




BAND 4 7.72 0.59 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.50 0.76 .6 - .7
BAND 6 6.61 0.65 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.22 0.73 .8 -1.1
SNRMALIZE9 CnVARIANCES *
* RAN[) 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.802 0.700 0.591
* RAND 5 0.802 1.000 0.843 0.770
BAND 6 0.700 0.843 1.000 0.872 *
* BAND 7 0.591 0.170 0.872 1.000
SAN)D ATIJ PARAMETFR 
-0.022 *
* TRANSFORMEo PARAMETER 0.692
*16.0 +




0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 •1.0":RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED PY:TEXAS AVrA UNIVEPSI-Y, PRMOTE SENSING CENTFP
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23JAN74.
469
S* SITE PROCESSIN(; EPORT * 
* ****c****4****************
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R2 CELLS 2423 TO 2428 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1416-18080 LINES 1859 TO 1867 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 54
* ***roRPECTOn FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 DEGREES* *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-ST P - 4ICROMETFP)
MEAN STANDARD WAVFLEN"H *
DFVIATION (MICROMETEPS)
BAND 4 7.57 1.21 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.29 1.70 .6 - .7 *
• BAND 6 6.55 1.35 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 6.08 1.32 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.000 0.953 0.907 0.865
* BAND 5 0.953 1.000 0.958 0.921 *
BAND 6 0.907 0.958 1.000 0.961 *
* BAND 7 0.865 0.921 0.961 1.000 *






0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0**RADIANCE VS *AVELENTH
PPEPARED RY:TEXAS Atm UNIVERSITY, REMOF-E SENSINA CENTER
•DATA ANALYSIS LARORa0TRY 23JAN4
* 70
*
* 0. +--------4---------------+--------------+---------------+ "
* * ERTS-1
* * SITF PROCESSING REPORT
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 P3 CELLS 2425 TO 2430I* MAGE IDFNTIFIER: 1416-18080 LINFS 1867 TO 1873
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 42 
-
S ***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 42 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM- TR- MICR qFTFR )
MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENG'H
DEVIATION (MICROMFTERS)
BAND 4 7.80 0.80 .5 - .6 ,
* BAND 5 6,69 1.11 .6 - .7
*BAND 6 6.84 0.91 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.32 0.97, .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.900 0.908 0.838
* RAND 5 0.900 1.000 0.940 0.887 *
* BAND 6 0.908 0.940 1.000 0.930 ,BAND 7 0.838 0.887 0.930 1.000






8.0 + * ** .




0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1. 0RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARFD RY:TEXAS AFrM UNIVJFRSITY, R:,.fnTE SENSING CENTFQ
DATA ANALYSIS LM OqRATORY 23JANW4
~********* *** ** ** ** **********************
i71
* * ERTS-1 1
* * SITE PROCESSING PFPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 W CFLLS 2433 TO 2440
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1416-18080 LINES 1899 TO 1907 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 72
S ***cnDDrREcT FUO S,I ELE',ATTN "" DEfRfS*.S -
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROJMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 9.18 2.74 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 8.56 4.04 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 8.68 2.77 .7 - .8 ,
*BAND 7 7.57 2.20 .8 -1.1
* *
SNORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.991 0.984 0.977 *
*BAND 5 0.991 1.000 0.986 0.983
BAND 6 0.984 0.986 1.000 0.988
BAND 7 0.977 0.983 0.988 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.061
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.662f *
8.0 + - *
000 ------------------------------------------------ +
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS AKM UNIVERSITY, RFMOTF SFNSING CEN TFR
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 23JAN74
S72




S* SITE PR!ICFSSING PEPOPTr
* SITE DESIrG, ATnR: CV 9 C CELLS 2435 TO 2454SIM-AGE IDENTIFIEP: 1416-18080 LINES 1855 '0 1868 
* DATE ACQUIRED: 12SEP73 TOTAL POINTS 280 *




BAND 4 4.91 0.42 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 2.44 0.59 .6 - .7
BAND 6 4.77 0.46 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.75 0.55 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 RAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.846 0.506 0.503BAND 5 0.846 1.000 0.445 0.466BAND 6 0.506 0.445 1.000 0.833 *
BAND 7 0.503 0.466 0.833 1.000





S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RADIANCE VS WAVFLENGTH
PPEPARED RY:TFXAS AM UNIVERSITY, RFMOTF SENSING CFNTEP




* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 A CELLS 2053 TO 2058
IMAGE IDEN-I IER: 1452-18070 LINES 2101 -0 2107
DATE ACOUIRED: 180CT73 TO7AL PCIN'S 42
***COrnECTED FOn SUN EL ~PAICN 29 DCGREEc ***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-S'R-MICROETER) *
*MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGT H *
D EVIA'ION (MICPCMETERS)
BAND 4 7.96 0.88 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 5.16 0.83 .56 - .7
BAND 6 5.51 0.92 .7 - .8
SBAND 7 4.83 0.99 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 C0.845 0.693 0.582
* BAND 5 0.845 1.000 0.652 0.541
SBAND 6 0.693 0.652 1.000 0.874
BAND 7 0.582 0.541 0.874 1.000
BAND RA'IO PARAMETER -0.033
* TRANSFORMED PARAME'ER 0.683 *
S16.0 +
80 +* .*
0 8.0 + --------- -----------------------------------
*0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENG'"H
*PREARED BY:-EXAS A&M UNIVERSlTY, .rMOTE SENSING CEN'ER
S0.0 +-----+----DATA ANALYSIS L----------------ORATORY 14MAY74--
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14MAY74
474
S* EPTS-1
SS!-E PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 RI CELLS 2223 
-0 2230 
-IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1452-18070 LINES 2009 TO 2321
DATE ACQUIRED: 18CC73 TOTAL PCINTS 104
* **CORPECTE FCR SUN ELEVATION 29 DEGREESvr*
RADIANCE(MWAT-S/SQCM-rcT-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIA"ION (l ICiOME ERS )
BAND 4 8.53 0.70 .5- .6
* BAND 5 6.13 0.81 .6- .7
* BAND 6 6.11 0.64 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.30 0.58 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 C.802 0.728 0.535
* BAND 5 0.802 1.000 0.794 0.649
* BAND 6 0.728 0.794 1.000 0.776BAND 7 0.535 0.649 0.776 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.073
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.654 *
S16.0 -+
*
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* * ERTS-1 *
* , SI"E P'ROCESSING REPOR9  *
SI'E DESIGNATOR: CV 9 R2 CELLS 2227 TO 2232
IMAGE IDEN-IFIER: 1452-18070 LINcS 2021 '0 2027
DATE ACQUIRED: 180CT73 TCOTAL POINTS 42 *
* ** CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEV~iON 29 DEGREE s *
RADIANCE (MWAT7S/SOCM-STR-MICROM'ETER
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENG7 H
SDEVIA"ION IM ICROME"ERS)
* BAND 4 8.73 0.72 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 6.36 C.92 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.32 C.62 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.38 0.70 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.801 0.706 0.524
BANC 5 0.801 1.000 0.859 0.736
BAND 6 0.706 0.859 1.000 0.783
SBAND 7 0.524 0.736 0.783 1.000








0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0!
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PREPARED BY:TEXAS ArM UNIVERSITY, RcE74Tr - SENSING CNTER *Q
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORA~ORY 14MAY74
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*t ErS-1 .
SSI-E PPOCESSING RFPCR *
SITE DESTGNA T OR: CV 9 P3 CEL. LS 2229 C 2234
* IMAGE IDEN'IcIER: 1452-18070 LINES 2027 TO 2033
* OATE ACOUIPED: 18OCT 13 TO"AL POINTS 42
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATIONt 29 OEGREES*A*
RADI ANC.E (MWATSS/SOQCM-TR-MICROyVETER)
MEAN STANDARD WbVELENG H
* DEVIATION (M!CROMEIERS) *
* BAND 4 8.56 0.87 .5- .6
* BAND 5 6.11 1.01 .6 - .7BAND 6 6.19 0.62 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.26 0.60 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVtRIANCES
*BAND 4 PAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.833 0.785 0.598BAND 5 0.833 1.000 0.783 0.694BAND 6 0.785 0.783 1.000 0.653BAND 7 0.593 0.694 0.639 1.000
* BAND RA':! PARAMETER 
-0.075
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.652
* 16.0 + *
.
* 8.0 + -
* * * -
0.0 +---------------------------------+-------+---------+------------
S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
SPREPARED 5Y:TEXAS ALM UNIVERSI'Y, PEMOTE SENSING CEI7ER .
* DATA ANALYSIS LA9ORATORY 14MAY74
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* * ERTS-1
* SITE PROCESSING REPOqT *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV 9 W CELLS 2233 TC 2240
* IMAE IDENTIFIER: 1452-1 070 LINES 2055 O 2064 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 180CT73 TOTAL POINTS 80
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 29 DEGPEES***
RADIANCE (WATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENG"H 
DEVIATION (MICRME'EPRS)
* BAND 4 9.46 0.80 .5 - .6
BAND 5 7.02 0.89 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.67 0.73 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.50 0.73 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED CCVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BANO 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.833 0.807 0.827
* BAND 5 0.833 1.000 0.849 0.820
BAND 6 0.807 0.849 1l000 0. 857
BAND 7 0.827 C.320 0.867 1.000




* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
SPREPARED BY:T:EXAS ACM UNIVERSITY. RMOTE .NSING C ,,ENT ER
* DA-A ANALYSIS LA3,pi"ORY 14MAY74
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* * ERvS-1
* - SI-E PFOCESSING REPOPT * *
* SITE DESIGN'OR: CV 9 C CELLS 2233 Tn 2256 *
* IMAGE IDEFNIFIER: 1452-18070 LINES 2011 TO 2025
t' E ACOUIQED: 180C T73 TOTAL PCIN T S 360 *
* ~*:*CORREC"ED FO SUN ELEVATION 29 DFGREES***
* RADIA;NCE(MWAT'S/SQCM-STR-MICPCE ETR)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIA-ION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 6.37 0.41 .5 - .6
BAND 5 3.16 0.53 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 4.57 0.55 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 4.12 0.54 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.679 0.299 0.151
* BAND 5 0.679 1.000 0.385 0.285
BAND 6 0.299 0.385 1.000 0.659 *
* BAND 7 0.151 0.235 0.669 1.000 *
BAND RA'IO PARAmETER 0.132




* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.0*
-RADIANCE VS WAVELEN.TH
ORIGINAL PAGE ,SOOR 4U LI.
Qas ?OOR ~UAIlT~
, * EPTS-1 *
* SITe PROCESSING REPOPT *
* SITE CESIGNATOR: CV10 A CELLS 1479 TO 1486 *
• IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1040-18204 LINFS 1072 TO 1076
* DATE ACQUIIPED: 01SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 40 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
DEVIATION (mICPOMETERS) *
BAND 4 8.26 0.67 .5 - .6 *
• BAND 5 5.94 0.95 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 9.16 0.58 .7 - .8
• BAND 7 9.09 0.84 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZEC COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.866 -0.246 -0.456 *
* BAND 5 0.866 1.000 -0.312 -0.542
BAND 5 -0.246 -0.312 1.000 0.832
BAND 7 -0.456 -0.542 0.832 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.209 *
• TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.842
* 16.0 + *
S8.0 + *
* S *
0.0 +---- ---------------- +-----------------------+-------------
• 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 03,9 1,0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENT P *
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN73
48o
w i a
* * ERTS-1 * *
* * SITP PROCESSING PFPOPT * ** ***********************k*2 
.
* SITE CESIGNATOR: CVIO R CELLS 1465 Trl 1474 *
* IMAGE IDENTIF IER : 1040-18204 LINES 1089 TO 104 i
* DATE ACQUIRED: 01SEP72 TCTAL POINTS 60
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES***
f.* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROM'ETEP) *
B MEAN STANDARD WAVELFNGTH
DEVIATION (VICROMETEPS) *S BAND4 9.26 0.73 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 8.10 0.99 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.04 0.71 .7 - .9
* BAND 7 5.80 0.59 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.892 0.776 ,. 5_3 *
* BAND 5 0.892 1.000 0. 88 0.636 *BAND 6 0.776 0.888 1.000 0.7C9
* BAND 7 0.533 0.636 0.799 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.166





* 8.0 + - * +
* 0
S0.0 +-------- ------------------------------------------+
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 !10*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
PPEPARED BY:TEXAS AF.M1 UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CFNTr-P
* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATCRY 14JUN73
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, * ERTS-1 * *
,* * SITE PROCESSING QEPo9T * *
* ************************* *
* SITE CESIGNATOR: CV1O W CELLS 1451 TO 1460 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIEp : 1040-18204 LINES 1102 TO 1111 *
* DATE ACQUIED: 01SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 100 *
***rOnRRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 46 DEGREES*** *
, RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICRCMETER) *
, MEAN STANDARD WAVFLENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETErS) *
* BAND 4 12.67 1.04 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 13.18 1.49 .6 -. 7 *
* BAND 6 12.03 1.41 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 10.46 1.26 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 B ND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 C.907 0.857 0.847 *
* BAND 5 0.907 1.000 0.926 0.922 *
BAND 6 0.857 0.926 1.000 0.944 *
BAND 7 0.847 0.922 0.944 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.115 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.620
* 6
8. 160 +a n . *
*
0 8.0 ------------------ *
0.5 0.6 0*7 0,8 0.9 110* 0.0 4-----------+--------------------------- --------------
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITYt, PE'OTF S -NSING CENTER
*r DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 14JUN73 *
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4 *
, * EPTS-1 *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE CESIGNATI3R CV10 A CELLS 1375 TO 13P2 
* IMAGE II)ENTIF IEP 1058-18203 LINFS 1105 TO 1110
DATE ACQUIF ED: 19SEP72 TOTAL POINTS 48 ,
* *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES***
* RADIA\NCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETFRI
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (VICPOMFTEPS) *
RAND 4 8.80 0.74 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 6.46 1.10 .6 - .7 '
BAND 6 9.42 3.74 o7 - • *
* BAND 7 9.12 0.93 .P -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
• BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.030 0.905 0.273 0.079 *
SBAND 5 0.905 1.000 0.188 0.015
BAND 6 0.273 0.188 1.000 0.887
* BAND 7 0.079 00015 0.987 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.170 *
* TRANSFORMED PAPAMFTER 0.819 *




*DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 24JUL73
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. * FRTS-1 *
* ** *
* * SITF P OCESSING REPOOT * *
, *************,************* *
. SITE CFSIGNATOR: CVO1 R CELLS 1361 TO 1366 *
IMAGE IDENTIF IE : 1058-18203 LINES 1122 TO 1127 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 19SE P72 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
S ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 40 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SOCM-STR-MICROMETER *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICPCMETERS) *
• BAND 4 9.77 0.83 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 8.62 1.12 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.69 1.30 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.45 1.03 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.906 0.807 0.748 *
* BAND 5 0.906 1.000 0.879 0.803 *
BAND 6 0.807 0.879 1.000 0.955
* BAND 7 0.748 0.803 0.955 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.144
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.597 *
* o
0.0 +---------+-----------------------------------------S 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I.O
*RADIANCE VS WVELENGTH*
PPEPAR D BY:TEXAS AFM UNIVEQSITY, REmnTE SENSING CENTEP
DATA ANALYSIS LABORATORY 24JUL73
484
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* * SITE PROCESSING EPf.PT
* SITE DESIGNATJR: CV10 w CELLS 1150 T71 I 6S IMAGE IDENTIF I~ : 1058-18203 LINES 114? T) 1 4
* DATE ACQUIRED : 19SEP72 TOTAL POIINTS 56
* ***C"RPRECTEO FOR SUN FLEVATION 40 )r GDE ** *
* OPAIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STP-MICROMET P)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVFLFNJGTH
* DFVIATION ( V ICr nvET FeS )
* BAND 4 9.77 0.33 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 8.12 0.35 .6 - .7
BAND 6 6.88 0.31 .7 - .
* BAND 7 5.81 0.22 .9 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 B~AND 6 NO 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.343 0.172 3. 34
* BAND 5 0.343 lo 000 0.212 ") 35 -7
* BAND 6 X. 172 0.212 !.300 .127
* BAND 7 0.341 0.357 0.127 1.000
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RADIANCE VS WAVFLENGTH
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* DATA ANALYSIS LABORATnY 2JL73
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e~ PoO1?~ ~sUahrr
, EPTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV10 A CELLS 1353 TO 1360 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER : 1076-182C4 LINES 1168 TO 1172 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 070CT72 TOTAL POINTS 40 *
S 4*7CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATTON 34 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETFRS)
SBAND 4 9.94 0.61 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 7.57 0.74 .6 -7 7
* BAND 6 8.69 0.,58 .7 - .8
RAND 7 7.94 0.41 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
SBAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 03828 0.,585 0, 391 .
BAND 5 0.828 1.000 0,628 0.496 *
* BAND 5 0585 0.628 1.000 0.689
, BAND 7 0.391. 0.,496 0,689 1.000
* 3AND RATIO PARAMETER 0.024 *
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* * FRTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT-* *
* ******* ** ** ******* ,
* SITE CESIGNATOR: CV10 R CELLS 1339 TO 1344 *
* IMAGE IDENTIF IE : 1076-18204 LINES 1184 TO 1189 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 070C T72 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
* ***CORRECTFO FOR SUN ELEVATION 34 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 10.20 0.90 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 8.50 1.20 .6 - .7 *
* BAND 6 7.19 1 ,IE .7 - .8
* RAND 7 5.78 1.16 .8 I1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1,000 0,882 0,772 0,,734 *
* BAND 5 0.882 1.000 0.921 0.866 *
* BAND 6 0.772 0.921 1.000 0.936 *
* BAND 7 0.734 0,866 0.936 1,000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.190 *
* TRANSFORMED PAPAMFTER 0,556 *
* 16_0 + *
S8,0 +
020 + ------------------------------------ 
--------- ** 0.5 06 0.7 0.8 0.9 I10*
*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
* PREPAREC BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVFP SITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER *
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S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ***************************
, SITE CESIGNATOR: CV10 W CELLS 1337 TO 1344 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1076-18204 LINES 1204 TO 1210 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 070CT72 TOTAL POINTS 56 *
, ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 34 DEGREES*** *
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETERI *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
, DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
RAND 4 10.01 0.33 .5 - .6 *
* BAND 5 7.85 0.37 .6 - 7 *
SBAND 6 6,79 0.26 7 - .8
* BAND 7 5.49 0.23 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
, RAND 4 1.000 0.502 0.230 03,044 *
* BAND 5 0.502 1.000 0.117 0.254 *
, BAND 5 0,230 0.117 1.000 0.272 *
RAND 7 0.044 0.254 0.272 1.000 *
* BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.177 *
TRANSFORMED PARAMETEP 0.568
* 16,0 + *
8* .0
0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 10*
SRADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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ERTS-1 * ,
t* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
* ************************** *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CVlO A CELLS 1761 TO 1768IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1292-18213 LINES 1170 TO 1174DATE ACQUIRED: 11MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 40 *
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) 
*
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH ,
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 6.63 0.76 .5 - .6 ,
* BAND 5 3.98 1.07 .6 - .7 •
* BAND 6 10.59 1.42 .7- .8 •
* BAND 7 11.82 2.09 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES ,
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.934 -0.785 
-0.839 *
* BAND 5 0.934 1.000 
-0.846 
-0.885
* BAND 6 -0.785 
-0.846 1.000 0.978
* BAND 7 -0.839 
-0.885 0.978 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.496
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•* * ERTS-1 * *
S* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
, ************************* *
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV10 R CELLS 1747 TO 1750 *
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1292-18213 LINES 1186 TO 1192 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 11MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES***
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 8.27 0.48 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.76 0.60 .6 - 7
BAND 6 7.11 0.57 .7 - .8
• BAND 7 6.32 0.72 .8 -1.1 *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
* BAND 4 1.000 0.806 0.364 -0.031 *
BAND 5 0.806 1.000 0.147 -0.227 *
BAND 6 0.364 0.147 1.000 0.877 *
BAND 7 '-0.031 -0.227 0.877 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.033
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.683 *
• 16.0 + *
8.0 +
S0.0 --------- +--------- ------------------------- +
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
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* * 4ERTS-1 * ,
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT • •* ************************** 
,
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV10 W CELLS 1743 TO 1752IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1292-18213 LINES 1207 TO 1212 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 11MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 60
* **CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 55 DEGREES***
,* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
* MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) •
* BAND 4 6.55 0.36 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 4.52 0.39 .6 - .7
BAND 6 7.43 0.26 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 7.68 0.29 .8 -1.1 ,
NORMALILED COVARIANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.827 0.246 -0.188
* BAND 5 0.827 1.000 0.040 -0.315 *
* BAND 6 0.246 0.040 1.000 0.360
* BAND 7 -0.188 -0.315 .0.360 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.259 ,








* 8.0 + , *
* * -
_
* O * *-
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SFRTS-1 *
SITE oDrCESSING REPOR' *
* Q s********************* *
SIrE OFSIGNATO: CVIO - CELLS 1771 TO 1778 *
* IMAGE IDC N'TIFIER: 1310-18212 LINFS 1232 TO 1236
DATE ACOUI RD: 29MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 40
. ***CORRFCTED F P SUN ELEVATION 58 DEGREE S***
RA DIANCf (MWTTS/SOC*M-S T R - M ICROMTF R
P IfEAN STANDO 4) WAVELENGTH *
* DFVIATION (IICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 7.67 0.65 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 4.90 1.02 .6 - .7 *
* RAND 6 11.04 1.29 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 11.94 2.06 .8 -1.1 *
NORMALIZEr) COVARIANCES *
* BAND 4 RAND 5 PAND 6 RAND 7 *
B "ANr) 4 1.000 0.931 -0.857 -0.890 *
SBANJD 5 0.931 1.000 -0.905 -0.948
SBAND) 6 -0.867 -0. 905 1.000 0.969 *
* BAND 7 -0.890 -0. 948 0.969 1.000 *
B4AN RATIO PARAVTFr 0.418 *
4 T RANSFORMED PARA FTFR 0.958 *
S16.0 +
* 8.0 + * *
0.0 +-----------------------------------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0
SPRADI ANCE VS WAVELENGH
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* * EQTS-1 *
* ~ SlrE PROCFSlTNG REPOT *-
* SI T F OFSIGNTTO: CV!O R CELLS 1759 TO 176+
IAGF IPFNTICIED: 1310-18212 LINFS 1248 TO 125't
DAT 'e COUI r): 29MAY73 TO AL POINTS 42 *
*C*COOFC'EP FO SUN ELEVATION 58 DEGPFES***
RADI ANCE ( MW ATT S/SQCM - S R-,A I CP O TER)
*Yr-AN STANDARD WAVELENGTH
* DFVIATION (MTICROMETERS)
* BANr 4 9.19 0.51 .5 - .6 *
SANO 5 7.60 0.63 - .6 - .7 *
*BAND 6 7.28 0.56 .7 - .8
6 PAND 7 6.19 0. 71 .8 -1.1 
* NORMALIZED COVAQI ANCES
* BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
RAND 4 1.000 0.824 0.080 0.022
BAN) 5 0.824 1.000 -0.090 -0.199
* RAND ') 0.080 -0.090 1.000 0.901 *
BAN r) 7 0.022 -0.199 0.901 1.000
* BAND RATIO PARAME'FR -0.102 ,
TPANSFOPMFD PAPAMETEP 0.631 *
* 16.0 + *
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* * ERTS-1 *
,* * SITE PROCSSI N REOT *
S sTE F ESIG r To: V10 W CELLS 1755 O 1764
* IMAGE Ir)FLJrfFIFQ: 1310-1q212 LINFS 1268 TO 1274
, DATE ACOUIRED: 29MAY73 TOTAL POINTS 70
* -renRDcrEDn cnQ SIN rL r-VATION 58 DFGREFS * *
SaPADI ANCE( MW ATTS/SOCM-S r o - M ICPOMET )
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENJGTH
4 DEVIATION (MTIC DO FT ES)
BAND 4 7.89 0.45 .5 - .6 *
ARAND 5 5.83 0.57 .6 - .7
*BAND 6 7.18 0.30 .7 - .8
* BANO 7 6.78 0.42 .8 -1.1 *
NOR;PMALIZr COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
SBRAND 4 1.000 0. 776 -0.235 -0.555 *
BAND 5 0.776 1.000 -0.062 -0.495
BAN) 6 -0.235 -0.062 1.030 0.595 *
PAND 7 -0.555 -0.495 0.595 1.000 *
SRAND PA rI PAZAMETCE 0.075
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a * SITE DPRCESSING REPrPT
*SITe n eSIGNATOR: CV10 A CCLLS 1719 TP 1724
* IGF IrENTIPIER: 1364-18204 LIh'FS 1009 TO 1014
DATE ACOJIPED: 22JUL73 TOTAL POTNTS 36




* D BAND 4 9.39 0.43 .5 - .6
, BAN 5 8.97 0.75 .6 .7 
BAND 6 8.25 0.56 .7 - .
1 BA ,D 7 7.06 0.76 .8 -1.1
" NrRMALIZED COVARIANCFS
*BND 4 PANr) 5 BND 6 BAND 7
a BAND 4 1.000 0.823 0.214 -0.108SRAND 5 0.823 1.000 0.252 -0.111SBAND 6 0.214 0.252 1.000 0.837
.BANC 7 -0.108 
-0.111 0.837 1.000
* BAIr RATIn PARAMETER -0.120
TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.617
* 16.0 + .
* .
* 8.0 A+ - a 2
* 9
* TN0.5 .6 T.7 0.8 0.9* *:TEXS A TVFSTY PT ES!N TFR
DATA ANALYSIS LABOPATOPY 28MAY74 a
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SERTS- I
S - SIT DPjCESSING PEPrRT *
STTE r)SIONATR: CV10 P CELLS 1703 TO 1708 *
SI" AGF I0nF!TI IF : 1364-18?04 LINtES 10?6 TO 1031
OATE ACQIIIREP: 22J'JL73 TOTAL POINTS 36 *
***CDPFCTFD FOP SUN FI.VATITON 56 DEGREES** 
*
* RAIANFICF(NWATTS/SOC-STR - ICROETFP) *
MEAN ST AN DA WAVFLENGTH *
* OEVIATIFON (ICROMFTFRS) *
R t1ND 4 9.34 0.53 .5 - .6 *
* PAND 5 8.52 0.54 .6 - .7
* BA~V4 6 q,09 4.10 .7 - .8
* BAND 7 6.10 0.67 .8 -1.1
NORMALI7Fn COVAPIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7
SBAND 4 1.000 0.484 0.187 -0.168 *
BAn, 5 0.484 1.000 -0.142 0.047 *
*BANP 6 0.187 -0.142 1.000 0.348 *
* BAND 7 -0.168 0.047 0.348 1.000
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* SIT c PRqFSSIN, RFPORT *
**************************
SITF. D=SIrNATnP: rV10 w CFI.LS 1701 TO 1708 *
TMAGF TDENTTIF!R: 1364-18204 LTNFS 1045 TO 1051.
DATE ACOU111 DE: 22JU(. 73 TOTAL POINTS 56
***C3PPFCTc FnP SUN FL.VATION 56 DFGRrES*** *
SADIANC q-WA TTS/SOCM-STP-UICRnMETEP)
* 'EAN STANDA P WAVELNGTH
* DEVIATION (MICPCuMTFPS)
SBAND 4 8.44 0.50 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.71 1.99 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 7.83 2.71 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 6.40 0.62 .8 -1.1
NORMAL I ZrD CVAPIANCFS *
SAND 4 BANDf 5 BAND 6 B ID 7 *
t BA ,D 4. 1.000 0.190 0.352 0.527 *
SBAND 5 0.190 1.000 0.164 0.446 *
BAND 6 0.352 0.164 1.000 0.282
SBANn 7 0.527 0.446 0.282 1.000
* PANO PAT!f PoDA~ETrP -0.093 *
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* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV10 A CELLS 1683 TO 1688
* IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1382-18203 LINES 971 TO 975 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 09AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 30
* ***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER)
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
• DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 9.05 0.48 .5 - .6
BAND 5 6.92 0.74 .6 - .7 *
BAND 6 9.78 0.64 .7 - .8 *
RAND 7 9,49 0.85 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
RAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
* BAND 4 1.000 0.715 0.261 -0.019
BAND 5 0.715 1.000 0.178 -0.062 *
* BAND 6 0.261 0.178 1.000 0.879
* BAND 7 -0.019 -0.062 0,879 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMETER 0.157 *




* 8.0 4 - - ,
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* =ERTS-1 * *
* SITE PROCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNATOR: CV10 R CELLS 1669 TO 1674IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1382-18203 LINES 987 TO 993 *DATE ACQUIRED: 09AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 42 *
***CORRECTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 52 DEGREES*** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) a
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
*DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) aBAND 4 10.40 1.07 .5 -. 6
BAND 5 9.43 1.59 .6 - .7
BAND 6 7.93 1.65 .7 - .8 *BAND 7 6.28 1.51 .8 -1.1
NORMALIZED COVARIANCES
BAND 4 BAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7BAND 4 1.000 0.957 0.920 0.850 *BAND 5 0.957 1.000 0.939 0.878BAND 6 0.920 0.939 1.000 0.969 *
* BAND 7 0.850 0.878 0.969 1.000
BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.200 *
* TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.548
16.0 +
* *




0. 80 - -----------------
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* *, ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PROCESSING REPORT
* SITE DESIGNATOR: CV10 W CELLS 1665 TO 1676 *
IMAGE IDENTIFIER: 1382-18203 LINES 1007 TO 1012 *
DATE ACQUIRED: 09AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 72 *
c FUR SUN "LEVATION 52 DEGREES** *
* RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
*
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MICROMETERS)
BAND 4 12.60 1.30 .5 - .6
BAND 5 12.78 1.72 .6- .7 *
* BAND 6 11.03 1.54 .7 - .8 *
* BAND 7 8.95 1.32 .8 -1.1 *
* *
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
, BAND 4 1.000 0.941 0.923 0.897 *
BAND 5 0.941 1.000 0.955 0.927 *
* BAND 6 0.923 0.955 1.000 0.967 *
* BAND 7 0.897 0.927 0.967 L.000 *
*, BAND RATIO PARAMETER -0.176 *
*= TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.569
8 .0 + *
0.0 ------ *-------
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH *
PREPARED BY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY* REMOTE SENSING CENTER
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* * - FRTS-1 * *
* ,* SITE PROCESSING REPORT * *
SITE DESIGNATUR: CV1O A CELLS 1681 TO 1688 *
* IMAGE II)ENTIFIER: 1400-18201 LINES 1031 TO 1035 *
* DATE ACQUIRED: 27AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 40 *
* ~***CORRFCTED FOR SUN ELEVATION 47 DFGREES***
RADIANCE('WATTS/SQCM-STR-MICR.OMETER)
MEAN STANi)ARD WAVELENGTH
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
BAND 4 9.18 1.20 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.60 1.96 .6 - .7
BAND 6 10.02 0.90 .7 - .8 *
BAND 7 9.75 0.66 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZFD COVA'IANCES *
.BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7 *
BAND 4 1.003 0.953 0.760 0.320 *
BAND 5 0.953 1.000 0.706 0.218 *
BAND 6 0.760 0.706 1.000 0.728 *
9AND 7 0.320 0.218 0.728 1.000
* BAND FRA'I) PARAMETER 0.124
TRANSFORMED PARAMETER 0.790 *
* 16.0 + *
* .
0.0 ------------------------- -----------------------+
0.5 0. 0.7 0.8 0.9 .0
*  .0 + -- -- - 4-+-- -- --- +-- --  - - -- -- 1 - -- -- -- -
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* , RADIANCE VS NAVELENGTH
PPEPARED PY:TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY, REMOTE SENSING CENTER




* * ERTS-1 *
* SITE PRiOCESSING REPORT *
SITE DESIGNAT7R: CVIO R CELLS 1667 TO 1670
SI MAGF IPENTIFIEP: 1400-18201 1 INES 1I47 TO 1053
* DATE ACUIREF: 27A:JG73 TOTAL POINTS 28 *
.. 1F> f20 LqAT 17 L- L v IF S1*4 7
**eCsORREC)t- FR SU EL EVATO 47 V )GPlEE **
RADIANCE(M WATTS/SC 1-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
DEVIATION (MI CR PVETEPS) *
SBAND 4 9.15 0.53 .5 - .6
* BAND 5 7.78 0.75 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 6.93 2.29 .7 - .8
BAND 7 5.82 0.96 .8 -1.1 *
* NnRMALIZED COVARIANCES
, BAND 4 RAND 5 RAND 6 BAND 7 *
RAND 4 1.03 0.700 -0.002 0.159 *
, 8ANn 5 0.100 1.000 -0.009 0.054 *
* qAND 6 -0.002 -0.009 1.000 0.285 *
BAND 7 0.169 0.054 0.285 1.000
. BAND RATIO PAkAMETER -0.144
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= * ERTS-1 * *
* * SITE PPOCESSING REPORT *
* ************************* *
SITE 'DESIr'ATOR: CV10 CELLS 1665 TO 1674
[*IWAGE IDENTIFIER: 1400-18201 LINES 10657 TO 1072 *
• DATE ACQUIRED: 27AUG73 TOTAL POINTS 60 *
* ***CORRECTFO FOR SUN ELEVATION 47 OEGREES***
RADIANCE(MWATTS/SQCM-STR-MICROMETER) *
MEAN STANDARD WAVELENGTH *
* DEVIATION (MICROMETERS) *
* BAND 4 11.66 1.24 .5 - .6 *
BAND 5 12.02 1.65 .6 - .7
* BAND 6 10.56 1.48 .7 - .8 *
RAND 7 8.81 1.44 .8 -1.1
* NORMALIZED COVARIANCES *
BAND 4 BAND 5 BAND 6 BAND 7
BAND 4 1.000 0.947 0.952 0.929
SAND 5 0.947 1.000 0.953 0.935
• BAND 6 0.952 0.953 1.000 0.969
* BAND 7 0.929 0.935 0.969 1.000 *
BAND RATIO PARAMFTER -0.154 *
* .TRANSFORMED PAPAMETER 0.588
* 16.0 + *
o *
* 8.0 + *
0.0 -----------------------------------------------+* 4.-------------------+ ------------+ ------------+ ------------ 4-
* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0*
* RADIANCE VS WAVELENGTH
* PREPARED BY:TFXAS AM UNIVERSITY, PFMOTE SENSING CEFTER *
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RADIATION AND ATMOSPHERIC CONVECTIONS
At LARS a simple geometrical model utilizing satellite and ground
radiation data has been developed. The model permits the comparison of
the albedo of a canopy at two different points in time. Using the peak
values of spectral response sensed by the satellite, these data were
corrected for the aforementioned factors using the solar elevation at
the time of overpass as listed on the ERTS imagery frames as well as the
direct beam solar radiation received at the earth's surface from the
weather station nearest the test site.
Figure 1 illustrates a monochromatic direct beam of radiation, Io,
striking a plane at the top of the atmosphere which is parallel to the
terrain immediately below. Io is given by equation (1) (page 768), Z
being the zenith angle of the sun (900-A) and So being the solar constant
for a particular monochromatic beam. Beer's Law allows the calculation
of the surface, Ic . This is shown by equation (2).
Equation (2) can be rewritten in the form of equation (4) by substi-
tuting for the negative exponential through equation (3). If 'a' is the
canopy's albedo, equation (5) indicates the direct beam monochromatic
radiation returning to the satellite (assuming the satellite is directly
overhead). Equation (5) may again be rewritten in the form of equation (7)
by substituting for the negative exponential through (6). The two trans-
missivity factors, T and T2 are related through (8) and (9) if the
monochromatic extinction coefficients for the paths !o I c and IcIs are
assumed equal. Thus (11) results from (7) by using (2), (4), and (9). If
T is used to represent a "combined" monochromatic atmospheric transmissivity
(12) factor (11) is simplified to (13).
758
SUN
Z 90-A Zenith Angle of S Is* Monochromatic Intensity
Io= So cos Z Measured by Satellite
TS- Transmissivity for I.-Ic PathSon Solar Constant
Ta= Transmissivity for Ic-I s Path
a 6 Albedo Canopy
Figure 1. Factors Affecting Satellite Sensed Data.
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Equation (13) can be considered for two different months, i and j,
and with the appropriate superscripting (14a) and (14b) result. Taking
the ratio of (14a) to (14b) results in (15) and this may be solved in turn
for a-, which is (16). Equation (16) shows that the ratio of the albedos
a)
of a canopy at two different times is given by the product of A*B-C where:
s ratio of direct beam intensities atA - +
4j satellite at times i and j
s
ratio of "combined" transmissivity
i at times j and iY
cosJZ ratio of cosines of zenith angle at
C - +
cosiZ times j and i
A and C can be obtained from the ERTS data, but what about the combined
transmissivity term B? The transmissivity T1 can also be expressed as the
ratio of the actual monochromatic direct beam intensity striking the surface,
Ic
, 
and the monochromatic intensity that would strike the surface in the
absence of an atmosphere, Io . This is expected in (17). Using (17), (12)
may be rewritten for times i and j to obtain (18a) and (18b). The ratio
of (18a) and (18b) results in (19), and (19) substituted into (16) results
in the final equation (20).
- c iicos Z
aj I I cos Z
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This equation permits a direct comparison of the albedo of a canopy
at two different times. Since it is a ratio comparison, Is and Ic need
not have the same units.
Caution must be exercised in the application of equation (20) due to
its monochromatic nature. For example, when the solar constant is used in
the equation, it does not have the value of 2 ly min- ' but rather the sum
of the direct beam energy in the waveband interval being considered.
ly min-
Band 4 .5 - .6P Sol .277
Band 5 .6 - .7p S0 2  + .236
Band 6 .7 - .8P S0 3  + .193
Band 7 .8 -l1.1 S04 4 .370
Figure 2 illustrates the results of corrections applied to some ERTS
data for Lafayette, Indiana for three different ratio comparisons. The
ratio of the data I /I j, the ratio after correcting with direct beam
radiation measured at the surface, and the ratio after correcting using
total solar radiation (not strictly justified since total solar measurements
are flux measurements) are all protrayed for the four ERTS bands. The
following conclusions can be drawn:
a. The longer the time between observations, the more
important the correction factor becomes.
b. In the visible bands, 4 and 5, where the initial
analysis showed no systematic change, the corrected
values indicate a definite increase in response as
senescence occurs.
c. While there is a significant shift in the infrared
bands, 6 and 7, after applying corrections, they
are not sufficient to reverse the direction of the
761




.9I " " ..
9/30 10/9 9/30 4
10/19 I V24 11/24
SRow o Direct X Tot Solar
Figure 2. Ratio Graphs of Applied Correction Factors Compared
to Uncorrected Data for Lafayette, Indiana.
* equals Raw Data Ratios
o equals Direct Data Ratios
X equals Total Solar Data Ratios
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change in response. The near infrared still shows
a decrease in reflectance as the Brown Wave progresses.
d. Similar results are obtained whether direct or total
solar radiation is used in equation (20).
These results are consistent with what would be expected during
vegetative maturation--an increase in response in the visual bands while
the infrared shows a decrease. They show that band 6 and 7 are still
meaningful for analysis thus far in their unaltered form. When bands 4
and 5 are corrected for outside factors influencing the plant's satellite
sensed response, the pattern of changes in spectral properties is enhanced.
At RSC, Texas A & M University, a data analysis project was undertaken
to determine the amount of variation introduced as a result of changes in
atmospheric and illumination conditions.- This project also investigated
methods and models which would be useful in reducing these effects upon
the results of the phenology study.
Analyses were conducted to gain experience with the satellite data
to correlate with observed albedo changes. Initial studies were conducted
by examination of between-band probability density functions of the sensor
data values from multitemporal and multiple site sources.' A scene (32 km x
32 km) was selected for the College Station area for three dates in 1972
(30 August, October 23, and December 16). Two-dimensional frequency counts
were made of two-band data value pairs for each date. A frequency thres-
hold was selected (700 points) and all data pairs. having a higher rate than
this threshold were plotted on a two-dimensional cluster plot (Fig. 3).
In examining the aggregate of superimposed clusters from multiple dates,
two characteristics are noted. Changes in scene characteristic signatures
apparent in the shape of the clusters are noted, especially between the
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional cluster plot for Bands 6 and 7
radiance, College Station, Texas.
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October data sets is relatively consistent at the level of significance
of the display. However, the dominant trend apparent in the data is a
general decrease in scene data values over time. This result immediately
suggests scene illumination variations (as might be expected), and empha-
sizes the magnitude of their effect, which dominates the data relationships.
Sun angle corrections were implemented using a simple mathematical
relationship of the intensity of solar radiation, IH, falling upon a
horizontal plane as a function of the solar constant Io, and the solar
elevation y. This relationship (IH = Iosiny) was used to apply corrections
to satellite data for variations due to the changes in source illumination
intensity as a function of solar elevation angles. These illumination
corrections appear to be reasonably successful in removing bias from the
data sets apparent as a function of time.
In parallel with these solar illumination studies, an activity was
initiated to obtain multitemporal, spectral signatures from terrain areas
generally expected to vary the least, such as urban areas and cultural
features. A test site from the non-industrial, downtown area of Bryan,
Texas was selected for initial study. Multitemporal spectral signatures
were computed for the three dates which were available. In Figure 4 is
shown the relationship between these signatures. The temporal variation
is readily apparent. Applying the sun angle corrections described above,
the data fall into alignment. In fact, the sun angle correction puts all
of the signatures within one sample standard deviation. It appears that
vegetative scene inhomogenieties are the major contributor to data variance,
and that variance produced as a result of atmospheric variation in non-
industrial regions from some nominal value is small in comparison. Direct
application of ERTS data to the problems addressed in this study is not














0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
WAVELENGTH (nm)
Figure 4. Multitemporal spectral signatures, Bryan, Texas.
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data considered that sun angle correction provides adequate reduction of
multitemporal data variance.
Corrections to ERTS data for the Eastern Corridors were found to be
helpful due to variations of water vapor and particulate matter in the
atmosphere. Unfortunately, the necessary radiation information was seldom
available and, therefore, no correction factors could be applied to the
data. In the clearer atmosphere over the Western Corridors, correction
for sun angle change was the only correction necessary.
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All equations refer to monochromatic intensities.
Io = So cos Z (1)
Ic = Io0 exp(-k u sec Z) (2)
Let: T1  = exp(-k u sec Z) (3)
Then: Ic = 10 T 1  (4)
Is = a Ic exp(=k u) (5)
Let: T2 = exp(-k u) (6)
Then: I s = a c T 2  (7)
Also: TI = (T2 )(sec Z) (8)
or T2 = (Tl)(cos Z) (9)
Is = a So(cox Z)T 1 T2  (10)
or Is  = a So (cos Z)T 1 (T1 )(cos Z) (11)
Let: y = T1 (TI)(cos Z) (12)
Then: I s = a y So(cos Z) (13)
For two different months, i and j, we can write:
i ii i
Is = a y cos Z (14a)
Ij  = aJ y cosj Z (14b)
I ii i
Therefore: S ay j cos Z
I a jcos Z 15)
s
S
or - scos Z (16)
A B C
Where: A - raw data, B - transmissivity correction, C - elevation angle
correction.
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GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSING VEGETATION CHANGES
USING.ERTS-1 SATELLITE IMAGERY
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Introduction
The analysis and evaluation of remote sensing imagery for most
purposes follows well-defined guidelines. This paper illustrates these
guidelines by presenting an introduction to remote sensing principles and
describing a system to assess seasonal vegetation changes using ground and
Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-1) imagery. This system has
been developed as part of a NASA funded project to study phenological
changes over the United States. All of the interpretation, data handling
and analysis procedures including darkroom methods are outlined.
Fundamentals of Imagery Interpretation
The term imagery as discussed here refers only to ERTS-1 multispectral
scanner prints and transparencies. The methods used to interpret this
imagery are very similar to those used for aerial photography. The appear-
ance or change in appearance of any object on this imagery will be a func-
tion of the imagery's resolution, scale, recorded spectral sensitivity and
of the interpreter's ability-training.
Resolution is a descriptor used to indicate the fineness of detail
which can be seen on the imagery. The resolution of fields, forests, and
other objects is dependent upon several factors such as the feature's shape,
area, contrast with surroundings and the scale of the imagery.
Scale is the number of units distance on the ground equivalent to a
unit distance on the imagery. The scale of the ERTS-1, 70 millimeter format
products is 1:3,369,000 or a one inch measurement on the imagery is equiva-
lent to fifty miles distance on the ground. The 9 x 9 inch products have
a scale 1:1,000,000 or approximately sixteen miles on the ground per inch
on the imagery. These relatively small scales indicate that to be seen or
resolved an object must be relatively large in area or contrast greatly
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with its background. Experience with the ERTS-1 data indicates that crops
or forests as small as ten acres in area can be identified when surrounded
by crop or forest species.
Sensor Sensitivity and Object Reflectivity
The spectral sensitivity of the remote sensors coupled with spectral
reflectivity of an object are also partially determinant in whether or not
or how an object will appear on the imagery. The ERTS-1 multispectral
scanner has four sensors, each "looking" at a different part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. These four sensitivities are expressed in terms of the
wavelength response of the sensor and are 0.5-0.6 (green, band 4), 0.6-0.7
(red, band 5), 0.7-0.8 (near-infrared, band 6), 0.8-1.1 (near-infrared, band 7)
micrometers. Whenever an object reflects those wavelengths to which a sensor
responds, it will appear light in tone on that imagery band. Objects reflect-
ing green wavelength radiation will appear light in tone on band 4 imagery
while objects having high red reflectivity will appear light in tone on band 5
imagery. The near-infrared bands record radiation not visible to the human
eye. However, the conversion of the sensor's output onto film allows objects
reflecting radiation in these wavelengths to be seen as lighter tones on the
resultant imagery.
Green fields and forests will often appear much lighter in tone on the
infrared bands than on band 4. A much greater reflectance of near-infrared
wavelengths by green vegetation in comparison with that of the green wave-
lengths produces this result. Vegetation appears green to the human eye
only because green reflectance is dominant over the range of wavelengths to
which the eye is sensitive (0.4-0.7 micrometers). Vegetation is usually
darker in tone on the red band imagery because of the low reflectance of
these wavelengths (chlorophyll.absorption).
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Whichever band is used in interpretation, the density-vigor of the
vegetation and the amount of soil or other background features greatly
influence the interpreter's ability to discern specific crop or forest
areas or phenological changes in this vegetation. The satellite has
essentially a vertical view of all those features below it and an object's
appearance results from an integration of all these features.
The ability-training of an interpreter to successfully evaluate ERTS
imagery depends upon his understanding of the few concepts presented above.
Implicit in these is the recognition of how interpretation factors such as
shape, size, tone, pattern, texture and topographic position interact with
object appearance.
Consideration must additionally be given the changing factors of
atmospheric aerosol and solar illumination. Atmospheric aerosol, visible
as haze, reduces the contrast between objects. Imagery obtained under these
conditions will have a uniform grayish-white frosted appearance. Scattering
of light by the aerosol (Rayleigh scattering) produces this effect and is
more acute in shorter wavelength bands.
Solar elevation differences also influence object appearance. For a
given latitude and time of day the solar elevation and illumination differs
throughout the year. These factors cycle continuously, with summer high-
points and winter lows. There will be a general darkening of the imagery
in all bands as solar elevation and illumination decreases.
Site Location on the ERTS Imagery
The forest and crop areas at each test site must be located accurately
on the imagery for the interpretation studies. Comparisons of the same
areas over different dates are necessary for continuity.
The general site area can be quickly located using a World Aeronautical
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Chart (WAC). These charts and the 9 x 9 inch ERTS products have the same
scale. The latitude and longitude of the site should be marked on the map.
Then the band 7 transparency covering the site is overlayed on the WAC by
aligning rivers, lakes or other prominent features appearing on both.
Placing the chart on a low intensity light table often highlights the map
details and facilitates the alignment. The general site location (latitude-
longitude mark) is then marked on the imagery with a grease pencil. This
point is then transferred from the band 7 imagery to any other band by align-
ing the corner fiducial marks of the two images and with the alternate band
on top, marking through the latitude-longitude mark from the band 7 imagery.
The specific forest or crop site is then located using larger scale
charts and photographic enlargement of the imagery. The exact site is marked
on a USGS quadrangle sheet (scales of 1:62,500.to 1:24,000). Then roads,
forest boundaries or other features shown on the map, and visible on the
imagery, are referenced on the imagery to close in on and exactly locate the
study areas. Comparisons of map details with 7X photographic enlargments of
the imagery usually make identification of the site much easier. Use of a
5-10X hand lens to study the ERTS transparencies also often facilitates this
work.
Visual Correlations with Phenological Changes
Seasonal changes in vegetation can be correlated visually with tonal
changes on the satellite imagery. Bands 5 and 7 provide a good basis for
such studies. Forest stands usually lighten in tone on band 5 and darken
in tone on band 7 as autumn leaf coloration and fall progresses. These
tonal differences can be explained by considering the interpretation factors
discussed above. Many crops follow this same pattern as they mature and are
harvested. Spring-summer sequences give a reversal of these developments.
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The correlations are made by comparing visually the imagery tonal
changes of forest and crop areas with ground observation photography taken
of the same area on the same dates. The ground photography consists of
color slides taken by trained field personnel. These slides document the
stage of phenological development of site vegetation at and between given
dates.
Density Analysis of ERTS-1 Imagery
Visual interpretations of imagery and correlations with ground observa-
tions are subject to human judgment. An objective method of analyzing the
imagery and verifying the interpretations would seem desirable. Film 
density
measurements on the transparencies are one way to obtain objective data which
will be indicative of tonal changes. Considering any given spectral band,
the density of an area is inversely related to the reflectance for 
this area.
Areas with high reflectance will have a low density and light tone. Imagery
density is also relatively simple and inexpensive to measure with standard
darkroom densitometers.
The site must be accurately located before density measurementscan 
be
made. This positioning is assured by the following procedure. Place a strip
of clear film (acetate or mylar) over the imagery so that it covers the site
and extends to the edge of the transparency. Securely tape the film to 
the
outer edge of the imagery so as to prevent side movement, yet allow the 
clear
strip to be lifted and folded back. Then place the transparency 
with the
attached clear overlay on a light table and put an ink dot on the clear film,
marking the exact location of the site. The site location is then transferred
to the overlays for imagery on other bands and dates by aligning the original
and new images using obvious common features such as lakes, rivers and highways
and putting an ink dot on the overlay strip covering the second transparency.
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This procedure should give repeatable reference points.
The densitometer readings are now made using the ink dots as site
references. The image with the ink-dotted film taped on is placed over
the aperture and light source of densitometer. The imagery is shifted
until the dot blocks the light source, thus aligning the site directly
under the measuring head. The transparency is taped in place, the overlay
folded back and the densitometer head lowered to make the measurement.
Several adjustment functions have to be made to standardize the
original densitometer measurements. An instrument calibration adjustment
should be made on all densitometer readings. The data necessary to calcu-
late this correction for densitometers such as those manufactured by the
Welsh Scientific Company is obtained by comparing instrument readings with
a density wedge standard made by Eastman Kodak. This data is.plotted and
a graphically plotted adjustment curve is constructed. A further refinement
of this technique is suggested for use in adjusting ERTS imagery density
readings. The densitometer readings and gray scale readings are run through
a simple linear regression and a prediction equation for adjusting the
instrument readings to calibrated readings is derived. This equation and
others discussed below can be written into computer programs that will
greatly reduce the workload in the correction of large numbers of density
readings.
Further adjustment of the densitometer readings is required for possible
differences in processing between different dates. This is accomplished by
measuring the density at several known points on the imagery's fifteen wedge
steps. A simple linear regression equation is then developed for each pair
of dates so that the equation adjusts the readings at one date back to com-
parable readings at the base date.
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A final adjustment for differences in solar elevation and atmospheric
transmission between dates should then be made to each reading, after
having gone through the two least squares adjustments. This adjustment
is in ratio form and is calculated using solar radiometer readings (the
procedure is outlined in a recently written LARS-Purdue working paper).
These corrections in total should give resultant densities indicative of
actual vegetation reflectances over different times.
Band-to-band density ratios can be used along with the density changes
in individual bands to depict phenological changes. One ratio found to
Density Band 5 - Density Band 7 This ratio increases
work well is: R5-7 = Density Band 5 + Density Band 7 This ratio increases
with vegetation development in the spring and decreases with the fall's
seasonal changes.
Use of the Diazo Process for Making Color Transparencies
Sometimes a color infrared composite image is easier to interpret than
the black-and-white imagery. However, the delivery of color products by
NASA is often several weeks later than that for the other products. If one
has an immediate need for color renditions of the ERTS imagery, they can be
made using the Diazo process. Most visual-aids departments have the neces-
sary equipment for this work.
The Diazo procedure is based on the Ozalid process. The Diazo film is
exposed using ultraviolet light and developed in ammonia gas. The resulting
image is identical to the one copied except for color. In other words,
dense areas on the original are also dense on the Diazo product. The film
used in the Diazo process comes in practically any color desired. Two types
often used are Tecnifax Diazochrome color film by Scott Graphics and Spectra
Diazo film by K & E. The University of Maine's processing machine is a
Blu-Ray made in Essex, Connecticut.
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The color composite process is started by making transparencies with
different colors for black-and-white images of two or more of the four
ERTS MSS bands. The black-and-white transparency and Diazo film of the
desired color are placed in contact with each other and an ultraviolet
light is shown through the imagery onto the emulsion side of the Diazo
film. This is much like making a normal photographic contact print from
a negative on a contact printer. After this the Diazo film is developed
by exposure to ammonia gas. This process is repeated for each band and
color combination that is required to make the final color image. To make
a color infrared composite, three images are used (band 4, 5 and one of
the infrared bands). The Diazo film colors to use for each band are:
Band Diazo Film Color
4 Yellow
5 Magenta
6 or 7 Cyan
One other variable to consider in this process is the density of the Diazo
image. It can be changed by varying exposure time. It has been found that
trial and error is the best method of choosing the proper exposures. The
composite image is formed by sandwiching together the color images in exact
register using the corner fiducial marks for alignment. An overhead pro-
jector provides a good method to view the composite. This multi-layered
affect can be distracting when the image is viewed directly without enlarge-
ment or a high intensity light source.
Darkroom Techniques for Processing ERTS-1 Imagery
The ERTS-1 black-and-white transparency images are not suitable for
many investigator uses. Examples are publication purposes and enlargements
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needed in paper print form for interpretation studies. Standard darkroom
procedures are used to make the necessary photographic transformations.
The methods used are simple and permit the use of common dark room equip-
ment and supplies.
To make a black-and-white positive print, a negative is needed. These
negatives are obtained in one of two ways. For small-scale prints, such
as 1:1,000,000, the 70 mm transparency negatives supplied by NASA can be
used. However, these cannot be enlarged much more than three times without
having exposure times in excess of that advisable for making prints with
ordinary darkroom materials. NASA bulletin Vol. A, No. 13, January 15, 1973,
describes a recommended procedure to be used when printing with these nega-
tives. This paper also lists recommended exposure settings for various
papers, enlargers and developers.
These negatives are very dense, making them difficult to use. By trial
and error it has been found that for Band 5 imagery an exposure time of
approximately 30 seconds with an 'f' stop of 8 (50 mm lens) on an Omega
PRO-LAB D-6 enlarger set for a 3X enlargement will give a proper exposure
on KODAK polycontrast rapid paper developed in Dektol (1:2) for 90 seconds.
For a Band 7 negative the 'f' stop is 3.5 and the exposure time 20 seconds.
These values will vary from frame to frame and the best method of determining
the proper exposure for each new frame is to expose test strips.
New negatives must be made to produce enlarged prints at scales suffi-
cient for detailed study of a site. The negative can be made on 33 mm Fine
Grained Release Positive film Eastman Kodak 5302. This film has nearly the
same emulsion as print paper and can be handled under safe lights and
developed in Dektol. The first step in making the negative is to place the
ERTS 9 x 9 inch positive transparency on a contact printer after having
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noted the site location. To ensure making the negative so that it covers
the site, the site area is masked using metal masking strips or by making a
mask from any thin opaque material. The masks should be sized to allow the
35 mm film to fit in the mask opening with the opening placed over the site.
The Fine Grained Release Positive film strip is then placed under the
opening, on top of the transparency, and exposed. Test strips should be made
to determine the exposure times required to produce negatives of any desired
density. These negatives are at a scale of 1:1,000,000 and can be enlarged
quite easily because of their fine grain and relatively lower density. Also,
their larger scale as compared with the NASA 70 mm negatives gives less of
an enlargement factor from which to make the larger scale prints.
One method of adjusting the enlarger to give a desired scale is to first
trace details such as lakes, rivers and highways on a white sheet of paper
from a map having the same scale as desired for the enlarged print. This
paper is then placed on the enlarging easel and the enlarger, with negative in
place is raised or lowered until the image projection fits the outline traced
off the map. If a print is made with an unknown enlargement factor, the
scale can be determined by measuring known distances between landmarks that
appear on the print such as lakes, islands, major highway intersections and
calculating the scale as a representative fraction:
scale = photographic distance
ground distance
The ground distance is usually scaled off from map measurements.
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These guidelines should give the interpreter interested in analyzing ERTS
imagery some useful working methods. This discussion is certainly not all
inclusive of the methods and problems encountered in working with multispectral
satellite imagery. However, it should provide a good basis from which to start
and have experience modify.
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APPENDIX M
PLANT SPECIES COMPOSITION OF RANGE SITES IN
THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND COLUMBIA VALLEY CORRIDORS
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Since radiation reflectance of range vegetation will vary with
different species, a survey was made in the Rocky Mountain and Columbia
Valley corridors at each of the range sites to determine the approximate
species composition based on vegetative cover. The predominant species
for each of the ten range sites are listed in Table 1 to the nearest ten
percent. The table includes both the scientific and common names of the
range plants. The percentage values refer to the percent of the vegeta-
tive cover that is composed of the particular plant species.
Table 1: Approximate Percentage of the Total Vegetative Cover for the
Predominant Species at Each of the Range Sites in the Rocky
Mountain and Columbia Valley Corridors.
Scientific Name Percent Common Name
RM-1 Festuca scabrella 60 Range fescue
Festuca idahoensis 20 Idaho fescue
Koeleria cristata 10 Prairie Junegrass
RM-2 Bromus tectorum 30 Cheatgrass brome
Stipa comata 30 Needle-and-thread
Agropyron smithii 20 Western vheatgrass
RM-3 Stipa comata go Needle-and-thread
Opunh'a polyacantha Trace Prickley Pear
Artemisia tridentata Trace Big Sagebrush
RM-4 Agropyron desertorum 60 Crested wheatgrass
Bromus tectorum 20 Cheatgrass (annual)
Juniperus osteosperma 10 Utah Juniper
RM-5 Ranunculus testiculatus 60 Buttercup, testiculate
Bromus tectorum 20 Cheatgrass
Sarcobatus vermiculatus 10 Greasewood
RM-6 Artemisia filifolia 30 Sand sagebrush
Gutierrezia sp. 20 Snakeveed
Bromis tectorum 20 Cheatgrcz
Aristida s. 20 Three-Avns
CV-7 Stipa comata 40 Needle-and-thread
Bouteloua gracilis 10 Blue grama
Poa secunda 10 Sandberg bluegrass
Agropyron smithii 10 Western wheatgrass
CV-8 Poa pratensis 40 Kentucky bluegrass
Cirsium arvense 30 Canada thistle
Agropyron smithii 20 Western wheatgrass
CV-9 Festuca idahoensis 70 Idaho fescue
Phleum pratense 10 Timothy
Bromus inermis 10 Smooth brome
CV-10 Poa secunda 30 Sandberg bluegrass
Agropyron spictum 20 Bluebush wheatgrass
Chrysothamnus nauseosus 10 Rubber rabbitbrush
Sitanion hystrix 10 Bottlebrush squirreltail
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Canopy, closure, 44, 45
Color enhancement, 39
Computer analysis, 13, 20,.21, 25, 26, 33, 41
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Rocky Mountain, 9, 23
Columbia Valley, 23, 27
Crop identification, 53




Density, data plots, 26, 46
Designator, site, 28
Digicol Processor 4010, 32, 34, 44
Digital tapes, MSS, 20, 23, 56
Forest, deciduous, 8, 44, 45
coniferous, 58
Gray-scale map, 20, 26-28, 53
Green Wave, 1, 7, 41, 46-50, 54, 57
Honeysuckle, 13
Identification crop, 54, 55, 58
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Lilac, Red Rothomagensis, 5, 13
Common Purple, 13
Maps, U. S. Geological Survey, 34
ASCS, 34




MSS-Multispectral Scanner Measurements, 23, 34, 36-38
Observations, ground, 5, 36-38, 46, 69
Phenoclimatic modeling, 60




Photography (see Observations, ground)
Photo interpretation, 34, 771
Progression, temporal (see Brown Wave, Green Wave)
geographical (see Brown Wave, Green Wave)
Radiation, intensity, 23, 28




Report, standard format, 17, 28-31, 163
Senescence, vegetative, 1
Site processing, 26
Solar elevation, 20, 28, 46, 51, 757
Solar Thermal Units, 13
Species composition, 34, 783
Spectral response, relative, 33, 505
Spectral signature, 10, 56
Standard deviation 23, 39, 143
Statistical data, 54







TVYP-transformed vegetation parameter, 28
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Vegetational development, 33, 39, 40, 42, 46-51, 60
Vegetative yield, 56, 60
(see also Biomass)
Visual estimation, 34, 39
World Map, 13-16
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